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The United States entered a new era oi' fisheries management when the Magnuson
Fishery lvfanagetnent and Conservation Act  MFCMA! was signed into law m 1976.
prior to the act, approaches to fisheries managementwere haphaxard and ntanagernent
and conservation efforts weakened by inadequate enforcement and divided authority,
The act was intended to overcome these shortcomings by creating a new and unique
system for protecting marine ftshery resources fram excessive exploitation.

After nearly ten years of experienre with the MFCMA, and with re-authorization
ot the act to be consider soon by congress, rt is clearly useful ta take stock of the
i'ederal fisheries management system. Thc tenth annual COMS conference waa
designed to do exactly t.hat. Specifically, the conf'erence sought to critically examine
the methods and results of fisheries management under the MFCMA and to identify
haw the current system. can be improved.

Ta this end, the conference was structured around six basic quesnons:

What are the principal strengths and weaknemes of fisheries
managetnent under the MFCVIA?

How should the role of the private sector in f isheries
management be expanded?

What are the prospects and problems of increasing the states'
rois in fisheries management?

What caa we learn 1'rom the federal experience with
management of other natural resources?

Which management strategies etnployed by other countries
should be used. m UK fisheries? and

What kinds af enforcement and research will be needed to
support alternative approaches ta fisheries management?

The attthors of the papers and panel discussants were asked ta address the above
q"estiarts, Their answers are often rich in insight and. controversiaL Some af their

>mmertdatians are radical, others practicaL On the whale the contents of this
olume should help os prepare more effective and beneficial appraaches to fisheries

managerrtent for the next ten years.
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PART ONE

Critical Assessment of the Current

Fisheries Management System

In this opening session of the conference we present an overview of the existing
fisheries management system in the United States, including both an assessment of
present-day management objectives, a.nd a iook at current arrangements in ternm of
their overall strengths and weaknesses, If we are going to rethink fisheries
management, there is a lot in the system which should obviously be retained; there
are also aspects which should be modifted, or perhaps changed completely. but as the
papers presented here w>II demonstrate, any major changes must be considered within
the context ol' what is politically feasible.

Assessments of fisheries management systems are an ongoing process, as needs and
opportunities change, and as new problems arise in the light of experience. Iiut this is
a particularly significant year, both because it marks the tenth anmversary of the
enactment of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976, and
because a panel of experts, working for HOAA, is in the process of assesnng the
results of ten years of management efforts in the U.S. We shall hear in our first
presentation about the results of a draft report the panel has prepared, We shall also
hear the views on current fisheries management from representatives of the federal
government, the Regional Fisheries Management Councils, the fishermen themmlves,
and the processors, This session should set the stage for subsequent considerations of
what should be done next.

LEWIS M A.LEXANDER
erector

Gettrer for Ocean hfanagemenr Srttdtas
Urdversfry of Rhcafe Ishmd

Kingston, Rhocfe Island





The NOAA Fishery Management Study

BRUCE W. NORMAN
Staf f Director
Fishery Management Study
Atarionai Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Washington, D.C.

In February, 1986, Dr. Anthony Calio, Administrator, Vattonal Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!, commissioned a. study on the v:ay we manage
fisheries in the United States. The reason for the study is the need m reauthorize the
Magnusun Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976  MFCMA!. Dr, Calio's
overall approach was to reauthorize the act for two years  FY 1986 and 1987! and
undertake two studies � one to examine aud improve the NOAAICouncti relationship
under the MFCMA and the orher to se.k out better ways to manage fisheries in toto.
His objective in the latter stu.dy was to see ii' there were innovative concepts,
institutional structures, or management strategies that would reduce the federal
regulatory burden and cost to the general taxpayers while conserving the nation's
fishery resources. Ile also wanted ideas that transcended politics � ideas that would
survive polittcal change and the economic reality of reduced federal spending,

He called on 11 individuals and asked them for their views within 90 days. The
result was the NOAA Fishery Management Study. Public comment on this study and
the NOAAICouncil task group report, the recent American Fisheries Society report
and the proceedings of this conference will be used to put together a rnanagernent
plan for NOAA's fishery managetnent program. We expect that plan to be ready in
late 1986 to provide the basis for the FY 1988 budget and reauthorization of the
MFCMA.

IMPETUS AND ISSUES

I think I can safely predict that the study will be significant but not particularly
radical. The study contributors are aware of what's feasible and were not ~ to
spend time debating whether the MFCLIA and federal role in fishery management
should be scrapped. Tins was a source of mme frustration to me as staff since, while
Dr Calio did not have a particular institutional ~ment in nund, I knew he
wanted a range of alternatives to the present system, some of which wouM entail
more effective management at lower cost. The Grsmm-Rudmsn-Hollings Act is not
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the excuse or the impetus for this study � the impetus is simply a desire for good
management of the resource and the taxpayers' money,

A Crtrkfue

The study sets out the basic convictions of the contributors and reviews the
pluses and minuses of the current system. Chief among the pluses is the regional
approach with state, federal and public participation. Chief among the minuses is
that overfishing persists in some fisheries. The study addresses a variety of specific
topics and some basic concepts, the pivotal one being optimum yield. The topics are
soinc of those most of you would list iF asked to review fishery management � highly
migratory species, scientific information and statistics, fees and licensing, limited
entry, "Americanization," enforcement, and habitat. The study also addresses, in
general, the issue of priorities among existing fishery programs.

In some respects, the study replowed the ground covered by the NOAA/Council
task group, but succeeded in considering a large number of alternatives. These were
grouped into those with all-federal involvement, those with no federal involvement
and thase with a mixture of state, federal and private involvement. Dr. Calio asked
the contributors to look from the outside in, rather than from the inside out. This is
extremely difficult to do when you have lived with a system for almost ten years.
If most of us were asked to do a comparable review of the Constitution, we might
have the same problem-the inclination is to tinker, Still, these individuals have
come up with some significant tinkering, even within the existing mixed system,
They considered the alternatives and preferred the state/federal/private approach to
management.

Oprlnuun Yield

As I said, the concept of optimum yield  OY! is pivotal to the study. Optimum
Yield is a magnificent compromise and was intended as such. It is the essence of the
current system and gives free play to politics in fishery management, Optimum
yield really only papers over competition between cammercial and recreational
interests and among different users within these interests. In the competition among
fishermen for a piece of the resource, the resource itself may not get the priority it
needs to assure long-run productivity. Conservation of the resource should have
priority over allocation pressures among users.

Like politics in Congress, the short-term is dominant in the existing fishery
management system and drives everything including science. Science is being focused
on fishery management problems, but the system seems to specify those problems on
a near-term basis. [ am unaware of any plans that are specifically tied to a stock
rebuilding program except Pacific salmon and surf clams. This is perhaps
understandable when enforcement in some fisheries is so difficult.

En f orurmcnr

Enforcement has two aspects: what we normally think of as enforcement, which
is a matter of how best to detect violations and ta exact penalties; and a more subtle
notion � the ability to get accurate data froin the fishery. I do not wish to link these
twa elements too closely � sources of data are confidenriai and, as a matter of policy,
data are not a source for law enforcement. But the commonality is that data may be
required from fishermen and penalties exist for false reporting. Law and policy
aside, we are dependent on cooperation from fishermen and processors for our
fishery-dependent data. I am working this all back to the issue of short-term
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management--without a reliable data base nnd research it is difficult to consider
managing for the long-term. The fishery has to be micro-managed and even then, we
can't be assured that overfishmg is not occurring. Some feel  and I am one! that
preventing overfishing is the prime directive of the act. I would not be giving much
away to say that the issue af scientific information and statistics was a maj>r
concern of the contributors to the study.

Oprinuun Yfefrf and ffafrfrar

The link to optimum yield should be obvious. The basis of OY is maximum
sustainable yield  hkSY! or some suitable biological measure of productivity. An
assessment of the status of stocks requires both fishery-independent and
fishery-dependent data. If the fishery-dependent data is flawed, v:e don't have a
firm grasp on the basis for taking into account social, economi~, snd ecological factors.

Habitat is a natural topic in this regard since without some thee.hald level of
spawning, feeding and nursery grounds, the productivity of our marine areas will
plummet. Habitat has two sides; the science af fishery resource dependence on
habitat; and the management of coastal areas. Fishery managers must be concerned
with habitat conservation or their efforts will be wasted in the long run; their
concern has to be given great weight in decisions about converting habitat to other
iises.

Science is a hard nut. No scieatist is willing to say, in most cases, that we know
enough to make definitive statemenis about naturally variable phenomena, but they
do sometimes stick their necks out. At some point v;e have to make decisions. We
can't wait for the definitive statement, nor can we ignore less-than-certain scientific
analyses. The decisions may prove wrong, even when based oa the best available
data, but at same point you have to decide between conservation. of a natural resource
and the short-term welfare of all the participants in a fishery � at least under the
current system of common property fishery resources.

Gasiaum Property V. Prorate Property

Common property is another one of those basic concepts that needs careful review
if we are ta rethink fishery management. Limited entry has either passionate
supporters or passionate opponents, One reason for this polarization is that limited
entry is a blanket term covering a variety of techniques, some of which have failed
to control effort in the long run and others of which are untried. Despite the long
history af limited entry, it still remains an uncertain solution to the U8. problem of
too many fishermen pursuing too few fish, The simple varieties of limited entry
that have been tried and found wanting have failed for the same reason common
property fails � limiting the number of vessels, for instance, only creates common
property on a smaller scale; the vessels still remaining continue to compete for the
fish. The incentive to coaserve the resource is still not there. The greatest promise is
offered by changing common property into some form of private pmperty so that
fishermen perceive the resource as an asset to be managed, rather than a free gaad
they need to take before someone else daesu
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Ltceems tustf Sees

This leads me to the topic of fees and licenses, While fish are treated as cotrunon
property, they really belong to the people of the United States. At present, the
people. in the fortn of taxpayers. spend a large amount of money to manage a
resource that is free to any dornesnc user. The larger public deserves an answer to
the question of who should pay for fishery management,

Licenses bring me back to the topic of scientific information and statistics. To
this day, we cannot say with great confidence how many fishermen � commercial or
recreational-there really are. Vor do we have a good handle on total removals frotn
the resource. T-ees, limited entry, and licenses can be related, but the real issue with
lice~ is their role in data coUection. >or a licensing system to assist in data
collection, reporting requirements need to be enforced. An interesting discovery that
the study partictpants raadc for themselves was the apparent large difference
between the east coast and the west coast v hen it comes to licensing and reporting.

CONCLUSION

J hope I have conveyed that each of these topics is fundamentally related to the
others. To review the way wc manage ftsheries is much more than a
time-and-motion study of the proces, To leave out habitat, to leave out fundamental
research, to leave out the basic responsibility of the individuals involved is to ignore
major parts of the fishery system. One reason for managing fisheries and attending
to them as systems is so that our people can take full advantage � now and in the
future � of thc resource available to them.

The responsibility of government is by whatever tneans, to make sure thc
resource is available and usable, or as the act states it, that "there bc a multiplicity
of options available with respect to future uses of these resources." Science and good
management should make thc resource avatiable; concern for habitat can ma.ke it
usable. But usability has another ~ and this is encompassed within the term
"Americanization." Government has a responsibility herc too, but only to assure that
our mdustry is competing fairly internationally and has thc climate it needs to thrive
dotncsticall. The responsibility for taking advantage of the resource and the
markets is industry's. Thc most o~c trend in fisherics today is that industry is
rising to the challenge � in squid, in sablefish and even Alaskan pollock.

I have touched on most of the issues addressed by the fishery tnanagernent study
in the hope that this conference will help us go a step farther, As 1 indicated earlier,
this conference is tunely and ita proceedmgs will be used as we formulate a
tnanagement plan including propasah fot' rasuthorizing the MFCldA, and for budget
decisions for FY 1988 and beyond. The theme of this conference is "rethinking"
fishery managetnenu To fulfill that theme, 1 hope wc can keep in mind Dr, CMo's
adtnonition to the study; let's do our rethinking from the outside in, rather than
from thc inside our.
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The Present System:

What's Right and Wrong

TIIB OidB PZBSPBCTIVE OH FISHFRIBS JtfAh/ACBIrIBIUT

CAROL BALLEW
Budget Bxamirter
Office of Iriartagemerrt and Budget
Washirtgton, D.C.

BACKGROUND

Thanlr. you for inviting rne to participate in your conference on these very
important and timely issues. I have been involved with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration'a  NOAA! Fisheries programs for s little more than a
year now, and I am certain that your discussions and deliberatione will be of great
benefit to me as I go about my work as the budget examiner for NOAA, ln the past
year I' ve been able to visit a number of National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS!
sites in the Southeast, the Northwest, and Alaska, as weII as attend fishery
tnanagement councii meetings and meet with representatives of most of the counciln
I am here mostly to learn from you so I' ll Ir.eep rny remarks brief

Primarily. I want you to know what the Office of Management and Budget
 OMB! concerns are in relation to fisheries management and the actions that OMB
takes in the procesr of addressing thee concerns. Fimt of all, for those of you who
may not be finite as familiar as others, the Office of Management and Budget is part
of the Executive Office of the President and serves as staff to the President. I am not
hera ae an administration spokesperson, however. I am a career civil servant working
for OME I have been with OMB as a budget exannner for almost six years, eo I have
served under two administrations. During that time I have worked on a number of
p~ not just NOAA-all the way from the Small Business Administration, to
the Panama Canal Commisnon, to the Federal Maritime Commission, and the
Economic, Development Administration. As you can aee, exammers are expected to
have a set of general skills that can be applied to various ~ areaL
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Ohg8 FUNCTIONS

The Office of Management and Budget has three major functions with which you
would be concerned. There is the marmgement side which deals primarily with
concerns about organizational efficiency and productivity. This includes
implementation of A-76  Oh' circular, "performance of Cotnmercis.l Activities" !
with which mast of you are famihar, review of management plans and initiatives
across the federal government, and financial rnanagernent improvements. There is the
Office ol Information and Regulatory Affairs  OIRA! which handles the regulatory
analysis and imp'iements Executive Order 12291 that gives ORB the responsibility lbr
assesstng the tmpact of regulations. The OIRA of course is the lead office for OMB
with the fishery management councils and fishery management plans, There are also
the Oftices of I'ederal Procurement Policy and Statrsticai Policy, The really
important part of OMB, however, is the budget side. We put together the President.'s
Budget that gaea ta Congress. We monitor the considerations of that budget an
Hill and then we tnanitor the implementation of appropriations. We conduct policy
analysis as it relates to the particular program areas in which we work and provide
advice to policy officials sa that they can make informed decisions.

This adtninistration has several themes that relate to the issue this conference
will be addressing, The administration is looking at the very basic question of
"why" fram the ground up. In other words, we have been doing this or that year
after year and now let's take a goad look at why we do it at alL Docs the federal
government ha.ve a role? If so, how touch of a role? The appropriate federal role
vis-a-vis state and local government and the private sector is a major theme for this
administranon. Obviously you arc aware that dealing with a burgeoning deficit is an
administration priority. Therefore, ways to reduce casts to the general taxpayer
and/or increase revenue is a priority. Over-extension of the federal role inta the
private sector and into the lives of individuals has been a concern that. this
administrauon has been trying to address by reducing regulations or elimnmting
mandatory or unnecessary reporting requirements and regulations, Another major
thetne has been that. of privatizing, or if you would, reducing or eluninating the
assumption by the federal government of roles and activities that s.re more
appropriately performed by the private sector. In other words, getting the federal
government out of the business of competing with the private sector. Under this
administrauon particularly, we, and I am referring to we as staff, have been
chanenged to question and rethink what the federal role is in all areas. This includes
fishery management.

THE FISHERIES MANAGKMENT STUDY

The OMB has been interested in rethinking and relooking at, the issue of fisheries
management at least since 1982. In 1982, OMB asked the Department of Cormnerce
 DOC! and the National Oceanic and Atm{stpheric Administration  NOAA! to
undertake the fishery management study which included an assessment of the
current system and identification of alternatives. The concerns that prompts this
request werc: that thc resource be rnanagcd wisely and efficiently where necessary;
that burdensome regulations be reduced and unnecessary regulations eliminated; that
the government not subsidize inefficient operauons and interfere as little as n~
in private business decisions; and that the ocst of federal management bc reduceeL
That study effort was a long time in ooming about. but it is now underway. The
study panel's advice should bc availablc by summer, 1986 to NOAA and the DOC and
ultimately to OMB. The administration will review the panel's findings and w0
meaning thc DOC, NOAA, NMFS, and Oh4B, will work together to develop the
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adtninistration's policy. That, of course, will be after consideration of public
comment and. public debate, The administration will pursue implementation of
needed legislation with the Congress.

OMB AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

lo a related action, the OMB provided guidance to NOAA and DOC earlier this
year to the effect that where management of a fishery is necessary, the councils are
encouraged to consider alternative measures to the current methods, including limited
entry and marketable catch quota systetns. We do recognize that aiternate measures
might not be appropriate in all fisheries and that some measures are more appropriate
to a parricular fishery than others, OMB's interest in fisheries management takes
several forms: review and comment on the frshery management plans and related
regulations, as v'ell as development of the president's budget request for the hMFS,
but also for the Coast Guard and the State Department, since they each play a role in
fisheries management. We also review and clear legislation that is in support of the
president's budget and the administration policy aod develop policy options and
recommendations for consideration by administration officials.

The OMB ts often ~ of closed-mindedness and inflexibility. I suggese that
that depends on where yOu Stand On the issue under CcnsideratiOn, As staff, we try
to expose policy officials to all alternatives, to the advantages and disadvantages of
each. as well ss our judgement of what makes the roost sense analytically and
prcgranunatically. And, ss is usually the case, good arguments can be made on all
sides. llopefully, we bring aII that to light so that an informed decision results. We
are also often accused of having a very limited vocabulary which consists primarily
of "why" and "no," Aa a taxpayer, I think that you can appreciate that there is
someone there saying those sorts of things and asking the hard questions,

CRITICAL ASSESSItfE!VT OF THE
CURRFIIT FISHERIES MANAGEItfEItT SYSTEId

%qLLIPAI 6. GORDON
Asslstattt Admtntstraror for FIthertes
Nattottat Oceatric anrf AtmospIrerfc Admtrdstrattott
Wastttngtort, DC.

INTRODUCTION

Some of you may have seen the sign on the wall at the point Judith Fishermen's
Cooperative nearby which says, "Even a fish wouhl stay out of trouble if it kept ita
mouth shut" ~y, fish don't and we dang and while we' re not necessarily in
trouble we do need to rethink our pretnnt system � a system meant to benefit both
fish and fishermen.

There are many perspectives from which to rethink, as the diversity of this panel
suggeettc Each perspective shapes our thought and our motivation for the tsslr My
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perspective is that of a federal fishery mar.ager. I have said many times bei'ore that
primary role of the federal government in fishery rnanagernent is to act as

"steWard" of the resource. Today, I would add "advocate" for the resource, Let me
tell you why, aa I respond to your request to "critically assess" our rurrent system

From whatever perspective, a critical assessment should be placed in context � that
"compared to what?" There is an evolutionary and continuous rethinking process
work. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976

 hilFC.vtA! erncrged from strong and specific historical, political, environtnental, aad
~nomic pressures. The consensus was that there was nccd for fishery management.
The act's language was responsive to tlmt need. During its ten-year existence, the
MFCMA has been "rethought" sign if icantly as these early pressures matured.
Jnitiaiiy, the act's encompassing purpose was cons:rvation and management, of which
a corollary objective was to bring foreign fishing under control as a recant to that
end, The chic, benefit would be the development of a clitnate encouraging economic
growth in the don:estic fishing industry. Through a series of amendments over the
years, the primary purporc of conservation and inauagement became economic growth.
These changes were snapshots of political attitudes, an evolutionary bootstrapping of
thc initial objectives,

Thc earns thing has happened to the concept of optimum yield  OY!. Optimum
yield was the product of management theories which had been based alternately on
science and politics dating back to the 1600s. The concept encapsulated a conservation
level of catch as ruodified by the interests of the participants in the domestic fishery.
In theory, OY integrated plan objectives and balanced the various interests comprising
the regional and national welfare, affirming that. what's good for the fish can be
good for thc fisherman. Ideally � and I believe rightfully so � the act pistol the US.
fishing industry in decision-making partnership with the federal government as
steward of the nation's fishery resources Jn practice, OY has increasingly served as
an arena for user competition for short-term advantage, which has too often
demonstrated the reverse � that what's good for the fisherinan at the moment is often
bad for the fish.

We usually measure success of the current fishery management system in terms
of thc goals of thc act, health of the resource, number of federal management plans
develeped, trade balances, Or metric tone Of fish Caught, ~, marketed Or
conaumed. Today, I Want to Jiin the theoriatc far a mOment, and lOOk at success from
a totally different perspective. To what extenr. are the sct's concepts and ~
being absorbed into our social arid econotnic system7 Dr. George Gallup suggested
sotne years ago that new ideas are accepted slowly, subject to the following
"resistance" factors

How complex is the idea;

How it differs from accustomed patterns;

How it competes with prevailing ides,
Whether its usefulness can bc demonstrated or pmven;

How well tt meets a felt
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How strong are the vrsted mtcrcsts that map block change;
and

How often is the public reminded cf the oew idea.

ASSESSMENT

It doesn't take higher math to draw some inescapable conclusions about msjstancc
to the current rnanagerncnt system under these criteria.

k is complex. Legai <nmplexity alone fills volumes of 3-ring
binders � complerdty of process, of information and data need,
and of regulations; the layering of decisional responsibility
xnd diffusion of accountability; relationship with other
applicable law, and thc rnultipgcity of government juris-
d i c't>ons,

It differs from major accustomed patterns such ar. traditions
of individualism; free enterprise; and resistance to contml on
individual behavior and free access to a common pmperty
resource. Competing viewpoints often exist in community
values  ports, regions, cultures!.
Competition of perspectives is demonstrated through: the
polarities of decisional style. language, semantics between
bureaucrat and fisherman/processor; tensions between US, aud
foreign interests; the federal government v. the states;
different gear types and fish uses: and the multiple uses of
the ocean.

Ask a fisherman  os OMIL or the Internal Revenue Service!
whether all aspects of the system are justified or subyct to
proof. Besides hix boat, a fisherman's true property right
currently resides only in his knowledge of the ocean � smail
wonder he is unwilling to share it. Ask a scientist about
"best available information."

Felt needs are in the cye of the beholder. With passage of the
MFCMA, the US. harvester expected unrest&~ ~ freed
from foreign compeuuon, The fact that uncontrolled domestic
f isheries could also deplete the resource and/or reduce
economic return was forgotten or ignored. Competition to thc

protector from joint ventures was unanticipatcxL
The strength of vested interests is abusadmtly apparent, Ask
a gillnetter about louglines. Ask a txawlcr about potu Ask a
shoreside ~r about yrint ventures. Aak a sports-
fisherman about a comxnerciai fisherman. Attend a conncB
hearing,

Fishery management decisions affect government, and all
elements of thc commercial and recreational industry-
harvcster, head-boat operator, pram', tackle manufacturer,
shipper, marketer, motel operator, beer distritrutor, and
~r, among othem, They touch each element in a
different time and place and in a different way. Thus,
reminders of the "new idea" are difficult to traruumt acrtsn
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this diversity and usually are acknowledged only when there
is threat of adverse impact; blame is then easily placed on the
current "system."

What we find, then, is that the current system is too complex to work well; that
fisheries manzgentent often seeks changes that are too radical to work well; that not
everyone wants fisheries matiagement to work well; that ftsheries management often
worl s hetter in theory than in practice; that users cotnpete against each other to
create a systen. that must work for ail of them; that fisheries management has nax
often met real needrc and that as a result, people like to blame the system.

EXAMPLES

Iet rne give you tv:o examples � one having to do with fishermen, the other with
fish.

First, many people like to think that it is the federal government that keeps
fishery management I'rom working weU, citing the burden of rules and regulations
placed on the users of the fisheries. If we look closer, however, we find that the
burden of rules and regulations is usually inversely proportional to the ability of
competing user groups to work together to determire who should catch how much of
a given allowable catch, and when, where, and for what purpose, When the users of
the resource cannot agree amoxig themselves on the who' s, how' s, a.nd what I'or's, we
find they trade agreeme~t for regulation.

Lack of agreement can lead to flagrant violation of the rifles by those who didn' t
agree with them iu the first place, The situafdou goes downhill from there. 'Ihe
result gererally is that the resource suffers first, then the fisherman, then the
processing worker, then the consumer thxough scarcity and higher prices. User groups
need to work together to reach common goals and compatible strategies.

Second, tve very often do not know enough about a resource to know what
fishery management practice is good and what is bad. We know that fishing
pressure decreases at least the short-term abundance of the fish population. We are
not always sure of the extent of change. Fishery resources often run in cycles.
Fishing activities can intensify a declining cycle or retard an increasing cycle.
Funding is simply not adequate for the scientific research to allow resource
abundance to be accurately predicted. Who is to provide the information essential for
effective resource management for all its beneficiaries? Should this be the mapr
federal role? Is the public willing to support the effort? How has the public interest
been defined?

The point is that a change of attitude is hard to come by, whether it be of user
group or government entity. Dr, Gallup's resistance factors need time to be acted
upon. counterbalanced, or reduced by experience and evolving perceptions. We have
already seen changes in the MFCMA tha.t reflect certain kinds of changetc I expect
the debate here and the reports of Dr. Calio's "internal" and "external" evaluation
groulst will contribute significantly to the evolutionary ~

TRENDS

The most recently published report of the Council on Environmental ~ty
 CEQ! identifies two important trends in the evolutionary procesz One is the extent
to which the current reguiatory control over envirorunental quality and natural
resources has moved our nation stmngly in the direction of a "planned" economy.
principle, all "bordercrmstings" between nuux snd the envixunxnent are now guarded
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A second trend � in part a reaction to the managed economy approach � has been an
increased awareness of the market as an alternative means of reconciling conflicting
values, while preserving resource and environmental amenities. According to CEQ,
there has been a growing realization that environmental problems largely arise
because of the prevalence of "common property" resources. Un-owned resources are
more likely to be over-exploited than resources privately owned and managed. Since
a private owner directly benefits from the preservation and maintenance of such
resources, he may have greater incentive to act as a responsible steward.

The Council on Environmental Quality spoke not of fish, but of air, water,
wildlife, archeology, forests, and wilderness. Whether self-interest is a reliable
protector of conservation values should certainly be examined and tested under
appropriate circumstances, As Garret Hardin noted 20 years ago in describing the
tragedy of the commons, the morality of an act is a function of the state of the
system  society's values! at the time it is performed, If we believe CEQ's assertion
that no other national goal retains such strong public support from such a broad base
of the population as environmental conservation, perhaps there is hope for fish. I
think you will agree that for that hope to become reality, our job is to act as steward
of the fish resources � to be their advocate, protector, and defender.

CONCLUSION

The MFCMA brought historical imperatives and industry hopes together in 1976,
but, with hindsight, it seems tl.ut the chances for success of the system shouldn' t
have looked quite so good at the beginning, In evaluating it ten years later, we need
to look at which of those resistance factors could actually have been successfully
resolved in only ten years. As we rethink this system of fishery management � or in
constructing a new one � it might be well to keep them in mind. Certainly, centuries
of evolving fishery management theory and practice have not brought significant
improvement in the condition of the stocks or the economic condition of the industry.
Nor, on the whole, has ten years under the MFClVIA, The system is approaching a
crossroads, Will it be the "feds," the states, the users of the resource, or the
existing � or some other � combination which will assume the responsiblity for setting
and implementing a future course?

Whatever the judgment of Congress on reauthoriration and amendment of the
MFCMA in 1987, the outlook is that more will have to be done with less, and better.
The role of government is changing as priorities are reexamined in light of
diminishing federal resources. All levels of democratic government share, to one
degree or another, three major responsibilities: prorecting rhe public interest; acting as
steward  advocate! for the people's resources; and resolving conflict. That pretty well
describes the basic functions of fishery management. Marine resources are part of the
true wealth of the nation. How well they survive is an indication of how seriously
we take these responsibilities, Perhaps the time has come for the users to take up a
larger share.

The successes and failures of ten years under the MFCMA demonstrate that there
are no guarantees in the fish business, only opportunities. It is good that we have
had these ten years. Most fishermen are adept at taking advantage of opportuniries.
Around the nation, many did and so prospered over periods within those ten years.
Many processors did also. Now we can assess some of the economic impacts of the
good years and the bad years and why things happened. I ask the question, however,
did mother nature take advantage of the opportunities? Nevertheless, the experiences
of these ten years should guide us toward a more realistic baseline assessment of
attitudes as we look to the next, ten.
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CRITIQUE FROIrf A COUXCII VIEWPOIIvT

DOUGLAS G. MARSHALL
Executive Director
Ilew England Fishery Planagement Council
Saugus, 2/Iassachusetts

A critique of the present fishery management system from a council perspective
is my given topic, but whar, I will say in no way represents the views of the New
England Fisheries Management Council, only my own perspective.

BUDGET CONCERNS

The question of fishery management and the system that we he.ve in the United
States today seems to involve several issues, not the least of which is the one that
Carol Ballew is particularly concerned with, that is money. We spend quite a lot of
money on fishery management, Looking at the budget of the National Marine
Fisheries Service  NMFS! over the past three or four years, you will see that it ranges
from approximately $150 to $160 million per year. This is for all fishery resource
programs that are operated by NMFS, including some State grants and a number of
other items in addition to NMFS' own activities and the operations of the Fishery
Management Councils. That doesn't sound like a lot of money in terms of the total
federal government budget but, on the other hand, it is significant. I'm not very good
at remembering numbers, but I believe that the ex-vessel value of the commercial
fisheries under regulation by the New England/mid-Atlantic Council plans, excluding
fisheries which are not regular and some for which I don't have the numbers, bring
in approximately $1 million a day or $365 million a year. If you compare the budget
expended for management of the previously-mentioned marine programs to that sum,
it is substantiaL

It should be clear that not all the money that is spent on fishery resource
programs is spent directly on management, per se. In fact, a great deal of it is not, It
has been very popular  at least in some quarters! in the past several years, to have
the NMFS budget justified on the basis of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1976  MFCMA!, If you look at some of the NMFS documents
related to their program of Management by Objectives, you will find that NMFS
claims it spent as much dealing with the lobster management plan as the New
England Council spends running its whole operation in any particular year.

I think there has been a tendency to say, "Well, we need this budget because we
are doing all these things that relate to fishery management," However, you need to
look at not only the management issues but at all the other things that NMFS is
spending money on, I quite agree with Carol Ballew ths.t what you have to do in
dealing with these concerns is not assume that because we have been doing something
a certain way, that it is the right way or the way we should contin.ue to do it. We
need to step back and ask first, "Is this activity worth doing?" If it isn't then we
should stop doing it. If it is worth doing, we need to ask whether the federal
government should be doing it or whether it should be someone else's responsibility?
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personally, I am not convinced thar all of the money that ia spent by the federal
government is well spent- I don't say this as somebody sniping from thc outside, I
spear 20-odd years as a federal bureaucrat myself. I think that all of us who have
been involved have to admit that there are tunes and places when money is freely
spent that might very well have been better off left in the treasury We are not
going to ~ rhe good old days again, where any amount of znoney that is desirerl is
fprthcoming. There are some ways to save money within the existing system if we
want to do it. I' ll get to some of those a little bit later. But, when wc talk about
fishery management we have to step back and addrere some of the fundamental
questions that Hill Gordon alluded to in his remarks. Why do we manage the
fisheries? What is it we are really trying to accomplish? I don't think we all have
the earns point of view.

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH MANAGEhlERH

First of all, we may try to do roo much in managing fisheries. There are a lot of
problems in the world that are amenable ro nest solueions and there are a lot of
problems in the world that don't have any good solutions, neat or otherwise. You
just cope with the problems as best you can and go along It is incredibly difficult to
cire»ly estimate the number of fish in a fishery. There may be isolated cases where
that works, where fisherics are very species specific. But even then you have
enormous natural fluctuations in stock size. Nobody knows quite why. There is a
current example � the haddock stocks by common agn»ment are not in very good
shape and yet this year wc have a bumper crop of young haddock. coming up from a
zelatively smail spawning smck. These things happen, Sometimes when you have a
big spawning stock you don't have much recruirmcnt. So, I think to try to put
numbers on fisheries by and large is a lrning game, particularly in a case where you
have a fishery that includes a number of species.

I think the New England Council has done the right thing in plans that it has
generated in the past several yean, That is, n.ot to put out hard numbers that
represent annual quotas or optimum yields but rather to take the approach of trying
to take care of the resource by a»raring that enough fish stay in thc ocom until they
are of a sufficiently znsture size to spawn and ruuurc a continuing supply of fish.
Novr, what this implies is that, there are going to be years when everybody can make
a lot of money and there arc going ro bc other yeats when hardly anybody will
make any money. Sorus people will probably go broke. I don't know of any busine»
rn thc United States where that is not the cas». Thczc arc people who go broke in

and I don't know why the fisheries ~ should be any diffemnt
fmm any of thc others, ln thc fish busincre thcrc are no guarantees but there are a
lot of opportunities. There is a certain amount of risk taking and I think that is the
way thc world ought to work.

One of thc things I should say right up fmnt is that in spite of flaws in the
IdFCMA ami in spite of some serious problems in thc fishery management couatQ
systerm I think it is fundamentally a gOod system. I don't think it is perfect and I
would not at aII suggest that there should not bc some changes made, but I really
believe that the idea of brinyng people in ehe indmary and people who are interested
parties into thc pmcess of managing fisheries is a good one.

I fully agree with the Office uf Management and Budgee's  OhIB! view and the
viw of the cuzzent administration that the fewer regulations wc have the better. I

wc arc terribly good at nurnaging but I think wc are pretty grsxl at
- Frankly, I think. thar. what wc really oughr. to focus on is regulating thc

peoide who aze involved in fisheries to protect gvcnile fish and 1st the zeaen» go
up and down with the natuzal fluctuations that aze there.
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HABITAT CONCERNS

1 am personaliy alarmed at what is happening to the environment in the 'United
States and, in fact, to the environment worldwide. Therefore, I have a lot of mterest
in questions of habitat protection and habitat enhancement. However, when NMFS
set up its habitat policy, I do not think. it was very reaiistic for the councils to adapt
this policy and incorporate habitat considerations into their management plans. Most
of the people who serve on fishery management councils are not scientrsts, They are
mostly business people and recreational fishermen and are uot really competent to ger
into the details of habitat issues. There are a lot of other people a~ound who are
already doing habitat work and it ought to be left to them to do it. I do not have
any problem with Mv1FS being involved with habitat Lssues, lt is a perfectly
legitimate role for the National Marine Fishery Service, lt is even more cf a
legitimare role for the various state governments up and down the coast, But I dou't
think the fisheries management councils per se should have any responsibi]ities in the
area of habitat even though council members may be concerned or interested.

AREAS OF CHANGE

I would like to see some changes made in the system and I will tell you whar.
some of them are, First af aU, the boundaries that were drawn when the councils
were organized may have made sense at the time; however, in retrospect they don' t
make as much sense as they seemed ta iniualiy. I believe that there should be one
council that extends from Cape Hatteras to tsrnada instead of two and part of
another. The concern has been expressed that that would result in an unwieldy and
exceedingly large council. The member selection would have to be done differently
aud I would suggest that. the state director and one obligatory member from among
three nominated by the Governor of each state from Maine to Carolina and appointed
by the Secretary of Commerce, would result in a nice compact little group.

Looking at the problems associated with the council system, I think the plan
development process that we go through is basically a sound one. We have industry
advisors, we have scientif ic advisors, both from the states and from acadeuuc
institutions who serve to give the councils advice. We have council members who
represent a variety of groups of people � they are businessmen, active fishermen, and
representatives of recreational interests. They bring a lot of good information and
good advice into thc process. They don't always agree. There are some very bitter
quarrels and wrangUng that go on. We have public hearings, we have committee
meetings. we have council meetings. If fishermen do not get involved jn the proces
and then discover at the end that they did not come out as well as they would have
liked to, they really have only themselves to blame because the system is there and it
provides ample opportunities to affect the outcome.

Where I think the present system ~ down is in the review process, After
we have gone through ail the developmental process and have received all of the
comments, suggestions and advice, listened to arguments pro and con, heard the
scientists and the user groups, then the plan goes forward to Washington where the
process of review is almost more complicated than the process of development, What
it really boils down to, quite candidly, is a great many people who hsrven'r been
involved in the process second guessing all the people who have been involved in the

I would like to se» the review process short»ned drumaticaily. To assure that the
concerns of the federal government with respect to Executive Order 12291, thepaperwork Reduction Act, Regulatory Flexibility Act, Administrative practices Acr,
and all the r»st of the alphabet soup. are not done harm tq, I would 1Uc» to see more
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;�volvement than we now have in the plan developtnent process by repreaentauvee
of the federal government. We have the Regional Director of the National Fisheries
S xvlce as a voting member of our counciL We have a State Department officer, a
Coast Guard officer, a Fish and Wildlife Service officer and, a representative of the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commimion  ASMFC!. These latter don't vote on the

I would like to see both the Center Director and the Regional Director have
vote on the council. Quite frankly. I would be willing to give Fish and Wildlife

the Coast Guard anal Department of State votes on the council as well, I
would a]so bc delighted to have sotneone from OMB involved in the process, although
that seems less likely.

I think the things that the reviewers go through in Washington are, in fact, the
same things that the council goes through in the process of development the plan.
When you go through the process you have a different view of it and you have a lot
of understanding of the nuances that don't show up in the final product no rnatter
how carefully the plan is dtaftetl, or how well prepared the regulatory impact
statements and reviews may be. If you have higher level of federal involvement
thea when the plan, is finished the rtview process should be a very sitnple one. The
basic question that should be asked is, "Is this grossly inconsistent with national
standards in the act or with the executive order or any of thcsc other applicable
laws?" I say grossly because you will never have perfect compatibility between any
two documents that you can generate in any given law. The other question should
bc, "Did the Council go through the process of sts.'king public input from all the
interested parties?' This covers everyone from the National Wildlife. Federation to
the National Fisheries Institute and any of the other organized groups that have an
interest in fisheries and marine affairs,

The other thing that I would do with my "Super Council," that would go from
Cape l[atteras to Canada, is to ask each Governor to nominate a representative of a
conservation or environmental group and to nominate a xepresentatlve of a consuiner
organization group, Out of those nominees, I would hav» thc Secretary of Commerce
pick a couple of consumer representatives and perhaps three conservation organirsition
representatives. You would end up with a council of about 35 people who vote.
Everyone on the council should be a voting member.

If you compare tlus "Super Council" with the existing New Fngland and
mid-Atlantic councils, you should save approximately ten person days per meet.ing
day of the two councils. You could probably also save about six council staff
positions. There would probably be a small but not sigaificaat increase in travel
curt+

I disagree with Bill Gordon that the MFCMA is so many pages oi' gobbledygook.
I think part of the problem with the act is that we have interpreted it to death. It is
a fairly straightforward, simple document and if we spent a little bit less time
fiddling with the guidelines we might be further ahead than we are. I have, hexa ia
my hand, a new set of N~S guidelines on xegulatory analyses of fishery
managetnent, actionL If you read what is demanded in the regulatory analyses, lt
seems that where the required actions really belong is in the process of developktg
fishery management plans � not in writing regulatory analysis. Once you identify the
pxoblem, prepare a description of utilization patterns. and define management
objectives. then you. need to identify aad describe management alteraativeL Aa
analysis tnust then be perfortned in terms of which one achieves the objectives and
provides the greatest nutnbcr of benefits � and God knows what that manna Fimdly,
s procem must be developed which is desigaed to review aad monitor the operations
of the plan and its impacts on fishery management.

I doa't have any trouble with these specifics, bu.t the analysis that is required to
be included as part of fishery management plans really ought to be done during the
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process of developing the management plans themselves. Having gone through all of
this, it is fine to say, "Here it is, it's available, we did it." But then to have that
analysis itself all reviewed seems to me like repeating the whole process again and
then trying to second guess the decisions that were originally made.

We often hear that the councils are very political and that this is somehow not a
very good thing. I think it ls a good thing. I think the issues that are involved in
question of managing fisheries are as much political issues as they are economic or
scientific. I don't deny that there are scientific resource questions, but on the other
hand, I think we are really managing fisheries because we want fish out there for
people to catch. We want fish out there for recreational harvesters and we want fish
out there for the commercial fishing industry. Those are legitimate concerns.
However, the idea of trying to manage fisheries to preserve certain levels of this
stock or that stock or this species or that species, is at best a kind of scientific
guessing garne. I don't think that that is what we ought to be spending our money
on. If we can assure the continued availability of the fishery resource and then let
the fishermen compete freely for that resource under adequately conservationist
regulations, then we will have done, I think, the most we can expect to accomplish.

wHAT FISHERh1FA THIIvE ABoUT FINERY IlfAIvAGEIdEh/T

BARBARA DUER STEVENSON
Boat Owner
Otonka, Inc.
Dagsboro, Delaveare

MANAGEMENT: WHAT KIND AND AT WHAT COST?

When I was trying to decide what to say about fishermen and fishery
management, I went around to many fishermen and asked them what they thought
of fishery management. Universally, their answer was, "You don't use those kind of
words, do you?" This answer left me with not much more to say. But, in my
personal experience-having been on the. mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council
for six years and owning two trawle~i find that "You don't use those kind of
words..." applies to something quite different now than it did ten years ago. Ten
years ago it meant that we don't want any kind of management, we don't need
management, and wc will never benefit from management, period.

Now when one asks a fisherman how he's doing he says, *You've got to do
something about those people in North Carolina catching small fluke." When you
ask a surf clammer what's wrong they say, "Well, we' ve got to change the size
limit." If you ask if he wants to drop the size limit altogether he says, "No, no, no,
we need a size limit; we just want to change it," I get the feeling that many of the
fishermen have decided that management is needed; but, what kind and at what cost
are difficult questions to them,

Fishermen are having a lot of trouble interfacing with the system. One of the
major problems fishermen have � and this is their problem not the system's
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problem � is they don't want to be bothered with the meetings, papers, and discussion
that involvement with management entails. They just want to know what they are
supposed to do and for that to be something they agree with.

This problem of the amount of time necessary to be a participant in fishery
management can be provided for in a fishery's regulations, as for instance, in the surf
clam fishery. Currently a vessel can only fish one day every two weeks which
leaves fishermen 13 days for meetings and management activities for every day
fished. Obviously, most fishermen would prefer some other system.

Fishermen are not quite sure what to expect out of management. Some say,
"Weil, if management is good maybe a whole lot of management is great. Solve ali
of our problems and we will all be rich a.nd there will be plenty of fish to catch."
Other fishermen will desire the least management possible. Fishermen that think all
their problems will be solved are quickly disappointed in the system because: 1!
when they want their problem solved, they want it done today  fishermen don' t
understand that it takes two years for a plan to be written and a year for it to be
reviewed, etc.!; and 2! because fishery management cannot solve ail of their problems
under the most ideal of circumstances.

Another problem fishermen have, when they start talking to managers, is that
they realize managers don't understand their individual fishery in the same way they
do. While managers may understand broad spectrums and general situations,
fishermen are so involved in their own fishery that they cannot understand how
someone can manage when they do not understand the basics of an individual
fishery. For instance, several years ago I found out that Woods Hole  N,E, Fisheries
Center! thought there was only one trawl fishery in the mid-Atlantic which caught
X amount of this and X ainount of that. Actually, there are several fisheries for
different species operating at once. If one worked to manage that area, the
management measures that would go along with what the Woods Hole people
thought would be very different from what would be practical from the fisherman' s
viewpoint.

Fishermen have problems with management when there is too much change. It
takes time for fishermen to accommodate themselves to regulations and time to figure
out what they are going to do about them � obey or devise avoidance mechanisms. As
it is now, things change before the fishermen have become comfortable with a
particular set of regulations.

REGULATORY PROBLEMS

Uneven levels of enforcement of regulations and difficult to enforce regulations
cause fishermen varying problems. First, regulations that look good on paper and
that managers like because they can check off x, y, and z�may not work in real life.
Fishermen either think this is wonderful because they can get around them, or they
think it is terrible because the regulations will not have their intended resuitL This
type of regulation generally hurts the "honest" fishermen while leaving the others
unaf f ected.

Second, regulations that coultl work, given a certain level of enforcement, don' t
work because that level of enforcement is not available. Of course, fishermen react
to this the same way as to unworkable regulations. This gets extremely frustrating
to those fishermen who had hoped to get some benefit from management. Even these
fishermen cannot continue abiding by the regulations as more and more people
disregard them. I think a good example of this is in the surf clam fishery.
Originally when the surf clammers thought their hours, days, and other regulations
were going to be intensely enforced, most people abided by them. 8ut, as time went
on and people cheated and did not get caught�more and more fishermen began
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cheating because if they did not they would not get their share. There had developed
a high level of cheating before strong enforceinent actions began.

Third. regulations that are socially unacceptable stand httle chance of being
abided by. If fishermen in general don't believe that a regulatioa is good, they will
cheat; they will then cheat more as a garne than as a necessity. These types of
regulations do no one any good � the resource does not receive the protection
envisioned, the fishermen stand the chance of being caught, and the managers look
bad to both the fishermen and those overseeing their management efforts.

Fishermen do not have long time horizons. When a fisherman is caught and it
takes a year to get a notice that the system even knows he was caught and then
another year to get some kind of' fine and thea the case can go on for many appeals,
the impact of having actually caught someone is significantly reduced. Ja several
fisheries, there are cases where the regulations had changed twice between a violation
and the court appearance and what a fisherman had been caught doing was now
legaL So, fishermen aren't sure whether they should really worry about being
caught, They would much prefer a system that is swift aad sure.

The lack of loca.l control concerns fishermen interested in management-they
think a system has been agreed on, they go back. fishing, and the plan goes tc
Washington. The plan is turned down. Iishermen are no longer sure when a
proposed system is set, Plans zmcntly have been turned down because they are toc
lenient aad because they are too tough.

The biggest problem with cu.rrent management is the lack of predictability. If s
fisherman has a problem and comes to the council or NMFS, no one can predict how
loag it will take for a plan to develop and for something to be done about his
problem. They can't predict the level of enforcement to be applied so they don' t
know whether to go along with it or whether to cheat. They can't predict how long
a particular measure will be in effect

Fishermen also complain that if managers really want to do something to help
the fisheries they will help develop the uaderutilized and wasted species we have on
this coast. Off the New L'ngland coast now the underutilized and wasted species
more than equal the amount of non-industrial fish landed,

SUMMARY

Fishermen now suspect that inanagement might possibly be needed and mighi
even be beneficial. .but, currently the process too often oaly pmduces frustrations and
problems.
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AIf ASSESSllfLIiVT OF TKE CURREIIT SYSTEM
FROIvl A CO%Id ERCI AI PERSPECTIVE

RICHARD E. GUTTING, 3R.
Vice President
Governmental Relations
Net tonal Fisheries Institute
Washington, D.C.

Has production increased?;

Are the resources in better shape?;

Have production costs been reduced7;

Have investment risks been reduced?;

Has product quality been helped? and

Have prices suffered?

5.

6.

Another way to look at it is to aak whether the benefits achieved under the
present system outweigh its costs.

This paper attempts ro answer these q~ The views expressed are my own
and do not n cesssrily reflect those of the Natianal Fisheries Institute.

Overfishing prompted Congress to change our fishery management cyst m ten
years ago.' The U S. jurisdiction was extended to include over 2 million square miim
of ocean, and the federal government thrust itself into the formidable task of
realigning US, fishery relations with other countries and managing dozens of
offshore fisheries.r Congress explained that this was necessaty ta "prevent
ovcrfishing, to rebuild averfished stocks, ro insure conservation, and to realize the full
potential of the nations's fishery resources."'

My task is to assess this system from the perspective of thc aammercial seafood
industry. This industry is made up of the cham of companies moving fish out of the
water to the dinner plates of the consumer, Attitudes and opinions about fishery
management vary widely among individual companies depending on their lxxtitian
along this chain and their geographical location,' Some complain that, the system is
fundamentally flawed and should be scrapped, Others are convinced that only minor
adjustments are needed. One belief is shared-a conviction that the current system is
less than perfect.

poIicy discussions abound with talk about the respective roles of various public
officials. Very little is said about the health of the fishery resources and the
thousands of companies that depend upon thetn. It is time to get back to basics and
ask whether wc are better aff today than we were ten years ago before the present
sysl'em was se't up,

This question, fram the perspective of the commercial industry, can be broken
down into several related issues.
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THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Americans do not eat a lot oi' fish, nor do they eat fish in any great variety,
recent years, how'ever, they have been increasing their consumption of fish anc
cutting back on their consumption of meat. Many experts believe this change is du,
to concerns over health and nutrition rather than price, since the price of fish hts
increase relative to meat aad poultry, The demand for better quality and mon
variety is also growing and retail stores, supermarkets, and restaurants are gearing ul
to meet this demand.

Americans spent 516 billion for fish snd seafood last year, or about four pcrcen,
of their food purchases.' Pcr capita consumption has been increasing about
percent per year,' Last year it increased six percent and now averages 14.5 poundL
Because of population growth, total detnand ls growing at about two to three pcrccn
annualiyP

Supplies to raeet this growing demand come frotn hundreds of fish
managed by states, the federal government, various international organizations, an<
xnany foreign governments.

The states manage those stocks whxch account for the bulk of our domestk
prod uct ion.s

State governments serve as bar~est regulators, data collectors, habitat protectors
rescaxchers and stock enhaacers, Hcw they carry out these different roles varic
widely from state to state. State legislatures oftea delegate management issues tt
comaumons but frequently retain politically sensitive issues to themselves. Some asl
a state agency to take oa these responsibilities, while others pass decision-making or
to cities, towns snd counties. ln recent years, a few coastal states have reorganized u
broaden the regulatory powers of theix maxinc programs. Decision-xnaking, however
often is cumbersome and time-consuming. And it almost always is influenced bI
political pressure groups.

Enforcement and monitoring activities also vary widely, In some states, specifh
law cnforcemenr, units are responsible for marine fisheries, while in other states lau
enforcemcnt officials have a wide range of duties. State penalties differ sigaificsntlI
and so do manpower, equipment, and other Iaw enforcemcnt capabilities

Each year the states produce a blizzard of administrative rulings, regulatioas ant
lawn Thc diversity aad volume of these xcstrictions are so great that no oae car
keep track uf them alL

Often times stats restrictioas are rcqucstccL cvea demanded, by fishermen ant
p~ or by some cotnpctiag group which happens to have political strength a'
the tixas. Sornc d~te against no~ra. Othem impose restrictions whicl
conflict with those of other statcL These practices, in part, prompted Congrcm ct
prohibit discrhnination aml insist on consistency in thc federal system

Three intcrstatc marine fishery commitsdons have tried to bring more coasistcacl
to stats rules since the 1940L These commissions, however, are limited to ~
~ndations and so far, with onc exception, the coastal states
unwilllag to vest them with regulatory authority,' ~ As a result, the exmxnissions aa
aot able to take quick and decisive action when the stocks get into trouble.

Coagrm has encouraged interstate cooperation in thc past through various grwx
pxogxaxaL" Funding, however, has been anrce recently and Congress has begun u
resort to the threat af preemption to forts state action.'
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The Jrederal System

The second largest part of our domestic production comes from federal waters,'s
Establishing the 200-mile zone ten years ago and putting the foreign fleets under

fishing quotas were done quickly and at little cost. Within only a few months the
Secretary of Commerce had developed and implemented 16 preliminary plans to
regulate foreign harvests. While most of these plans have been superceded by fishery
management plans, seven are still in effect.

The system for managing foreign harvests includes an elaborate, and often times
mysterious, process for allocating fish to the foreign fleets, Sixteen nations have
participated in this process receiving permission ta harvest over 17 million metric
tons  mt! and the right to operate foreign factory vessels in U8. fisheries.'~ In return
they have paid about $200 million in fees and fines.'s

The regulation of foreign fishing over the years has generated a lat of
controversy and a series of legislative changes. In the center of this controversy is
the idea that the U.S. industry should somehow get priority access to the resources
over the fozeign fleets. The foreign fleets are only supposed to get the leftovers, ar
"surplus" fish thar. are available after the needs of the U5. Industry are subtracted
from the available yield. This statutory equation for calculating the "total allowable
level of foreign fishing," however, provides no reai priority on the fisMng grounds
or in the rnarletpiace. Over the years, therefore, fishery managers have attempted to
use various strategies to give the domestic industry a priority including:

1. The "fish and chips" policy;

2. Legislative phase-out schedules for foreign harvesting and/or
processing;

3. Reducing the "optimum yields" to eliminate foreign harvest-
ing and/ar processing; and

4. Giving priority access ta fishing grounds or markets through
time and area restrictions in fishery management plans.

Under the "fish and chips" policy, allocations of "surplus" fish are su.pposed to be
made in exchange for foreign trade concessions or purchases. Allocations, however,
are made in a highly political environment. Efforts to obtain foreign concessions
have been frustrated on several occasions by the linkage of allocations to whaling in
the so-called Pelly/Packwood Amendment as well by the "catch-all" criterion, or
"basket clause," in the Magnuson Fishery and Conservation and Management Act of
1976  MFCMA! which says that any matter deemed to be "appropriate" an be
considered in ailocating fish. As a result, allocations have been much more dependent
upon. historical shares of the catch, various national defense issues, and whaling
concerns, than any intezest in developing U8. fisheries.

The other strategies to give the U8. industry a zeal priority have been opposed at
various times by federal officials and a few industry groups with an economic
interest in helping the foreign fleets. No single strategy has emerged with a solid
political consensus behind it,

Central to the federal system for regulating domestic harvests is a regional
council process of checks and balances. This process was designed by Congress ten
years ago to ensure that regional interests were not ignored by federal bureaucrats,
and that the various interest groups would have multiple points of access into
decision-making. The idea was that fish should be allocated by a user-group
cansensus, and not by some fish "czar."
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The councils, however, are ill suited to manage fisheries. They have very limited
staffs and budgets Council members meet periodically only to be deluged with
esoteric scientific data and self-serving rhetoric from the competing user groups. Like
many committees, they often bog down because of philosophical disputes, personality
conflicts or hidden agendas.

Many council members are private citizens with an immediate economic stake in
the regulations they vote on. These special interests can slant council decisions, lead
to delaying tactics, or result in cosmetic solutions,

Most importantly. no onc has clear authority in the council systetn, ncr is anyone
fully accountable for the results. Instead, authority is shared among the councils and
the Secretaries of Commerce and State, The result is constant. politica! tugging and
pulling.These political tensions are exacerbated by a lack of policy direction. Congress
never really explained what the councils v ere supposed to do beyond stopping the
"overfishing" of the foreign fleets. The national priorities with regard to domestic
harvesting, in particular, were left unclear, V'as the objective to: increase our food
supply; provide for coastal employment; tnaintain. a "way of life;" or "save" the fish
from fishermen? Congress didn't say, Instead, it asked the councils to deride on a
fishery-by-f ishery 'basis.

This lack of policy direction makes thc council appointment procew all. that morc
important to the various groups seeking access to the resources. Appointments have
become increasingly political with charges and countercbarges oi' bias and I'avoritism,
and various interest groups jockeying for position. Given the political turmoil and
turnovers in council seats, it's a wonder that anything gets accomplished.

Efforts by the counciLs to sct fishery-by-fishery goals have met with limited
success, Early plans failed to identify any objectives. Later efforts produced laundry
lists of "mom-and-apple-pic" objectives with no clear priorities, Only recently have a
few councils begun to tackle priorities,

Soine improvements have been made in the council system from a bureaucratic
standpoint, Initially, the councils were going to prepare 75 different fishery
tnanagement plans." Many of these, however, were either consolidated or dropped
because they were not needed. Seine plans now are more flexible, so seasonal and
routine adjustments can be ms.de more quickly. And thc process hss been shortened,
although it still can take several years to cotnplctc and implcinent a plan.

Council performance has been uneven. Same councils moved quickly and have
Improved their procedures and understanding of the fisheries over time. Thc
nlnagement of fisheries by these councils is settling down into an annual cycle of
review and adjustment. Actions are scheduled in advance and people usually have
notice of what will bc considers. Other councils got off to a slow start and still
seem to bc off balance, These councils have accotnplished very little, if anything, of
value to the ccsnmercial industry.

So far, 26 fisherics have come ~ader federal regulation and more are scheduled
for management in the future. For the past three years, regulatory activity has been
growing at an annual rate of eight to ten percent. Last year 211 regulatory actions
werc published in the Federal ICsgfsrer,"

Both the state and federal systems use thc poUtical process to allocate fish among
domestic users. Conflicts over who should get the fish seem to be increasing.
Examples include disputes between fishermen using fixed fixed gear and mobiie gear,
commercial and recreational fishermen, and fishermen and processors over the
operation of foreign factory vessels. These disputes arc often fought out with little.
useful biological or ~e information available to help resolve them. The cnd
result is that the process ia becotnlng more and more expensive as growing numbers of
lobbyists and lawyers argue with each other.
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In head-to-head confrontations over the resources, the smaller but more numerous
vessels  whether recreational or commercial! almost always win over the larger but
fewer vessels. That's good politics. The person lost in this political two-step is the
consumer, and ultimately the commercial industry, Consumers are not really
represented on the councils and their interest in quality products at reasonabte prices
is frequently overlooked in the debates among fishermen over who should get the
resources.

Turf battles erupt periodically among the councils, These disputes involve
conflicts over council boundaries, who should have the lead in managing fisheries,
what the planning priorities should be, and a wide range of issues over how fisheries
should be regulated.'s When several councils have authority over a fishery,
management activity can grind to a halt, The classical example of this is the billfish
plan which was begun m March 1977 and still isn't even at the draft plan stage.

Tensions between the state and federal systems also remain unresolved. Federal
authority does not extend to state waters unless a fishery is "predominately" in
federal waters and some state action is found to be detrimental to federal
management. During the past ten years, "turf battles" have flared up between
various state and federal officials with different ideas about who should get the fish,
or how much should be harvested. Sometimes formal confrontations have occurred in
the courts, Most often, however, disputes are fought out "off the record" as plans are
developed."

Jurisdictional tensions exist with Mexico and Canada as welL Shortly after UA.
jurisdiction was extended, an agreement was signed between U.S. and Mexico for the
phaseout of U5. shrirnping in Mexican waters. Mexico, in return, was promised
allocations of Alaska groundfish. Since then no management agreements have been
reached even though the two nations share several major fisheries, including those for
shrimp, anchovy, tuna, and groundfish. The need to manage these fisheries in
cooperation with each other has not been compelling enough for either side to
acquiesce to the demands of the other. Instead, our fishery relations have been
marked by trade embargoes, vessel seizures and conflicting juridical claims. Even
fishery research must be conducted on a scientist-to-scientist basis.

Similar conflicts exist with Canada, particularly on the east coast. Our inability
to achieve a satisfactory management scheme for Atlantic fisheries in the late 1970s
led to international litigation and the delineation of a maritime boundary by the
International Court of Justice in 1984, Different biological, economic, and social
perspectives have led to a series of controversies involving virtually every major
commercial fishery shared by the two countries, In the meantime, many of the
fishery resources in the Gulf of Maine have declined to very low levels.

Our west coast fishery relations with Canada have met with some success. An
agreement was reached on salmon management ending many years of negotiation.
Also, agreements regarding the management of halibut, albacore tuna, and high seas
salmon fishing have been maintained and strengthened.

The International System

The remaining part of our domestic production comes from waters beyond U.S.
jurisdiction.ce

Several international commissions manage some of these fisheries under various
treaties including ones for tuna, halibut, and salmon. U.S. involvement in these
organizations is dominated by veteran bureaucrats, an occasional interested member of
Congress, and selected representatives of the industry who often wield considerable
power in determining the U.S. position.
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A major flaw in these arrangements is that fishing restrictions can be formulated
during a commission meeting at a geographically-remote location without prior notice.
These restrictions, in turn. can be binding on the federal government later on when
regulations are issued,

US. officials have sometimes a~ted hastily during corumission meetings setting off
a storm of political controversy. This was particularly true of a 1982 decision to end
commercial fishing for Atlantic bluel'in tuna. This decisun was based on a
highly-suspect U5, stock assessment which had been released at the last montent
vtithout adequate public or peer reviewyo

Management of tuna, in particular, has been complicated by the United States'
refusal to recognize thc authority of coastal nations to manage tuna on an unilateral
basis. This policy is implemented through import embargoes and compensation
progratns for vessel seizures.

Thc US. fishery tnanagement system also supporrs the efforts of foreign officials
who tnanage those fisheries which produce products exported tc the United States.
These products come frotn over 100 countries. However, in terms of their value,
about half come from just six countries; Canada, Mexico. Japan. Iceland, Denmark and
Norway. Whale the U8. plays no direct role in the fishery management systems cf
these nations, several federal laws provide US. penalttes for violations of foreign
fishery regulations," On occasion, federal officials divert substantial resources from
domestic programs to this activity. In 1984, for example, over 300 cases were
brought against UW shrimpers for alleged violations of Mexican iaw.

State, federal, and international f ishery management programs rely almost
entirely on reguiaung harvesta They virtually ignore the other human activities
which impact thc productivity of fish stocka Fishery managers, for example. do not
regulate waste dispcml, the damming of rivers, or wetland development. Instead,
they are limited to making recommendations and. if that faih, mitigating habitat
Lomcs with hatchcrics, artificial reefs, fish ladders, ctc. While the laws which govern
these non-fishing activities frequently refer to fishery resources, they arc procedural
in nature snd contain no binding standardaca Instauf, thc burden is on those ~anting
to conserve t'isheries to show that aceivitics other than harvesting have an adverse
impact.

Thc ability of managers to maintain or increase fishery production also is limited
by the Marine Manunal Protection Act and thc Endangered Species Aetna Marine
tnarntnals, for example, consume vast amounts of fish and shellfish. They alto infect
fish with parasites making them more costly or difficult to use, Yet thc taking of
marine mammals to incrcasc the food supply is pmhibitcd. Only where it can be
proved to a judge that a marine ~ population is above its "optitnum
population" Level can harvesting be allowed.

The protection of marine nuunmals ahe hss priority in the allocauon of U8. fish
to foreign fiesta If an action of a foreign government "diminishes thc effectivenem"
of an international conservation program for marine mammals, US. law requires that
it lose its accent to UX fiaberics irrespective of any harm to thc US. fishing industry.

So the system is not perfect. Thc difficult question is whether it is ~orking.

in the congressional. debates leading up to thc pasmge of the IdpCMA, it was
argued that, if foreign fishing was ended and ~ harvests were regulated, tbs
depleted fishery stocks would rebuild and catches would lncreasL This increased
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catch, in turn, would produce increased employment and economic wealth. Also,
with increased supplies there would be downward pressure on prices thereby
encouraging increased consumption and benefits to the consumer. The new system, in
short, was a magic solution.

In the decade before 1975, UA. landings had increased about two percent per year
 by volume!. The National Marine Fisheries Service, however, reported that 21 major
commercial srocks were "depleted," another 10 were in "imminent danger of
depletion," and that an additional 24 were under "intensive use."ts The U.S.
Comptroller General ~d the overall situation this way:

Some of our important species have been depleted or are
threatened with depletion. In some instances domestic
fishermen have crowded into the high-value fisheries. As a
result, there are more fishermen and gear than can be used
efficiently in these fisheries. In contrast, too little fishing has
been directed to species which, though underutilized by our
fishermen, are taken in large quantities by foreign fishermen.t'

The U5. Office of Technological Assessment came to similar conclusions."
Ten yea~s later the national statistics suggest that U5. fisheries are healthy and

prospering. Production is up significantly, and the U5. share of the world catch has
increased, Production shifts in the U5. Exclusive Economic Zone are especially
dramatic, Table I shows the total catch in this zone including the so-called "joint
venture" catches which were sold to foreign processing vessels.

Foreign fishing has been discontinued for cod, haddock, yellowtail flounder, sea
herring, butterfish, squid, Pacific shrimp, king and tanner crab, and black cod. While
total production  domestic and foreign! from the zone has declined, U5. production

Table 1

Production From The EEZ
 in thousands of mt!

Joint
Ventures

U.S.
Landings Foreign TotalYear

Official records for foreign catch do not exist for 1975 and
1976. These amounts were estimated by NMFS officials
during Congressional testimony.

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

663
730
753
664
805
858
928
802
721
683
761

11
62

140
255
435
665
911

2,700*
2,300*
1,699
1,754
1,650
1,628
1,655
1,415
1,313
1,353
1,164

3,363
3,030
2,452
21418
2,466
2,548
2 723
2,472
2,469
2,701
2,836
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has increased 152 percenti Production from state waters during this same period rose
62 percent, while production from waters beyond US. jurisdiction fell 13 percent.
Overall US. production increased 72 percent."

US. landings of edible products show significant annual growth immediately
after the MFMCA was passed followed by a substantial decline, and theo a levehng
off  see Tabl.e 2!,

Table 2

U.S. Landings

Period Average Change

1966-1976
1976-1980
1980-1982
1982-1985

+ 2,1 vo
+ 134 9'o

5.1 %

Average prices paid to fishermen have fallowed the general trends in the national
economy. Real pricm  in inflation-adjusted dollars! increased from 1970 to 1973,
then decreased through 1975. They increased again between 1975 snd 1979 and then
turned down along with the economy in the early 1980a

Landings, however, do not tell you about the changes in the fishing effort that
urcnr, into the catch, or the changes in stock conditionL

Information on fjshing effort is sketchy. Thc national statistics suggest that each
year during the past decade an average of about 6,300 additional fishermen and 2,400
craft entered the UA. fisheriea During this period. the number of larger vessels  over
5 tons! grew more than twice as fast as smaller boats,

Investment artivity has had its ups and downs. Prior ta the mid-1970s, the
industry was mostly self-financing. New vessels and plants were bought with
profits gcneratcd by the industry. Japanese companies, however, invested heavily in
existing US. comps.nice on the west coast d.uring thc late 1960s aud early 1970s, in
anticipation of thc UX extending its fishery jurisdiction and to maintain their access
to UK supplieL Some European and Canadian companies also had invested in US.
companies to gain better accenr to the UX market.

Passage of the MFCiA and the promise of huge profits prompt+i a surge in
domestic investment in both vessels and plants in the mid-1970s. Fishermen. wha
had been deckhands ar skippers Iong enough to be considered experienced found it
easy to obtain financing with a minimal investment. A number of outside investons
also bought vessels locking for tax breaks and capital gains. Annual rcqucsts for
government financing assistance went up ten times between 1975 and 1979
Financing also was accelerated by sorus banks but most especially by the Production
Credtt Assoctattoaa,

The combination of a few years of production gains, real price increases, and cosy
credit led to rapid expansion. Interest rates, however, kept climbing and many
companies became aver extendccL As one fish stock after another got into trouble and
the national economy siutnped in the late 1970s. investment slowecL

The industry since then haa diversified and eonsoiidatecL Interest rates and fuel
prius have fallen slang with the value of the dollar. As a result, invortrncnt ls
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increasing again with the building of factory/trawiers and additional processing
facilities,

Accurate indicators of productivity are not available. An extremely simple
estimation of productivity can be derived by dividing landings by the recorded
number of fishermen and craft in 1975 and 1985, This calculation shows that
landings per fisherma~ increased from 13.7 to 16.3 mt and that landings per craft
increased from 22,4 to 29.5 mt, or a gain in productivity of about 19 percent for
fisherman, and 31 percent for craft,ss

This quick glance at the government's statistics could lead you to think that
tremendous progress has been made. A closer look at what has happened to the major
fisheries, howeVer, shows thar seriOus prOblems exist.

Commercial production from state and federal waters along the Atlantic coast is
up 17 percent since 1975, due mostly to increased landings ol menhaden and blue
crab from state waters. Production from federal waters surged ahead 60 percent in
the late 1970s, then declined. Government scientists say that most traditional
ofi'shore fisheries today are no longer producing at their full potentiaL The 1984
decision of the International Court of Justice which awarded Canada a portion of
Georges IJank also hurt production, Foreign fishing, however, has been cut back. As
a result, several non-traditional fisheries, such as those for squid, mackerel and hake,
are in relatively good shape.

The National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! scientists tell us thar there may
have been some significant shifts in the Northeastern ecosystem. In the early 1970s,
for example, herring, mackerel and silver hake were the dominant species. Today,
these are no longer the dominant species. Why the shift occurred is unclear.
Nevertheless, continued heavy fishing pressure on traditional species may have helped
other less sought after species to gain an upper hand. A 1985 government report
summed it up this way:

Estimates of total biomass peaked at 8,0 million mt in 1968
and then declined to only 1,9 million mt in 1975..Since 1980,
estimates have fluctuated about an average of 3.3. million
mt�,with declines in some groundfish stocks in 1984.~'

Many of the oi'fshore fisheries along the Atlantic coast have suffered the past ten
years while only a few have made gains. Management of the JVew Fngtatut
ground fish fishery, for example, began on an emergency basis in 1977 with depleted
fishery stocks and a depressed industry. The council's objectives were to rebuild the
stocks and then maintain them at higher levels, The council's initial strategy was to
allocate species to individual vessel groups, and then spread out the landings during
the year using quarterly quotas and vessel trip limits.

At several points, the weekly allocations were too small to justify the expense of
a trip, so some vessels stayed out for longer periods to pick up two allocations.
Longer periods at sea meant that vessels sometimes operated m unsafe weather
condit>ons and delivered product with a shorter shelf life.

Officials struggled to balance the short.-term welfare of the fishermen against the
long-term need to rebuild the stocks. Each time quotas were exceeded, the industry
protested and emergency adjustments were made, The fishery almost never closed.

Ar. one point, widespread violations of trip limits and other restrictions threatened
anarchy. Hundreds of citations were issued and attitudes hardened into a "them and
us" mentality on both sides.
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The council's initial strategy was discontinued in 1982 in favor of an "interim
plan." This plan closed spawning areas and imposed gear and minimum size
restrictions until a more comprehensive plan could be worked out, This plan was
submitted last year but was disapproved in January because it failed to "prevent
overfishing." Instead, the Secretary recommended that an "effort control and quota
system" be developed.

Throughout this period, a few strong yearclasses recruited to the fishery but were
fished out and the stocks went down. Haddock and yellowtail fLounder are now
"depleted" and cod is listed as "fully utilized,"sz Excerpts from a recent government
report tell the story:

The haddock fishery provides a good example of the effects of
overfishing and the loss ta the nation due to uncontrolled
fishing mortality...Overfishing in �965 and 1966! caused a
rapid decline in abundance to very low levels by the early
1970s... The catches since 1966 have averaged only 16,000
metric tons; a potential loss of 32,000 metric tons per year for
the last nineteen years�,we have had a good yearclass in 1975
and again in 1985. Under caref u L management such
opportunities cauld rebuild the stock to some degree.

Catches increased steadily on the cod stock from 1976 to the
early 1980s until these stocks, too, were overfished and the
catches have now declined in the past two-three years... The
current level of abundance of cod in the Georges Bank area is
the lowest ever observed and will continue to decline in 1986.

YellawtaLL flounder .have been so overfished in recent years
that we now consider this stock to be exhibiting recruitment
failure. The yearclasses since 1980 have been very poor and
the abundance index is naw at the lowest paint in the time
series which began in 1963.s'

The scarcity of fish has put the squeeze on both harvesters and processors.
production is down significantly despite major increases in effort As a result:

,...Landings-per-vessel and revenue-per-vessel have, with minor
fluctuations, shown a downward trend over the period
marked by the implementation of the MFCMA in 1977, have
been diluted to a large extent by the growth in the fleet.'~

The sca scallop f ishery also has suf f ered declines. Government scientists
concluded that the stock on Georges Bank was "depleted" in the early 1970s because
it was "being overfished" and that scallops from all areas were being harvested at
much smaller than the size producing the maximum meat yield.ss

Scallop prices went up in 1975 and vessels began to enter the fishery, The
number of "days fished" escalated and overall production climbed.se State regulations
had little effect because mast sea scallops were caught beyond state waters except in
lvlaine.

The offshore fishery did not come under federal regulation until 1982 when the
council imposed a minimum average meat count/shell height restriction. This
restriction was adjusted a year later to 35 meats per pound and a shell height of 3
3/8 inches. A 1985 amendment would establish a minimum size standard but may
nat be implemented.
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By 1985, catches of sea scallops were tbc lowest since 1974. The stock Is Ihtted
npW Sk depleted and the catch per unit of effort has deClined to the IOWest levCIS
ever recorded '

The offshore stock of Arlartelc herring on Georges Bank has suffered a worse
fate. This stock exceeded one million mt in 1967 but wss overfished prior to 1975.
When the MFCMA carne into effect, the Secretary of Commerce prepared a plan
wliich allowecl for a domestic harvest of 12,000 mt and a foreign harvest of 21,000

The State Of Maine sued arguing that these leVelk were tOO high but lust, The
stock, however, collapsed in 1977 and remains commercially extinct,n

The nearshore stock of herring in the Gulf of Maine is in better shape. Harvests
stock are regulated by the states and have increased with the succession of

strong yearciasses. Because of declines in export markets, s. significaot proportion of
the adult population is not being used for human consumption.

More progress has been made in rebuilding the surf clam beds which were
depleted in the 1960k snd early 1970s. ln the mid 1970k thc industry was heavily
overcapitalized v:ith fishing power that far exceeded annual production levels. The
fikhery had folloWed a "bOOm and bust" cyclC Cvery seven yearS Or ac, The efforts of
pfficials at chat time to limit harvests using state authority were frustrated duc to a
lack of interstate cooperation,

When the fishery came under council management in 1977, an annual quota was
adopted to address the biological need of the fishery to rebuild. The
overcapicaiizaticn problem led to thc adoption of a moratorium on thc ncw entry of
vessels The other provisions were designed to spread the cate.h out over the year to
prevent the periodic closing of processing plants.

Ac first, fishing was limital to a few days a week, then only s i'ew hours a
week, chen only a few hours every other week. These restrictions discouraged the
practice of exploratory fishing which had led to thc discovery by the industry of
ncw beds in thc past, Vessels also went to sea in adverse weather conditions rather
than lose their chance to fish When the danger to vessel safety was recognirad. the
plan wss adjusted to allow "make up days" for bad weather.

ln 1981, a shift occurred in tbc market creating a demand for smaller clattna
This lcd the council to impose a minirnurn size restriction which led to a series of
emotional confrontations caused by uneven enforcement by federal officiahs Size
restrictions also have caused high discarding of smail clams and a tremendous amount
of vraste. Tbe fishery continues to be heavily overcapitalized adding significant
production coact,

Surf clam landings declinetl to a low point in 1979 but have been on tbe risc
since then. Part of this increase is due to the expanse of thn fishery to thc Georges
Bank in 1984. Strong 1976 and 1977 yea~ have recruited to the fishery and it
is now in relatively good shape.ss The catch per unit of effort has rimn since 1980
snd the NMFS scientists say that there are rekcureek aVailable to sustain the fishery
into the 1990k."

Tire rnacfccrcl fisllcrJJ, which is shared with Canada, also has recovered anti the
US catch is beginning to rbte froin the low point reached in 1974. Catch per unit of
effort also is up.

Foreign fislung for mackerel in US. waters came under regulation in 1977 while
regulation of dotnestic harvests began in 1980. Harvest levels are sct depending on
the level of spawning stock biomass. The stock at this point could

icantly higher U tl. harvests." Low prices smi thc high value of the dollar
have held production down in recent years. The fishery, however, may now bc
leafy for full US, development.

Thc management of the Adantle butterfish fishery in federal waters began in
1977 with the purpose of promoting US. development. At this time there was a
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significant market in Japan for butterfish which was being supplied by Japanese
vessels operating in the US, fishery. The mid-Atlantic council reasoned that, if the
optimum yield was lowered, foreign fishing would be reduced and Japanese buyers

ight offer US. prcducers an export price which would allow them ta develop the
fishery. Federal officials, however, dragged their feet and refused ta go along with
this idea. After a political scuffle, they approved the council's strategy,

The strategy worked. After a slow start, U.S. exporters improved the quality of
their products and US. production climbed. By 1984, offshore foreign operations had
ended, This ltard-won development, however, was threatened on several occasions by
various state officials who gave foreign factary vessels permission to operate in state
waters despite the protests of the council that the U,S. industry had the capacity in
the region ta fully exploit all the available butterfish.

Because butterfish have a short liCe span  abaut four years! and a high mortality,
fishing effort has concentrated on one-and two-year-ald fish. Discards of younger
fish have been high at times snd could adversely impact the productivity of the
stock.

The council also has attempted to help the UA. industry to develop the IoPga end
iiiex sqtdd fishery. These stacks are particularly variable because of their short life
span  one to twa years!. Historically, the foreign fleets had the first opportunity to
harvest squid as they recruited to the offshore fishery during the winter. U.S.
fishermen got the leftovers later in rhe year when they migrated into nearshore areas.
Because the initial management plan was based on a calendar year, the foreign fleets
actually received priority access to the fishing grounds and markets. This meant that
U.S.-produced products were exported after the foreign praductian had arrived in
Europe.

The council went to great lengths ta apply the "fish and chips" policy in
allocating fish to the foreign fleets and approving offshore purchases of squid by
foreign factory vessels, Arguments flew back and forth about supply, demand, prices,
value-added benefits, and conflicts of interest. At one point the council even seemed
to be arranging individual sales among companies. While these efforts generated
substantial controversy, the U,S, industry. did gear up, and the foreign allocations
declined, At this point there should no longer be a foreign fishery.

The Atlantic states seem to have had more success than the councils in the
management of traditional fisheries, The largest of these is the fishery for Atlasttic
menhaden. It's an enormous fishery characterized by highly efficient harvesting and
processing operations. Vessels and plants are managed by vertically integrated
companies and produce meai and oil. The fishery has been regulated by the states
although an interstate plan was adapted by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission in 1981.

The stock was listed as "depleted" in 1975 but is in better shape today. As a
result, production has expanded 30 percent and the stock is back at the level it was
during the peak production years of 1953-1962.'z

Menhaden fishermen, however, are steadily losing access to the nearshore fishing
grounds in state waters. Several states have restricted harvesting because of conflicts
with recreational fishermen and coastal development. Also, several plants have had
to close and vessels have been tied up because of a drop in the market. As a result,
fishing effart has shifted ta the southern states,

Inshore landings of Aznerican Rbster account, for over 80 percent of the catch, so
the states have had the primary management responsibility. Their efforts have been
coordinated through the interstate commission. All but one state now imposes a 3
3/16 inch size limit. The offshore fishery came under council management in 1983,

Landings from both inshore and offshore areas remained relatively stable
between 1965 and 1975 averaging about 11,100 mt. A 1976 government report,
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hawrver, concluded that the stacks were "seriously averfished, retultiag in depletion
throughout its inshore range."'s

Since the mid-1970s, inshore catches have increased aver 40 percent to the
16 000-1 7,000 level while the ofi'share catch has declined." Government scienthtts
sey that the biomass appears to have declined and that the "great bulk of landings
result f rani catching lobsters which have just molted iato the legal size range,'<s
Ff f aria are u n de r way to can v inca t he coastal states to increase the minimum size
1;mit ta allow snare female lobsters to reproduce before being caught.

The nortliern shrimp fishery is 'the only fishery directly regulated by an
interstate carnmissian. Under this arrangement, three coastal states enforce the
caminissian's regulations regarding mesh size and seasonal clasures. Landings peaked
st 2g,000 mts in 1969, averaged 11,000 mts in the early 1970s s.nd then tailapsed ta

mi ia 1977. Landings in the past few years, however, have increased
somewhat.

'fhe traditiona] oyster grounds fram the Chesapeake Bay riorthward have been
the mast productive areas in the past. Overfishing and disease out.breaks, hav ever,
have reduced landings. Beds are also vulnerable to being buried by sediment. Today,
the mast productive grounds are found in the Gulf of Mexiaia Landiags since 1975 in
the Atlantic shov a downward trend from about 28 million pounds in the 1960s and
early 1970s"

The blue crab fishery, v'hich is under state inanagement in 13 states, is the
dominant U5, crab fishery. La~dinge have increased in the past ten years and the
fishery appears, at least momentarily, to be stable. Landings in 1985 were 190.5
million pounds valued at $53.6 million

Gaff of lltfestgco

Commercial landings in the gulf have increased 52 percent during the past ten
years due ta increased production from the nearshore fisheries. State regulation is
especiaLLy important since thc major fisheries are mostly in state waters. Conserving
the csiuarinc areas also is important since almost all inajar species spend a part of
their lives in the marshes and shaliow-water areas. Council activity has focused
mare on economic and gear-conflict issues than on maintaining stock levels

Conflicts between commerciaL and recreational fishermen are especiaily severe ia
the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic. Thee disputes are fought out in bath thc
councils and the state legislatures.

The Guif of tvfexico shrfsnp fishery is largely in state waterL While stocks
l'luctuatc each year, there is no evidcncc that changes arc dnc to fishing.
Environmental factors appear to determine annual productivity levels, Federal
efforts to control harvests, therefore, are airncd morc at tnaxunizing economic returns
and controlling the bycatch of other specim.

Ten years ago the stocks were listed as being in "inuninent danger" aad a
governmeat report noted:is

Shrimp Lrndiags over the Last eleven years or so have been
essentially ~t. The catch per unit of effort has
decreased. which indicates more intensive effort for the
relatively constant level of the shrimp biamasL

For the past ten years, management responsiblility has been shared by the states
and the gulf counciL State regulations vary. Texas regulations, for example, aim at
Producing Larger shrimp, of greater value, which are caught by the larger offshore
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vessels. Louisiana regulations, on the other hand, foster shrimping in nearshore
waters by smaller craft,

Annual production the past ten years has fluctuated between 194 and 384
million pounds. Scientists describe the fishery today as being under "intensive use"
and say that the maximum biological yield is being harvested.'s

High shrimp production years tend to attract new vessels to the fishery. This
added capacity plus the displacement of about 400 vessels from Mexican waters in
the late 1970s have reduced the share per vessel. Landings per craft� in terms of
volume, fell 31 percent between 1970 and 1980 and fell another ll percent between
1980 and 1983.~' A recent governtnent report cited evidence that:

...the capacity expanded in response to higher prices, and this
expanded capacity has reduced the catch per craft, raised the
cost pet pound harvested, and, despite the rising value of the
catch per craft, reduced net revenues per craftyu

Actions of the council have been helpful in resolving gear conflicts between
shrimpers and stone crab fishermen who were running high in the late 1970s and
the newspapers reported that the two groups were shooting at each other. The
council and the state were able to work out a plan which divided the grounds
between the two grou.ps.

Gulf menhaden management is coordinated by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission, with individual states enacting harvesting rules and the l4MFS doing
stock assesstnent work, The fishery was listed as "intensive use" in 1975, '

Gulf landings show an upward trend since 1975, Last year 1,9 billion pounds
were landed valued at $67.5 million which is slightly below the record catches of
1984 and 1983." The size of the fleet and average vessel crew size have declined the
past two years, but productivity has improved.

The mackere/ fisheries are highly contentious and cotnplex. Battles among
recreational and commercial fishermen are often heated and emotional, particularly
with respect to highly efficient gear such as purse seines. Management is complicated
by different state and federal management philosophies and biological questions over
the discreteness of the stocks.

So far, management efforts have not produced significant benefits. Commercial
catches of Spanish mackerel in the gulf, for example, were relatively stable in the
early 1970s averaging about 7.3 million pounds per year. After the 1976/77 season,
however, landings dropped to the 2.5-million-pound leveL Commercial landings in
the Atlantic went up almost threefold in the mid-1970s and then started to decline
steadily.

Federal management began in 1983 with a plan calling for annual harvests of 27
million pounds for Spanish mackerel and 37 million pounds for king mackereL A
series of subsequent stock assessments, however, convinced many scientists that the
stocks were being overfished. A regulatory tug'-war ensued and continues today
with recreational interests arguing for state management only and commercial
interests supporting regional solutions,

User-group battles over redfish are similar. The interstate commission had
completed a profile of the redfish fishery in 1980. At that time it was primarily a
sport fishery with most harvesting conducted in state waters. Texas and Alabama
had closed their fisheries to large-scale commercial fishing and sport fishermen were
putting political pressure on state legislatures to have the fish declared a gamefish.
Creative marketing, however, opened up a national market for redfish and
commercial landings began to increase.
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Restrictions in state waters prompted commercial vessels to fish in federal waters
and by 1984 harvests offshore on the larger spawning fish were beginning to escalate
rapidly. This shift prompted efforts to get the council to draft a plan to control the
offshore harvests. These efforts were blocked, however, by council members who
wanted the states to maintain the lead through landing restrictions.

Little is known about the status of the stocks. Concern over the trends, however,
prompted Congressman John Breaux to introduce legislation in an effort to force
federal action.s'

Pad flc Coast

During the past ten years landings in California, Oregon, and Washington have
declined by 59 percent  by volume! because of significant declines in tuna and
anchovy landings.

In the mid-1970s shrimp and salmon were having their best back-to-back years.
Other fisheries, such as those for tuna, anchovy, crab, and groundfish, were doing
well. The Soviets and the Poles had established an offshore midwater trawl fishery
for Pacific whiting but there was little domestic production from this fishery.

One of the most pressing management problems on the Pacific coast in 1975 was
to reverse the decline in chinook and coho saLmon runs which were fished in state,
federal, and Canadian waters by a wide diversity of user groups. The fishery had
been under extensive management by the states. License limitation programs, for
example, were put into place by Alaska in 1973, Washington in 1974, and California
and Oregon in 1979. Stocks were listed as "intensive use  depleted!" in 1975 and the
fishery had been the subject of protracted litigation regarding native American
fishing rights.ss

The Pacific council took on the formidable task of regulating the offshore
harvests in 1978 to help achieve the spawning escapements needed to enhance
production. Allocation of the harvests among the users was constrained by the
federal courts and was accomplished indirectly through detailed rules regarding
seasons, gear, size of fish, and fishing areas. Later on, a sandalled "framework" plan
was designed, at least in theory, to allow for rapid adjustments, While political
tensions seem to be subsiding, confrontations continue to occur particularly with the
states of Oregon and California over the need to close the fishery at certain times.

During the past decade, more than. one salmon official has thrown up his hands
in despair. Efforts to regulate the harvests continue to be plagued by the conflicting
desires of the many different user groups, the migration of salmon across political
boundaries, habitat destruction, growing populations of marine mammals which prey
on the fish and the numerous different salmon species, stocks, and runs which
intermingle in the fishery. Production, in the meantime, has increased from 64.5
million pounds in 1975 to 75.3 million. pounds last yearse

The changes which have occurred in the Pocfflc ground fish fishery the past ten
years follow a classic pattern. The traditional fishery in the mid-1970s was small
and targeted on the Pacific ocean perch  which had been decimated by foreign fleets
during the 1960s!, sole, cod, and rockfish, Products were sold fresh and were caught
mostly with bottom gear,

Trouble began when the shrimp fishery increased rapidly in the early 1970s,
peaked in 1978 and then collapsed bringing widespread economic distress and the need
to diversify along the coast,

The shrimpers and traditional groundfish vessels lacked the fishing power needed
for the Pacific whiting fishery. Through vessel conversions and new construction,
however, a number of IJS. vessels began to deliver whiting to foreign factory vessels.
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These more powerful vessels also turned their attention to widow rockfish. Landings
of rockfish took off in 1981, then collapsed.

With several traditional fisheries depressed, attention continues to focus on
whiting which has a total allowable catch level approaching 300,000 mt. Whiting,
however, has not found a market nitch. Technical difficulties in handling and
processing, plus low market prices, have prevented any major U,S. expansion into this
fishery, With limited resources available, some of the bigger vessels have moved
northward into the Alaska fisheries.

Throughout this period, the council struggled to manage groundfish with an
exceedingly complex multispecies arrangement which required extensive data that
were not readily available.

The other major fishery on the Pacific coast is the one in California for anchovy.
For years the California legislature ignored the advice of fishery scientists that a
large-scale reduction fishery be permitted. ln 196S, however, the state commission
allowed a quota which was later increased, The biomass was at its peak of 4.7
million tons in 1965. Despite the warnings of scientists, it fell sharply to 1,3 million
tons in 1978,e'

Council management began in 1978. At the time, the widespread use of
anchovies for live bait by both recreational and commercial fishermen was politically
and economically more significant that their use as meal and oil. Since then, the
market shifted and the reduction fishery has all but disappeared. U8. landings have
fallen from a. record 329.4 million pounds in 1975  five to eight percent for bait! to
14.6 million pounds  88 percent for bait!.ee

There is no U.SJMexico agreement for the management of anchovy even though
the central subpopulation is shared with Mexico. When Mexico expanded its fishery
jurisdiction, it established a major processing operation for anchovy and purchased a
fleet of new U.S.-built purse seiners. Annual production climbed rapidly to around
200,000 tons.

During the past decade landings in Alaska have risen 167 percent. Salmon,
halibut, herring, crab, and shrimp have been the traditional mainstays. Sharply
declining crab and shrimp stocks, however, have forced the industry to diversify into
groundfish.

Management disputes in the iVorth Pacific are truly heroic in scale. On one side is
the state which traditionally gives local communities priority access to the stocks
nearby, This policy, which is supported by many nearshore fishermen, has led the
state to adopt various regulatory schemes over the years based upon exclusive area
registration and limited entry.

On the other side of this struggle are those fishermen with mobile gear and the
ability to switch from one fishery to another. These fishermen want to keep the
fisheries open so that vessels can adjust to constantly changing biological and
economic conditions, This "open ocean" group includes several fleets based in Alaska
and the Pacific Northwest. Both viewpoints are represented on the council, although
the Alaska viewpoint dominates.

The restoration of Alaska's salmon runs is one of the dramatic success stories of
the past decade. Catches have climbed from an annual catch of 29 million fish in the
five-year period before U.S. jurisdiction was extended to annual harvests of more
than 100 million fish in recent years.

Why this threefold increase occurred is unclear. State managers have certainly
gained a better understanding of escapement needs. The state also has been active in
habitat restoration and hatchery production. Perhaps even more important has been
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the several years of favorable ocean conditions. Finally, international agreements
which moved the Japanese high seas salmon fleet westward must also have helped,

The fishery for halibut also has made gains. Catch limits for this fishery are
recommended by an international commission to the U.S. and Canada. Domestic
management is the responsibility of the State of Alaska and the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council. The fishery was listed as "depleted" in 1975.ss The stocks at
this point appear to be in good shape in all areas, particularly in the Gulf of Alaska,
As a result, the allowable catch levels have gone up.

The real battle over halibut concerns economics and by-catch. As the state closed
entry into other traditional Alaska fisheries and the price for halibut increased, the
number of vessels in the fishery escalated and fishing seasons shortened dramaticaily
into a "Fishing Derby." Improved technology, such as the circle hook, also improved
catch rates. There were many complaints about quality because oF the large volume
of fish that had to be processed in a short time period. By 1980, there was concern
that the traditional longline fishery was degenerating into a very short fishery of
little economic value, Some feared that it might become an incidental fishery to the
trawl fisheries for other species.

Following enactment of the North Pacific Halibut Act of 1983, the council
obtained authority to impose a three-year moratorium on new entry. This effort, was
binerly opposed, particularly by fishermen from the central and western ports who
viewed halibut as their only hope of surviving the hard times caused by the
depressed fisheries for crab and shrimp. As a result, limited entry was abandoned.
Instead, halibut seasons were staggered and shortened to avoid gluts and spread out
the deliveries of fresh fish.

Production from the herring fishery has risen dramatically since 1975 from
about 26 million pounds in 1975 to over 123 million pounds in 1985.e' A smail
inshore roe fishery got underway in 1977 and grew so rapidly that by 1980 the
traditional foreign offshore fishery was shut down. The rapid growth of the roe
fishery also prompted the state to issue a series of regulations designed to allocate fish
between local residents and "outsiders." More recently, some U.S. fishermen have
attempted to open up an offshore winter fishery to use the herring for food purposes.

Both the crab and shrimp fisheries have suffered major reversais, The state set
up area quotas and size limits for king crab in the 1960s. By the mid-1970s the
fishery had been fully developed by U5. vessels and was listed as being under
"intensive use," It came under council management in 1977. Later on, a
"framework" plan was approved which adopts state management restrictions
provided they are consistent with federal standards.

King crab is one of the world's most hazardous fisheries, Winds in excess of 125
knots can come up suddenly along with bitter cold and heavy icing. Fishery
management. restrictions, however, required vessels to operate in short seasons and
encouraged vessels to carry as many pots as possible to maximize their catch. More
recently, however, vessel safety needs have been recognized and changes have been
made to the regulatory system.

While the king crab fishery got underway, the tanner crab fishery got little
attention from the domestic industry. In the late 1960s, however, the king crab
stocks went into a temporary decline and interest picked up. By the mid-1970s,
tanner cra.b were being caught by both U,S, and foreign vessels.

The council turned its attention to fully developing the fishery in 1978 when it
set the optimum yield for tanner crab at a level significantly below its estimated
maximum sustainable yield. Its strategy was to reduce the foreign supply and block
the Japanese frorr. undercutting prices on the world market. Federal officials at first
disapproved this idea saying that the council lacked proof that this strategy would
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work. They later agreed, however, to go along. This strategy worked and was
continued until foreign fishing ended in 1982.

Despite extensive research and harvest regulations, both the king and tanner crab
stocks dropped significantly in 1981 and are producing at very low levels. Exactly
why the resources went down is unknown. The fisheries, however, were listed as
"depleted" in 1984.s'

The shrbnp fishery also has declined. In 1975 it was under state management
and listed as being under "intensive use," Since then, annual landings have fallen
from a record 129 million pounds to under 20 million pounds. The stock has been
very depressed since 1979 and recoveries are not exp':ted in the near future.

Why the shrimp stock. went down is unclear, Some researchers suggest heavy
predation by cod and pollock, while others point to an increase in ocean temperatures.
There continues to be a suspicion, however, that the historical fluctuations in stock
abundance are unrelated to fishing.

With resource setbacks in crab and shrimp, U.S. fishermen turned their efforts to
groundftsh  pollock, Pacific cod, flounders, Atka mackerel, and rockfish!. The
pollock fishery in the late 1970s was one of the largest single-species fisheries in the
world. High seas fleets from the Soviet Union, Japan, and Korea were taking about
1.1 million mt from the waters off Alaska alone. United States landings were
negligible. Pac&tc cod was the target species for Japanese longiiners but began to
claim a greater share of the foreign trawl catch as the 1970s went on.

This foreign catch of cod, and a sevenfold increase in the cod biomass prompted
US, vessels to target on cod. A series of terhnological improvements were made in
U.S. operations including the cod-end transfer technique, load sensors, blow-out panels,
polyproplene nets, new trawl doors and electronics. When offshore sales to foreign
factory vessels began in the late 1970s, US. catches of cod jumped to over 30 million
pounds.

United States interest in pollock picked up in the early 1980s when Japan,
Poland, and West Germany began buying product offshore. The Koreans at this time
also increased their purchases. A very large pollock roe fishery began in Shelikof
Strait in 1981,

A number of forces had converged to accelerate these developments. Congress had
amended the MFCMA to clarify that those countries helping the U5, industry would
be given preference in the allocation process, and U.S. officials were putting heavy
political pressure on the foreign buyers. The U.S. industry had banded together to
promote these actions, and to negotiate a series of agreements with their Japanese
counterparts which called for increased sales. Throughout this period, fishery
managers played a key role in putting pressure on the foreign fleets to buy U.S.
product.

The groundfish fisheries are growing so rapidly at this point that gear conflicts
and excessive competition are causing serious problems. Black cod seasons are
beginning to look like fishing derbies. The joint venture operations in the Shelikof
fishery were forced to fish on a "first-come-first-served" basis this year and could not
time their operations to coincide with the peak mature roe seasons. More importantly,
a series of gear conflicts between the V.S. trawlers and fixed-gear fishermen threaten
to unravel future plans for growth.

HAS IT BEEN WORTH IT7

Protgtectlost

Production from most of the high-valueci offshore fisheries is declining. While
overall U.S. production in federal waters is up, much of this increase is from
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low-valued species which had previously been harvests! by the foreign fleets.
Fishery kuanagers have failed to rebuild and maintain many of the traditional
fisheries which prompted Ccngress ZO act in the mid-l970S, They haVe, hOwCvCr,
fostered the expansion of I:.S. fleets into those fisheries formerly dominated by
foreign vease>s.

In the inshore fisheries, the major shifts have baca the dramatic restoration of
Alaska's salmon runs, the steady increase of menhaden landings and thc decline of
Cahfornia's anchovy fishery. The role the management system played in these
changes, hov'ever, is unclear.

Stocks

Changes in the marine environment unrelated to fishing may accouat for several
of the dramatic ups and downs in stock levels which have occu.rred oa all three
coasuk. Perhaps thC balaaCe among species shifted, Or there Vraa sOme lkzng-term change
in water temperature. Exactly what happened and why it happened are unclear.

putting the foreign fleets under quotas did help a few offshore stocks to rebuild.
These stocks arc probably in better shape than they would have been if they had
remained under international ruanagement. Market forces, however, also played a
role in reducing fishing pressure oa some of these stocks,

f'.ouncil efforts to rebuild those traditional stocks which were under doznestic
fishing pressure, however, have failed. to produce sigruficant results. Many of these
fisheries are depleted and producing far belOW their patentiaL Scme haVC COllapsekl,
or have declinkd significantly. Only the surf clam fishery has made significant
gains, although the fishery is grossly overcapitalized with vessels remaining idle moat
of the tizne.

Pollutioa and environmental damage have had no measurable effect on large-scale
commercial fisheries except for neazshore shellfish beds. Some local effects have been
severe but they have been limited to individual bays, rivers, and harbors. Damage
from oil spills has aot materialized, Their effects, if any, on offshore fisherics have
been negligible. Even their impact on inshore stacks appears to bc transitory.

Prokfkkctfoa Costs

Fishing pressure has increased significantly. As several high-valued stocks
declined, US, fleets have had to remain idle for longer periods of time each year, or
have turned to lower-valued stocks which had been harvested by the foreign fleets.

The fishing quotas being imposed by the prcscnt management system have tended
to lead to ovcrcapitalimtion and a race to catch the resources, W'hea the product was
brought to shore in a rush, product quality suffered along with the industry's aMity
to mark.et fresh products. This, in turn, has led to increased regulation to spread thc
catch out over the year. These regulations further limit vessel efficiency and spread
productioa arnOng a largCr number of vessels than Otherwise are needCkL Ia snme
instances they promote increased discardL

Goverzuncnt intrkurioa in thc marketplace has iancas4 drnmaticaUy. Morc aad
more restrictions have been imposed including pcrtalt and license tequframca
landing taxes, limited-entry schemes, quotas, gear restrictions, harveatnzg moratoria
aad the like. Many of these restrictions have tcaded to make the commercial
producers less efficient, and less able to adjust to chaagiag bialogiczd or market
condition@

The catch pcr unit of effort in many fiahcrica hss dcclincd despite significant
improvements in fishing technology. Production costa are up dramatically. But shc
data aren't aVailablC tO tnake any firm conclusikaka NartOn, Miller and Ksnay
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proposed an industry "health index" two years ago to overcome thc lack of cost snd
productivity information. This index measures changes in prices and costs between
1965 and 1983 for eight fisheries. They found that the econoraic "health" of the
majrrity of fishing fleets they studied had declined.sx

Fishery management restrictions are moving onshore and into the market place,
The councils, for example, have recently proposed banning imports ol American
lobster, spiny lobster, New England groundfish snd swordfish from various foreign
fisheries ia which they could be harvested Jegslly under foreign law, This trend
invites retaliation and threatens substantial disruption of the market.

Investment 3itsks

Regulating the foreign fleets and giving a "priority" to domestic vessels did
reduce investment risks. As domestic fisheries become more crowded, however.
pressure increased on the stocks and some may have become more unstable Crowding
also has causal gear conflicts and the need for extensive regulation. Since much of
this regulation is based upon pressure-group decision-making and no clear policies
have been established, investment risks in some fisheries have increased significantly,
This seems to be. occurring in more and more fisheriea

One strategy to reduce risks is to operate larger multipurpose vessels that can
tnove frora fishery to fishery when stocks get into trouble. This strategy, however,
is being frustrate by fishery managers who are responding to the political pressures
generated by the operators of' smaller vessels who want to maintain employrncat,
lifestyles or quality recreational expcriencca

Many fisheries contirrue to follow a "boom and bust" cycle in which nobody
wins. There have been a few attempts to break this cycle by lirniring the nutnber cf
vessels or otherwise coatrolling the inputs of a fishery. These schemes, however,
have been very controversial and are often seen as being unfair. 'Ihey frequently
have stifled innovation and technological impravetnents and have not eliminated the
"race" for the fish which exists in most US. fisheries today.

The fishery management system bss done little to improve product quality. In
fact, regulatory quotas and the "race for the resources" has hurt product quality in
several fisheries.

Costs V. Itsncffts

Excess capacity, higher discard xates. iacreased iavestmcnt risks, uneven landings,
poor pxoduct quality aad vessel safety all translate into costs which axc passed on to
the consumer. The system has not been very ~ul when measured against the
producer's interest ia maximizing profit, or against he industry's interest in Providiag
value to thc consumer, Le quality at reasonable pricea

Prior to the MFCMA the fcdcxal government was spending millions of dollars for
fishery management. This iavestmear�howcvcr, did not prevent the depletioa of ttxe
stocks or thc txemendous build-up of domestic fishing effort.

The present federal program employs 131 council membem, 86 council staff, over
1,000 federal bureaucrats, plus many th~ of amn-hours of U3. Coast Guatxf
time each year. Thc coat to thc taxpayers last year was about 8223 million. The
program, however, generated about $40 to 45 million in rcveauc through foreign
fishing fees, so it hsd a aet cost of about $180 ~cs This aet cost translates into
about 5rM5 per pound of fish pmduccd from federal waters ia 1985.
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The federal government also spent about one million dollars last year to support
the work of several international fishery organizations. How many additional
millions of dollars were spent by the states is not known.

CONCLUSION

When you think about it, mother nature and the marketplace seem to dictate
what happens and not the management system. Perhaps the regulation of harvests is
not the major factor we think it is, Perhaps the fishery managers just did too little,
too late to make any real difference. Gr perhaps, too much, too soon.

Qce thing is clear, The government is spending a lot of money to sort out who
should get the fish, and how much should be caught. I'm not convinced that the
consumers and the taxpayers are getting their tnoney's worth.
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PART TWO

Comparative Analysis af

Resource Movement Approaches

As was mentioned in our opening session there are a number of reasons why we
are examining the question of fisheries management. Even though the National
hlarine Fisheries Service has the primary Federal reeponsibihty for the management
oi' marine fishery resources in the 3-200 mile fishery zone, they do not own thc
resource, That is, thc fisheries are common property � owned by no one or belong to
everyone.

Governments have been dealing with the management of cornrnon property
resources for as long as there have been governments. They have developed a wide
range of management tn:hniques to deal with those resource management issuea
Common property resources include not only marine fishcriea. but also forestry,
water, oil aud gae, minerals and air to name just. a few. Methods that have been used
to manage these esources usually include some form of access limitation, quotas, or
economtc incentives.

This session w01 exsmhte the methods developed and used in other resources and
by other governments in fisheries resources to ~ more efficient and wise
mansgenMnt of these resources [ have ardhed the speahera to dcecribc the
adnunistrative. regulatory, Or management methads that are in placC Or have evolved
to manage this variety of resourceL We arc looking for lesams that can bc learned
from these experiences that may be applied to the managetnent of US. tsarina
f aheries,

begin with an overview presentation of a smdy conducted by NOAA on
subject of techniques used tn other resource management mhemes. We will call

our international friends to present management methods used in the
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management of marine fisheries in Canada, Japan and the UK/EEC, Following thea
presentations we will then discuss in more detail two examples of other managed
resonrceL forestry and oil and gas.

LYRAE CARTER HANSOM
Executive lgr~

Center for Ocean i/ianagernent Strsdtas
University of Rhode Mstef

Kingston, Rhode Istasssf



An Overview of Fishery Management:

Lessons from Other

Resource Management Fields

THOlVIAS F IIIGFORD
Chief
Habitat Conservation Branch
Planagement DMslon
Rational Marine Fisheries Servke
bfational Oceatdc and Atmospheric Administration
Gloacester, iVassachasetts

INTRODUCTION

The time is right to consider alternative approaches for managing our marine
fisheries. Trends show that the health of many fish stocks and the economic
viability of many commercial and recreational sectors are tenuous; stock and fishery
pressures are increasing, and measures of catch are declining. In response to these
trends, the National Ocearuc and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! and its
National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! initiated a study in 1984 to analyze
management approaches used ln other natural resource fields.' As cotnpared to
fisheries, the other fields use innovative and aggressive resource allocation tools
which provide excellent blueprints for change in fishery management. The report
examines management approaches in those other fields and identifies potential
applications of any relevant experiences to fisheries, These findings provide
background on management strategies used by agencies with jurisdiction over a scarce
resource. Any interpretations or applications must be made by managers in each
fishery.

The overview was originally intended to be rather narrow, focusing on three
resource fields that seetned most applicable to the fishing industry. However, the
project. quickly expanded, mostly since recent history indicates that the fishing
industry, from managers to harvesters to retailers, has much to learn from other
resource fields. Hence, the study was expanded to eight fields, including U.S. and
foreign fisheries, timber, water, minerals, rangeland, telecommunications, migratory

47
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birds, air pollution, and park concessions. Not all are natural resources but each offers
insights to common property management,

APPLICATION OF FINDINGS TO THE PROBLEMS IN FISHERIES

Governments manage natural resources using many combinations of access rights,
leasing systems, and economic incentives. iVot all strategies will work in all cases;
but, if applied with care, the benefits and pitfalls of different practices should be
instructive when attempting innovation in fishery management. This section
examines common management alternatives used to establish marketable rights or
economical incentives for common property resources, The four basic management
alternatives are: overall approach; initial allocation of rights; transferability of
rights; and duration of the rights. Each alternative is discussed below.

The OveraQ Approach

Although not mutually exclusive, the four general approaches to resource
management are; limits on input factors; direct control of output; tax programs  fees
or royalties!; and areal rights.

Limes on Input Factors

The most common approach to managing fisheries is to limit the total number of
some input factor, e.g., vessels, fishermen, units of gear, or time fishing. The term
"limited entry" generally refers to a limit on the number of vessels permitted in a
fishery, but the economic consequences of limiting "effort" by restricting the total
number of fishermen, gear, or time fishing are similar. Furthermore, limiting one
factor of production often creates an incentive to compensate elsewhere to at least
maintain the same production capabilities. This technology creep is evident with
electronic gear in the f ishing industry, with itnproved space technology in
telecommunications, and in many other resource fields.

- Direct Control of Output

Controlling total fishery output with limits on individual production is discussed
in fishery literature under terms such as "individual fishermen's quotas" and "sMck
certificates." Each control is a limit on the amount of fish available for harvest to an
individual vessel or fisherman for a given time period; the sum of individual quotas
or certificates usually does not exceed the total yield from the stock at that time.
The quota philosophy has been used by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to
establish marketable rights to certain air pollutants. The timber industry imposes bid
quotas based on company size, thereby maintaining competition between large and
small firms.

Tax Programs

Four of the resource areas studied  timber, rangelands, minerals, and migratory
birds! use taxes or fees to generate revenue rather than to provide disincentives to
produce. Using the opposite strategy, NMFS contemplated using an economic system
to discourage the incidentaI catch of Atlantic billfish in a long-line tuna. fishery, The
"compensatory payment" concept assumed that incidental billfish catch by foreign
fishermen represented a cost to the United States, but the proposal was rejected. Had
the system been. implemented and upheld by the courts, it would have been one of
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the most sophisticated responses ta a problem of externalities by any government
agency examined in this study.

- Areal Rtghts

Areal rights are comtnon in stationary resources where the right to use, harvest,
or extract is exclusive � timber, minerals, and rangeland. Fisheries provide few
examples of areal rights. Exclusive rights to certain mollusc beds have been
instituted at the state level, and labstermen in Maine have informal territories
radiating onto the continental shelf from their home ports. If an areal right were to
provide exclusive, long-term use, the owner would have an incentive to conserve and
ta undertake stock-relateci research, Such a long-term areal right may approach
private ownership. Unfortunately, sole ownership is not always sufficient incentive
to conserve scarce or renewable resources, as the problem of soil conservation on
private Farms too well attests. Areal rights and fugitive resources, just as in timber
and rangelands, cauld require extensive monitoring by a public agency to insure that
all conditions associated with the right are fulfilled.

Intttttl AILocatlort of Rfghts

If the overall a.pproach involves rights, agencies must allocate access rights to
users based on some formula. One of the more common. policies is "grandfathering"
existing users, e.g�water, rangelands, and air pollution. Periodic auctions in timber,
minerals, and park concessians allow new entrants. The "first come, first served"
philosophy in the telecommunications spectrutn and satellite arbits is another
approach, but one that limits opportunities far future users. Some agencies use special
boards to help distribute rights and reduce controversy while others rely on a simple
lottery to distribute sca.rce rights.

In addition to the general allocation scheme, managers in mast resource fields also
make special considerations to meet local and cultural needs, Among existing
programs are s~all business set-asides in timber and minerals, aesthetic set-asides in
timber, minority ownership and local community service in. telecommunications,
treaty rights in water and fish, and programs banning migratory bird permit issuance
to the same hunter in consecutive years.

In commercial and recreational fisheries, the first challenge will be ta allocate the
rights equitably. Experiences from other resource areas will be particularly valuable,
especially dealing with issues such as preserving shares for future users, protecting
the interests of stnall businesses, and dividing yields between sport, commercial,
aesthetic, and foreign users, Among some of the specific experiences of other agencies
which could apply to N'MFS efforts to manage fish stocks are:

1, Survey work, like that which the U.S. Forest Service and the
US, Geological Survey must conduct before timber and
petroleum sales, may have ta be expanded as NMFS tries ta
determine harvest yields, calculate fair market value, and lure
industry to new fisheries;

"preference rights," once used by the coal industry to entice
prospectors into new claims, could be used to encourage
exploratory fishing in new regions or an new stacks;

Overall principals such as "reasonableness" and equitable
apportionment," both used in water rights, could aid in
recreational and commercial a.llocations;
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"Reciprocal water rights theory" could parallel management
for transbou.ndary stocks like striped bass or tuna;

Stringent regulations can result in unintended access rights, as
happened in air pollution where initial rights accrued by
default to existing poilu.ters; and

A fisheries equivalent of "logicaL mining units" could be
developed to divide resoums equitably and to promote
efficient harvest.

Of course, even with the wealth of government experience in allocating natural
resources, NMFS should still anticipate problems because fish and the fishing industry
are unique. Only rangeland management offers the problems of a short-lived
renewable resource; only migratory birds, water rights, and air pollution offer the
fugitive elements that require state, federal, and international cooperation. Other
possible issues in fisheries management include "squatters rights" m long-established
fisheries lUce Maine lobster or in places where fisherme~ have fished for generations.
The fact that many vessels are small businesses with strong social, cultural, and
community ties only exacerbates those issues. Allocation problems might be lessened
if opportunities such as agricultural and habitat restoration or enhancement
accommodate expanding fishing pressures; technological advances in telecommunica-
tions and timber growth have helped those fields meet growing demand for satellite
orbits and stumpage, respectively.

Trans ferabQky of Rights

The issue of transferability  the authority to sell or trade rights! follows initial
allocations. Rights can be fully transferable, transferable under conditions imposed
by an agency, or non-transferable. Generally, timber, grazing, and mineral rights are
fully transferable. Conditions are imposed on transfer of pollution rights but the
trend has been toward relaxation. Spectrum and water rights are, in general, not
transferable.

Transferability is a management option that is intended to allow the market to
redistribute a resource to its most, efficient user. That forecast assumes that rights
owned by inefficient users will tend to be sold to more efficient users. Free and open
trading is essential if economic ef f iciency is the ultimate goal. However,
non-economic objectives may condition permit transfers, Oil lease sale restrictions
lessen monopoly power in industry giants. Similar constraints in the fishing industry
may affect small-scale fishermen or the vertically-integrated conglomerates that
dominate certain fisheries.

Duratfort of the Rights

Rights in other resource areas vary in duration from one season or year to
perpetuity. In general, park concessions, radio frequencies, rangeiands, minerals, and
timber are on a two to ten-year cycle, often renewed. Water and fishing rights tend
to be perpetual, although some fishing rights may be seasonal,

The duration of the right has an important impact on other aspects of the
management system. Short durations lead to little or no windfall profit to those who
own the right and lessen the incentive to sell rights, but also reduce incentives to
znake capital investments or to conserve the resource. Still, short-term rights do offer
administrative flexibility since poor systems can be improved or abolished. On the
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other hand, a permanent right is irreversible or reversible only at great cost and is
inflexible in the face of inevitable change in resource availability or economics,

These strategies are not mutually exclusive and deserve further discussion.
Options to limit input factors should be considered on a case-by-ease basis, Limits
that might be acceptable to fishermen or are easiest to enforce may have proven to be
inflexible or ineffective for managing other resources. Ultimately, the best
combination of approaches for each fishery will depend on the objectives of
management. The challenge in developing each system is to balance objectives such as
national versus regional needs, market stability versus market dynamism,
entrepreneurial freedom versus disruptive speculation, and others more specific to the
fishing industry.

The mix of management measures selected will also have a major impact on the
distribution of benefits. Either users or the public can benefit from the market right
or access to a public resource. By design, auction systems as used in timber and
minerals transfer benefits to the public; in the allocation systems of telecommunica-
tions and pollution, users can gain windfall profits; and fee systems such as those
used in rangeland grazing try to balance public and users needs in establishing an
equitable economic rent.

Under most existing fishery management systems, benefits are dissipated rather
than focused on certain users, New management approaches could generate benefits
and economic rent to the public and shift users, capital investments, and harvest
levels toward some predetermined blend. Such redistributions are assumed by most
proponents of change to be a net benefit to the society, even if some individ.uals
suffer losses. The management system selected can also determine the distribution of
benefits, access rights, and obligations within the Fishing industry. Auctions and Fee
systems will eventually favor efficient fishermen with access to capital. Lotteries
favor the lucky. Social criteria usually favor s. specific sector. And experience
indicates that any redistribution of benefits will generate controversy, beginning with
discussions of innovative approaches to resource management. Fisheries are no
different. Nonetheless, it is still educational to review the management approaches
selected by government for different resources, as described in the following sections.
Each capsule summary notes the aspect of the resource management program that was
examined For application to fishery management.  Expanded discussions are in the
fu.ll report.! Each area is described as noted below:

Focus � the particular management approach es! examined;

Advantages � the management approaches that may have parallels to
fisheries;

Disadvantages � Features that weaken its application to fisheries; and

Relevance to fishery management � specific tools or lessons that may
be most applicable to fisheries.

Focus � state and foreign experiences with licensing schemes, allocation
certificates, and other approaches

Advantages � effective management of specific fisheries by systems, etc.
which convey ownership
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Disadvantages-different cultural backgrounds and management author-
ities complicate applicatioas to well-established US, fisheries

Relevance to federal fishery raanagement-successes and failures axc
directly applicable to federal management problems, especially excess
fishing power aad declining economic returns

The National Marine Fisheries Service aad Regional Fishery Management Councils
have a wide range of available management techniques, A review of state aud
foreign programs reveals that many innovative approaches may be applied to our
marine stocks. Those programs offer new ways to improve the economic efficiency
of recreational and commercial fisheries, Many esistiag fishery management
approaches, including some initiated by industry organizations, convey access rights tc
the industry. Table l in thc coxaplete xeport  see Note 1! summarizes the long record
of innovative pxograms from which NMFS. the Regional Fishery Councils, aacl the
fisheries industry may wish to consider new approacheL

Focus � UX Forest Service's role in public tiruber xaanagement, especially
stumpage sale ~ures, supporting programs, aad set-asides for
special interests

Advantages � timber management systerus parallel those ia some fisheries,
offering tested approaches to dealing with small businesses,
conservation interests, and controversy

Disadvantages-companies have alternatives in the private timber
market or other federal agencies, e,g Bureau of Land Management

Relevance to fisheries xnanagcmcnt � bidding systems and sct-aside
programs could apply to allocatioas and speciaL procedures for
recreation or small business iatcrests

The Poxcst Service manages forests for multiple-use, including Logging, recreation,
aad wLLdcrnesL The agency inventories its resources before each sale, Leases Ecr
harvesting timber stands  usually for a two- to ten-year term! are auctioned by
sealed bids and determined to be acceptable either by appraising production costs and
the value of finished products  residual appraisal! or by aaalyzmg recent publir. and
private sales ia the region  transactions evidence!. To promote social goals, amsLL
businesses compete for a special share of most auctions, Current policy issues center
on the optiaud tree size of logging, the appropriate miz of forest uses, and effects of
changing markets oa existing harvest contxacts; each has applicatioa m the fishiag
industry.

Focus � US. Dcpartmcnt of Interior's leasing pxcceduxcs for coal, and
petrolcurn

Advantages � lease sale aad royalty ~ generate economic rent;
spechd programs protect small busiaem interests; underground
resources offer an interesting parallel to fish stacks in pmbleras of
resource assessamnt
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Disad,vantages � bidding systems require large support staffs for research
and administration; resource is neither fugitive nor renewable

Relevance to fishery management � procedures for bidding, lease
management, and royalties may apply, especially to sessile stocks

In the past, several types of coal leases have been used depending on whether
bidders were original prospectors, interested in competitive sales, or bidding on special
auctions for defaulted leases. Oversubscription eventually led to a ten-year
moratorium on new leases. Today, lease lengths range from ten years for petroleum
to 20 years for coal, with extensions available in most cases, Petroleum leases
recently increased in frequency and acreage. Extended lease schedules, such as the
Five-year offshore plans, conveniently allow the industry to anticipate sale basins and
dates but may not recoup full market value for the resource. All mining operations
must satisfy economic criteria for "logical recovery units" and "diligence." Many
royalty systems may be used. Like timber, regulations offer special set-aside
programs for small or disadvantaged firms,

Focus � state laws, legal decisions, and procedures governing use of surface
water and underground aquifers in western states

Advantages � offers approaches to managing a mobile, transboundary
resource affected by Native American treaties, conflicting claims, and
multiple uses; also offers economic principles for allocation

Disadvantages � separate state-management, regimes have created a
disjointed body of law not comparable to an umbrella federal
authority

Relevance to fisheries management � procedures for calculating
equitable apportionment and economic benefit could help in
developing fishery allocation systems; special procedures for trans-
boundary and treaty consideration are relevant to migratory and
anadromous stocks

Water rights are managed by the states, and are allocated according to the
principles of prior use, beneficial use, and resource availability. Generally, users
retain perpetual water rights  assuming beneficial use! unless rights exceed
availability. When rights are not used by an owner, a series of policies determine
how the water will next be used. Several policies on "reasonableness" determine
pumping rates for various users and usm. Native Americans have "reserved" water
rights, as they do with Pacific coast salmon via treaty; "nonreserved" rights are
divided according to "equitable apportionment" � a doctrine which accounts for use
patterns, resource availability, secondary benefits, and transboundary use and which
could apply to transboundary fish stocks such as salmon and bluefish.

Axngefand

Focus � V.S. Department of the Interior's rangeland management systems,
including the grazing permit process

Advantages � grasslands, as a renewable resource, are similar to fisheries;
grazing rights have evolved from common property; the BLM permit
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system is a dynamic process that attexapts 'to balance graz'bing effort
grassland health; and BLVl determines annual grazing levels

which arc then implemented by local grazing boards

Disadvantages-some xnanagemeat approaches may not be applicable to
underwater I»sour»»S

Relevance to fishery managcmcnt � the permit process, including leaes,
annual adjustments, grazing beards, and the evolution from common
property to property rights, offers good insights for fishcxy managers

Because of past user abuses, grazing on public lands is federally controlled to
prevent overuse, Regional advisory boards of ranchers now help to allocate grazing
effort after total levels arc set by federal office. Permits are issued for ten years and
may be renewed and transferred, thereby enabixng ranchers to make long-term plans
fax grazing land; rents are based on the amount of foxage consumed each year. The
government sets annual forage levels after field inspections for soil erosioa, grass
growth, and shifts caused, for example. by a change in rainfall. Forage levels aim>
consider wildlife aad other potential uses of the range. Though the government
views grazing as a privilege, the ranchers sec it as a de facto right accrued over
decades of permitted use � thc saxnc argument that may be used by families who have
fished the sun» waters for decades.

Focus � the aGocation system for satellite orbits and radio frequencies

Advantages � this field ia currently undergoing a review of ownership
rights, including a debate with less dcvelopcd countries on future uses

Disadvantages-the resource is not sunilar to ficherieet unlike, many
fishing sectors, technological advances have kept pace with growing
market demands

Relevance to fishery management � the debate oa preserving access for
future users could relate to recreational, small business, and habitat
interests

The allocatloa policies governing space orbirs and the electmnagnetic spectrum
may be evolving from open access to soxnc form of controlled system, prompting
debate on use. IntcrnatiOnal argumCats ceatCr On preserving a portion of ths
spectrum and orbits for future uears, a source of heated debate between developed and
deVeluping nations. Doxuectically, a special advisOx assi' guvernmcnt agencies in
allocation declsioas, Radio and television licenses arc reviewed regularly to insuxc
compliance with pcxxnit conditions. One frequent problem is thc proxhnlty of ooc use
to another; any iaterfcrenoc can greatly redue» usc and market value,

Focus � methods of allocating permits to operate concesedons in national
parka

<dycatsgcs-concessionaires haVc ~xy rights tO their permits that
entitle them to compensation if a contract is aot res»wed

Disadvantages � this topic offers fcw insights into pcssdble fisheriec
allceaticna ~ largely becaxl Of the subject
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Relevance to fisheries management � ~ry rights could relate to
fishermen who lose a license or quota

The National Park Service authorizes private businesses to provide services and
facilities on park lands. The National Park Service issues initial contracts after
competitive bidding, and automatically offers options to renew concession permits. If
a contract is not renewed, concessionaires have "possesmry rights" to compensation
from the government.

Focus � the process used to regulate migratory bird hunting

Advantages � Canadian, US. and state authorities manage this fugitive,
renewable resource; annual hunting quotas established for major
flyways offer a contrast to fishery-management procedures

Disadvantages � limiting hunting to recreational use e.voids most
controversy and is unrealistic for most fisheries

Relevance to fishery management � regulatory process and ann~al
federal hunting licenses could apply; exclusive sport hunting license
could be useful to fishery managers as recreational interests gain
stature

The failure of state governments to fulfill their management responsibilities
prompted the development of federal authority over this resource. Now even though
licenses permit only recreational hunting, migratory bird management parallels
fishery management in several ways: in objectives and plans for each major flyway;
in annual changes in hunting levels; and in frequent problems with insufficient,
tardy data, One interesting difference from fisheries is a management approach
whereby federal agencies determine, and states implement, hunting limits. Since
1934, the duck stamp program has supported the acquisition of duck habitat and
helped to perpetuate stable populations of migratory birds.

Focus � the regulation of air pollution

Advantages � air pollution is an industrial by-product which may relate
to incidental fish catch; evolving rights and their transferability offer
lessons, as does the f ailure to establish marketable rights in
chlorofluorocarbons  CPCs!

Disadvantages � except for the CFC experience, air pollution regulation is
not directly applicable to directed fishing

Relevance to fishery management � evolving property rights offer
timely insights to growing interest in fishing rights

States regulate most air polluters in order to control total emissions within a
specific area or "bubble," Industries may trade rights, but new rights are not created
once the emission level in a bubble reaches an established maximum. Enforcement is
predicated on precise measurements of key pollutants from each source and for the
entire bubble; violators face significant fines, though they are rarely put out of
business.
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CONCLUSIONS

The fishmg industry has many similarities with other industries. klost fnh
harvesting firms aad many at the processing or marke'ling levels are small business
thriving oa the energies of hard-working individuaIL To any industry
especially one dominated by businesses with little corporate support, any disrupt<~
in the flow of normal operations draws immediate attention to the cultural, scc,g
and economic implications of change, Still, the current plight of many fishing secton
invites change. Qae factor that is attracting broad scrutiny is the common prop rty
sratus of fish, the basis for commercial and recreational businesses with ecoaorn;c
activity of over S30 billioa annually.

While some government and industry leaders contemplate new management
approaches, others argue that the fugitive, renewable, and cyclic nature of fish stcciu
render useless many alternative strategies. This paper summarizes a research pray
aisned at analyZing management Strategies from Other resourCe management plngraan
for consideration by the fishing industry.

Based on the cumulative experience of management programs for fisheries and
other resource fields, it seems plausible that other approaches may apply to fisheriea
Fish and the fishing industry are aot as different as has been claimed.
changes will be slow. New programs are always slow to evolve, and new Iegisiadea
may be needed if certain approaches are selected. But the biggest change, aad cat
which this report hopes to enhance, is toward a new attitude of multi-disciplinary
analysis. There are many common experiences in other resource fields that shouhi
help managers address fishing industry probieras.
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NOTES

This paper is a condensed version of a full NOAA report entitled "Fishery
Management � ~ From Other Resource management FieidL This paper atsi
the report are background papers intended to spur dialog, not necaaar9y to stt
policy.
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Atlantic Fisheries Service
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INTRODUCTION

I am pleased to be here to taUr. about Canadian Fishczies Management approachets
more specifically on the advaatages and disadvantages of maaagemeut measures
uf lixed ia Cmsda. This presentation deals exclusively with management approaches
followed in the Atlantic fisheries, with which l am zrustt familiar, Some parallels
can, however. be drawn as shniisr management techniques are used for certain
Atlantic aud pacific fisheriea

Fisheries management in Atlantic fisheries will be addressed by first looking at
the general obyctives of Canadiaa fisheries management; secondly. by outliaing
briefly thc resource management procem generally followed; aad finally, by looking
at the pros and cons of various management measures utilized.

At the outset, I would like to put the A.tiantic fishing iadustry in its proper
economic context. Thc fishing industry in Atlantic Cmm4 is comprised of 50,000
fahermea lauding a variety of fish species with an annual worth of $6l0 million in
laudinga These fish resources aze ~ in over 700 fish plants distributed over
the five Atlaatic provinces. la meet of the rural communities where fish plants are
located, the fishing iadustry is the sole economic base for the population's livelihootL

The performance of the fishing iad.ustry ia Atlantic Canada is characterized by
boom and bust cycles-going thzough cyclical periods of good and bad economic amcL
'To take advantage of periods of growth and profitability, the industry went through
a period of expansion to the point that the capacity of vesseht and plants now
generally exceeds the resource available to ~ them. This overcapacity has
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threatened the viability of the fisheries and has shaken its structural base,
particularly in the harvesting sector. Perhaps more than any other factor this excess
capacity has influenced the manner in which the Government of Canada has
managed the Atlantic fishery over the last ten years.

CANADIAN FISHERIES MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

First let's tak.e a look at the objectives pursued in the managemetit of the Atlanti~
f isheries.

The first obyu:tive could be described as the maximization of
the harvesting of the resource through proper conservatton
and protection of the resource.

This is the overriding consideration in fisheries management
which determines at the outset the manner in which
government manages particular fisheries and particular fish
stocks. An important component of the Department's pursuit
of this objective is fisheries research in order to argument our
knowledge of fish stocks, to understand their dynamics and
ways and means for their restoration and rejuvenation. We
will see later how scientific advice in fisheries is important in
the resource management process  ia., the manner that
determines the upper limits of resource exploitation of all
important Atlantic fish stocks!.

2. A second objective of fisheries management is to strive
towards economic vtab<Qty and maxlrntzatton of employment
in the Atlanttc fisheries. There are, nevertheless, two general
principles which guide allocation policies within the economic
viability and maximization of employment context.

The first one is in giving priority to those Canadian,
fishermen who traditionally have deperuted on
particular fish stocks for fishing,
Because of the current state of the industry, this
principle recognizes the dependence of fishermen in
fishing particular geographic areas and in particular
fisheries and is a paramount consideration in fisheries
management. It means fishermen are guaranteed a share
of the resource by virtue of having had an historical
dependence on these resources.

A second one which should be indicated is the principle
of prtority of access to ftshertes resources to those
closest or adjacent to these particular resources,

What this principle recognizes is the importance of the
inshore sector in the economic fabric of the Atlantic
fisheries and by allocating a significant portion of the
resource to this sector the economic viability of fish
plants which depends on inshore fishermen to supply
them is thus maintained.

A third objective of fisheries management is Canadtanlzation
of the ftshtng industry.
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Foreign rnvestment is aot extensive in the Atlantic fisheries
and the intention is aot to discourage such investment but
there is a real need to foster utilization of Canadian fishery
resources first and foremost for the benefits of Canadians
through greater Canadian ownership of thc means of
production ia fisheriee

TIIE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

To understand how fisheries management works in Canada, it is necessary to
outline how the resource management process fuactions, how the maximum
exploiteblc resource levels are determined, and how the various fisheries resources are
allocated.

A cornerstone of the resource management process is the advisory aad
decision-making process for management of Atlantic fisheries resource. It is a
complex process involving some 20 major scieatific snd managemeat advisory
committees and covering 25 different fish species.

There are several scientific committees which generate advice on fish stocks
important to the Atlantic fishing industry. The most important is the Canadian
Atlantic Eb'hcrfcr Scfenrif2 Advfsory ~es  CAFSAC! which provides
scientific advice on all stocks managed by ~ Each individual scieanst's
ssscsment of a particular fish stock has to be approved by CAFSAC before being
subinitted to fisheries managers for approvaL Other scientific organizations are the
North Atlantic Fisheries Organization Scientific Couacll, thc International Couricil for
the Exploration of the Seas, the Iateraatioaal ~g Commission, s.nd the
International Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

There are numerous management advisory conurutteee in place in the Atlantic
fisherics. There is, ia fact, an advisory committee in place for all major Atlantic
fisheries. Advisory comtruttees can be oa an Atlantic-wide scale  Le, covering morc
than oae province aad!or they caa be essentially local to a particular area or to a
l~ fishery!. It depends on the particular fishery concerns aad on the number
aad diversity of users iavolverL Membeadup oa advisory committees, besides
government representatives, are fishermen and fish producers who dcpcnd on the
particular reisiurce. They have aa advisory role  Le they advise the ~ of
Fisheries aad Oceans on matters related to specific species including thc condition of
the stocks, allocation of the resource among fishermen, methods of harvesting,
division of catch among pyocemrs, research needs aad ~ues, hccnsmg policy,
and economic analysis of fishing enterprises!.

The management proces from the generation of aientific advice to thc drafting
of regulations eaa bc described as follows

The scientific advice oa particular stacks ~ frotn
CAFSAC or other ante scientific ~ to thc
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Atlantic Dira:tora General Committee of thc Department cf
Fishcrics and Oceans for approval.

Once approval is obtained on thc scientific advice which
determines the maximutn totaL allowable catch  TAC! of
particular fish stocks, this advice then is submitted to
management advisory committees for consultations with
industry representatives and for thc development of a
management plan. When the plan is finalized, it is rev!ewed
by the Department and in some cases, referred to the Minister
of Fisheries and Oceans for approval.

Once management plans are approved, the need for fisheries
regulations is determined and if required, new regulations or
amendments to existing ones are requested. While the
approval of regulations is an important requirement it is not
always feasible to promulgate passing of regulations on a
timely basis, For management plans, regulations sometimes
unfortunately lag behind the implementation of new
management measures.

htIAIqAGKMENT hKASURKS

would like now to turn my attention to the various management measures
utilized in the Atlantic fisheries. These measures are the means by which the
government controls fishing activities for the beneftt of its users fishermen and fish
producers. The management measures can be generally categorized in two categoric
input and output measures.

f npaat Wanagsaanrx Maasatrcs

Input measures are intended to include three which control the number of
fishermen and fishing effort utilized in fishing, One of the most important measures
included in this category is licensing, Lkensfrag is utilized to control the number of
fishertnen permitted to fish commercially. Licensing policies can vary considembly
geographically and by fisheries but generaLLy it is intended to control fishing activity
and restrict it to those fishermen dependant on the resource for their livelihood. This
is achieved thxough Limited entry licensing schemes and through categorization of
fishermen. Licensing is not only used to restrict who f'ishes but also co govern the
type of vessel and fishing gear utilized by the fishermen.

Zorafng and seasons are other input management measures extensively utilized in
the Atlantic fisheriea Thc Atlantic axes is divided into hoxnogeneous fishing areas
for which management measures most appropriate to the fishermen in the individual
areas can be implemented. Most major Atlantic fisheries are divided into zones and
have fishing seasons established, One of thc impacts of zones is in restricting access to
a particular geographic area to a privileged number of fishermen. Zcmes and seasom
have been utilized extensively in the management of the Atlantic lobster fishery for
over 20 yearn Zones are also used in certain fisheries to restrict offshore fishermen
from encroaching into traditional fishing areas of inshore fishermen.

Another input control utilized is gear controls. Such gear controls axe, for
example, the number of craps that can be utilized by a lobster fisherman or the size
opening of mesh utilized in gillnctting ecc. They generally aim at preventing che
capture of smaU size, inunstum fish and shellfish species vrhich could bc harvested at
a later date by fishertncn at greater size and greater value.
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The use of input controls has been the traditional way of managing the Atlantic
fisheries. These forins of controis have evolved over time as the government's
response to fishcrics problems and to the needs expressed by Atlantic fishermen. Thc
general approach was to deal with the problem of overcapacity through controliing
fishing effoxt and capacity utilized in these particular fisheries. It can be effective if
a balance can be achieved between fishing capacity on the one hand, and thc size of
tbc available resources on the other hand, It means though that a reduction of
fishing effort has to be achieved and this, however, can only take place through
attrition,

Along with input management ineasures, output measures were also found
necessary in order to control the maximuin quantity of harvest aud insure
conservation of the resource for future utilization. Output controls were necessary in
thc context of significant harvesting overcapacity and as a means of restricting
catches to scientifically recommended levels.

Falling into this broad category are TACs and apportioning these into quotns.
Quotes are established for most Atlantic fish stocks. They are divided amongst
number and variety of often conflicting users. Determining an equitable, fair
distribution of quotas is a most difficult task which thc Dtpartment is constantly
faced with. The unfortunate result of limited resource availability and quota
apportioning in an overcapitalized fishery has brought an uncontrollable race for the
resource among fishermen. In some fisheries, it has shortened the harvesting period,
and compounded overcapitalization in the fishery.

One means of overcoming some of the shortcomings of quota rnanagerneot has
been through further apportioning quotas amongst various parucipants or users, This
provides each enterprise with a specific share of the resource which can be harvested
when it is most appropriate or when it is to the advantage for thc fishermen to
harvest it. Guidelines and rules are established to govern these enterprise allocations
but flexibility is given to the user on the rnanncr in which he wishes to use his share
of the TAC.

While relatively new, this concept has been implemental on a trial basis in
numerous Atlantic fisheries notably the offshore groundfish fishery, the offshore
lobster, certain inshore crab fisheries and inshore groundfisheries and in the herring
purse seine fishery. The intention is to extend this approach to all mayir Atlantic
fisheries where practical, The obvious advantages cf Individual quotas or enterprise
allocations are the lessening, of necessary regulations governing a particular fishery:
allowing morc flexibiUty to particular fishermen in using the technology better
suited for achieving optimum enterprise efficiency; allowing companies to xnakc
invcstmcnt decisions based on their own needs snd fishing strategy", perxnit greater
integration ol' harvesting, processing and marketing operations snd lastly, pmvide a
mean through transferability mechanism by which harvesting capacity csn be in line
with resource availability over the long term.

Drawbacks to thc implementation of enterprise allocations axe tbe difficulty to
strictly enforce without deploying significant departnmntal xesources thus thc serious
danger or temptation by users to misreport catch levels and ths potential threat ro
conservation of the fish resource. Another potential drawbadr. is in the possible
dhttnrtion of traditional landing patterns thereby threatening the traditional economic
base of coastal communities. This last point ia a specific concern of inshoxc
fishermen. However, expexicnce gained fmm the implementation of entexpriae
allocation in the offshore groundfishery since 1982, has shown that traditional
hmding patterns have not been affected as was initially fcaxcd.
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CONCLUSJONS

1 hope the above has been helpfu.i in elaborating in capsule form, ~meat
spproachm followed for thc Atlantic fishing industry in ~ ~c the enc4»ed
hss attempted ro bc complete, it may bc appropriate to rndicate futu e trends which
may shape the future of the industry. The i'irst consideration is continuing to
manage the Atlantic fisheries resources through sound conservation and protection
principles

The second consideration is a trend towards Lessening regulations in thc Lnd
with the objective ro contribute to greater effrcreucy and profrtabRty of fishing
enterprises, Consistent with this znanagemcnt approach is to continue tbe
impicmcntation of enterprise allocations in ss many sectors and fisherics of thc
Atlantic industry while st the same time removing restrictions which may adverMLy
affect the ruobility of the vcsseis in these fisherics.

Thc opinions expressed here are those of the author and uot necessarily those of
the Oepartmeut of Fisheries and Oceans or thc Government of Canada.

FISHBIUBS JdANAGBhf BWT IW JAPAN

HIROYUKI TAKAGI
Design»red Jteprerenrariue
Japan Hsheries Ass~
Wsr Jtingron, DC.

Japaa is Located in an arcs where cold and warm currents meet. This blend of
currents produces a great amount of marine life and provides the Japanese people a
rich fishing ground. The diet of Japanese people depends highly on eea foods. 453
percent of all pmtein intake cornea fmm seafood in comparison to a merc 32 pcromt
for AmcritanL The land. of Japan where almost 120 million people live ie
~ mall~bout the siss of the %ate of hfontaua, ln order to utilize the aquatic recook
to the maxhnum extent, fishery management became important to the Japanese
government at both national and Local LevehL The Japanese fishing industry ~
of roughly four gmupe of different Levels of development, ranging fmm numerom
~ rnaLL-scale fisheries Ln the inland and coestrd waters to ~ small number of Large»cele
fhberhs which operate offshore and in distant water.

The total pmduction of fisheries was 12.8 million metric tons in 1984, with
inland fisheriee accounting for 2 ~ coastal 26 percent, offshore 54 percent and

water 1$ percent, respecnvely. However, 95 percent of the catch of tha
fishery mM~nant units, or 76 percent of fishery operators and their employees sre
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eng«ged in the inland and coast«l fisheries with small vessels of lets than 10 gzoss
tons ot in fish culture activities. The total supply of fishery prcducts in 19g5 was
14.4 xuiilloo metric tons  own catch 1LS million metric tons, aquaculture L2 million
metric tons and ixnport 1.4 tnillion metric tone! which is eight times higher than the
level of 40 ye rs «go-

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Fisheries Law and other relevant laws and regulations govern every phase of
fishing activities. The Fisheries Law was enacted in 1949 to establish s fundamental
system relative to fishery production and to insure overall utilization of thc waters
by xneans of fishery adjustment m~ms  constituents of which arc fishery
operators and their employees! and at the same tixne to enforce demccratization of the
fishery, Under thc l«w, the entry ay«tern controls admission of new people into the
fishing industry. The law provides regulations mainly in the following three fieldc
fishiog rights; fishing licenses' and fishuxg adtustmenta

The fishing right is the right w'ith which one can operate certain fishery
activities exclusively in a given water. The fishing right is a property right with
certain restrictions and is gmnted by the Governors of the Metzopolis, HokJtaido or
pxefecturea In accordance w'ith the type of fishery, the fishing right is classified as
follows

Fixed net jlshkxg right

Fixed net fishing right means the right under which fixed De't
fisheries are operated. The fishing gear is fixed at specified
sites. There were 1, 763 management units holding the right
as of 1979.

Dctrtarcatcd f Ishhg right

Demarcated fishing, right xneans the right to operate a
demarcated fishery, Demsrc«tsd fishery is aquaculture where
thc operational arcs is limited to s certain demarcated area
This type of fishery includes oyster, pearl, mawecd, and
certain fish such as yeHowtaiL sea bream, and carp ctxltures.
The total units which held the right wexe 12,176 as of 1979.

Jcgnt flshtng right

Joint fishery means the fishery which is conducted by
fishexmen in a coxnmunity by using coxnmonly arijacent
specified waters. Because of the naruxe of this type of
fishery, the fishing right ls granted to local fishery
cooperative ~tions for their management. The majority
of the ~ fishermen belong to one of these types of
fisherim which include: 1! ~g seaweeds, shellfishes or
aquatic aniznalg 2! submerging stationary net gcaxs other than
these of fixed nst fishery. This hl a zathex sxnaH-stale sct-nct
or fixed glllnst fhtbcry; and 3! beach seine fishery,
hand-operated tzawl fishery by boat and angling by aid of
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baiting, There were 5,315 units granted this �! type of
fishing right in 1979.

The total production as of 1982;

1! category
2! category
3! category

337,000 metric tons
940,000 metric tons
564,000 toetric tons

Total 1,841,000 metric tons

All these small- to medium-scale fisheries are operated in inland and coastsi
waters.

FISI IING LICENSES

"Destgnoted Fishery'  license issued by rtre Afirdster!

This inclu.des: distant water trawl fishery, Yorth Pacific
longline fishery, mothership trawl fishery, large and medium
purse seine fishery, distant skipjsck. tuna fishery, mothership
salmon fishery, etc. There were 4435 vessels permitted in
1985,

"Approved Pishery  Jfcetrse fssued by the Mrdsrer!

This includex squid jiggmg. saury fishery, herring gillnetring,
Japan Ses tenne~ crab fishery, etc.

Governor Lkense Fishery'

This is thc fishery licensed by a Governor end includea small
scale purse seine fishery, boat seine fishery, off~ore boat
seine fishery, etn The vessels used in this category of fishing
arc between 5 and 40 gross tuna

FISHING ADIUPIVrlENT

To achieve democratization of the fishery and utilize the waters in e
comprehcrmvc and coordinated manner, two commisdone were formeeL

Area PIrhery Adjrrstrsetrt Cotatstsston

This conunMon ie under the jurisdicthn of the Minister and
there am currently 66-one in each area. Each ccsnrnission

of 15 members, 9 are residents elected by the
industry, 4 are irnowlcdgeablc and experienced experts
appointed by a Governor, The followhrg arc the functions of
the commimion which are close to those of Regional Counciis
in thc VS,

A fishing license is required to operate a certain type of fishery. The license is
issued by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery, The fishing license
differs from the fishing right. Issuing the license by the Minister  or by Governors!
is to lift thc prohibition. Such general prohibition is nenied to protect the aquatic
rceourccs and to adjust fishery activities. The license is issued to a vessel and ma t
licensed fisheriee represent important fisheries,
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Advisory Funcrfans

preparation of fishing grounds plans and grantiog fishing
rights. All other matters that the Fishery Agency handles in
regard to the fishing right must bc carried out af ter
consulting with the commission.

Decision Funcrfans

The commission has the power to make decisions concerning
the arbitration, instruction, and authorization, such as deciding
on the establishment, change, aud abolishment of conunon
piscsry rights, etc.

A ea Joins Fishery Adjuststens Commisstan

A Governor may establish, when deemed necessary, the joint
fishery adjustment commission for a region which consists of
two or more sea arms. This conunumon handles the issue
which cannot be handled by an area fishery adjustmeut
co~n alone.

FISIIERIES PIAIIAGBhfENT IN THF. EEC

RICHARD R. RANKS
Ffthery E~ Research VnIr
Sea Fish Industry Authority
Edbabargh, Unhed Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

In any discLusdou of fisheriee management, there are three common elements
which have to be identified: the meaning of fisheries tnansgement; its objectivac and
its unplementation, Thc European Economic Chmmunity  EEC! has provided a fmme
to work from but as with thc Articles from thc Treaty of Rome. the meanings and
objectives are often vague and confusing.

to promote ~ous and ~ dcvclopmcnt of the
fishing industry within the general economy and to entourage
national use of the bi~ resources of the ~European
Co~n Regulation 101/76!.

to determine conditions for fishing with a view to insuring
protection of fishing grounds and conservathm of the
biological reamrces of the ~Article 102 of the Accession
Treaty!.
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Table 1

Northeast Atlantic Catch by EC Fishing Nations
 OXV tons livewcight!

1971-75 1980 1983
 avJaanum!

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
Spaia
Portugal
United Kingdom

49
1,836

538
238
203
269
512
245
849

54
1~7

647
362
86

335
663
280

1,172

2J	0
670
2S9
149
338
468
228
903

Total 4,7395,166 5/71

Source Eurostat.

Thc fact that there statements tend to be vague is not a criticism of thc EEC
policy since the above articles refer ro an admissioa and an identification of the
problems of fishcrics management, These. therefore, provide the impetus and, ram
importantly. the background for legislation to implcmcnt a formulaM management
policy with objectives of achieving a desired fishiag mortality rate  F max! or a
desired size of thc spawning stack These are biological objectives, and it is usually
biologicai criteria which are used to cstUnate the level ol catch that should be taken
However, increasing importance is being attached to the economic, social, cnd political
objectives, such as the need to maintain an economic and efficient fishing fleet, thc
aced to mamtaia employmcnt, aad the need to insure stabibty.

Thc impetus for the EECs management policy was created by the extension of
the mcrnbcr states fisheries limits to 200 sales  or the appropriate mccLian line! in
January, 1977, The failure of the Northeast Atlaatic Fisheries Comnussioa  NEAFC!i
ro influence the activities of its metnber nations  which included both EEC and non
European Commimion  EC! members!, and thc creation of the "cornmuaity pond"
made it accessary for the EEC to establish and implement a policy on behalf of the
nine-member states. The EEC was empowered to manage the comraunity's fish stacks
and to determine the fishing rights of its tncmbers, and to negotiate mutual fishing
rights with third countries  which pdor to 1983 included the Eastern Bloc states as
well as Norway, Sweden, the Farocs. Spain aad Portugal!. The area of specific
concurs was the Northeast Atlantic and, thus, Mediterranean waters werc not subject
to the same degree of scrutiny with thc result that Italy aad Greece do not feature
significaatly, The subjrct area, therefore, is concentrated between the International
Council for the Exploration of thc Seas  [Cpri! Arcs IIa ia the North and ICES Arcs
IX in thc South, Table 1 shows the distribution of the catch by member states prior
to 1975, and in 1980 and 1983,

Thc establishtnent by 1983 of a Conunon Fisheries Policy identified the coacise
fratnework for management as well as structural aad raarketing policics  although
since 1977 piecemeal management measures had been implemental!, In effect, thc
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+icy held true to the concept oi' Article 39 of thc Treaty of Rome guaranteeing free
for aII community vessels to aII comtnunity grounds sublcct to a number of

negotiated restrictions on exclusive rights;

Access by member states to between thrm and six miles of thc
nstionai coastal zones werc restricted to historic rights. Por
example, French rights to fish herring off the northeast coast
of England. Iu rome areas including Scotland, N. Ireland, the
Irish Republic and parts of southwest England, thc ~
limit was extended to 12 miles;

Acct within three nules may also be restricted to member
states, This rulc is not EEC-wid» and often applies to areas
which require protection. An exception. exists between the
Irish Republic and thc UK  N. Ireland! where vaseis frotn
each nation are entitled to fish in each other's ~ waters,

Other carefully-defined exceptions to the tuxess arrangements established special
pmtection to fishermen in the Shetland and Oritncy Islands, morc commonly Itnown
as thc Shetland Box, where the number of boats from the distant water fleets of
member states was restricted. In addition. thc Norway pout box wss established iu
recognition of the need to conserve haddocle and whiting stocha More recently, as a
result of Spain and Portugal's entries into the EEC, the "Irish Box" has been created
effectively restricting access to the Irish Sea and Irish west coast to historic
participants only, thereby excluding vessels from Spain and PortugaL

The 1983 Common Fisheries Policy was in effect a compromise between the
continental and island mernbcr states over access and quotas, thereby rtxngnizing the
need for cooperation between member states prior to thc entry of Spain and Portugal.
The policy was intcudcd to be relatively stable over a 20-year period. Thc ten
wished to preseut a settled policy to the new entrants w'hich could be tuned in as
much as possible to suit the established memberL

MANAG~ MEASURES

Thc management measures adopted by the Community as a whole torudm of:

The control of the catch more commonly interpreted in EC
terms as the total allowable catch  TAC!;

Conservation control measures such as restrictions on fishing
gear and type of trawhr, and

Direct control of fishing effort such as limitiug the number of
vesseIs as well as certain ~ and ~ features of
those v~ or more indirect limitations on effort such as
production quotaa

Thc EC's main management tool is that of the TAC, complemented by
measures directed at fishing activity. Thc catch quotas arc divided into

national quotas, whereby each member country contmls its exploitation rate vvherc
ncccmary thxough direct controls on fishing effort,
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THE 'IQTAL ALLOWABLE CATCH

The TACs are a control technique directed at the lev'el of exploitation of ths
stock@ Levels of TAC arc determined by the desired fishing mortality rate  F max!
aad the desired spawning stock biomass based oa ICESs advice. Thc El C formulates
levels of TAC from thc advice given. Prior to reaching TAC decisions, however. the
advice is subjected to the EEC decision making process in. the two principal
administrative orgarrln The Council of Ministers  consisting of the Ministers cf
fishing from 12 nations! and the European Commission  EC!, Other bodies may also
play a role-one of which is the Screntific and Technical Committee  STC! which
provides advice on both biological and socio-economic issues and reports directly ro
European Conunission,

Where joint stocks are involved the EC is respoasible for negotioas. Examples
include the Baltic Sea  International Baltic Ses Fisheries Commission! aud Norway.
Occasionally conflict arises with joint stocks as has been thc case from time to time
with Norway in the North Sea over definitions of allocations, ic. joint or autonomous
stocks. Since management objectives are predominantly similar, aegotiatioas usually
resolve the situ. ation. Exchange takes place by means of cod equivalents where
tonnage weights arc expressed in terms of mark.et values.

ALLOCA.TION BETtVEEN MEMBER STATES

After negotiations have been finalised on thc total TAC allowed for each species,
within individual or groups of ICES areas, catch possibilities  TAC! are formulated.
Thc country allocstioas are determined on the basis of historic access aad do nct
differ significantly front overall allocations agreed to in 1983 ic thc VK 36 percent.
Belgium 2 percent, Demnark 24 percent, France 13 percent, West Germany 13 percent,
the Netherlands 7 percent and Ireland 4 percent, Both Spain's and portugal's EC
entitlerucnts remain undecided and current access is based on a policy of restricted
Iicenls for thc first ten years.

Thc reasons for national sJlrszrtious are for, 1! effective management by member
states in order to prcveat a global scramble for quota tnlr.e upa; and 2! to allow
member states to coordinate quota entiticmeat with fleet development and marketing.
The guidelines for iaterprctation  EC Regulation 158!, although not weighted ia order
of importaacc, encompass support of traditional fishing rights, special regional needs
and thc neeri to minimize the cost of lost access to fishing grounds in third couatrieL

Oae aet of problems relating to TAC formulatioa can be linked to the criterion
used to estabHsh the level of production. Criticisra of these criterion include:

The arivicc on most stock levels is received a year prior to
implemeatstion;

The assessment of mortality levels and stock biomass may be
far from ideal  asscrssmcnrs based on young stocks rather than
old!;

Many questions related to stock interdependeacea;

Difficulty in ssseming the discard level;

The inability to take accrmnt of by-catch effects: and

The role of abiotic factum  density, temperature and salinity!
is seldom undersroorL
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second set of problems relates to the reladonship between production
mstrictions and fishing effort itself:

The TAC does nothing to limit over-investment and,
therefore. a dissipation of profit;

The late fixing of TACs often hampers fishing plans;
The uncertainty of closing dates;

1he internal consistency of the Cotnmcn Fisheries Policy is
baM on coordination of three of its components: resources;
structures; and markets. Specifically, the multi-annual
investment programs are normally irnple me nted with a
precise objective:

in respect of the fishing sartor, a satisfactory balance
between the fishing capacity to be deployed by the
production faciiities covered by the progratns and the
stacks which are expected to be available during the
period of validity of the progra~EC Regulation
2908/g3!.

Where the TAC system is unplemented, the follow-up of
changes in catch capacities and fishing effort has often been
neglected. The result has been that it is not possible to assess
adjustment between catch capacities and stocks. Action taken
to reorganize and modernize fleets and action relating to stock
management are, therefore, liable to get out of phase; and

Incompatibility between the TACs on the one hand and fleet
catch capacity and profitability on the other, often leads to
false catch declarations, thus leading to increased inonitoring
difficulties.

The final criticism is that despite the overriding need for fisheries tnanagetnent,
political expediency relating to quota entitlement is often included in the
decision-making proci. These include situations w'here:

Quotas are fixed well above recommended levels  eg 19$5
western mackerel stock!; and

Trade-cffs have been made in telation to access rights for
other species or preferential treatment relating to other policy
hsares; an example of the former being the Norway pout box,
and the latter, the establishment of an Irish Box and
restrictive license agreement prohibiting Spain's access into
FEC water traded off partly against their overall enthusiasm
for EEC entry, and for an extremely generous restructuring
program.

OTHER KKC IMPLEMENTED CGNTROLS

The EEC, has introduced conservation orientated control measures which are
've of national ~ea The main objective of these regulations is

to Influence the ~ble yield in the long-term. Other objectives are to protect
Qvenile fish from capture and ursus that sufficient fish survived to maturity. The
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meat conunoa technique used by the EC is one of minimum mesh reguiatiou,
examples for haddock, cod aod whiting. are 65mm, 70mm aud 80mm for the Bay of
Biscay, irish Sea, aad North Sea respectively. Ia the case of nephropa, thc requucd
minimum mesh ia UK waters is 60mm, a bycatch of 60 percent of the total weight
is permitted. If using a 70mm nct mesh, no by-catch limitations arc imposed, thereby
creating aa incentive for fishermen to change.

Iu addition, the EC imposes minimum landing sizes per species ia. cod, 3Scou
whiting, 30cm; aad haddock, 27cm, These may be increased to protect spawning
stocks in certain areas. Other examples of restrictions relate to the lengths aud
circumference of lifting bags, the common interpretation being that the mesh size of a
lifting bag must hc at least twice that of thc cod eod. The EC et times eocouregee
passive fishing methods as a means of conservation. An example of this cau be found
in the Mourne herring fishery  North Irish Sea! ia which the specified method cf
capture is drift nct only.

CRITICISMS OF CX!NSERVATION MKASURES

The short or medium term measures are again subject to criticism, 'I2m problems
amociated with operational restrictions relate ux

The inability to measure the direct effects of a restriction;

Ths difficulty in pcrsuadiag the industry to accept regulatory
measures when different actors of the industry are likely to
bc SffeCted tO different degrees-for exatnple, the COnf liat
between iadustrial fishing mesh sizes and larger mesh sizes
required when fishing for human consumption; and

The different regulatory measures applied in different EEC
regiona An example is the minimum mesh sizes for nephrope
in the Irish Sea �0mm! cotnpared with that of the Bay of
Biscay �0mm!.

AC%ON TAXKN BY MEMBER STATES

interpretation of quota allocatioos to the fisheries sector differs, although uot
mar lr.cdly, between tnember staten The coaumm interpretations include a
managCmeat regime ueuaDy adm&atercd by the tcpreseatative goVCrnmeat
departments with occasionally some form of ecc,torsi participation, Examples of
sectoral involvement include ths Comite interpmf~  France! which are
empowered tax I! fix open and closing dates of fisherics subject to seasonal coatroht
2! dctcrmiac the number of vessels allowed to participate; and 3! determine the
number of fishing trips for which vessels may operate. In addition, in some countries
thc prOducer Organixatiaae  POc! also play a morc active role. In France, POC play an
ective mle ia marketiag, often controlling fishing effort and daily hmding scheduieL
This example is one of the only situations ia which marketiag regu.latioas are
specifically adhered to ia fisheries management. The idea of sectoral quotas has also
been encouraged, although perhaps in name only, within thc MQ Scottish pOs are
empowered to monitor aad, if accoaary, control quota uptake, although no effective
control has been implemeateL Ia Denmark, vemels remain in port once their catches
hsvC exceeded Speolf io amcuata and are f glanced thruugh a gnverameat
induccmentlcompeasatioa schema

Contml of the fisheries tsad to oonsisc of two basic ~ the first
permianan" tO fish Cithcr Iry reetriCtlva lioeneiag, either determined aeouniiag tO
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avaiiabie stocks or by some historic rights acccxsX or seconx4 s virtual opea secern
FMery~~napplied to th~ sp im wl chare not~vs~ under' TACWmu or
in areas act presently involved ia current fishing effort.

In most countries corns form of restriction coeur'. 'The UK interprets from the
EC definition, a pressure stock licensing scheme whea the UK's quota is considered to
be Insufficient to allow unrestricted fishing. Some well-knowa examples inchids
herring, mackerel, haddock, plaice and sole. Pressure stock licenses axe only issued to
vessels over ten meters aud to those who have exhibited historic ac|era to the stock.
The Bcensm may bc trailsferred to new owners or to replscealcnt vessels irxespcctive
of size, While oo monetary value is attached, the liccxue does attach a f'orxa of
inducemear. to increase the value of the vessel to be sold. An example of the system
in operation can bc demonstrated by the Souxhwest England Beam trawl fishery'
where surhorization via the license entitles the vessel to fish for iertain whitefish
stocks desigasted as pressure stocks and non-pressu.re stocks. The problems of this
fishery are well documented since closures are frequently imposed fallowing thc
fulfillment of the quota entitlemcot leaving a virtually redundant fleet for much of
the year.

Although the pressure stock licensing system is restrictive, it is often subject to
widespread abuse since vessel licenses may bc traasfcrted irrespective of size or
horsepower, IIowever, the Danish licensing system incorporates gross xegistered
tonnage restrictions which limits license transfers thereby restricting construction of
large vesxeb. Effort restriction with management regimes is common among roost
Eu.ropeaa countriea The most documented of thee is that of the western mackerel
stock where thc VK effort by pure seiacrs aad pelagic trawlers are limited with
respect to vessel length and fortnightly quotas where the fortnights run in sequence
until the national quota has been reached. This scheme was recently exacerbated by
an extension to include freezer xrawIexxu The freezer trawler extension was a
problem since this fishery aIready demonstrated sufficient effort to meet the quota
allocations.

The western xnackexel stock press problems for two other participating countrica
notably the Irish Republic which imposes individual vessel quotas, aad the
Netherlands in which the nuxaber of vessels allocated to the distant water fleet are
xestxictecL Transfer of the license is, as hx thc case of the UK, restricted by historic
quota entitlement oF the original vcmeL In the case of the Netherlands. thc scheme
has proved to bc extremely coatrovexxdal since its overall quota eatitlexnent i ~ well
below the historic catch levels of the 1970L

Other cxaiaples of effort limitatioas in management of EEC fisheries can also be
found in Belgium where licenses for plaice and sole are restricted to aa overall
horsepower limitation of 65.000 hp. No vessel is aoowed to exceed 500 hp, aad if
fishing withia 12 miles, 70-300 hp. Restrictions of 300 hp for beam trawlcrs fishing
within 12 xniles are accepted throughout the EEC, The Netherlands has a similarly
rcstrictivc system based oa horsepower with predefined vessel quotau

Exaxnplcs of restrictive Ii~ relating to vessel numbers include thc St.
Brieuc Scallop fishery  Ã. Brittany!; the Charentc narrows txaw'i fishery  pxanxejt
and the Manx herring fishery  irish Sea!. Thc Manx herring fishery is one area ia
which restrictive licensing has bcea subject to abuse ia relation xo its intcxpxcxation
and hnpiexnentatioa by the isis of Man Board of Agriculture  IOMBAj. The IOMBA
placed an eligibility criterioa of participatkm in ths herring fishery duxing the two
pxevious seasons, befoxe graatiag a license to fish ia 1977. The result was m aiixxw
100 British vessels, 24 irish vessels, and the Manx fleet to take the +$0-ton TAG
While this aeexned to work wall duxing the first season, Iextly as a result of rising
herrlag pricca ths authorities gave way m ~ from pmducer groups to relax ths
entry conditions in subsequent seasons.
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Thc concept of open and closed seasons are used widely in the EEC. The west m
mackerel stock agaia is restricted largely to a winter fishery- Similar restrictions
apply to herring ia the North Sca, thc Clyde and thc Irish Sea: to the Dutch cutter
fisheries; and ia the Danish Kattcgat, Baltic and North Sea Fish«rien

The Dutch mussel bed fishery reflects a unique licensing scheme among
countries aud pamlleis in aims sense the agricultural rent type system, The number
of vessels operating are restricted by nontransferable licenses, Although sales are npt
permitted, mergers are encouraged thus enhancing the degree of self-regulatory cf fort

It would appear that from the forementioned examples management regimes sre
highly restrictive in the community sense and open access is severely limited
However, even within the VK whi~h has probably been sub!ect to more rigorous
levels of restraint than its contemporaries  even before EC entry! allowance is made
for non-pressure stocks which are those species not perceived to be in any danger of
exomding or meeting F max. Licenses for non-pressure stocks are freely svaBabie, ss
is the case in the Irish Republic. Most of the other nationale have no reason to impac
any form of licensing, the French for example, have confidence in their Comit«a who
thcinseives loosely distinguish between a~ and industrial fisherics.

A POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO THE DIFFICULTIES

Some of thc problems associated with TAC formulation acd tc a lesser extent
short-term conservation measures will never be resolved. However, thc aitn of
rciating production to fishing effort should be attainable, if precise objectives are
adhered to and the level of political expediency is overcome. One way for this to be
achieved is to harmoruze thc global EEC policy which would mean the EC needs to
increase its influence over the Member Staten

Current management policy on fisheries regulation fails, in most cases to deal
with the fundamental prcbleia of free access to a common property. By ciirninating
the common property elements and establishing property rights, the fishing industry
could respond to changes in resource utilization in a similar manner to other
renewable resource sectors,

Efficient stock management should lead to resulting economic aud social changea
From this, it is essential to introduce some method of restricting fishing effort
through: I! limiting vessel nutnbers; 2! aiming at flcct efficiency; and 3! insuring
the long-term livelihood for thtae currently engaged in fish«rica A cotnbination of
methods is often thc soft option, the adopted policy should� therefore, center around
oae concim policy which trmforms to the above objectives and thc TACs: notably,
private quota ownership or individual transferable vessel quota«

Frivatc quota ownership is a policy unexplored in thc EEC, although the ~
has been tried in various region fisherics and applied to individual fish species Qor
cxarnple, the southern bluefia tuna fishery in Australia!. The allocation scheme
could bc applied as tsunly on aa EEC-wide basis or alternatively by country or region,
although the foriner could promote EEC harmonization between stock availability
aad capacity.

Thc means or suggested conditions for private quota ownership are as follows

Iaitial allocation should bc based on historical performance for
indiVidual SpeeiCS Within indlVidml ICES areiut

Subsequent «xchange could take thc form of salcabie quotas
by scaled bids or an open auction market on sn annuaL
monthly or quarter!y bache
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Renewal of quota entitlement should relate to the overall
TAC allocated and to previous historical performance;

Vesse}s unable to fish their quotas due to physical disabilities
which restrict their fishing activity should be able to sell
their quotas to s clearinghouse with thc provision that finst
access is guaranteed in repurchase: and

This type of scheme has a number of benefits:

Since the total catch which could be taken would correspond
with the EC quota, there would be no reason for the
management agency to mterfcre with the choice of gear,
fishing area and time of capture;

The incentive to irnprovc efficiency will still be there or the
option to market at a time more favorable to themselvesr,

Increases in efficiency resulting from technological change
would be reflected in vessel numbers without the need for
government interference;

It would be easy to introduce given the herring/meeker»L
experienc» with the added benefit of being able to trade the
quota; and

Licenses would gravitate to the mast ef f icient/akillf ul
fishermen.

However, this type of scheine has a number of difficultiea

It inhibits efficiency if restricted to vessel sir» criteria;
The number of vessels snakes the scheme difficult to
implement;

This scheme has enforcement problems similar to the currec.t
sy stelsl;
The forznuhstion of TACs rcquircs a considerable ainount of
secrecy;
There is a danger of ezcesdve discard rates and selection;
Success inay be limited only to a single specie fishery, the
policy may require a wide combination accommodating
by-catches and catching methodsc

The current objections to quota adminhstration can still be
applied to transferable vessel quotas;
Without any institutional control, social and equity problems
may arise; and

This policy could accelerate declines in regions currently
facing difficulties-this coulti be argued an sodal gmumh
only.
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CONCLUSION

Experience with the errors shown in EEC management anti national schemes are
useful in improving the current ~ and expanding on it iu the full
tradition. The EEC needs to play a morc definitive role in the decision-making
pmcess in order to overcome some of the previous outlying difficulties once associated
with the Northeast Atlantic Fisherics ConUnission. That concern should not ordy
relate to predefined objectives but also to techniques of regulation. tbe
contention that economic oriented methods need be given serious cotudderatioo
alongside biologically oriented onca Though there may be problems associated witk
such a radical scheme as quota ownership there is no reason why
development on a regional male could not be consideruI before a general applicatioo
throughout the EEC, Certainly, a move towards individual transferrable vessel
quotas would remove the inherent problems associated with overcapacity m
community context.

NOTES

prior to 1977 NEAFC wes an essential body ss the majotity of fisheries limits did
not extend beyond 12-mile limits making control outside the national bsrriets
exceedingly dif ficult.

International Council for the Exploration of the Seas comprises members of
nations within thc NZ, Atlantic region [CES is an independent organization
financed by contribution. Estimates of resource availability are made by the
Advisory Council on Fisheries Management  ACFM! of IGES.

Beam Trawl ICES Sub Ates tj'E and VII! Whitefish Pressure Stock License.

Holden, MJ. The procedures followed and thc problems mst by the European
Economic Community in implementing the scientific recommendations of the
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea on total aIIowablc catches;
Expert Gmsultation on the Regulation of Fishing Effort  Fishing Mortality!,
1983.

Meuriot, E. and Maucoupe, A Alternative Management Strategien Potenthd snd
Limits of Lhxnshtg system Worlking Paper submitted to the SKF, September
1985.

Whi~ D. and Young, J. Management of UK maCkerel fisheriea, Marine ptdicy
July 1985.

Western Mackerel License for Freezer Trawlera, 1985.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines renewable naturaL resources from e saciologicsl persycctivc.
Renewable natural resources, specifically forests and fisheries managed in sustainable
flows, will receive more attention than nonrenewable resources, such as oil, gss, and
minerals, in which developmental impacts accu.r ia large "lumps" duriog exploration
and early extraction, The orienting framework for this analysis is the natural
renrurce management system  NRMS!  Gale and Miller 1985!, Each NRMS is
composed of fou.r elements. Three are social: profit seeking industries; organized and
unorganized pubiictc aod roaaagernent bureaucracies. Thc fourth is the natural
resouxce itself.

This paper gives special attention to forest aad marine fisherics NRMS which are
federally managed, particularly the National Forest System of thc US. Forest Service.
Examples will also be drawn from forest snd fisheriee NRMS under other
tu flsdlctiontt

Many conceptual parallels exist in the management of farest and fishery
resourceL Although not thc central focus of this paper, they help to set the stage.
Gmccpts exhibiting crass-resource cotupaxability include tiuasi-cerumen property,
rotation, sustained yield, optimum yield, tnaximum ~si yield, and allowable
harvest. Table 1 provides some crass-remurec examplea These concepts form the core
af federal management of forests and marine fisherics in our society  Gale, 1985a!,
This comparability serves as a base to explare oylxortunities for what l vrill call
resource targctiog,

A number of circumstances suggest that forest and fishexiee  ~y marine
fhjhcries! systems csn learn from each other, First, much af thi ~ nation's forest land,
and most of its marine fisherics resouxces, arc under federal matcsgcmsnt, by agencies
such ss the US. Forest Service, Nsticmal Marine Fsthcxitn Service, and Bureau of Land
Management. Second, both furcate and marine fisheries, as well as other marhm
resources, occuyy complex ecological settings, in which they are only one of many
~ harvested or prcscnt within thc same cc~ base. Third, forest and
marine fisheries exist in systems involving both laxgs, multi-layered federal
bureaucracies, and small, often geographically isolated, resource dependent conununi-

yourth, exploitation af each resouxce often involves a mix of small-scale
hsxvesters  and somctitncs yrocesets!, and large, vertically intcgratcd ~ and
nstltxtsl coryoxationtt
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Table I

Basic Forestry and Fishery Management Concepts

Concept Forestry Example Fishery Example

Quasi-Common -public timber sales
Property

-sale of net set sites

Rotation mid growth, market impacts
on "Quaker puffed trees"

-trophy fish, impact of
effort on size @ age class

Sustained
Yield

-likely decline K application
of "even flow" management

-appropriate lower level to
sustain stock under
varying conditions

Maximum
Sustained
Yield

-Maximize biological potential -upper limit with worry
about decline k, collapse

Optimum
Yield

-accelerate old growth harvest
market responsive harvest
levels

-increase harvest to save
boats

Allowable -annual towable cut -allowable harvest, TALFF

NATURAI. RESOURCE TARGETING

Of the issues facing renewable natural resource systems, one of the most
compelling is expressed by resource-dependent communities worried about maintain-
ing access to resources, and controlling resource exploication to assure the economic
survival of these communities. This new locality-based resource populism has
emerged in spite of, or perhaps because of, a national political administration which
advocates deregulation and corporatism.

Recent economic changes have hit many of these communities hard. Traditional
patterns of resource exploitation have been altered, and local, smaU-scale economic
benefits of such exploitation reduced, Although one could argue that these changes
should accelerate, that is not the view taken here. Instead, communities are seen as
important elements in this nation's social and economic fabric. Thus, programs which
increase the likelihood of sustaining local economies are defensible, even though not
always maximizing economic efficiency  Alperovitz and Faux 1984!.

"Resource targeting" is the term used here for such programs.' Examples of
targeting are found throughout the economy, The long history of federal forest
management has meant that the forest system, specifically the U.S. Forest Service, has
evolved policies which target resources toward local communities.t Similarly, there
are examples of resource targeting for marine resources, Given the parallels between
management of these two renewable resources, it seems wise to explore the
cross-resource applicability in detail.'

The basic goal of this paper is to expand resource targeting options by looking in
detail at the segments of the natural resource process to which management programs
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might be applied, and the range of social units which might be affected by resource
managers The matrix in Table 2 arrays process components and target axial units.
The columns represent eight natuxal resouxce pxocem components, and the rovrs show
seven different social units to which resource managetnent programs might be

Each cell represents a possible resource management pxograxn which is
oriented toward a specific process component and targeted to a particular social gro~p
or unit.

NATURAL RESOURCE PROCESS COMPONENTS

Zcosysrenx rehabQfzaxfon-Natural resource programs focus on
providing the eccsystexn needed to support the stock,
Reforestation, clearing debris from streams, building spawning
beds, xoad closure, water pollution abatement programs, and
minimum water flow programs for fish are examples.

Srock rufsfng or growing-The primary concern is on tbe
prcduction of the resource product, such as Douglas fir, alder,
salmon, or groundfish Component activities focus on stack
condition, age and size class distribution, resource maturation
and rotation. and protection of stock from premature
harvesting. Tlus component also includes activities to preserve
over-rotation stock, old growth tixnber and trophywize fish.
Cornrnercfal hnrvesx � Component activities are oriented toward
harvest of the stock for sale, "Sale" could include ixtrter and
exchange among recreational harvesters For many resouroes,
regulation of this component is a major agency focus.
Harvester accen and limits, provision of the sale of harvest
rights, privatization through commercial harvest of comxnon
property resources, and the seasonal timing of harvest are ail
component activities regulated by natural resource agencieL
pfoxacorsxnsrcfsxl !xarvesr � Although generally under the um-
brella of recreational harvest, activities also include sub-
sistence harvesting, ami provision for eerexnonial harvests,
such as Indian fishing and family Chxistmas trees. Resouxce

�!

�!

�!

This section outlines eight components associated with the exploitation of natural
Management schemes are typically organized in terms of these eight

components. While the components dimussed here do not exhaust the universe of
possibilities, they appear to be those most tVpically asnciated with forests and
fisheriea The eight components can be grouped into four categories The first
includes components oriented to the resouxce ecosystem;  l! ecosystem rehabilitation;
and �! stock raising or growing. The second cluster includes harvest activities: �!
commercial harvesting; and �! noncorrunercial harvesting. The third differentiates
two pxocesaing activities: �! processing of dominant products; and �! processing of
secondary products The fourth group includes two activities which link the resource
product with a larger society: �! marketing; and  8! new products

The process coxnponents are not new. However, focusing on each in terms of
resource targeting may suggest n w prograxn or management opportunities. As will

seen, forest and fishery management have emphasized primarily only two
components: commercial harvest  Column 3!; and processing of dominant products
 Column 4!.
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conflicts are often fmmed in terms of competition between
these two components for sca.rce resources, issues sometbncs
emerge concerning the sharpnetn of the distinction between
commerical and aoncommercial harvest. Sale of firewood
from federal lands aad qualifications for holding commercial
fishing permits arc czamplen

Praorssing Oj darnfnanr praduors � ln most tSZsystema, the
direct economic  market! value of one or two products
outpaccs all others. Salmon ia west coast aad Alaskan marine
fisheries systems. Douglas fir in the Pacific Northwest forest
systems, and Lobsters aad oysters on the cast coast are
examples of natural resources which command high  relative-
ly! economic value. High cconoalic value means po'werful
ea>nomic constituencies and attcntioa by natural resource
agencies, Targetiag poiitics chus often focunsr oa accen to
these dominant products. While this secern competition
typically occurs for harvesting, it also focuses oa ~g.

Processing of secondary products-There arc fcw ecmysmms
which produce only one econonucally valuable product. even
though the dominant product may be far ahead of the nezt
most valued product, Programs focusing on secondary
products, however, expand the economic productivity of
ecosystems as well as product diversity.' Other fish species
and hardwoods in predominantly coniferous forests are
examples of secondary products from axmystcms.

 s!

�!

Marketing � Obviously, thc rnarkcting of natural resource
products is central to the pattern of their economic viability,
Prograrus to develop new raarkets for these products, and to
increase the competitivenan of products withia existing
markets src examples undertaken by natural resource agencies

¹w products � Activities in thLs category include developing
aew products from an increasing range of ecosystem outputn
Research and market testing are criticaL New seafood
products, the ability of US. sawmiUs to manufsctum lurnbcr
in dimensions suitable for Asian markets, and research to
develop ncw seafood products are exampLea

 g!

TARGETED SOCLAI. UNITS

Pew, if any, resources am simply available for the taking. Harvtsa of most forest
~ nd fishery products is heavily regulated, aad evea an apparently unlimited
~ty, such as beach sand, is regulated if takaa commercisUy. or ia large
volumes for personal use. Thus, harvesr. regulatioas always ~ secern to the
rtnxtrcc, and, in doing so, target resourocs to specie sociaL or ~ grmlps.

However, targeting varies both in degree and ia the extent to which resource
allotntion programs conscmusiy target particular social graupn la other wordsj,

exist. A distinction between explicit and implicit rcmurcc
programs may elucidate progaun optksm

Explicit targeting involves the usual regulations � rules are promulgated, retnawetL
and Lmplsmcntctk Thc focus is oa explicit, written regulatioaa. Both forest and

systnms arc full of ezamples of explicit manaLLcrrumt. implicit targeting
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rei'ers to other management actions that, in effect  aithough not explicitly!,
resources to specific social groupa Forest Service personneL know that low elevatio
roadside timber sales scheduled in the winter will be most attractive to smaller
loggers, even though these sales are not explicitlv targeted- Regulation of chartcrbcars
to assure predictable seasons with ao sudden weekend closures has an;mporumt
impact on the extent to which sport fishermen travel long distances to f~
Extending fishing seasons into winter months may disadvantage smaller boats aud
increase safCty risked HarVeaters themaelves may Cngage in implicit targedag by
agreeing to informal "territories," as ia the "lobster fiefs"  Acheson 197S!.
notable about implicit management, and what angers publica, is that implicit
targetiug has direct social aud economic impacts bue is hard to get at because the
practices do not derive from explicit policy. This papet will include examples of both
explicit and implicit targeting, even though policy diecussions typically focus on the
forruer.

What are the diff'crent social units to which natural resources have been rargered7
ftsturaL resource management programs in the United States have typicaLL
encompassed six target groups, although obviously they do aot use the labels to be
discussed presently. These six social units fall into four categoriea The first category
includes two methods of cattgoriring households:  a! household subsistence; an<}  b!
nonmarket recreational household use, The second category includes only;  c!
resource-dependent communities. The third category eucompaares different
characteristics of private enterprises involved in natural resources:  d! enterprise
ownership;  e! enterprise size; aad  f! enterprise technology, The fourth category
refers to the role of the state:  g! public enterprise.

 A! ffousehotrt subsistence � Household subsistence refers to the
ability of natural resources to provide part of the basic
livelihood of households located in renrrrrcc-abundant areas.
This category involves ptoducta which are not marketed. but
which are harvested aad p~ by the household. Portions
of programs to provide fishing opportunities for Indians in the
Pacific Northwest aad Eskimos in ALaska, as well as others in
small Alaskan villages fall in this category. Fundamental to
these activities is thc fact that products are used at the
individual household levcL

 B! Nonrnur jret recreat tort@i household use � Natural resource
activities or products v-hich result from outdoor re:reatioa fit
this category. Hunting, fishing, foraging for wild mushrooms,
aad cutting Christmas trees are exemplar. These activities are
nonmarker. in the sense that they are not engaged in to
generate household income  although they may have market
value in a fanuly or household exchange system!. Gther
household-based activities fall into both categoric-cutting
f'irewood for household use is both subsistence and nonmarket
recreation.

 C! Resource depcrtrfcrrt cornrrruntttcs � A major force motivating
concern with natural rea>urea policy is the survival of small,
often geographically isolated, resource-dependent communities.
Fishiag exrrnmuaities, company towns, communities whose
livelihood is based on one or two sawmills, and even oil and
minstrel based eanunuaitiee reflect a pattern of economic
de~ on natural rescue. hnprovements in trans-
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 E!

 F!

 G!

portation systems, larger econoraic units with higher levels of
capital, and technical improvements have often rcduccd the
viability of these communities, Although it is difficult to
determine any single level of conununity viability or stability
that would be deemed most desired, many of these
communities face bleak economic futures.

Znrerprise ownershf~This concept refers m characteristics of
the person who owns thc enterprise. Such characteristics can
include mmority group membership, aex. residence, public
versus private ownership, and enterprise structure  coopera-
tives!. Programs caa be focus' on the total enterprise
 corpora.tions, company!, or on specific locations or establish-
ments which may or may not be part of a larger enterprise,

Znrerprlre size � Thc existeacc of the Small Business Admiru-
stration and provisions in some agencies for special programs
to target resources toward small businesses are exarnplcs of the
focus on enterprise size. The eztent o  horizontal aad vertical
integration is a corollary of the focus on size. Concern
expressed about small eaterprise survival is countered with
arguments that economic ei'ficiency and the ability to compete
internationally raluire increasingly larger enterprise unite. A
related issue is thc correlation of enterprise size with ability
to generate new capital. Finally, enterprise size may relate to
the miX Of natural resuurCC and Other economic units under
the satne or'ganizational umbrella. ln the Pacific Northwest,
for example, forert products companies used their profits to
diversify into other activities, such as real estate and auto
parts rctaiUng. Targeting tunber programs for these
companies may, instead, have the perverse effect of
contributing to other nontirnber corporate or company
activities,

Enterprise technology-As with enterprise size, the focus may
he equally on opposite eads of the spectrum. Some progratas
are designed to encourage improvements in technology, such as
mechanization and computerization. Others would encourage
retaining more traditional, labor-intensive practiceL Obvious-
ly, programs focusing on enterprise technology are not
independent of those which consider enterprise size.
Pubic 8nrer prise-Public enterprise refers to programs which
place rcspormbilitics for particular resource activities on
different agencies, or instances in which public enterprise
bacon' directly involved in resource proces components. This
can include dividing management responsibilities, as wall as
assigning responsibility to agencies which have special
connectKU1$ with other targeted urutL Agency targetmg can
also occur in cases ~here both public aad private organiza-
uons coexist and potentially compete with each other for
opportunitics to participate in natural resource ~
 harvesting, proceming, ctu!. aeuningp g of private aqua-
culture and public hatchery salmon ia the Pacific Northwest
is an example.
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RESOURCE TARGETING IN FORESTRY AND FISHERIKS

The matrix ia Table 2 suggests a number of potentbtl options for
targeting, Each cell rcptcscats a possible program  The Xs in Table 2 indicate
examples m the following dhnuseioa3 The components will be discussed tn four
dustcrs-harvesting �,4!, proccsstag �,6!, ecosystem and stock raising  lp!, aud
marketing and new products �,8!,  Ia this discumion a number-letter dcsignctiou
refers to cells ia Table 2. For example, 3A refers to commerctsl harvests which src
cotnmunlty targeted'

ia general, most cxatuplcs of targeting occur ia two compoacn~3! Commercial
Harvesting and �! Noncommercial Harvcstiag. Explicit and implicit targctiag of
commercial timber harvests on Natioaal Forests benefits many mciel units. National
Forests in ALaska are studying household subsistence dependence �A!, and, in Oregon,
seasonally unemployed woodsworkers seek. out favored old cedars for shake bolts
during winter months �A!. Community targeting of timber harvests �C! was
Legislatively established in 1944 by the Federal Sustained Forest Management Act but
implemented only in a few areas, such as Lakeview. Oregon, and Sheltoa,
Washington  Hoover 1978!. The Forest Service Small Business Set-Aside program
remrvcs some timber sales for smaller companies �E!. Technology targeting �F!
occurs st both ends of the spectrum, aad includes horse logging in fragiic ecosystems
and hebcoptcr yarding on steeps slope and other fragile areas.

Noacoramercial harvesting of forest products includes many activities, some of
which parallel commercial harvesting and/or contribute to household subsistence.
Fishing and hunting  typically state-regulated!, gathering of mushrooms snd
firewood. and harvest of Christmas trees are exampletc AUocation of many of these
resource products occurs in a psttial market setting. The Forest Service charges for
firewood aad Christmas trace, aad state governments have elaborate fee schedules fcr
fishing and hunting licenses.

Commercial fishing also indudes examples of targctiag, although to a lctser
extent than federal forestry programs  see Gale 1985b!. Many, if aot most, occur on
the sub federal level. For exatnple, Maesmhusctts imposed a 90-foot boat limit �F!
for fishing ia stats watem, a move designed to protect local fishermen fmm
cotnpetition with large freezer-trawlcrs  National Fisherman 1986!. Chatham,
Massachusetts, imues commercial aheUfish licenses only to town reeidcats, and the
licenses are valid only ia that town  Sob wind 1986!. Ia Wellflcet, Massachusetts, 80
acres of public flats are maaaged by 25 Lcm@holders  Schwiad 1986!, presumably
local operators.

A judge ptovldcd one of tbe mestt comprehensive explicit targeting programs for
marine fisherica Thc targeting in thc Washington Indian fishing rights dispute
includes nearly aIL sodal uaits, as well as several process components  primarily 3
and 4!. Currently, tribes am working vrith tbc state to expand Mir activities into
other compoaen~ ~y 1 aad 2. presuming and marketing are still in the hands
of aon-indian groups. 0'm not sans how many Seattle sports fishermen wouM cheese
Lummi-caught salmon at their Local supermarket!

Expiidt aad lmplidt tsrgetiag sre also central issues ia discusaons of Limited
entry, The eXteat tO WhiCh Cnmmemial fiahing Lieenate shOuM be reetricbcd tO state
residents �C!. or full-time fishcrmm �D!. or tied to boat ownership �E!, or siss
�E/F! all+ to a large degree, fundamentally concern resource targeting.

Noacommerchtl harvctx is dearly a major activity in marine aad freshwater
fiaherieL Licensing often indudce both implicit and explicit targeting. La states, such
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aho which are dependent on resource-based toutistn. local sportsmen find
direct competitiou with progratns targetiag resource actem to aon-local

~ Proccssfag

Resource targeting for proccwing activities occurs for both dominant and
mcondary products. Jn federal timber management, targetiag has focused tnore on
harvesting than on processing since the Forest Service has direct control over harvest
activities on its lands. l lowever, thc conunuaity sustained yield program mentioned
iu thc previous section a4o targets on comm ututy tnills. Significantly, however,
small busiaos programs directly affect only harvesting � a sruall logging company can
ecij its logs to a large, distant mill for proceming, Thc lack of an effective
mechanism for community targeting of processing of federal timber �C! led one
Oregon pohticiao to propose giving preference to companies agrccing to ptoccrn Forest

timber ia designated resource-dependent comtnuaitics  scc Detxel 1986!.
lraplicit targeting to cnterprtse ownership  SD! is curreatly operative in the Pacific
Northwest, where workers. often v ith thc ~x of local government credit, have
purchased sawmills to save their jobs, Targeting is implicit in that these mills
typically have few competitors for federal timber.  Howcvcr, no explicit targeting
programs exist for worker-owned mills.!

With respect to fisheries processing, battles over boa|side retail sale<  SD! and port
landing requirements  SC! are targeting exampleL Community participation in the
construction of processing facilities  SC! is another example.

Scosysrern fschobVJtstfon unct Stock Adsbag

Thee two process components reflect a brtldcr environmental concern.
Management is extended beyond harvesting and procesa Obviously, tbesc concerns are
not new to resource management agencies, What is aew is ageacy cooperation with
the private sector, arms of which includes program targ,sting.

la thc federal forest system, ecosystem rehabilitation has included clearing and
reforesting lands covered with brush because of earlier inadequate reforestation,
cleaning logging debris frotn forest streams, and rebuilding spawning areas Implicit
targeting has included extensive uae of expense-paid volunteers  whirh approximates
1B!, and other projects which have typically bcca contracted to small, locally-based
cooperatives �D and 1E!.

Although one could argue that "stack raising" is the basic buaiacm of federal
forest agencies, emphasis on reforestation aad stock management has acoeleratccL
There are at least two examples of implicitly targeted stock raising. One is thc
Bureau of land Management's "stewardship" program, in which a three-year contract
ie negotiatied for the reforestation of logged land, with the payment withheld until a
given lcvcl of reforestation sucoem is achieved  Smurthwaite 19g3!. Although aot
enterprise ownership targeted, the program was rtxjucstcd by tree planting
cooperatives seekiag contracts providing multiple-year job stability. The first
stewardship contract was 1st to one of these firma Extending the concept for a
loager period has occurred tm National Forest lands ia southern Oregon, in which
contracts are let for repeated interval, prccocamercial thinning Gagging! of reforestsd
staadL

fn the fishery system, the geographic range of many fish species eomplicatcs
parajjc1 activities. However, in thc pacific Northwest. the sport-fishery~ted
Sahnoa aad Trout Enhancement ~  STEP!. which supports stream rehabilita-
tion and placcmeat of "hatchery boxes" for raising fish has been uadertaksa as a
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 nonpaid! cotamunity activity  IC!, The Oregon Fishing Industry project has
suggested paying unemployed commercial fishermen ta rehabilitate coastal streams
and watcrsheds  St, Clairc 1985!. Ia Maryland, the governor's Commercial
Fishermen's Compensation program supported hiring af displaced bass fishermen by
thc state Department of Natural Rcsaurcctc Their work included raaintaining state
fish hatcheries  Valliant 19868!.

Although rcspoasibiHties af agencies in both forest and ftahcry systems include
these activities, these process components typically receive less attentioa, Some would
argue that these activities are inappropriate for the public sector, while others would
criticize agencies such as thc Forest Service and National Marine Fisheries Service for
their lacit of aggressivcncss in these areaL Consequently, few examples of resource
targeting exist for thcsc activitieL However, ongoing debates deal with whether such
acttvtttcs should be targeted,

Exaraplc af such targeting far wood products are scarce. However, one way of
attracting local iaterest in taxwupported construction projects in. Oregon communitics
has been ta promise the uac of local workers, and when passible, locally-produced
materials. In an innovativc fish marketing program, Oregon trailers can voluntarily
"tag" each salmon caught with their name and delivery date,  Granahan 1986!, Fresh
groundfish are marketed with a less personal, but technology linked "Oregon Trawler
Caught" label.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many etnpty cells ia Table 2. Onc could certainly fmd examples ta fill
some of the empty cells. Although thtne endorsing dcregulatians might object,
perspective in this paper is that the health snd local economic contributions of both
forestry and fishery systems will improve as the cells arc filled. It is obvious that
this pcrspectivc might provoke disagreement from ccoaomists who would argue an
inverse relationship between cells filled and ecoaomic efficiency. Those pushing
privatization of natural remurcca would also object ta many af the ceUs � thc most
effective privatization aught bc that directly tied to targeting programs,

A portion of this paper was written on the Oregon coast. Several saltnoa troilers
were within sight � sorus stnall boats a.ader 30 fact, and one 50-foot vessel rigged for
multipJe fisheries, with its troller poles contrasting with the deck drum and tawed
skiff, How would this fishery be with more targeted management?

Ali boats would have participated in some sort of license auction, which was aisa
tied to individual boat  or company! allocations.  No "tax Itns" or two-day-a-year
"commercial fishermen" would be out there,! Same af the srrmll boats would have
received a portion of a Small Business Administracion targeted allocatioa, A larger
boat would have only a limited landing allocation from this area-most of its catch
would have to tome from a ~ belt several miles out  and therefore its activitirs
might be uader federal management!.

Some of the boats would choose to bc eligible for a "horneport crelit" for fish
htndcd at their homeport  masc likely Florentn, Newport, ar Winchester Bay!. The
credit cauld either bc against the current license fee  a percentage of the auctioned
license cast! ar against next year's license  as an incentive to encourage multiple-year.
"career" fishermen!. Also available wouhi be a "direct consumer allocatioa" which,
perhaps in conjunctiaa, with the "homeport credit," would be available to fishermen
delivering fresh fish to private-, port-, or fisherman-awned consumer outicte in
Florence. New port, or R~
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Issuing licenses based on "landed allocation" would be especially desirable for
smail boats  under 45 feet! which may choose to remain in port du.ring the strong
summer northerlies. They would have an esmblished period during which to harvest
their allocated share,

A portion of the salmon landed in Oregon ports would, as mentioned above, be
available as a "direct consumer allocation." Another portion would be divided
between noncoastal in-state, and out-of-state, consumers. Processing  a portion of
which is currently located in northern California! might shift to port-backed
processing facilities, some of which would encourage new products  excellent pickled
salmon is available in Seattle but not on the Oregon coast!. Some salmon would be
targeted to food processing facilities in the WiUamette Valley, 60 miles east. Some of
these plants operate only seasonally to freeze and can fruits and vegetables � fish
processing might increase employment stability.

The small fishing boat. dock in Florence would include a well-refrigerateci "fresh
by-catch" box providing free fish to local residents.  Natural resource scavenging is
familar zo many local residents,!

Both charter and private sportsfishermen would encounter a complex regulatory
environment. Perhaps participating in a bid/total catch size allocation system, they
might enjoy a season which had better distributed sports openings. The four-day
Memorial Day weekend claimed four Oregon fishermen, whose boat was swamped by
large jetty waves associated with very low tides. Sports fishermen from other states
would have paid a premium for an Oregon coastal permit. In exchange, charterboat
operators would be granted more flexibility in scheduling fishing trips for those with
these special permits.

These are but a few examples of a more targeted management system. Obviously,
there are enforcement problems and management costs not addressed here. There are
no easy answers. Thinking in a comparative resource framework might, however,
broaden the experience base, and yield creative solutions. I have a personal interest
here � the lumberyard in Florence, Oregon ten miles south will sell me lots of locally
produced Douglas fir two-by-fours. For troll-caught salmon, however, the odds are
better at a fancy restaurant than my local supermarker

NOTES

It shouId be noted that resource-targeting and other community preservation or
protection programs have sometimes not survived Constitutional and other legal
challenges. Thus, such programs might not pass legality tests. However, many
do exist in other areas of the economy. Further, some programs persist without
legal challenge, such as an Oregon law prohibiting exports of logs from scate
forests. The legal problems should, thus, stand as a general reminder of the
complexities of implementation of such programs  see Koch 19g5!, but should not
dissuade us from exploring innovative programs.

It is not the purpose of this paper to argue that such forest management practices
have been glowing successes. Indeed, some of these practices have received only
minimal application while others seem to have done little to slow the pace of
more general economic change, to the detriment of many resource-based
communities.

Other recent analyses have taken a similar cross-resource approach One of the
most comprehensive surveys of resource allocation and management strategies was
completed by NOAA's Office of Policy and Planning  NOAA 1985!.
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Some would argue that increasing the divcxsity of products can limit the ability
of the ecosystem to produce the dominant product efficiently, Managing lower
elevation forests for anything except Douglas fir has the potential to reduce
productivity of that species on a given unit of land.
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INTRODUCTION

The Minerals Management Service  hlMS! manages and regulates many of the
activities associated with the leasing, discovery, development, and production of oil
and gas from the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS!, These functions are part of the
practices and procedures used in the multiple-use management of all the resources
 renewable and nonrenewable! of the OCS. The Offshore Minerals Management
program is intended to assist in achieving national economic and energy policy goals,
to insure national security, to reduce our dependency on foreign energy sources, and
to maintain a favorable balance of payments in world trade. These activities are
conducted under a number of laws but primarily under the authorities delegated to
the Secretary of the Interior under the provisions of the OCS Lands Act of August 7,
1953, and the September 18, 1978, amendtnents to that act.

During the 1984 calendar year, bonuses, rents, and royalties paid to the federal
government in connection with OCS oil and gas leases exceeded $8 billion. During
the same period of time, bonuses, rents, and royalties paid in connection vrith onshore
federal and Indian oil and gas leases amounted to another $1.3 billion. Since its
inception in May 1954 through December 198S, the OCS oil and gas leasing program
has paid more than $81 billion in bonuses, rents, and royalties into the UE. Treasury.
The OCS oil and gas leases currently provide about 1/8 of the nation's domestic crude
oil production and 1/4 of the natural gas produced in the United States.

The federal claizn to jurisdiction over offshore minerals was spelled out in
President Truman's 1945 proclatnation that "the Government of the United States
regards the natural resources of the subsoil and seabed of the continental shelf
beneath the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of the United States as appertaining
to the United States, subject to its jurisdiction and control."

In 1953, the enactment oF the Submerged Lands Act and the OCS Lands Act
divided the jurisdiction over the resources of the continental shelf between the
portion managed by the adjoining coastal states  in most instances frotn the coastline
to 3 miles seaward of thc coastline! and the "Outer Continental Shelf" portion
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managed by the federal government. Thus, the term "Outer Continental Shelf" is a
legal term created by a federal statute which established the division of
responsibilities for the exercise of federal jurisdiction over the outer portion of the
submerged lands of the continental shelf.

Contfnental Shel f

Under the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, the shelf is defined
as those submerged offshore areas lying seaward of the territorial sea to a depth of
200 meters �56 feet! and beyond that area to a depth which admits of exploitation
of natural resources.

The configuration and extent of the continental shelf varies from one coastal area
of the United States to another. It is relatively narrow along the pacific coast, wide
along much of the Atlantic coast and in the Gulf of Alaska, and widest in the Gulf
of Mexico and around western and northwestern Alaska.

Ettstory of Offshore Otl oad Gas Development

Offshore oil and gas resources were first developed off Summerland, California,
in 1896, 38 years after the first oil well was drilled at Titusville, Pennsylvania, and
42 years before the first development of oil and gas in the Gulf of Mexico. Oil and
gas were produced off Summerland, California, from wells drilled from piers, the
longest of which stretched 1,230 feet from the coast. Approximately 400 wells were
drilled in this manner off California. The 1938 discovery of the Creole field, 1 I/2
miles off the Louisiana coast in the Gulf of Mexico, marked the first successful
venture into open waters. The discovery well was drilled in 14 feet of water from a
drilling platform constructed on a foundation of timber piles. In November 1947, a
well was drilled almost out of site of land. That well was drilled in 16 feet of
water, approximately 12 miles south of Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana. This well was
the first to be drilled in open waters from a fixed platformJdrilling tender
combination � a major technical breakthrough in offshore drilling-unit design,

Today, there are 3,400 production platforms on the OCS and another 1,000 in
state waters. Bottom-founded steel-jacketed production platforms have been installed
and are producing oil and gas in water depths of 850 feet off the California coast and
1,025 feet off the Louisiana coast.

In 1983, a compliant guyed-tower production platform was installed in 1,000 feet
of water, 110 miles southeast of New Orleans, Louisiana, Plans are currently being
implemented which involve the development of production facilities in water depths
in excess of 1,500 feet. In 1984, the drillship, Discoverer Seven Seas, successfully
drilled an exploratory well in 6,952 feet of water off the New Jersey coast, Drilling
structures designed for use in the ice-infested waters of the Arctic include artificial
islands constructed of dredged sand and gravel, specially designed caisson-retained
islands, and ice-resistant mobile drilling units.

EVOLUTION OF OCS OIL AND GAS MANAGEMENT:
PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

Shared Responsthtttttes

The OCS Lands Act and the amendments to that act give the Department of the
Interior  DOI! and a number of other federal agencies specific responsibilities for
administering those provisions of the act which govern mineral development and
production activities on the OCS. Examples of other federal agencies having specified
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responsibilities under the OCS Lands Act s.re the U.S. Coast Guard  USCG!, the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and the US, Army Corps of Engineers
 Corps!.

Many of DOI's responsibilities for the management of mineraLs on offshore and
onshore federal lands were assigned to MMS in January 1982 when MMS was create1
by Secretarial Order 3071. In May 1982, the Secretary amended that order to
consolidate within MMS all of DOI's offshore minerals management functions. Whi1e
MMS is only four years old, the minerals management functions it performs have
evolved as the result of experiences gained through the federal government's
management of public lands and minerals during the past 200 years with special
attention to the past 100 years.

During the last part of the 1800s and the first part of this century, the federal
government abolished its previous practice of privatizing public lands and minerals
by allowing the ownership of public lands which were valuable for certain minerals,
such as oil and gas, to be transferred to individuals through a process of staking a
claim and "proving np" the lands as provided under the various early homestead and
mining laws.

The acquisition of the title to lands containing certain minerais is still subject to
the mining laws of the late 1800s. For oil, gas, coal, and other "leaseable" minerals,
practices and procedures were established under which the government retains
ownership in the land and minerals but authorizes a lessee/operator to discover,
develop, and extract specific minerals in accordance with provisions  terms and
conditions! of the governing lease agreement.

Federal klanageinent of OCS  Xl and Gas Resources

Regulations implementing the OCS Lands Act of August 7, 1953, became effective
in May 1954. Under the law and implementing regulations, provision was made for
the validation of mineral leases previously issued for OCS lands by a coastal state and
for the issuance of new oil and gas leases for previously unleased OCS lands using a
competitive leasing process which called for a fixed royalty rate of not less than 12
1/2 percent with a cash bonus bid or a fixed cash bonus with the royalty rate as the
bid variable. Between 1day 1954 and January 1986, 41 million acres  less than 1/10!
of the OCS lands offered for lease �20 million acres! were actually leased. These
leases have produced 7.1 billion barrels of oil and 70.7 trillion cubic feet of natural
gas.

Scheduling of OCS Ofl and Gas Lease Sales

Initially, the Secretary of the Interior exercised relatively unrestrained discretion
in the scheduling of OCS oil and gas lease sales. In the early 1970's, the Secretary
issued the first 5-year planning schedule for OCS oil and gas lease sales. The issuance
of a 5-year planning schedule was designed to provide qualified bidders and other
interests with a more predictable schedule of when OCS oil and gas lease sales would
be held and in what areas. The idea was to provide a useful planning tool for
potential bidders, adjacent State and loca1 government officials, and the general
public.

Preparation of an oil and gas leasing program is no longer discretionary. Section
18 of the OCS Lands Act, as amended, requires the Secretary of the Interior to
prepare and maintain an OCS oil and gas leasing program covering the 5-year period
following the approval or reapproval of the program. The oil and gas leasing
program which the Secretary adopts must reflect a proper balance between the
potential for environmental damage, the potential for the discovery of oil and gas,
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and the potential for adverse effects on the coastal zone. The Secretary is also
required to design the program in a way to assure the receipt of fair market value
for the lands leased and rights conveyed.

The approved schedule indicates the timing and locating of sales and their
maximum potential size. The schedule is reviewed on s. continuing basis, and
insignificant revisions may be made as necessary without having to undergo the same
steps required for its initial adoption.

Development of a new oil and gas leasing prograxn progresses through a number
of stages, each one building on comxnents and new inforxnation received during
previous stages. During the preparation of a new leasing schedule, the Secretary
solicits the views of interested federal agencies, the Governors of affected states, the
executives of any affected local governments  local governments' comments are
submitted through the Governor of the state!, and members of the public.

Comments are requested before the publication of the draft proposed pxogram,
before the publication of the proposed program, and befoxe the adoption of the final
program. The proposed program is also submitted to the Attorney General for
review. Sixty days prior to final approval, the oil and gas leasing program for a new
5-year period is submitted to the President and Congress. In addition to the steps
required by section 18 of the OCS Lands Act, a programmatic environmental impact
statexnent  EIS! is also prepared to assm the impacts of the new progra~. A new
OCS oil and gas leasing program for 1987 to 1992 is now under preparation and
review. It should be issued in early 1987.

IMPLEMENTATION OF GOVERNING LAWS

Regulations

The MMS administers the provisions of the OCS Lands Act through regulations
promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior and codified in Title 30 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Chapter II. All elements of the leasing and operations programs
are covered in these regulations which ixnplement the xnandates of the OCS Lands
Act, as amended. They provide the framework for participation in the minerals
management process including the review by and coordination with state
governments, consideration of the approved ~ zone management  CZM! programs
of coastal states, and the solicitation of information from state and local governments
and the public regarding proposed actions.

In addition, the regulations expand upon the statutory requirements governing
rental and royalty payments, environmental studies, and consultation with
appropriate federal and state agencies. The regulations spell out the procedures to be
followed by a lessee when it submits its exploration plans and development and
production plans to MMS for approval.

OCS Orders and Nattces to Lessees and Operators

� OCS Orders

Each MMS OCS Region issues OCS Orders which elaborate upon the provisions of
the regulations to cover most of the day-today drilling and production operations
required to maintain a lease, The OCS Orders are numbered directives which
establish specific requirements for performing different types of oil and gas lease
operations. These include drilling, completion and abandonment of wells,
transportation of oil and gas to shore, and other important offshoxe oil and gas
activities.
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Although separate OCS Ordexs have been issued for each OCS Region, similarly
numbered Orders usually specify similar requirements, The requirements, however,
axe modified or expanded as necessary to recognize unique local concerns. The Alaska
OCS Region, for example, must consider the effects of permafrost, ice cover, and
severe oceanographic conditions upon the conduct of oil and gas operations,

The MMS is currently studying its regulatory pxograxn and is proposing to
incorporate all the requixements in the OCS operating regulations and OCS Orders
into a single set of regulations. A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in
the Federal Regfster on March 18, 1986, that would accomplish that merger.

- Xatice to Lessees and Operators

Notices to Lames and Operators  ÃIL! are used to notify lessees and operatoxs of
specific MMS administrative practices or of new or revised procedures for complying
with rules and xegulations. The NTL's themselves do not impose requirements on
lessees that are not already established by the law and implementing regulations,

Specfaf Lease Stfpulaffaxxs

Through the years, special stipulations have been included in OCS oil and gas
leases as a xneans of responding to concerns of affected coastal states, commercial and
sports fishermen's associations, federal agencies, and other's These stipulations
forewarn a lessee of these special concerns, For example, a lessee may be required to
provide biological surveys of sensitive seafloor habitats, special training for its
operating personnel, special waste discharge procedures, archaeological xesouxce
surveys to determine the potential for harming historic or prehistoric sites, special
operating and platform evacuation procedures near military bases or their zones of
activity, or to accept other special restictions which will apply to activities under an
OCS oil and gas lease issued for a specific tract.

Candltfons of Approval

In order to facilitate approval actions and to avoid unnecessary recordkeeping and
reporting requirements, it is normal to find specific conditions placed upon the
approval of a lessee-submitxed proposal such as an Application for Perxnit to Drill,
Deepen, or Plug l3ack  APD!. Conditions of approval cover a broad range of sub':ts,
They may specify such things as the frequency that a certain report  e.g�drilling
report! must be submit~, the materials  chemicals! that xnay or may not be added to
the drilhng mud system, or the manner of disposal for drilling mud and cuttings.

The DOI and MMS are working to reach a consensus with affected states and
others through greater coordination of activities and consultation with state and local
governments. The coordination and consultation process permeates the entire minerals
management program.

Figure 1 is a graphic presentation of the interactions between the Secretary of the
Interior, MMS, other federal agencies, state and local govexnments, industry, and the
public during the prelease pxocess.
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Information Services, 1985.!
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PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES FOR GRANTING RIGHTS TO
DRILL FOR AND PRODUCE OCS OIL AND GAS

Prelttntnary Acttvtttes

In frontier areas and areas where there has been little or no previous leasing,
potential bidders for OCS oil and gas leases may drill Continental Offshore
Stratigraphic Test  COST! wells  also referred to as Deep Stratigraphic Test wells! on
unleased lands to assess the potential of the area for the accumulation of fluid
hydrocarbons  oil or gas or both! and to identify, to the degree that they can, special
problems that may exist in the area. The permits under which COST wells are
drilled include specific requirements for the release of geological and geophysical data
including analyzed and interpreted information. Those conditions include release of
the information 60 days after the issuance of the first federal oil and gas lease
within 50 miles of the drill site or ten years after the well is cotnpleted, whichever
is earlier.

The MMS prepares an initial geologic report which covers the planning area
That report includes the locations of hydrocarbon potential in the planning area and a
description of the geology of the area including a characterization of regional geologic
hazards, The analysis and refinetnent of the estimates of hydrocarbon potential
continue throughout the leasing process. As data and information are updated,
hydrocarbon potential and resource estimates are assessed and refined,

Catt for Infonnatton and Notetnattonsl&ottoe of Intent to Prepare an SIS

These Notices signal the formal initiation of the process which eventually leads to
the issuance of OCS oil and gas leases.

A Call for Information and Nominations is an invitation to potential bidders, the
governors of affected states, and other interested parties to indicate the portions of the
planning area which are of special interest or concern to them. Potential bidders are
asked to identify specific areas that they would be interested in considering for
bidding purposes, Affected states and other interested parties are asked to provide
comments on any portions of the area which should not be offered for lease based
upon the potential for adverse environmental impacts or the potential for
unacceptable levels of conflict with other uses of the area. Concerns regarding
compatibility with a state's approved CZM pla.n should also be raised at this time.

The Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS which is usually published simultaneously
with the Call for Information and Nominations invites all interested parties to
participate in the EIS preparation process. That participation is part of the open
process for determining the scope of issues, alternatives, and potential effects on the
environment to be addressed in the EIS prepared in accordance with the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act  NEPA! and the regulations of the Council
on Environmental Quality. Informal consultations to clarify and address concerns of
affected states are held between the staffs of MMS's Regional Directors' offices and
the Governors of affected states throughout the prelease process. Those discussions
include potential resources and conflicts with other uses of the area together with
appropriate mitigating measures to be considered during the decision-making process.
The Lnformal consultation process includes discussions with representatives of federal,
state, and local government agencies who can help to identify the significant issues
associated with the proposed lease sale.
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Area Idsartttrdtors

step involves the identification of the blacks which should  or should not!
bc considered for offeriag, I+ thc area to be evaluated in the EIS. Gene, rally, blocks
which appear to have hydrocarbon potential snd are of interest to potential lessees arc

the area identified for continued consideration. Blocks which fail to meet
an initial test, which balances their potential value as a source of oil and gas against
their potcathd for harm to the envixoruacnt or for creating aa unacceptable level of
conflict wjth other uses of the area. are eliminated from further consideration at this
tjm4

Draft Bnvtresunsarst Impact Srscsssenr

The draft EIS is usually published approximately one year aftcx the publication
of the Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS, Thc draft EIS describes the exjsting marine,
coastal, and human cavironmcnt, thc action proposed and alternatives to the proposed
action, estiraatee of resources ia thc area, aad probable risks to the envixonmeat.
Mitigating mcasurcs  such as provisions to be incorporated into the leases as april
stipulatioas!, uaavoidable adverse impacts, rumujstive effects, and irreversible aad
irretrievable commitments of resources are analyzed, Other issues of concern nuced
during the scoping of the environmental analysis are also discussed in the draft EIS.

Thc aotice announcing the availability of a draft EIS specifies a period of time
 usually 60 days! during which comments and recommendations may be submitted to
MMS. That announcement also annou.aces thc locations, dates. aad times that public
hearings have been scheduled to enable MMS to rcccivc oral comments sad
~ndstionL

Irtnsl BnVkrnuseardt Intpnot Statenertr

Thc MMS staff ~ the oral and written comments reccivcd as a result of the
publication of the draft EIS aad prepares a final EIS which incorporates substantive
commcate and ~ to thee comments together with any ncw findings and ncw
inforxaatioa developed or atrjujred during the review period.

Asetos af Proposed Snjs

Copies of a Notice of Proposed Sale arc scat to the Governors of affected states at
tba time tha notice is forwarded to the Irsderst Regfsrsr for publication. pttblientjon
of the notice iaforxns the public, including potential jridders, of the terms and
conditions which will govern the P~ offering of OCS lands for lease. A.
Secretarial hnue Document  SID! ie ~ to mnjat the dacisionmatm in deciding
whether nr how to ~ with the ~ Isaac sale. The SID prcncnts and
aaalyxes options and incurs including total or Ptrtjal eaje delay or cancellation. special
mitigating measures, and proposed jxjddjng systemL Once a decision is made to
proceed with a sale, copiae of the SID are scat to thc Governors of affected states aad
me4a available to others for their xcview aad comment. This action allows thc
Governors of affected states and othexs to review' the Secreta~ dceishm which
attempt to address or resolve outntaxntjng jssuee and coacernn

The Notice of ~ Sale includes �! either a listing of the blocks beiag
coasMcrcd for leasiag or e, listing yf ths blocks jn the plnnniag area which vrill nac
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h a~bio for leasing and �! informs<on mla ive to he pre+ ume to e fo h~
f bidding to bc used in con4ucnn

e ~ includes the text of proposed lease st>pulations and other measum
msy bc used to mitigate the potential for adve~ cffcas of aB and g

for lease, Governors of affected states azt allowed 60
nh which to submit rccommeodst'ous to the dreary 'ega<log ~ ~

pro~ Jesse sale, After review aud evaluatron of the
Secretary rushes s written reply to each Governor which

m y s reasons foz accepting or rc!ecting recommcndatszns Iusdc by
that Governor,

if thc Secretary decides to proud with a lease offering, s notice is published m
the Eedcraf 5egisler st least 30 days before the scheduled sale date. That notice
includes the date, time, and place the sale is to be held; identification of the bloche
which wilt be offered for bid; the test of any special lease stipulations or any other
mitigating measurer, the bidding systezos to be used' and thc terjnb!  five, eight, or
tcu years! of leases for which bids arc accepted together with other information
considered pertinent

Lasses Sale  Bfsf OJsrrsing!

Each qualified biddez submits s separate sealed bid for each of the blochs or
biddiog units that he wishes to lease. Each bid submitted for a lease must contain a
payroent of 1/5 the amount of money bid. The "lease sale" is conducted es a public
meeting during which all thc bids that have been zeceived are opened, recorded, and
susuumccd. Bids are neither accepted uor rejected during thc bid opening and
announcing process The bid evaluation and acceptance or rejection process is carried
out on a blodt-by-block basis during the 90 days which follow the "lease saic"
During this period, information is forwarded to the Department of Justice and the
Federal Trade Commission. A Department of Justice clearance is ~ before the
fusal decision is made to accept or reject the highest qualified bid on a blocit

Once a bid has been accepted, the bidder has 30 days within which to submit the
rcrnaining 4/5 of the monies bid and to submit a signed lease agmement which
incorporates the spa:ial lease provisions stipulated in the lease sale notice.

RIGHTS GRANTED A LESSEE UNDER AN OCS OIL AND GAS LEASE

Ifgfsls Cnuaud ro Lessac

Under an OCS oil and gas lease, thc lemec is granted the exclusive right to drill
for and produce oil and gae front the tract of submerged land covered by the lease for
a specified period of time  ia five, eight or ten years! if a discovery ie made an4
actual production of oil or gas commences before the cml of the fired term, the lease
continues in effect for as long ae oil or gas is produced in paying quantities or
approved 4rining operations are conducted to restore production-

A jeeeee must recluce ths oil and gss located within the leased arcs to hsr
pcssetrdon and control before any prcquietary right attaches If the lessee faih to
dcveiop sod extract the oil and gas from the leaeehoM or if oil and gas from deposits
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on the Ieamhold are drained through wells located off thc leasehold, the lessee loses
its opportumty to translate the rights granted by the lease contract into proprietary
rights in oil snd gas. A lessee can be held liable for damages suffered by thc lessor
due to drainage of oil and gas to adjacent lands as a result of a lack of diligence on
thc part of the lessee.

Rgtthts Jtsssrvsrf ta tfcs f/tdted States

Under the OCS oil and gas lease, the federal government, as lessor, retains the
rights to helium and rcservcs the right to grant leases for minerals other than oil snd
gas, to issue pertnits for geological arul geophysical exploration, to approve pipe!inc
and other rights-of-way, to take its royalty share in value or amount of production
 ip. production in kind!, to extract its helium from produced gss, to direct or approve
the suspensiou of lease operations including product>on, and to cancel the lease. The
lease speUs out requirements for surety bonds, royalty payments, rental payments,
and the assignment or transfer of the lease or any interest therein. Every OCS oil
and gas lease issued since September 18, 1978, mcludes a requirement that the Icssce
offer 20 percent of the crude oil, condensate, aud natural gas liquids produced from
the lease to small or independent refiners. The crude oil, condensate, and natural gss
liquids must bc offered to smaU or independent refiners at the market value and
point of delivery appUcablc to federal royalty oil. During December 1985, a total of
3,195,880 barrels of crude oil and condensate were produced from Gulf of hicxieo
OCS oil and gas leases which obligate the lessee to offer produced liquids to smaU ox
independent refiners.

The lease also requires that the lessee comply with existing rules and regulations
and any additional rules snd regulations that may be issued after the lease is awarded
in order to pmvide for the prevention of waste and the conservation of the natural
resources of the OCS.

Pnnks4as of OCS OQ euuf Gas Laxse

Typically, OCS oil and gas leases have been issued with a fixed royalty of not
less than 12 1/2 percent of thc value or amount of oil snd gas produced, saved, and
sold with a cash bonus as the variable  bid! factor. However, beginning in 1974 and
from time to time since then, DOI has exercised its authority to test other bidding
systems. In addition to cash-bonus bidding with a fixed royalty rate, the foUowing
systems have been used.' cash-bonus bidding with fixed net profit share, cash-bonus
bidding with a fixed sliding-scale royalty rate of 16 2/3 to 65 percent, and a royalty
bid of 33 1/3 percent or more with a fixed cash bonus. The hQifS is currently using
a cash-bonus bidding systetn with fixed royalty rates of 12 1/2 percent or 16 2/3
percent.

The OCS oil and gas loses usuaUy become effective the first day of thc month
foUowing the date they are signed by the authorised MMS official. In a fcw
instances. Icsscs have bscotne effective the first of thc month in which the lease was
signed. The earlier effective date aUowed the lessee to commence drilhng operations
prior to the cnd of the month of issuance. Lessee are usuaUy granted for an initial
term of five years, but they may be granted for a term of up to ten years when it is
determined that longer terms are necessary to encourage exploration due to unusually
deep water or other unusually adverse conditions.

TypicaUy, an OCS oil and gas lease covers a tract of land described as a blent
three miles by three mUes on a ~ion diagram  leasing map!,

Figurc 2 is a graphic presentation of the intcractiam among DOI, MMS, and others
after OCS oil and gas leases am issucsL
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PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES USED TO 1VIONITOR AND CONTROL
ACTIVITIES OF OCS LESSEES TO DISCOVER, DEVELOP, AND PRODUCE
OCS OIL AND GAS

With the exception of preliminary activities, no exploration activities may be
commenced or conducted on any lease except in accordance with an approved
exploration plan. "Preliminary activities" are defined as geological, geophysical, and
such other surveys as may be needed to develop sufficient information to prepare an
exploration plan, Preliminary activities are limited to activities which do not result
in any physical penetration of the seabed greater than 300 feet of unconsolidated
formations or 50 feet of consolidated formations and which do not result in any
significant adverse effects on the natural resources of the OCS. Exploration activities
mean "any activities which are part of the process of searching for minerals including
the drilling of wells which discover oil or natural gas in paying quantities and the
drilling of any additional well which is needed to delineate any reservoir and to
enable the lessee to determine whether to proceoi with development and production."

For leases issued with an initial term of five years, lessees must submit an
exploration plan prior to the end of the fourth year unless the Director authorizes the
submission of an exploration plan at a later date but before expiration of the lease.
For leases issued for an initial term greater than five years, lessees must submit an
exploration plan before the end of the period of time specified in the notice
announcing the lease offering.

Figure 3 is a graphic presentation of the review process for an exploration plan
and the accompanying environmental report.

Exploratfon Pkot and ZnvbarunentaI Report

An exploration. plan may apply to one or more leases held by an individual lessee
or may be submitted by an operator for a group of leases which are subject to an
approved unit agreement. An exploration plan includes the following:

l. The proposed type and sequence of exploration activities to be
undertaken together with a tentative timetable for their
performance from commencement to completion;

2. A description of any drilling vessel, platform, or other
installation or device to be permanently or temporarily
attached to the seabed indicating the important features
thereof with special attention to safety features and
pollution-prevention and control features including oil spill
containment and cleanup plans;

3. The types of geophysical equipment to be used;

The general location of each proIxxed explore.tory well
including surface and projected bottomhole locations;

Current structure maps and, as appropriate, schematic cross
sections showing expected depths of marker formations; and

6. Such other relevant information as the Director may require.
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Figure 3. Exploration plan review.
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Exploration plans arc accompanied by environmental reporcr which include a
brief description of the following;

The proccdurea, personnel, and criuipmcnt that arc to be used
to prcvcnt, report, and dean up spills of oil or waste materials
which may occur during the exploration ar.tivitles including
inforination on rcsponsetime capability, capacity and location
of cquiprnent, and siteu and methods of disposal;
The location, description, and size of any offshore and onshore
requirements  including righcaof-way and easements! i' or
support and storage facilities and, where possible, a tiinetablc
regarding the acquisition nf lands and the construction or
expansion. of facilities

Thc estimated number of persons expected to be employed in
support of offshore, onshore, and transportation activities and,
where possible, the approximate nuinber of new employees
and fainilies likely to move into thc affected area;
The most likely travel routes for boat and aircraft traffic
between offshore and onshore facilities, the probable location
of onshore terminals, and the estimated frequency such routes
will bc traveled;

Thc quantity and composition of solid and liquid waste and
other pollutants likely to l» generated by offshore, onshore,
and transprnt operations;

Major supplies, services, energy, water, or other resources
within affected States neccsrary for carrying out ihe
exploration plan;

Environraenudly sensitive or potentially hazardous areas
including the following:
a, Site-specific: geology, e.g�bathymetry, seismicity, extent

and type of bottom seduncnts and geologic features which
pass a potential hazard to thc activities propose

tx Historic patterns and other meteorological conditions
uicluding storm frequency and magnitude, wind direction
and velocity of offshore areas and listing, where possible,
thc ineans and extremes of each:

c. Physical oceanography including onsite direction and
velocity of currents;

d. Onsite flora and fauna including bottom communities,
where present, transitory buds and imuninals that may bc
in the area when. proposed activities are being conductoi,
identification of endangered species aod their habitats that
could he af fected by proposed activ ities, and typiad
fishing seasons of the area;

e. Envimnmentally sensitive areas  onshore as well as
of fshotc!, c.g mfugcs, prcservtu, sane,tuaries, rookeries,
calving ~ and areas of particular concern identified
by an affected state pursuant to the CZM Act which may
be affected by the activities proposed;
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f, Onsite uses of the area, e.g�shipping lanes, military
exercises, recreation, boating, and commercial fishing;

g. Archaeological and cultural resources located within the
area that may be disturbed by the activities proposed; and

h, Existing and planned monitoring systems that are
measuring or will measure environmental conditions and
provide information and data on the impacts of' activities
in the area.

The environmental report accompanying an exploration plan also includes an
assessment of the direct effects implementation of the exploration plan may be
expected to have on the offshore and onshore environment with special emphasis
upon issues related to air quality and Identification and evaluation of unavoidable
and irreversible Impacts-

The MMS has 30 days in which to appmve or disapprove an exploration pls.n.
Copies of the exploration plan with the accompanying environmental report, oil spill
contingency plan, and coastal zone consistency certification are forwarded for review
to other federal agencies including the Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Mari~e
Fisheries Service, US, Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency
 EPA!, USCG, and the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Ivlanagement  formerly
Office of Coastal Zone Management!. Copies are also senr. to the Governor s! of
affected states, other interested state agencies, and to the office responsible for the
CZM review of each affected state that has an approved CZM program. The MMS
regional office also makes copies of exploration pla.ns available to the public  except
for those portions of the exploration plan that have been determined to be exempt
from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act!.

Engineers and other MMS personnel conduct a technical review and assessment of
the exploration plan and accompanying environmental report. The proposed type and
sequence of exploration activities along with the tentative timetable for
accomplishment are analyzed for reasonableness and possible conflict with other
activities in the vicinity of the lease, Descriptions of the geophysical equipment, the
drilling vessel, and pollution-control devices are reviewed for compliance with rules,
regulations, provisions of the lease, etc. The oil spill contingency plan is evaluated
 by MMS and USCG under a cooperative agreement! to ensure that proper equipment,
materials, and personnel will be available if, and as, needed.

The MMS regional environmental staff conducts an analysis of all activities
proposed in the exploration plan. In completing this analysis, the staff utilizes
information contained in the environmental report. The environmental report is
often documented in an environmental assessment which is prepared when MMS
determines that no significant environmental impacts mould result from implernent-
ing the exploration plan. In those instances, a finding of no significant impacts is
made. In the event that approval of an exploration plan were found to constitute a
major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a
full-blown EIS would be prepared. To date, the preparation of an EIS for an
exploration plan has not been considered necessary.

Following completion of its review and. prior to the expiration of the 30-day
deadline prescribed by law, the MMS regional office notifies the lessee of the approval
or disapproval of the proposed exploration plan. An exploration plan will be
disapproved should the proposed activities threaten serious harm or damage to life,
property, any mineral  in areas leased or unleased!, the national security or defense,
or to the marine coastal or human environment.

The MMS cannot issue permits authorizing a lessee to implement explore.tory
drilling activities described in an approved exploration plan until the lessee has
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obtained state concurrence with the coastal zone consistency certificate filed with the
exploration plan unless the Secretary of Commerce makes a finding for the lessee on
appeal,

Application for Panntt to Drtll, Deepen, or Ptag Back  APD!

Before any drilling operations are commenced on an OCS lease, the lessee must
obtain MMS approval For an APD. An APD must be filed and approval obtained
each time a lessee proposes to drill, deepen, or plug back a well. The APD includes
detailed information of the lessee's drilling program including the blowout prevention
system and the well casing, cementing, and drilling-mud programs,

During 1VMS's review of an APD, structure maps and cross sections are analyzed
for accuracy in interpretation and mapping. Weil logs are examined for pressure
abnormalities that may be important to the well-control program. Proposed casing,
cementing, and drilling-mud programs are reviewed to ensure that they are sufficient
to maintain weIl control. Formation pressures are checked against mud weights,
casing setting depths against formation fracture gradients, and blowout-prevention
systems against maximum possible surface pressures. Other features checked are
well-control equipment and procedures, operational safety and pollution-prevention
systems, and the rig inventory for drilling mud and mud additives. In the Arctic
where permafrost or occasional hydrate zones may be encountered, the casing,
cementing, and drilling-mud programs are zeviewed for proper design to address these
special problems.

Conditions may be placed upon the approval of the APD. These conditions
usually amplify or explain requirements for specific procedures that are to be
complied with at the weII site.

Other federal permits required before drilling begins include permits for aids to
navigation and certification of mobile offshore drilling units from USCG, navigation
permits from the Corps, and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits
from EPA.

Figure 4 is a graphic presentation of the review process applied to development
and production plans.

Devebpmant and Prodrrctkm Plans and Envtroranantal Report

All development and production operations on an OCS oil and gas lease must be
conducted in accordance with an approved development and production plan.  For
leases in the western Gulf of Mexico, ia., leases not within that part of the Gulf of
Mexico that is adjacent to Florida, a development operations coordination document
may be submitted instead of a development and production plan.! Development is
defined as "those activities which take place following discovery of minerals in
paying quantities, including geophysical activity, driUing, platform construction, and
operation of all onshore support facilities, and which are for the purpose of
ultimately producing the minerals discovered." Production means "those activities
which take place after the successful completion of any means for the removal of
minerals including such removal, field operations, transfer of minerals to shore,
operation monitoring, maintenance, and workover drilling."

A development and production plan may apply to one or more leases held by an
individual lessee, or it may be submitted by an operator for a group of two or more
leases that are subject to an approved unit agreement. A plan is supposed to provide
for the effective and efficient development and production of all known
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Figure 4. Development and production plan review.
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accumulations of hydrocarbons found on the leasehold that are capable of producing
in paying quantities.

A development and production plan is to include the following:

A description of the specific work to be performed including
all the development and production activities that the lessee
proposes to undertake during the time period covered by the
plan and all activities to be undertaken up to and including
the commencement of sustained production;

A description of any drilling vessels, platforms, pipelines, or
other facilities and operations locatei on the OCS which are
proposed or known by the lessee  whether or not they are
owned or operated by the lessee! to be directly related to the
proposed development including the location, size, design and
important features of the facilities and operations  with
special attention to safety and pollution-prevention and
control features including oil spill containment and cleanup
plans! and the labor, material, and energy requirements
associated with the facilities and operations;

3, The location of each well including the surface and projected
bottomhole locations;

4. Current interpretations of all available relevant geological and
geophysical data including structure maps and schematic cross
sections of productive formations;

5. A description of the environmental safeguards to be
implemented in the course of development and production
under the plan together with a discussion of how such
safeguards are to be implemented;

6. All safety standards that are to be met and the safety features
to be utilized in order to meet those standards;

7. The expected rate of development and production and a time
schedule for the performance of activities from commence-
ment to completion of both; and

8, Such other relevant information and data as may be required.

The development and production plan, like the exploration plan, is accompanied
by an environmental report The environmental report for a development and
production plan must be as detailed and comprehensive as necessary to enable
identification and evaluation of the environmental consequences of the proposed
activities. In order to eliminate the repetition of information and data discussed in
the associa.ted development and production plan, the presale EIS done on the planning
area, other environmental reports, environmental analyses, or EIS's prepared for the
geographic area, the lessee summarizes the data, information, and issues addressed in
those documents and concentrates on the issues which are specific to the site s! of
development and production activities covered by the proposed development and
production plan..

The level of detail required for data, information, and issues discussed in the
environmental report is dictated to a large degree by the scope, nature, and content of
the proposed development and production plan. The environmental report describes
the extent and timing of proposed offshore and land-based operations; requirements
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for land, labor, material. and energy; means proposed for transportation of oII
to shore; disposal of sol'd and liquid wastes; cultural and inst»at
oceanographic. meteorologicai�anal geological eoaditioss; and the significance of aay
Impacts on aquatic biota due to the use of a proposed site for development and
production fcciiities. Thc lessee must also submit a copy of a certificate which asserts
that the proposed development and production activities comply with and wiil
conducted in a manner which is consistent with aay ~ plans approvoi for
affected States,

The MMS's review and analysis of a propcsed development aad pfQ4u~~ ph
very similar to Its practices and procedures for review and analysis of expiomaon
phuuc There are, however, cermia differences in the timetable for proces g and the
approval/disapproval actions mandated by the law. Where MMS h only 3Q
within which to approve or disapprove an exploration plan lt m~ ~ow th
Governors of affected states aad the executives of affected local government 60 d ~
within which to conuneat upoa a development aad production plan
take up to 60 days following the release of thc final EIS preparai pursuant to ~A
to approve, disapprove, or require modification of a proposed development aad
production plan. When an HS is not prepared, MMS may take up to 60 days after
the close of the 60@ay period during which Governors of affected states
executives of affected local governments are invited to submit comments
recommendations.

Dsvafopeunar and f"rofrrcrfoa Plan Df»apprr»vsrf or Ilforfifkogaz gqggrygf

A development and production plan must be disapproved�

l. If the lessee fails to demonstrate that it can comply with the
requirements of the QCS Lauds Act or other applicable federal
law;

If any of the activities dns:ribed m the pisa for which a
federal license or permit is required that affects any land or
water use in the coastal zone of a state with an approved
CZM program and fails to receive that states' concurrence
with respect to the consistency certification accmapanying the
plan and the Secretary of Gmuaerce does not make a finding
for the lessee oa appeal;

If operations threaten national security or national defense; or

If it is dctertniaed that becauw of exceptional geological
conditions ia thc Ieme areas, exceptional resource valuts in the
marine or aoasbd environment or other exceptional circum-
stances that  a! implementation of the plan would pmbably
cause serious harm or damage to life, property' ndne
deposina thc national security or defcss4 or martne, ~ or
human environracnt,  b! thc threat of harm or ~ will
not disappear or decrcae to an acoepmble exteat within a
reasoaable period of time, and  c! the advantages of

pproving thc plan outweigh the advantages of develop-
ment and production of the resource covered by ths phtn.
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Modification of a development and production plan wiII be required when it is
determined that the lessee has failed to make adequate provision for safe operations
on the lease area or for protection of the marine, coastal, or human environment.

BIS Preparation, for Devebpment and Production Plan

If it is determined that approval of a proposed developznent and production plan
would constitute a major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment, MMS initiates the proceduzes for developing a full-blown EIS.
The OCS Lands Act, as amended, requires that the Secretary declare, at least once in
any Region or area of the OCS other than the Gulf of Mexico, the approval of a
development and production plan to be a major Federal action.

The State of California's Environmental Quality Act places requirements on the
state's agency permitting activities which are similar to the requirements that the
NEPA places upon federal agencieL Since development and production plans for OCS
oil and gas leases off California have also involved near-shore and onshore facilities
subject to state and local government permitting authorities, elements of those plans
have been subject to the NEPA and the California Environmental Quality Act. These
requirements have been addressed through coordinatoi environmental analyses which
were incorporated in a document called an 'Environmental Impact Statement!
Environmental Iznpact Report."

Unltlzatfoa of Lease Operarfans

Exploration plans and development and production plans may be applicable to one
or morc leases held by an individual or to two or more leases which are subject to an
approved unit agreement. Unitized operations permit exploration, development, and
production operations to be conducted on two or more leases as though these
operations were being conducted on a single lease. Under unitized operations,
protection of lease lines within the unitized area is no longer a driving force in the
design and execution of development and production activities. Royalties and other
benefits are allocated on the basis of constructive production from each lease rather
than actual production as would be the case in the absence of unitization.

Unitized operations may be approved or required by MMS when the action is
necessary to prevent waste, conserve natural zesources, and to protect correlative
rights. Agreement upon what constitutes equity between the owners of competing
interests can be difficult to obtain. In the absence of unitization, equity in the
amount of oil and gas produced from a reservoir is determined by the diligence of
each lessee's drilling and production activities. The OCS Order No. 11 spells out the
procedures followed when. involuntary unitization of lease operations is directed.

The cziteria considered during review and approval of the voluntary unitization
of operations on two more leases include the following:

To allow the optimal number of artificial islands  or other
devices! necessary for efficient exploration, development, and
production of a reservoir or potential hydrocarbon deposit s!;

To embrace a single reservoir or structure where potential
hydrocarbon accumulations are anticipated;

3, To delineate a reservoir or determine the existence of a
potential hydrocarbon accumulation; and
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4. To embrace the minimum area necessary to accomplish the
above purposes.

Drilling, producing, and well reworking activities to continue the unit agreement
and the leases subject to the unit agreement must meet the standards applied to
drilling, producing, and well reworking activities that can continue a lease in effect
beyond the initial phase of the lease term. Proposed exploration units which involve
one or more leases that are due to expire soon must include drilling commitments
which are designed to continue leases for the time required for hydrocarbon
accumulations to be delineated and to develop a plan for development and production.
In the absence of actual drilling or reworking operations, the unit and leases are in
danger of terminating.

Suspension of Operates/Suspensfoe of Producrfon

The OCS oil and gas leases are issued for a specified period of time  five, eight, or
ten years!, and so long thereafter as oil or gas, or both, is produced from the leasehold
in paying quantities. Thus, in the absence of actual production, a lease is susceptible
to expiring even when it contains a well which is recognized as having discovered oil
or gas, or both, in paying quantities. The OCS Lands Act, as amended in 1978,
specifically requires the Secretary of the Interior to promulgate regulations which
include provisions as follows:

For the suspension or temporary prohibition of any operation
or activity, including production, pursuant to any lease or
permit

 A! at the request of a lessee, in the national interest, to
facilitate proper development of a lease or to allow for
the construction or negotiation for use of transportation
facilities, or

 II! if there is a threat of serious, irreparable, or immediate
harm or damage to life to property, to any mineral
deposits.�, or to the marine, coastal, or hu.man environ-
ment, and for the extension of any permit or lease
af f ected by suspension or prohibition by a period
equivalent to the period of such suspension or prohibi-
tion .,

�! for the prompt and efficient exploration and development of a
lease area�..

The present policy under which suspensions of production  SOP! are granted has
evolved through years of surplus production capacity and nationwide shortages of oil
and gaa The four basic elements of DOI's policy on suspensions are as follows:

The DOI expects that under normal conditions, lessees will
explore and commence development of production from a lease
within the primary  fixed! term specified in the lease.

Suspension of operations  SOO! or production which have the
effect of extending a lease beyond its primary  fixed! term are
granted when that action is in the national interest,
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Leases which are about to exceed their primary term and
which are not actually producing oil or gas will be considered
for an SOP iF sufficient exploration to delineate areas capable
of production have been completed and development com-
menced, The commencement of production must be evid need
by a discovery of minerals in paying quantities and by
submission of a schedule of work designed to lead to the
commencement of production within a reasonably short period
of time.

Develoment plans must provide for the development of all
known significant accumulations of fluid hydrocarbons on the
lease. The MMS determination of national interest includes
consideration of difficult or unforeseen environmental, safety,
development, transportation, and construction issues. It also
includes consideration of whether the lessee has experienced
inordinate delays in the issuance of needed governmental
permits and other relevant circumstances.

The MMS determination of whether a schedule of worlt is designed to lead
promptly to the commencement of production includes the time required to design,
fabricate, and install needed facilities.

Suspensions are normally approved for a specified period of time with provision
for earlier termination under conditions specified in the instrutnent of approval.
Directed SOOs have been issued for a number of reasons. Following the 1969
blowout in the Santa Barbara Channel off California, SOOs were issued for leases
with approved drilling permits. This action was taken to allow time for a
case-by-case reevaluation and reapproval of the previously approved exploratory
drilling activities described in the lessees' applications for permission to drill, ln
1984, SOOs were issued for OCS oil and gas leases in the eastern Gulf of Mexico to
implement a special lease stipulation which precluded exploratory drilling until after
the completion of an environmental study. Those suspensions were extended through
February 18, 1987, to allow time to evaluate the results of the environmental study.

The OCS Lands Act Amendments of 1978 required the promulgation of
regulations to provide the following:

Scheduled onsite inspection, at least once a year, of each
facility on the OCS which is subject to any environmental or
safety regulation promulgated pursuant to that act. Said
inspection is to include all safety equipment designed to
prevent or ameliorate blowouts, fires, spillages, or other major
accidents; and

2, Periodic onsite inspections, without advance notice, to the
operator of a facility on the OCS which is subject to
environmental or safety regulations protnulgated under the
act to assure compliance with those regulations,

Thus, MMS performs both scheduled and unannounced inspections to assure
compUance with governing requirements. To assure consistency and uniformity of
action by its inspection force, MMS has reduced the requirements that are to be
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checked to a listing of Potential Incidents of Noncomp~ referred to as the PINCs
~�E,ch PINC is presented as a question that can bc answered yes or na A no"

au incident of noncompliance or LVC has bean found, and
eor~tive acdoM must b initiamd Enfoldment ~i~ to e~ure that ~~Ye

u~ am taken range from the issuance of a warmng notice that correction must
bc ~mpimhcd within a specified timeframe to an order zcciuiring immediate
shutdown of the facility. In those instances where a wcII or facilitY is orde~ shut
j~ th sc operations must remain shut m untti the required corrections have occurred.
in these Instances where a lessee fails to initiate corrective measures within the time
allowed, the lessee may be Found liable for a civil penalty of up to $10,000 pcr day.
Royalty income to the United States from OCS leases during 1984 was approzdmateiy
$11 ruiliion pcr day, That income is directly related to the volumes of oil and ges
pmduced. Thus, ir. is important ro assure that accurate measuretncnts are made with
respect to the volumes of oil and gas produced Thc MMS must approve thc methods
of measurement to be used as well as the location of equipment usual to measure oil
and gas from OCS leases.

The MMS Offshore Minexals Management pexsonnei witness the monthly
calibration of sales meters whenever possible, If an inspector detects apparent
irregularities in the measurement of oil or gas, Royalty Managetuent personnel are
immediately notified, and appropriate action is initiated. Similarly, if Royalty
Management pexsonnei should detect discrepancies in the volutnes of oil or gas
reported or royaities paid, Offshore Minerals Management personnel are requested to
mvestigatc or inspect the facilit.'cs in question,

All individuals who are employed on thc OCS on an artificial island, installation,
or other device and who operate or supervise the operation of pollution-prevention
cquiptnent tnust be trained to operate or to supervise the operation of the
Iz>llution-prevention equipment. Lames and drilling contractor personnel are required
to be trained and qualified in accordance with MMS Standard MM~T 1.
"Training and Qualifications of Personnel in Weil-Control Equipment aud Techniques
for Drilling on Offshore Locations" This standard includes guidelines for training
coute curricula and the qualification procedurea for pe~ etupioyed as rotary
helpers, derxickrnen, drillers, toolpuahers, and operators' representatives. All Permnnei
employed on the OCS in one of these five occupations tnust be able to show evidence
that they have been properIy trained and qualified.

The MMS also requires that all persons involved in ~g, hzspecthzg, testbzg,
and maintaining safety devices on production facilitics be qualified in these axeaL To
quaUF y, these Pexsons tnust attend a training program recommended by the
"American Petroleum Institute [API] Recommended ~ for Qualification
~ for Offshore Production Persoan6 Who Work. With Anti-Pollutiozt Safety
Devices  API RP T-2!,"

Outer Cezcxgreeaxof Shelf C2Q cnuf Gas Ingaezautfeec Prngrusa

Section 26 of the OCS Lands Act, as ameada4 mquires the Secretary of the
Interior to carry out an OCS Oil and Csas Information ~ Section 26
specifically requires the Secretary to prepare summary reports and indexes wtuch arc

states and local governments affected by OCS activities in their
PIannmg «r the onshore impacm of ptzsdbie oil and gas development and Production.
Since enactzuent of section 26, ~ indexes have been prepared which hst
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relevant, actual and proposed programs, plans, reports, EIS's, and other lease sale
information.

Prestdentfal Prts~ntton of the Zxctustve Z~ Zone

On March 10, 1983, a Presidential Proclamation established an Exclusive Economic
Zone  EEZ! around the United States, The EEZ extends seaward 200 nautical miles
from the "baseline"  the legal coastline! of the territorial sea of the United States, the
Commonwealths of Puerto Rico and northern Mariana Islands, and other U8. overseas
territories and possessions, The EEZ extends over 3 billion acres which are subject to
U.S. jurisdiction and controh Within the EEZ, the United States exercises sovereign
rights, to the extent permitted by international law, to manage the natural resources,
both living and nonliving, of the seabed and subsoiL The Secretary of the Interior is
authorized by the OCS Lands Act and the Statehood Acts of Alaska and Hawaii to
manage the leasing of oil and gas and other mineral resources within the EEZ
contiguous to the 50 states.

OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE TO OCS ACTIVITIES

The leasing of OCS lands and the conduct of operations to discover, deveLop, and
produce oil and gas and other minerals from the OCS are also subject to many other
federal laws, the more important of w'hich are as follows;

¹ttona/ Environmental Poltcy Act establishes procedural requirements for
preparing environmental assessments ard environmental impact statements for major
federal actions that could significantly affect the quality of the human environment,

Endangered Specfes Act requires federal agencies to ensure that their actions are
not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any threatened or endangered
species

COastal Zone Management ACt, as amended, prOVides far State reVieW OF
exploration plans, development and production plans, and other permitted activities
not covered by an approved plan which might affect the land and water use of the
coastal zone.

Federal Water Pollution Control Act  commonly known as the Clean Water
Act! requires that in-water discharges of pollutants generated by OCS operations
comply with the limitations and restrictions that are included in an applicable
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System  NPDES! permit.

Ports and Watem ays Safety Act authorizes certain actions by USCG to develop
means of improving the safety of navigation.

1lfarfne hIIamnud Protection Act charges the National Marine Fisheries Service
with enforcement of rules to protect marine mamtnals.



Alternative Strategies and Arrangements

One of thc obvious pondbilitice in any rethinking of fisherics management policy
is to increase the role of individual states in managing their offshore hving resources.
At the outset, it is important to rernembcr that coastal states have been in the
"fisheriee business" far longer than the federal government, Their role was
overa4dowed when US. jurisdiction was extended to 200 miles. but they continue to
control some of our nation's most valuable fisheries. The issue is what can bc learned
fmm that experience and utilized in a refined version of our federal/state
management system.

Although management at the state level can be lese cumbersome than the complex
regional council process, problems certainly do exist, Adequate research funding is
always an hnue but is more acute at the state leveL Interstate management of shared
stocks inevitably createe problems with each jurisdiction protecting its "share" of the

Thc papers in this chapter wiH examine thc federal/state balance in an effort to
promote the "rethinldng" of fisheries management currently underly. The three
states represented, ~umtts, Texas, and ~ are excellent examples of
different styles of management. Collectively, they demonstrate thc extraordinarily
diverse nature of the US, fishing industry and the ~rative structures designed
lo regulate it,

Dl~lg %. NKXON
Aretrraar Pro feasor

Graduate Pragram in lefar¹re /iffafrs
Unfverr¹y of RIa3ds Isfand

Iffrtgrroa, Rhode IAatuf
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IncreasimL the Hole of State and Local Governments

M Fisheries Management

THE FEDERAL CiOVERNhfEX?' PERS'PECTIVB

R1CHARD H SCHAEFER
ACtiag Reglartat Drrearcr
Hors beast Region
Natlertal flfarlne Fisherfcs Servke
funtkmaf OCeanfC and Arraarpherie Adrairdstrarkn
Gfaucester, frfassactutsetts

instead of "increasing the Role of State and Local Governments in Fisheries
-'danagetnent," perhaps the title of this session should be the recipmcal, "C~shtg
the Federal Role " The imue of federellsrn, which has vacillated between federal
atui state supremacy since the founding of our nation, is again leaning ~y
toward increased state responsibility. As sure as history repeats itself, in the not very
distant future, l suspect a conference may be convened having the title "increasing
the Federal Role in Fisheries Management."

The current administration's "ncw federttlism" policy is designed to reduce federal
and tc htcreesc state and local government responsibilities. This pogticai phiharophy
ia a pragmatic onc and the fiscal approach means there will be bless federal doHaxs aud
man-hours available for the conservation and management of fisheries rcsourcea This
wdl leave a void that must be filled one way or another. l hope that the way
chosen will bc well thought out and effectively ituplementecL Otherwise, many of
the positive things we have accomplished in fisheries management in the last decade
will be lost,

BACKGROUND

Fram a ~ perspective, state authority was initially iimited to "internal
waters" Liberally inta~ internal waters werc anything shoreward of ~
or even rocks awash at low tide. in the 1940s, interstate marine fsshnrim
commits%ere vrere established by Congress to dlscum common fisheries issues and

719
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oaardimrs research proilrarna, between aad among ~ states,but there was no

tnaasgcatcat or «afore«ment authority conveyed to these commieairnmis8loas. The
ds Act of l953 ranted authority to tbe states to manage marais

Ths incompati biUityfish«rice t to three miles beyond the internal waters baseline. Ths incompa
aad incan ruit of managing widely distributed, frequently migra

ou ' rator fish stocks
g ywith authority oonl'lned to restrictive political boundaries was, aad st'" is,a serious

problem.
The evolutum of state involvement ia marine fisheries managemenenr, continued in

the late sixties end through the seventies The Strattoo Coinmission Report provided
tbe impetus for formulation of the National IVIariae Fisheries Ser
state/federal fisheries manageinent program in thc carly seventies, The report pointed
out that thc rehabllirstion oi domestic fisheries depended upon ellrrtinntion of
overlapping, and often conflicting, laws and regulations that existed in neighboriag

Thc staterfedcral program started with the rnaaageatcat of American lobster in
l972, and eonperatiw management of a substantial number of other important spetnes
hae been addressed since that time, Through the cooperative efforts of state aad
 ederai ftsherlee rnaaagers aad the marine fisheries ~ion«, significant fending
 priltnarily federal! and advisory amistance f rom ooaceracd industries, plans to
manage three speciee throughout their range have bees prepared. This has been thc
«uoccm of thc program; the failure has been in the attempts m implement effective
management measures, Too often intrastate impcrativcs have overridden interstate
nca4. end cooipetihlc regulations in each uf the concerned states have not been
forthcoming.

The paresge of the hfagnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of l976
 Mf~A! raised great hopes in the minds of both thc fishing mdustry aad the
fishery managera Each state was to bc represented oa ~ regional fishery management
council by state officials havmg thc primary responsibility for marine fisherics
management. Other members would bc well qualified industry representatives and
funds would be made available for a professional staff capable of translating the
whrhee of the council into comprehensive rnanageraeat plans. Plans would be
implemented by federal regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Commerce and
ths «term wou!d adopt complementary regulatioas or face the poerlbiliay of federal
praaaaptkm. ia ~ the fcdend preemptive authority hae been lirniteti by the
require«neat that a fishery occur predominantly ia the Fisheries Conservation Zone
 HX! and by political constralata. Despite aumeroua exatnplee of conflicts,
presmptiw authority has only baca invoked twice against the wishee of any stata
Classic eaamphsr of conflicts in the Northeast rcgltxt, w'here preemption was
me4&red seriously but ultimately rejected, include regu!story loopholes in carly
gruuadflah reguMooe ln some state waters that allowed fishermen ro ignore quoter'
and differcaom la Atlaatic herring regulatioas that made effective management
laapoesibla Theta is ao qua«that that the LfFCLfA has greatly strengthened
laterNrbelietkxtal cooperatioa ia fisherlaa maaagemcnr, but there aru also some
glariug eaaaqdm of fellah I believe tire states have the expcrtsm
~ ffaedvuly the maahte fishsrhn resources, but all too often interstate ooacerae have
bees overrlddea by intrastate po!itical realities.

Another limiter!oa of the !r FCL A hae been the !argo autnber of very important
species that do aoc meet ths prerknalrtantly ~" requirement and, thersrfore. are not
Subject CO managemeat uader the act. Striped baca, bluefish, menhaden. anadmmous
herring, ma herring  alnoa tha canapes of tha ~ BaaL' stcek3, summer firnundre,
ec4sa4h and many ahaUfiah aad crustaceans aru found predonthtaatly in state waters
aNIaaNaa
off the east crnst. These species can bc ~ only thrcttgh intersta
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AN INCREASED STATE ROLE. A POSITIVE PERSP~W

There axe ScVcral eOund reasons why thc states should ~~ou assume a greater role lnxnaneging marine species, lt is recognized that the maprity of comme~ ~
still come from sate waters, and this is true to even a greater dcggree ln e cern oxrecreational fisheries landings. Since it has been weil establish 0 states arevery reluctant to give up con'trol of xnarinc fisherics management authority in
territorial waters, the implication is that there is a willingneee to emum ths
responsibility of cata Iishing appropri» and oorupiementary management xncesurmb
It appears that now is the time ta do fust that. In addition, the current «mphasis on

restoration of anadromous fish stocks, snd the growing recognition of' the
impurtanee Of marine recreational fishing issues prOVidc the states With even greater
direct invOlvCrncnt Add to Thexe The reeyomibiiity far maxinC/eetuarine habitat
problems and it is obvious that the States' rnlc in fisherlee management ie critiCally
importanT.

PtyfEKTIAL MECHANISMS � INSTITUTIONAL

Under them cixcunxstances it is necessary to establish the means by w'hich the
states can address adequately their co~mon problems. Perhaps wc would do we}l to
examine a xncchanisxn paralleling the structure aod authority of the Canescent
River Atlantic Saixnon Commission in The Connecticut River. This body wss
established through interstate agreement  coxnpsct! for Atlantic salmon restoration.
The commission ie comprised of governmental and private representatives from each
of the four participating states. as w«ll as officials of the US, Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National Marine Fishexice Service. The compact was adopted by the
legislative system of each of the four staten It was then subxnincd as legislation to
the US. Congress, where it was pesetd and signed into Iaw by the president in
October, 1983, Thc compact provides direct regulatory authority to the Cammimion
m regulate fishing in thc mainstcm of Thc Connecticut River. There ie no reason
why groups of states with interests in specific fishcriea could not form compacts to
provide overall regulatory authority to nmnage them.

Another passible approach would be To pumuc direct authority for thc existing
Interstate Marine Fisheries Cotnmixmons. This would require asnc years to
accomplish since each of the compact states would have to adopt identical state
Legislation and then submit it for congxxsadonal action at the federal leveL It would
appear xnore realistic To attempt to establish separate compacts for individual fisheries
or gxoupe of claely-related specicxc The necessary uxxanimoue agreement of all the
concerned states is more likely and the ~e of individual state legislation would
be lees timeconsuming.

The Studds Bill for the management of striped base hae shown us that a mrious
threat of federal preemption of state managenxent authority ie useful in strengthening
the Will of cooperating states to adopt complementary management meaeureL This
has abc' that cong~ intent need xxot always be subtld

hfore ixnpoxtant than the measurm hy which it is eccoxnplished is the need for ail
tnxsxerned, particularly the indiVidual States, to reongnim and accept the fact that
regfonel authoriry is absolutely necexeary in order to manage regfonal stocks. When
and If this happens, it will be a short step to an agreement on the way this can he
beet accomplished.
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Kffg&TVtI MECHANIShIS � FUNDING

Thc very next question, of couxm, is where do thc funds come from to t}a them
things7 It i ~ clear that the usual sources of federal funds are unlikely to be available,
An ezception will be tbe Wallop/Breaux blooey which comes fmxn a special, fund
~ dxninistercd by tbe US. Fish aod Wildlife Service. It is earxnarked for recreational
fisheries purpcses but is certainly appropriate far fuodmg a wide range af' stxzk
enhancement xueasures. Thc licensing of marine fishermen, both commercial cnd
recreational, is a viable consideration. There is always some constituent opposition to
"new tazes" as License fees arc sure to be called, but there is strong precedent for user
fess of thi ~ type. User fees for specific marine activities such as whale watching aze
~ Lso possible sources of income.

LKKLV CONSEQUENCES

If thc pzescnt circuxnstanccs of federal funding and program emphasis continue
for an extended period of time, I believe wc will f tnd that roast finfish resources in
state waters will be allocated to recreational Interests, Recreational interests have the
votes and thc organizations to make this happen. The US, Fish and Wildlife Service,
through thc administration of Wallop/Breaux funds, will play a much greater role in
marine fisheries managexneot m thc near futuze. The National Marine Fisheries
Service will continue to be directly involved in recreational fisheries matters in the
F~clusive Economic Zone  EKZ! with responsibility for billfish, swordfish, aharhr,
and tunas, but it will bc significantly diminished from the present level in state
waters.

National Marine Ftshcrics Service concerns will be necessarily limited xnostly to
the comxnexcial fisheries predozninantly present in the EFZ In the Northeast region,
these will include grmmdfish, squid. mackerel, butterfish, surf clams, ocean guahogs,
and scallopL Work with thc regional fishery management councils an these and
~ imilar species wilL continue at soxne reduced level of activity but, again, state input
will be a tnajor factor in thc management scenario until, at least, the eod of thc
century.
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PROSPECTS ALOD POTENTIAL PROBLE2ILS OP A
GREATER ROLE FOR THE STATE OP ALASKA

GUY THORNBURGH
Deputy Director
Commercial Fisheries Division
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Juneau, Alaska

INTRODUCTION

I am enthused to be at this conference because it is important to clarify federal
and state roles, particularly in this period of fiscal constraint, It is also important
when one considers the size of the Bering Sea And Gulf of Alaska fisheries. National
Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! records for 1984 show that 40 percent of the
poundage landed by US, fishermen  including joint venture participants! came from
waters in and off of Alaska. Except for oil, fishing is the number one industry in
Alaska.

CONCLUSIONS

Let tne start this discussion with my two conclusions so that you will get a feel
for where I am coming from.

First, since I look at fisheries management from the inside out, it is not surprising
for me to conclude that intensive management and regulation, although they appear
expensive, are necessary. There is little hope of ever changing the established
techniques, programs, and processes that industry and government have become
accustotned to.

Second, I conclude that in the Alaska region, the immediate avenue to optimizing
benefits from limited state and federal fiscal resources is to change the type of
cooperation we presently share between our two levels of governments. By
cooperation I do not mean that the NMFS "coos" and the State of Alaska does all of
the operations as currently exists; by cooperation I do not mean duplication of state
and federal regulations which leads to frustration and wasted dollars; and by
cooperation I do not mean that the state will expand its role in federal management.
I do mean that cooperation is the role of the state alone in managing selected U5,
fisheries while the federal government manages the remaining U8. fisheries. In other
words, I mean that cooperation is to use state and federal dollars, and our people, to
divide and conquer. Those are the two conclusions I wish to explain.

WE MUST MANAGE-BUT HOW MUCH REGULATION?

All of us who deal in actual day-to-day fishery activities have learned that we
must control the use of our natural resources-either through the rare instances of
private property rights which take less control, or through the tnuch more typical
form of managing the resources as common property. These concerns for control in
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Alaska peaked several decades ago as one of the major reasons for statehood Of
course, similar concerns with foreign and interstate fisheries motivated the Magnuson
Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976  MFCMA!. There is no doubt in
my mind that we must manage, and it must include regulation, The question is, how
much regulation?

Recent dramatic declines in oil revenues for Alaska have forced us to review our
own system. Our regulation books for commercial and subsistence fisheries have
hundreds and hundreds of pages filled with detailed regulations. We find though
that this extensive regulatory system is institutionalized. It has become a way of life,
where Industry and communities demand it and help direct it Our elaborate
regulatory system of size, sex, tixne, area and gear limitations, including a limital
access system, is necessary to keep pace with the incredible intensity of fishing effort
and to fine-tune the allocation between user groups, We have 30,000 resident and
nonresident permit holders and 10,000 subsistence families in Alaska and every one
of them wants his fair share and each wants to continue his "inherent" right to a
life-style xelated to fish. Even though the economic schooling that you and I have
had may rationalize that long-term social benefits are optimized under some
alternative approach, I conclude that the majority of the users will not tolerate any
major change. The challenge is making the current system work.

In 1980 it was projected that by 1986 Alaska oil would be selling for $50/barrel
instead of the current $13/barrel. This revenue status has also convinced myself and
several colleagues xo begin investigations of the financial returns that are realized
from monies invested in the conduct of our research and managexnent programs. Next
fall we plan to publish a quantitative analysis of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery
which will demonstrate that dollars spent on the program, both research and
in-season management, have had positive financial returns to industry, For example,
we will show that in the Bristol Bay salmon fishery, for every $50,000 incxement of
xnanagement and research we have realized a $2,000,000 retuxn in the fishery. Also,
after 30 years of reseaxch, a recent decision to completely restructure our escapement
goals will net a $20,000,000 annual increase duxing the next decade. I am convinced
that when we put money into the management program we get positive value out,
The response from government should not be to throw away the system when
monies get tight. I have experienced more than a 20-percent budget cut in two years,
Two things had to be done. First, we had to tighten our belts, even though it meant
eliminating long-standing programs and occupied facilities, and laying off staff.
Second, we reprogrammed remaining monies into projects with positive payoff.
Day-~ay fisheries management and applied research were top priority. Back horne,
in Alaska, I have argued that as oil revenues decline, we must keep money in our
fisheries program because fisheries is our largest industry. At the national level, I
suggest that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! should
not dramatically reprogram away from NMFS into some other NOAA program, but
should instead help NMFS tighten its belt and then reprogram into those fisheries
management and research programs with positive returns.

So, looking at it fram the Inside out and without being too pessimistic, I conclude
we have inherited a system we must work with. The regulatory aspect appears
costly to agencies and industry, but it is a fixture in society. Politics will not let it
change. Management and research aspects have proven over time, in Alaska at least,
to increase financial returns to industry, and we plan to continue this investment.
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SHOULD ALASKA'S ROLE IN FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
BE EXPANDED?

Given this system, should we expand Alaska's role in offshore fisheries
management? I will speak first to totally domestic fisheries, those without foreign or
joint venture participants. In Alaska I am referring to salmon, herring, and crab.
Thexe is no xaam for expansion of the actual management in these fisheries because
Alaska already does mast of it.

Prior to the MFCMA we did it all � daily intensive management with an annual
regulatory process, sll the way out to 200 miles It work.ed weIII It withstood court
tests; it offered adequate protectian ta the resouxce; and it helped to maintain and
build some of the strongest and most valuable fisheries in the nation. Wc have a
substantial investment in facilities, communications and information systems, vessels
and other equipment, coupled with a cadre of experienced personnel capable of
carrying out the management, research and enforcement programs. Each day we
operate an intensive program for Kotzebue at the Arctic Circle, to Kodiak at the h~
of the eastern Bering Sea and western Gulf of Alaska, to Ketchikan which is the
farthest north suburb of Seattle. It was our desire to continue to participate and to
contribute to the management of offshore domestic fisheries. Our interest in doing so
was to pxavide a managexnent regime that would continue to foster the develapment
and maintenance of a stable fishing industry.

When the MFCMA came along in 1976, we jumped in with both feet to help the
North Pacific Fishery Management Cou.neil  NPFMC! and NMFS preps.re and
implement several fishery xnanagement plans  FMPs! for domestic fisheries.
Cooperative agreements have continued our lead role in daily management, research,
and enforcement activities, but thc regulatory duplication has becoxnc far too
excessive.

Even though there is na zoom for expansion in these totally domestic fisheries,
there is a need for change, Alaska, the operator, has been burdened by
accommodating the "Federal Management" process. We believe Alaska should no
longer be expected to use state dollars to discharge federal responsibilities while at the
same time being "rewarded' with the burdens of the federal system. Remember, the
federal government asserted exclusive jurisdiction and supposedly assumed responsi-
bility out to 200 miles. Yet I do not see where they budgeted much money to execute
the actual daily obligations they established for themselves There is no need to
continue this approach in Alaska. Neither the state, the federal government nor
industry can continue ta afford the duplication. Fortunately, the pressure valve is
finally releasing and some changes aze occurring.

The salmon FMP is nearly a shelf item because of the role of the newly formed
Pacific Salmon Commission. The tanner crab FMP and its regulations are so far
outdated and so inoperable that NMFS has been requested by the NPFMC to rescind
the regulations and the NPFMC will soon consider either an entirely different form
of FMP or hopefully no FMP at all because of the state's role. Most importantly, a
change Alaska is initiating is that in all likelihood before the end of June 1986, thc
state will decline the Secretary's offez of delegation of regulatory authority to the
state under the federal management plan, We have made this decision for two
reasons First, we no longer have the same economic climate to cooperate in the
costly federal system, and second, the delegation has far less discretion than the state
originally bargained for. We are now very concerned that Washington, D.C.  the
central office of NMFS and the Office of Management and Budget! wiII stay too
involved in policy issues. They are too slow and they will probably overrule us
with their own interests.
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COOPERATION V. SPLIT RESPONSIBILITIES

As a pxogram administrator, I have had ta learn ta delegate responsibility to
program elements. Yet, we continue to witness how Washington overrules even their
own council and their own regional office on fax too many policy issues. We are
unwilling to use our resources and to subject our open, public rule-making proces to
such oversight,

The only acceptable solution, and one we have stressed for six years now, is to
split up the responsibility. We are willing to do it. We are able to do it. It is the
only way in Alaska that this natio~ can make the process work and the only way to
afford the attention this valuable industry needs. I by na means suggest that NMFS
and NPFMC have no role in Alaska. On the contrary, there is a very large,
important, time-cansuming role for them.

The final question to address is, should Alaska expand its role in the management
of the huge U8. groundfisheries7 These are the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska
fisheries that are rapidly converting from a history of foreign dominance to domestic
f isheries.

Last year the Alaska Department of Fish and Game  ADFkG3 spent one-half
million dollars to help manage the totally domestic aspect of these fisheries.
However, we eliminated it fram our FY 1987 program because we believe it is a
federal responsibility. This is where the MFCMA is needed mostl Let's not, as a
nation, run away from it now, The management is critical, As the foreigners leave,
so does the data ~. These fisheries need observer programs, landing data, logbooks,
etc.

Where is the plan to take care of the resource? In the 40-percent budget
reduction NOAA proposes for NMFS? No. We want the federal government to
concentrate its resources in Alaska groundfish, before it's too late. We will help in
the shore run, but not at the expense of our salmon, herring and crab. The federal
government needs to accept its xesponsibility to americanize and effectively manage
groundfisheries off Alaska. It must make the system work.

THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
AlVD INCREASED

FISHERIES MAhlAGEMEXT RESPONSIBILITIES

PHILIP COATES
Director
Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Fisheries, WQdEfe,

and Environmental Law Enforcement
Boston, Massachusetts

It is a pleasure to participate in any discussion concerning fisheries management.
This year in particular, marking the tenth year of national fisheries management
under the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976  MFCMA!, it
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is appropriate to examine where we are and where we are going as we attempt to
conserve and allocate our renewable marine resources.

MASSACHUSETTS MANAGEIghPIENT HISTORY: A CASE IN POINT

My colleagues and I on this panel have been requested to discuss the potential of
the states to increase their f isheries management roles. As the east coast
representative of this august group, may I say at the outset that what Massachusetts
lacks in area is more than made up by our catch. Thanks to our proximity to
extremely productive fishing grounds and a historic fishery out of several large ports
and many smaller harbors, Massachusetts continues to dominate east coast commercial
fishing in value, ranking fourth nationwide in value ia 1985, and New Bedford
continued its national ranking as the number oae port ia value for the third
consecutive year.

Our recreational fishery is also sigmficant; and, although we suffer from the
states' common problem of possessing an inadequate recreational fisheries data base,
the National Marine Fisheries Service estimated 970,000 recreational fishermen caught
12/16,000 fish in 1984.

The development of our extensive fishery is paralleled by a long history of
attempts to manage and allocate the fishery resources between the various user
groups. It is no surprise that our colonial forefathers issued numerous local
ordinances to control salt cod production and even protect anadromous fish, These
initial attempts at management were followed by three centuries of literally
thousands of largely local ordinances, special and general legislative acts, and county
regulations aimed at fisheries, Even as recently as the mid-sixties, there were still
several hundred special fisheries acts on the books, mostly giving some level of
management authority to various compoaents of municipal or county government.

It is fairly safe to say that 1960 signalled the dawn of contemporary fisheries
management in Massachusetts, The Marine Fisheries Advisory Commission was
established then by Gubernatorial Executive Order. Their charge was to examine and
report oa fisheries problems within the Commonwealth with particular focus on the
territorial waters, Following this report, the commission gained authority to
promulgate regulations as a result of legislation passed in 1962, Unfortunately,
several years passed before the commissioa began to exercise its regulatory authority
due ro uncertainty over the commissions's authority to deal with the myriad special
acts that were still technically on the books. Several recodifications of the marine
fisheri. s laws had taken place over the years resulting in the elimination of many of
these local bylaws and ordinances.

It was not until 1969, however, that the Attoraey General issued a legal opinion
concerning the commission's authority. Essentially, Attorney General Quinn
determined that the commission was created to provide a modern focus on fisheries
management and that, indeed, regulations approved by that body could override and
preempt so-called special acts which usually dealt with local issueL Obviously, the
commissions's authority to preempt did not extend to the general fisheries laws of the
Commonwealth.

Although most regulations promulgated by the commission focused on the
territorial waters or so-called three mile limit, the Skiriotis Doctrjneg gave impetus to
the ootuodedo t *pl ge e t heyo d ttte te titotiel wetew tl ough th
imposition of socalled landing limits. An early effort to establish a possession size
limit for yellowtail flounder failed because of intense lobbying by the fish pmcesmrs.
In 1972, however, due to strong support by the harvesting sector in New Bedford, a
per/man poundage landing limit for yellowtail flounder was established by
regulation. This was clearly an effort by the commission to address high seas fishing
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beyond territorial waters since the bulk of yellawtail flounder are landed fratn
beyond Massachusetts waters,

The protnulgation of regulations controlling ~on and landing was nat the
only means the Commonwealth developed to extend its jurisdiction aver fisheries. In
order to focus on the severe foreign ovrrfishing and the need for extended U8.
jurisdiction over fishing, the Commonwealth enacted the first 200-mile limit through
passage of emergency legislation in 1971. It should be noted that this act was
primarily intended as a publicity device and was nevez utilized by the
Cotnmonwealth to exercise control over fisheries beyond the three-mile limit, even
though legal opinions indicated this statute could be used aver Massachusetts citizens,

The develapment of general licensing af fishermen in 1970 marked another
milestone in the evolution of fisheries znanagement control in the Commonwealth.
For the first tim«, regardless of where they had caught their fish, harvestors were
required to obtain a commercial fishing permit in order to land their fish in
Massachusetts. The implementation of general licensing obviously gave greater
authority and flexibility ta the Marine Fisheries Advisory Commission  MFAC!.
Since licensing sanctions could be tied to regulatory as well as statutory violations,

As mentioned, most of the myriad special fisheries acts passed over the centuries
had a strictly local flavor. The general fisheries laws also implied territorial water
control anly, even when establishing size limits and methods of taking certain species.
Certain laws relating to lobsters were exceptions to this limited jurisdictional contral,
however, since both the short and egg-bearing lobster prohibition statutes were
enact+i as possemon and landing limits.

Ironically, although the early legislative and regulatory history of fisheries
management in Mai chusetts cauld be charactezizcd as conservative as far as
extending authority beyond three miles, a review of the special acts reveals that the
Commonwealth was quick to deal with fishermen from out of state. Several special
acts were passed barring aII out-af-state fishermen From access to Vineyard Sound.
These special acts were ruled unconstitutional by the landmark Douglas v. Sea Coast
Products Supreme Court case which also included the mare locally significant
Westcott v. Ilfassachusetts case.

It should be noted that the physical dimensions of the Commonwealth's
jurisdiction, as well as those of the other coastal states, were extended in 1971 as a
result of application of the international convention that embodied the principle of
headland to headland jurisdiction.

Lastly, to round out this brief historic perspective on fisheries management in
Massachusetts, a few wards about northern shrimp are pertinent since this eFfort, as
cooperatively practiced by Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, has had success
at relatively modest expenditures of time and funding. The three states agreed to
cooperatively ma~age the northern shrimp resource m 1972 and, through applying
both the Skiriotis dcctrine plus the somewhat tentative authority of the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission  ASMFC! compact, have implemented a series af
management measures controlling mesh size and seasonal closures. Although the
seasonal clasures readily lend themselves to dockside enforcement and possession
prohibitions, the mesh size has been enforced at sea beyond the states' jurisdictional
limits through cooperative enforcement cruises involving the three szates. This
relatively unique management program still continues despite the MFCMA.

It is evident through this brief review that, until the creation of the MFAC and
legal definition of their regulatory authority, few previous management initiatives
had extended beyond the immediate jurisdiction of the Commonwealth. Recognizing
that regulatory authority, few previous management initiatives had extended beyond
the immediate jurisdiction of the Commonwealth. Recognizing that regulatory
management through the commission and Division of Marine Fisheries brought with
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it greater overaU. fisheries expertise than statutory control by the legislature, it is
only logical that more innovative management would ensue including actions that
utilizei then existing principles of law such as the Skiriotis doctrine and the
authority of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission. It is also
understandable that, despite implementation of the MFCMA with its provisions for
state preemptions, Massachusetts has continued to develop innovative ways to extend
its management authority beyond the territorial sea as well as develop regulations
designed to complement council fisheries management plans  FMF! regulations.

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Since the primary purpose of this conference is to examine possible management
alternatives as well as the existing management framework involving the MFCMA,
an examination of the present and future role of an active state such as Massachusetts
appears appropriate. In any discussion of passible alternatives, one should bear in
mind our strongly-held belief that the future success of fisheries management
depends upon a strong, cooperative, positive relationship between all the management
entities be they states, councils, commissions, or whatever else evolves in the future.

INCREASING THE STATE ROLE:
CLEARLY IDENTIFIED OBJECTIVES

A major question that one must ask is, "Why would Massachusetts want to
further expand its management role beyond what it currently exercises through
participation on the council?" Obviously, such action would be triggered in response
to the identification of some kind of fisheries resource or allocation problem such as
overfishing, excessive fishing effort, conflicts between user groups, lack of protection
of spawning fish, a nursery ground, or some other ecologically-significant area. Based
on our previous experience, it is important that the problem the state is attempting to
address be clearly defined or confusion as to why the state is acting in such a manner
+ril exist within the harvesting sector being regulated, as well as with the general
public,

The somewhat diffuse management objective of reducing fishing effort in
Nantucket Sound was a. case in point, Lack of species specific objectives and adequate
documentation of the problem in the sound generated much contention and confusion
among the various harvesters over the proposed effort reduction initiatives.

On the other hand, the idea of protecting spawning winter flounder, although
equally if not more contentious that the Nantucket Sound effort, was generally a
more acceptable and understandable management objective. The winter flounder
decline in Massachusetts waters as well documented through several years of division
data and verified by harvesters. For a number of reasons, similar documentation was
not available for the migratory scup, sea bass, and squid seasonally present in the
Nantucket Sound Area.

UNILATERAL MANAGEhKNT-SO1VlE PROS AND CONS

I would like to address some of the possible advantages and disadvantages of a
state, such as Massachusetts, unilaterally undertaking management actions.

A public perception that Massachusetts is a "Good Guy:" a
conservation leader concerned about fisheries management and
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the need to maintain renewable marine resources at optitnal
levels;

The notion that some management is better than none at all
in the absence of a federal FMP or interstate plan � This would
be particularly applicable for a state that may be adjacent to a
major fishing ground or a bioIogically-significant area such as
a nursery ground or spawning area;

Unilateral action by a so-called progressive state may trigger
other, less aggressive states to respond to a resource or
management problem. The strategy of setting an example for
others to follow has been employed by Massachusetts on
several occasions, particularly with regard to adoption of
striped bass management measures and size limits for various
8pecletc

The state  or states! may be able to react to a problem in
a more timely fashion. Even though the timeframe has been
shortened, thc federal FMP and amendment development
process is still slow compared to a Massachusetts mana.gement
system that can promulgate a regulation within 45 days of
the problem being identified. The Director of Marine Fisheries
also has broad emergency authority subject only to approval
of the commissioner  although this director likes to run an
emergency by the MFAC for obvious reasons!;

It may be less costly for a state to develop and implement
unilateral management action than the councils. This is
particularly important with the current relative economic
viability of states such as Massachusetts as compared to the
federal government; and

Under certain conditions, law enforcement will be more
effective. The strength-in-numbers doctrine applies here:
there are more stace enforcement agents along the Massa-
chusetts coast-line than there are federal agents in the
Northeast region.

S.

6.

Dfsadvantages;

Ineffective or negligible conservation benefits � As an example,
it has been argued that recent actions by ~husetts to
limit fishing effort in Nantucket Sound on key migratory
species such as sea bass, scup, and squid will have little
positive benefit, since the species may be harvested without
constraint elsewhere by other states' fishermen;

Ineffective enforcement � past lessons learned from the lack of
federal enforcement in fisheries conservation zone fisheries,

3,

Lack of equity resulting in discrimination against that state' s
fishermen � particularly if the state lacks effective control
over other state's fishermen either inside or outside its
territorial waters, Such discrimination may cause significant
negative economic impact on local fishermen and/or pro-
cessors;
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are particularly applicable ta the states, especially if they
unilaterally promulgate regulatians with little prospect of
enforcement such as offshore mesh sizes or area clasures.
Even for regulations that impact states' territorial waters, the
application of landing limits with only dockside checking
may totally miss the migratory harvesters who land their
catch elsewhere;

Limited effect on harvesters � Although the state can exercise
control over harvesting by residents or non-residents within
its waters, it has only limited control beyond its waters on
other states' fishermen;

Fragmented Management � If the various states on an uncoor-
dinated basis all attempt ta do their thing unilaterally, it will
frustrate harvesters, confuse the public, and may likely be
ineffective. A possible example of this was Amendment II of
the Interstate Striped Bass FMP which authorized each state to
develop its own methodology to reduce fishing effort by
ane-half over the mast recent previous year;

6. Cost of management may increase � More time spent by state
managers developing, implementing, interpreting and enforc-
ing regulations, not to mention the additional costs of
compliance on the harvesters;

Internal political problems � Nothing infuriates a legislator
more than to find out his constituents are being subjected to
more managerrent  paperwork, regulation, restriction! than
fishermen in the adjacent political subdivision; and

Displacement � Frustration with a state's unilateral manage-
ment controls may drive local fishermen elsewhere or deter
other fishermen from landing at local ports, depriving the
state of potential revenue, Several New Bedford fishermen
threatened to land in Rhode island when Massachusetts
implemented the previously mentioned yellowtail flounder
per/man trip limit.

MECHANISMS TO ALLOW A GREATER STATE ROLE

IIaving w.eighed the advantages and disadvantages of strong or unilateral state
action, let's take a look at some of the mechanisms available for Massachusetts as an
individual state to achieve a greater role in future fisheries management. In my
opinion, this examination reveals a surprisingly short list. The options are limited
because the MFCMA and the federal supremacy doctrine severely limit what
authority a state can exercise beyond its jurisdiction.

Although the Skiriotis Doctrine is not technically dead, it has been largely
emasculated. Previously a state could manage its citizens wherever they fished.
Now, Massachusetts can only control vessels  and citizen owners thereof! registered
under the laws af the state who are not participants in a federal FMP, In the
presence of a federal FMP, the state is limited to acting more restrictively. This
means that we can establish any size limits we want for sea bass and scup and
enforce them either inside or outside the territorial waters, or dockside, since there is
no FMP. For yellowtaii flounder, however, we can only enact size limits larger than
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the present 11 incheL Maamhusetta has recently acted more restrictively by
implementing a 12-inch yellowtail possession size limit. In this instance wc jutnped
thc gun, fully expecting that thc New England multispecies plan was going to gct
federal approval and would be implemented.

Our other option is to consider implementing our 200-mile limit, Again, as in
Skiriotia, its application is severely limited affecting only Matnachusctts citizens in
boats registered under the laws of the state, Our legal experts tell uL' while a
Massachussctts fisherman's permit probably suffices as a registration standard, an
out-of-etate fisherman possessing a Massachusetts permit is not subject to control by
Massachusetts within the claimed 200-mile litnit,

It is evident after examining the limited options available to expand its authority
that, under the current constraints imposed by federal management and constitutional
considerations, the best opportunity for any state to expand ite management may be
through the existing system. It appears that we are likely to continue with some
level of federal management control in thc immediate future despite the upcoming
rcauthorization of thc FCMA.

SUGGESTED CHANGES TO THE PRESENT SYSTEM

We arc left, then, with working within the existing system and perhaps
attempting to make some changes that will tnake this system morc effective and
responsible, By the system, I am referring to MFCMA/FCZ management. and
interstate management under the ASMFC Although the individual states arc
unlikely to have significantly expanded future roles in management, the states
collectively working through plane established under the commission certainly have
the potential to be more effective managers, In fact, it is arguable that the state' s
efforts concerning northern shrimp and striped bass have provided far more effective
and less costly stewardship over resources than federal management would have
provided. I am not advocating one management entity over another, and it's evident
that federal management is here to stay.

CONCLUSION

I want to leave you with three simple suggestions, doubtless suggested before, to
make the current system better and to provide for a greater future management role
for an active manager such as Massachusetts.

First of all, Massachusetts should strive to change council at-large membership to
make ita representation proportional to the values of thc member states' recreational
and comtncrcial fishcrics landings. Using 1985 New England commercial landings
value, this would change the council representation from the present: Maine �!; New
Hampshire �!; Massachusetts �!; Rhode Island �!; Connecticut �!; To: Maine �!;
New Hampshire �!,' Massachusetts �!; Rhode island �!; and Connecticut �!.
Recognizing that council tnembers' intrastate differences are sometimes stronger than
thc interstate members' differences, it will be incumbent upon the governor to
appoint a congenial, compatible and competent delegation from each state.

Secondly, within the interstate management system, federal legislation should bc
passed to give the ASMFC regulatory teeth, or a broadened generic version of the
federal preemption authority in the Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act which
should be enacted to give the commission some clout.

Thirdly, legislation tying in the ASMFC planning process and the relevant
councils' process should be enacted, and this legislation should lean toward simple
methodology for for reciprocally adopting each other'e plans in thc respective
jurisdictions.
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In quick summary, it appeaxs that the greatest potential for the staces to exercise
a greater role in future fisheries management exists through cooperative interstate
management and aserting a stronger xole in the MFCMA. Short of a major overhaul
of the existing system, the states just don't have the legal authority to dominate
fisheries management Our modest efforts to assert a greater role in conserving our
fisheries resources has taught us some valuable lessons and these efforts have their
pros and cons. Certainly, non-migratory species that inhabit state's waters may be
amenable to unilacerai xnanagement, but migratory species axe probably most
appropriately managed through cooperative interstate management or through a
federal FMP.

The Skiriotis case clarified the extraterritorial authority of a state to regulate its
citizens beyond its thxcc-mile territorial waters by holding that Florida may
control the conduct of its citizens on the high sea with respect to matters in
which the state has a legitimate interest and where there is no complaints with
acts of Congxess.

IIVCREASING TIIE ROLE OF TEXAS
IN U5. Ir'ISIIERI'ES IeIAIV AGEMElVT

GARY C. MATLOCK
Acting Director
FLxherles Dlvtslon
Texas Parks and WQdllfe Department
Coastal Fisheries Branch
Axssttn, Texas

Texas has historically possessed the xight to manage its natural resources and
their harvest within its territorial sea  Bubier and Rieser 1984!. However, once these
resources migrate beyond Texas' jurisdictional limit, management has generally been
nonexistent, For example, the brown shrhnp  Penaeus aztecus! fishery has had a
closed season �5 tu 60 days in June and July! imposed annually in the Gulf of
Mexico off Texas since the 1950s  Anonymous 1981!. The objective of this closure is
to increase the ex-vessel value of the shrimp recruited to the gulf each year by
delaying harvest until shrimp are larger and more valuable. However, enforcing this
closure at Texas' nine-nautical-xnile limit was extremely difficult because there was
no clcsure beyond that limit. Indeed, there were no harvest restrictions for shrimp
beyond the state's lixnit.

This situation changed dramatically with the passage of the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act of 1976  FCMA!. The federal government
established the Fishery Conservation Zone  FCZ! and assumed specific management
authority therein  out to 200 miles!. One of the first fishery management plans
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 FMP! itnplemented was the shrimp plan. Its primary component was a
complementary brown shrimp fishing closure of the FCZ off Texas  known as the
"Texas Closure" !. The dates of the FCZ closure are identical each year to those of the
closure for Texas waters. Indeed, the FCZ closure dates are determined by the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department  TPWD!. This cooperative state/federal management
approach has resulted in increased economic benefits to Texas and the U5.  Jones et al.
1982!. However, the benefits may be further increased in 1986 because of a
modification to the Texas Closure to reduce its geographic limit from 200 to 15
nautical miles offshore. This will provide for continued fishing all year without
compromising the objectives of the federal plan. This modification was made at the
request of TPWD and reflects the present involvement of Texas in US, fisheries
management.

The state is little more than an advisor to the federal government on management
beyond its territorial sea. If an FMP is implemented by the U.S, Secretary of
Comruerce, the state has no legal authority to manage the fishery in the FCZ. Indeed,
the state's authority to manage fisheries within its territorial sea can be usurped once
a plan is implemented. Even in the absence of a plan, the state has only limited
authority in the FCZ, It can regulate only its own state-registered vessels.

The current advisory role should be changed for Texas, Fisheries management in
the FCZ off Texas for those fisheries occurring predominantly within state waters
should be the responsibility of Texas. The following reasons support this position:

Texas has been managing fisheries much longer than the
federal government;

Most fisheries off Texas rely on species that spend all or part
of their lives in state waters;

3. The federal government is inadequately equipped to manage
most FCZ fisheries;

4, Management would be more responsive to fishermen, more
efficient, less costly, and more titnely in responding to
emergency situations;

5. Resource conservation would be given a higher priority than
maintaining commercial fishing; and

6. State/federal conflicts would be reduced.

These same reasons were the basis for the Gulf Council's opposing proposed
federal legislation to extend the Secretary's authority to preempt state management in
its internal waters  Matlock 1986!, perhaps the best example of the need for this
change is the red drum  Sctaenaps oceiiatusj fishery. This species has historically
been harvested in estuaries and the adjacent territorial sca  perret et al. 1980!. Each
gulf state, including Texas, has regulated this harvest through minimum and
maximum size limits, bag and ~on limits, and gear restrictions. Commercial
quotas have also been used in some states, and two states  Texas and Alabama!
currently prohibit the sale of red drum caught in their waters. Florida and
Mississippi are considering a similar prohibition. All states prohibit using purse seines
to take this fish in state waters. But, a purse seine fishery has developed in the FCZ
off Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. and the harvest is increasing at an alarming
rate. These states' territorial seas extend only three miles offshore; Texas and Florida
territorial sea limits are nine miles, The National Marine Fisheries Service  KvtFS!
response to this developing fishery has been to allow its development without any
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1. Amend the FCMA to allow Texas to regulate all fishing
vessels in the FCZ;

2. Restrict the Council's management authority off Texas to only
those species that occur completely within the FCZ;

3. Allow Texas the opportunity to veto any federal fishery
management plan affecting fishing off Texas if it adversely
impacts Texas' efforts to manage a fishery occurring
predominantly in its waters;

Remove NMFS as a voting member on the Gulf Council; and

Amend the national standards of FCMA to allow gear
prohibitions and complete allocation among user groups, if
these actions are not already permitted,

4.

5.

These changes should improve fisheries management in the FCZ off Texas.
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attempt to assess its impact on traditional state fisheries. Instead of simply
prohibiting the use of purse seines in the FCZ, the Secretary of Commerce will
implement a secretarial plan that will allow purse seines in the FCZ throughout the
gulf. This plan will adversely impact Texas' current management of red drum by
removing the authority to regulate its state-registered vessels in the FCZ. Present
maximum size limits, purse seine regulations, and sale restrictions could be in
jeopardy. If the federal government must be involved in this fishery, it should limit
its involvement to the FCZ off Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Texas has the
necessary expertise, authority, jurisdictional limit, and data necessary to manage this
fishery off Texas without the federal government,

The federal government should eliminate duplicating Texas' efforts in fisheries
management. Some steps have been taken recently toward this end. The National
Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! no longer duplicates TPWD's effort to estimate sport
landings in Texas. However, this was accomplished only after the Gulf States Marine
Fisheries Commission and the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery
Management Councils notified NMFS that their duplication of state efforts was
inefficient, unnecessary, and should be discontinued. The NMFS and TPWD have
formulated a commercial landings data collection program in which each agency
collects data from different segments of the commercial fishery and then combines
these data into one total estimate. However, NMFS has unnecamrily duplicated
TPWD reporting requirements for fishermen and dealers. The NMFS requirements
should be repealed. Additional action that could be taken include the following:
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I am puzzled by some of Mr. Matlock's statements concerning the Texas shrimp
closure. He has pointed out that the Fishery Conservation Zone  FCZ! was closed to
shrimping under the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery management plan  FMP! in order
to improve the effectiveness of the state closure and to ease enforcement difficulties
that were hampering it. This year, however, the opening of most of the FCZ has
created a situation similar to the years before the FMP went into effect, It will be
interesting to see if Texas � no doubt suffering from declining oil revenu~n now
effectively enforce the closure. Limited Coast Guard patrols during the last week of
the closure noticed numerous violators in the band of the FCZ closed to shrimping.





PART FOUR

Enforcement

ore than $220 million were spent by the federal government in FY 19&5 to
carry out the Magnuson Fishery Conservation Management Act of 1976. Nearly 60
percent of these expendituxes were for enforcement of the regulations promulgated
under the act. ln late 1985, federal fisheries enforcement effort was reduced
substantially when the Coast Guard's budget was cut. Sea patrols by the Coast Guarcl
in the Northeast region, for example, were cut in half as s result. At the same time
tbc demands on enforcement rescuers are growing, The nuxnbcr of fishery
management plane  FMps and PMps! in place has more than doubled in the last five
yearn What axe the consequences of these developments? How can the enforcement
system cope7 Clearly, there is a need to ixnprovc enforcement efficiency. Novel
regulatory and enforcement strategies are needed which are lem costly and at the
same time sufficiently effective to achieve xnanageolnt objectives.

The three papers in this section discuss some of the m<st recent developments and
thinking about ways to impxove enforcement of the i~. The paper by
professor Hennessey snd David Kaiser provides an overview of the existing fishery
law enforcement ~. They also outline, a comxnonly used fxaxneworh which
explains how cnforccmcnt policies affect compliance with fisherixs law and
regulations. Hennessey snd Kaiser suxnmarim recent rcscarch xchted to the
framework and to ways of unproving the cost-effectiveness of the enforcement
syseenL

A key enforcement tool is the use of observers on baaxd fishing vessela 3ohn
Dentler describce in his paper the current program and xeviewe several euggestiam for
improving it

f33
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The paper by Thomas Nits presents a practical model f' or significantly improving
and tnanagement. The procedures followed to date for setting

regulations often pass down regulatioos that are unenforceable or very demanding on
enforcement tesources. The result tco often has been ineffective and ccstly
enforcement and unachieved management objective+ The tnodel developed by Lt,
luiee ia Of a process for generating management regulatiOOs that have reaSOnabie
enforcement requirements and that also effectively achieve management objectives,

ION G. SUTKNEN
Assocfare Pro f asser
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Graduate Student
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Effective fishery management recluircs a system which achieves desired levels of
compliance with regulations. This paper discuss the existing enforcement system in
terms of: 1! the problem of determining compliance; 2! the components of ths system
aad their dynamic interaction; and 3! recent progress in un~ding and improving
tbe system

Complisrun objectives and the enforcement modes directed to these ends are
isaporcant ~rations in deciding on alternative fishery management msasurea
Tbie parricular feature wss unde~ by Willisro ~ Director of the National
Marine Fisberice Service, in a memo to his regional directors.

To implement additional fishery management plans without
additional resouroes, we must improve efficiency in ~g
compliance and/or simplify the enfant recluirements and
additional strategies and management options aced to be
developed to reduce enforcement teens witbout undue lone of
management sffectivenem.  Gordon 1983!

THE PRORLEM OF COMPILAHCE WIT%I RRGULATIOHS

Compliance with regulatione is n~ if the benefits of fishery management
are to be derivecL Therefore, the degree of compliance ic ~ vtevred as an

IM
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iadicator of caforcerncnt performance. Using thc approach idcatified by Sutinca snd
Heaneascy �986! wc view compliance as a pxoblem of choice for iadividuala subject
to reguiatioa We aaarrne that fisherraea facing such constraiats have preferences
conccraiag alternative states of thc world and are capable of choosing among these.
CompUaace mechanisms structure the inceativcs of fishermen as they go about
deciding whether to comply with the regulation or not. Ia an attempt co obtain such
compliance, government officials invest in a variety of compliance mechanism, In
doing so they arc concerned to determine the mix af mechanisms which will prove

in dealing with che set of compliance problems.
Thc regulatory process attempts to influence the private benefit-crstt calculatioas

of the regulated individuals in order to obtain acceptable compUance LcvcIL Questions
remain conceraiag which factors individuals will cake into account in making such
choicea There are a variety of such factors, bu.t Backer �968! identifies the
following: 1! the probability of violating without being detected; 2! the benefits
emaciated with such undetected activitietc 3! thc probabiUcy of being detected, but
avoiding sanctions; 4! the benefits associated with 3; and 5! the probability of being
detec~ und sanctioned and the costs of such asnctiona In making these probability
calculations, the individual is assumed to compare thc expected value of returns from
violstioas with the expected value associated with complisacc, Sucinen and Andersea
�985! employ Backer's paradigra in their formal model of fisheries law cnforccment.

There are, however, at least two problems with using compliance measures as
performance indicators. First, as shown by Sucinen snd Andersen, a very high icvcl
of compliance is not necessarily desired for a cosc-effective cnforccmcnc program.
Secoad, aa Sutinea and Ilenncmcy �9&6:13! note, the extent of overaU compliance is
nearly impossible to measure snd, therefore, is not known. The data measure iaacead
the extent of detected noncompliance which is only a part of overaU noncorapliance,
since a sigaificant proportion of violatioas mill go undetected. If surveillance and
moaitoring were random, levels of detected noncompUancc could be extrapolated ro
the entire population to provide an estimate of thc overaU levels of noncompliance.
Monitoring and surveiUance � cspcciaUy boardinga and inspections � are not random,
however. The typical enforcement program focuses its surveiUance and monitoring
efforts on those vcsseis they estimate to be violations,

ln sum, due to biases inherent in enforcemcat proccdurcsr, the extent of detected
noncomphance canaot bc used to estimate the extent of overall noncompliance snd
compUancc,

Thc caforccrnent system can bc operated effectively only if public officials utilize
sanctions appropriately. Stiglcr �970! argues that public authorities have four basic
means to improve compliance: I! minhnize the chances that violations will go
undetected; 2! maximize the probabUity that sanctions will foUow thc detection of
violatioas; 3! speed up the ptocem from time of detectioa to amignment of sanction;
and 4! make the sanctions large. There is a dispute among experts concerning thc lxst
or mix of alternatives amoag thc foregoiag. Same scholars have argued that the
probabiUty of being sanctioned is more Important that the size or magnitude of thc
sanction  Backer, 1968: TuUock, 1974!, while others have argued that making the
charging time foUow as clnseiy ae possible to the detection of iUegal behavior is the
meat important factor in ~g compliance

In any case, ~g speed and severity of penalty are important criteria to
employ ia examining the operation of the existing enforcement system. In the section
which foUovnr, wc wUI discuss the components of thc system and its dynamics with
special attention to processing speed and pcaaltiea
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM

The U.S. Fishery Management Enforcement System has four main featuzes as
depicted in Figure 1. Section I, on the extreme left side of the figure, shows the
various players involved at different stages of the enforcement system. These include
the representative fishermen and other key actors: the eight Regional Fisheries
Management Councils, the Departmen.t of Commerce  DOC!, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration General Counsel  NOAAGC! of the DOC, the National
Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! of NOAA, the Coast Guard  CG! of the Department
of Transportation and the Administrative Law Judge  ALJ!,

Section II of the figure depicts the supply of violations, apprehension and
charging and various stages through which a violation passes before settlement.
When a fisherman is caught violating a fishery management plan  FMP! by NMFS or
Coast Guard enforcement officers, the violator will be charged with a violation
depending on the evidence. Once charged, a Notice of Violation Assessment  NOVA!
is issued by the NOAA General Counsel. The NOVA lawyers decide whether to
litigate or settle the case out of court. According to NOAA lawyers, 80 percent of all
cases are settled out of court. Of these, 70 percent of the fines ~ are collected.
It is important to note in settlement cases that NOAA considers 50 percent of an
assessed fine an acceptable penalty.

When the NOAA General Counsel considers the violation to be serious enough to
warrant litigation, the full amount of the assessed penalty is sought. If convicted,
the violator is expected to pay the full amount of the fine or he or she may appeal to
the ALJ on procedural grounds. The ALJ may disruiss the case or uphold NOAA's
decision,

Following Becker 1968, Section III of the figure depicts each stage of the
enforcement system as viewed by a potential violator as he calculates an expected
probability of being caught  P,!, caught and charged  Pq�!!, convicted  Pq�X2!! and
payment of a fine  P, I!�X3!!. The decision to violate is then based on the expected
amount of a fine and the potential prof'it to be gained through the violation.

Section IV, on the faz right of the figure, shows that the effectiveness of the
system is influenced not only by the probability of sanctions but also by the time
zaken to process the case through collection.' The less time a violation takes to go
through the system, the less the costs are for the NOAA General Counsel in terms of
both money and workload. This decrease in time and money spent prosecuting a case
increases the effectiveness of the enforcement system.

Problems tn Pcnetty Assessrncnt

The overriding goal of the NOAA General Counsel is to deter further violations.
In order to deter potential violations and reduce recidivism, a certain level of
compliance with the regulations is necessary. The present enforcement systeru relies
on a schedule of fines for various violations,

The problem is to set a fine amount that will yield a reasonable probability of
payment. This should occur in a time span that would be economically "painful" for
the fishermen. Figure 2 shows that increasing the fine amount not only decreases the
probability of a fisherman paying a fine because the violator has an incentive to drag
out the process, but increases the NOAA General Council's workload and tizne to
continue prosecuting the offender.

The problem in finding the fine amount that will be paid in a reasonable time
period is illustrated in Figure 3. The preferred position for fishermen who violate is
little or no penalty and a long time in which to pay. The preferred position for
fishery managers is to levy stiff fines which would be paid in a short time to
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$
Amount of

Fina

Probability of Payment

An increase in fine amount - a deer»am in probability of payment.

A decrease in fine amount - a deer»am in OCÃE workload arui time
but also a deer»em in the deterrent effect.

An incr»ase in fine amount - an increase in GCNK workload and thus
which i ~ only valuable if there is an increase iu the detan»nt
effect.

Flgtar» L US, Fishery management enforcement cyst»an

cmn~ The preferred position for NOAA General CauncU is to achieve
a ui of fines that will actually be paid by the fisbertnan, will deter further

be acceptable to the fishing industry and other political »unities
am affected by the enforcstnent ~ 'Khs diff»ring

hmentives of the ksy actors must be taken into account in order to operate the system
effeodvaly. But giv»n these therm»tice!, considerations, what can ba done to bnprotm
parforjnanm7
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Figure 3. Probability of paymont.

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS TO THE SYSTEhL
RESULTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
WORKSHOP ON FISHERY LAW ENFORC82slg24T

ln October of 1985 a group of 20 experts from the US�Canada, aud Detunark
were brought together at a Fishery Law Enforcement Workshop at The University of
Rhode Island Alton Jones CamptuL The results of this conference provide a number
of important insights into thc operation of and. Potential improvements m the current
system. Several of them irnprovcments will be disotssssd below.

Ac we have already noted, measuring the deterrent effect of fishery brw
enforcement is cxtrcmeiy difficult. Some program has been made, however, by
Canadian researchers Edwin BLcwitt, WiUiam Furlong, and peter Toews in their
Paper ~'s Expericnoc in Measuring the Deterrent Effect ol' pisherirs Law
Enforcement.

They gathered interview data on fishermen's perceptions of the Canadian Lsw
Enforeeroent S~ the cxrent of non-compiiance and the probabilities of gains
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losses associated with fisheries iUegalities. In their interviews they attempted to get
at fishermen's perceptions of the enforcement system using the following model:

Fishermen's Percef/tfons

PC PA PPR/A PC/PR PPH/C

Where: Pc

P,

PPR/A
PC/PR
PPR/C

�! PEN ~  PP/C F! +  PCA/C CA! +  PCE/C R GE! +  PE/c R L!

Source: Blewitt, Furlong and Toews �985, 5!

Empirical data from the interviews offered strong support for the econonuc
model of criminal behavior discussed in part one of this paper, All of the
explanatory variables display the hypothesized effects on violation rates and are
statistically significant, As they observe: "The Commission of illegality in the
fishery can be effectively controlled by altering the associated gains and losses"
 Blewitt, Furlong and Toews, 1986:34!. They conclude that the policy instruments
leading to severity and likelihood of punishment had a strong deterrent effect on the
violations.

Fundamental to the Fishery Law Enforcement System is the enforceability of the
regulations associated with the fishery management plans. If these are somehow
flawed, then we can expect little in the way of effective enforcement. In their
paper, "Enforcement Costs in Fishery Management: The Alternatives," Morris Pallozzi
and Steve Springer argue for a careful look at the enforceability of regulations and
their costs. They explore alternative approaches to fishery law enforcement and
argue that choices among alternatives should consider. 1! compliance and what
constitutes a reasonable level thereof; 2! the enforcement modes ava.ilable to meet
selected regulatory requirements; 3! the relative costs of enforcement modes; 4! their
effectiveness; and 5! the strategies employed once appropriate modes are established
 Pallozzi and Springer, 1985t4!,

Where: PEN

pr/C
F

Pc /c
CA

PRE/C
GE

PVC
L

� overall probability of conviction.
- probability of arrest.
- probability of proERcution given arrest.
- probability of conviction given prosecution,
� probability of punishment given conviction.

the perceived penalty,
probability of fine given conviction.
value of fine.
probability of catch forfeiture given conviction.
value of forfeited catch.

probability of gear forfeiture given conviction.
value of forfeited gear.

probability of license suspension given conviction.
value of lost fishing time.
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Based on seven years of fishery management experience, they propose the
following strategiesc 1! combine two or more enforcement modes into one where
passible; 2! change gear restrictions to gear possession prohibitions; 3! eliminate
incidental take provisions; and 4! the use of fishing vessel transmit terminals, They
conclude that the most desirable enforcement strategy is to pick modes which produce
zeasonable levels of compliance while keeping costs to a minimum

The speed and severity of penalties are influencecl by the operation of the
litigation process which spans the period from detection of a violation to the
termination of the case  see Figure l!.

An important aspect of the litigation process is the imposition and collection of
reasonable penalties  see Figure 2!. Jim Brennan, Deputy General Council at NOAA,
argues that setting the penalty at the right level is the key element in establishing a
workable penalty system. If the penalty is set too low, the fine becomes an
acceptable cost oF doing business. IF the penalty is set too high, the offender will seek
to take advantage of procedural delays to extend the ~ He argues that
"penalties should be set at a level slightly higher than the profit that an offender
would derive from a violation." Rational fishermen would then refrain from
violating the act. If the detection possibility is perceived as zero, then, of course, a
penalty set at the statutory maximum would not affect the behavior of the
fishermen. Thus, it is clear that the probability of detection is a factor that should be
included in penalty levels  Brennan, 1985/1!.

Maggie Frailey, also of the NOAA General Council's office, argues in her paper,
"Problems of Case Management," that we need to speed up the process and make it
more effective through: 1! better regulations; 2! better documentation; 3! reducing
the problem of collateral changes; and 4! improving collections. The latter is a
particularly vexing problem, according to Frailey, with some 200 respondents owing
NOAA more than SL3 million in civil penalties.

Margerite Matera of the NOAA General Council's Staff in Gloucester, Mass. in hez
paper, *Regional Management of Fisheries Law Enforcement Cases," recommends that
the effectiveness of the enforcement process could be enhanced by reliance on A!
suspended penalty amounts � a form of probation � to obtain long-term compliance and
B! permit sanction. These two changes would appear to have a number of advantages
in increasing the effectiveness of the system,

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we attempted to provide an overview of the fishery law
enforcement system which took. into account the incentives of the key actors and the
operation of the system. We employed a political economy approach to modeling the
incentives of a representative fisherman as he went about deciding to comply with
regulations or violate them.

We argued that the enforcement system could be improved if public authorities
designed processing systems and penalties in light oF the rational fishermen model.
We noted the fundamental problem of determining levels of compliance and the
impossibility of deriving inferences about system effectiveness relying solely upon
detected noncompliance.

Finally we tuzned to the results of the October 1985 workshop in Law
Enforcement held at URI. The papers presented there offered considerable support for
the incentive systems view of the enforcement process based on a political economy
paradigm. The system can be effective if public authorities utilize management
programs based on such incentive systems.
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ImprOVement Igl. FiSherieS KnfOreement:

How Do We Get There From Here?

JOHN I DENTLER
Staff Asststanr, VS. Congress
House Coinsdrtee On PXerchanr hfartne and Ftshertes
Washington, D.C.

I believe tbie coafercxxcc is very timely. Congress and the executive breach of the
f edexal govcrmneat are xnore and more f rextuently asking where savings and
efficiencies caa be achieved. This in turn has brought about greater scrutiny of the
Magnuson Fjshexy Conservation and Management Act of 1978  MFA'! � sad indeed,
more generally. whcre revenues caa be raised. For exarcple, the President's budget
submisdon to the Coagress for FY 1987 included a proposal for a federal marine
sportfishing license fee. IMs same ~ has now been woven into the Home
Concurrent Budget Resolution, directing the Coxunuttee on Mexchsat Marine and
Fisheries to rcport legislatioa ixnplemeating the President's prolxsn!. As another
example, during the first session of this Congress, thc Home Gmnmtxce on Merchant
Marine nad Fisheries included, aad the House pamed, as part of its Budget
Reconciliation Act, a measuxe to increase foreign fishing fees, The ultimate ~
worked out between the Senate snd the House is conditional in nature and because a
part of Public Law 99-272, a third example is reflected by the fact that the
authorization level for the ~ itself will, in all likelihood remain at the cunent
level for at least the next three fiscal years. These examples undcrxcorc what is to
become a trend � ways to xnsintain cuxxent programs and tc impmve the
cost-effectiveness of ftxlxerics managemenx.

Before pxoceeding further. 1 should point out that much of the ixapetus for the
~ wae to restrain the then uacoatrollcd foreign fishing that wes taking place
off our coastL It is not surprising that the act axandatcs that foreign fishiag vessels
operating in the US. fishery conservation zone  FCQ carry a US, fishery
observer � with Limited exccptionn Observers play two critical rolxxc 1! as collectom
oF critical fishery data; and 2! as s means of monitoring foreign fishing compliance
with UA fishery regulatiaas,

I have been asked to address the issue of fxshexies enfoxccment aud, ia psrticulsri
a report on thc US. Foxeign Fishery Observer Program issued by ths

General Accounxing Office  GAO! in response to a 19g3 Inxluiry by the Chairnxan and
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Ranking Minority Member of the House Committee on Merchant Marian sad
Fisheries' Subcoramittee on Fishcrics and Wildlife and Wildlife Conservation and the
Eavitonmeat.

GAO STUDY

Thc Congressional request to the GAO centered around the issue of eeet aud
cffcctivcnese of thc otacrvcx program within these key arcau

Thc proces by which the NMI'S programs costs for budgeting
and billing;

The issue of health aad safety conditions on foreign fishing
vessels;

Thc use of observer-generated data;

Observer training; and

The use of contract observers ia thc Pacific Northwest and
Alaska.

CAPITALIZE THE FOREIGN FISHING OBSERVER FUND

The GAG study resulted in several recommendations to thc Congress aad to thc
National Marine Fieberics Scrvicc to ixnprove the observer prograxn. First, the GAG
pointed out that there is a need to capitalize the Foreign Fishing Observer Fund and
zo initiate sn actual-billing process.

The soeslM American Fisheries Promotion Act of 1980, among other thioy,
exacted a revolving Foreign Fishery Observer Fund. This ect mandated that free
levied on foreign fishermen wcxc to be deposited into this fund oz account and that
thc receipts wcze then to be used to operate the observer pxogram. Although the idea
of s revolving fund is sound, the administration has never requested nor hee the
~ provided woxking capital in an. amount sufficient to pay for observer cteta
Ia addition, in an effort ro protect its jurisdictional prerogatives, thc Comxmttce on
Appropriations has successfully opposed all attempts at removiag outlays fmm the
account from the annual congxcwioaal appropriations procesL

To compensate for these two ehortcomiay, NMFS operates the program on as
advanced billing basin In ordcz to insuxe that enough funds are availablc at thc
beglaning of the year, NMFS has xestricted ite planned level of observer coverage
until sufficient reserve funds have accumulated. Tbc GAO concluded that NMPS
regularly over aad undcrbillcd foreign fishing nations and did not achieve fuii
observer coverage, Furthermore, they noted that NMFS has spcut a great deal of time
answeriag inquiriee xclstiag to billing procedures and correctiag mistslrerL The GAG
zsport noted that NMFS hae ~red requesting that Congzcar appropriate dM
actnaaxy funds to capitalize the account; however, dus to budget ~ratione, such
a xequcst hae never been iacludcd in the presidcat'e budget request.

The GAO eetunatcs that aa appropriation of $3-7 xnillioa would bc zequixed in
otdsr to capitalize the ~ fund. This yeez es a pert of Chruxznan Joaaf
rerxxmmcndstioa to the Appmpriations Subcomxnittce oa Co~ Jus6ce, State end
Judiciary, which hss jurhsliction over appropristioas for NMFS' programs, a request
was made that sufficient funds be made available to capitalize the observer fursL
Such a request, if heeded, would alLow NMFS to administer the observer pzogxaxa oa
an actual cost basis zather than the estimated billing procen now used. thereby
xssultlng in moxa accurate bilhag and better coverage.
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ESTABLISH HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS
FOR FOREIGN FISHING VESSELS

The second area investigated by the GAO relates to health and safety conditions
on board foreign vessels and how the conditions affected UK fishery observers. The
FCMA mandatee that ail foreign fishing vessels operating in the US. fishery
conservation zone carry US. observers unless the duration of the fishing trip is so
short that the deployment of the observer is impractical or the conditions on board
the vessel are such that the health and safety of the observer is jeopardized. The act
does not authorize sanctions to be taken against vessels that arc unsafe nor does the
act specifically authorize the Secretary of Commerce to develop health and safety
regulations. Furthermore, NMFS officials have concluded that currently, the agency
does not have the authority to promulgate health and safety regulations.

The National Marine Fisheries Service has been studying the health and safety
issue since 1984 and has yet to develop specific health and safety recommendations;
however, in the first session of the 99th Congress, the administration transmitted to
the Congress draft legislation which specifically authorized the Secretary to impose
sanctions against inadequate or unsafe foreign fishing vessels and to issue regulations
setting forth the circumstances for imposing sanctions. The administration recognized,
as did the GAO report, that the current situation provides a disincentive for foreign
fishing vessels to maintain adequate health and safety conditions for observers. If the
observer is removed for reasons related to health and safety, the vessel can continue
to fish without being observed and without penalty or restriction. Without an
observer, there is a greater likelihood for noncompliance with U8. fishing regulations,
the underlogging of landings, and less revenue to the U5. since poundage fees are
collected on observed and reported landings.

Although the administration's recommendation relating to foreign fishery
observers was not included as a part of KR. 1533. the House biU that would
reauthorize and amend the MFCMA, Chairman Jones recently introduced HJL 4897
relating to this issue. This bill would require foreign nations, as a condition of
obtaining a foreign fishing permit, to certify that its vessels meet aU of that
particular nations applicable vessel safety regulations. Second, the bill directs the
Secretary of Commerce to promulgate health and safety criteria and to impose
sanctions against vessels which do not meet these requirements, The Committee has
not taken action on this measure, but it may be included in an omnibus fishery bill
that will be brought up on the House floor later this year.

In response to an inquiry by the Chairman. of the Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries, the Administrator of NOAA presented a summary of a 1985 study
related to health and safety conditions on board foreign fishing vessels. The study
showed that some vessels lacked items such as lifejackets, emergency position
indicating radio beacons  EPIRBs!, flares, life boats, radar, and in some cases vessels
had no watch officers, were rat-infested, or were structurally unsound. The report
showed that 22 percent of the foreign vessels operating in the FCZ have been found
to contain health or safety hazards. The foUow'ing figures represent the percentage of
deficient vessels by nation:
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Percent of Dcficicnt Vessels
Vessel by Nation per Vessels Inspected

hlaay of you may be thiakiag that some of the items listoi as inadequacies are
items that US. fishing vessels are aot required to carry, and this, in some cams is
true. However, I point out that no one is twisting the foreigners arms to fish in our
FCZ aad, second. speaking oo behalf of the Chairman of the Conunittee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries, I believe we have an obligation to provide a safe working
environment for US, fishery observerL I believe that the enactment of thc provisions
contained in H3L 4897 would help tnect that obligation. In addition, the committee is
novr ia the process of writing legislation on fishing vessel insurance and safety that
will, among other things, establish acw safety standards, including toany of those
just mentioned. for US. fishing vessels.

MISCEX~BCEI3US CONCLUSIONS

The GAO report also concluded that. he observers play a key role in the collecticn
of fishery data Fishery managers, researchers and enforcement personnel in NMFS,
the U8. Coast Guard, and members of the Regional Councils all concluded that the
observem perform aa invaluable function, both ia terms of compliance monitoring
and la gathering fishery-dependent biological data. The Coast Guard recommended
that better coordination between the observers and thc Const Guard could enhance
enforcemcnt cffortL The GAO report also reconnnended that a morc uniform
observer training program be impletaeated and that the use of contract observers in
Alaska and the Pacific Northwest is questionable in that it violated personnel policy
of the federal govermncnt,

CONCLUSIONS

I realize that this brief review of the GAO study on the fishery observer program
is ia no measure a comprehensive review of fisheries enforcement. Nonethelaa, I
believe that the short review does provide aa examination on how a small part of the
fishcrics enforceacat program can aad is being improved. As the federal budget for
fishcrics and othm' proIpams come under increased prcssure snd scrutiny, further
efforts will be made to improve the effectiveness and cfficicacy of fiaherics
management.
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A Sinlple Model for Fisheries Enforcement

LT. THOMAS A. NIES
Usficd Stares Coast Guard
FIrhcrfcr Law Bnforcerssnr Branch
Ãarhlngioa, DC,

Fisherics law enforcement is only recently receiving attention as an unportaut
clement of fisheries management With the initial lsusage of the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Managemeo.t Act of 1976 OAR"hag, enforcement was amumed to
bc perfect or nearly so. Unfortunately, it is becoming obvious that poor enforcemcnt
can contribute to the failure of a roanagement plan. At the same time, a pooriy
designed management plan can make enforcement difficult or prohibitively costly, Lt
is clear that in designing a management schcmc. the succenful enforcement of the
management measures chosen can be cruciaL It is important, then, to realize what
steps may be necessary for designing an enforccmcnt system given any management
system. A simple model can help analyze enforocment alternatives that may bc
available.

BUDGET, ENFORCEhdpÃT A~VITY AND COMPLIANCE � ALL RKLA.TED

Even without a new management scheme, s careful ~ of the enforcemcnt
system reay be useful in light of recent budget actions. In October 1985, the Coast
Guard reduced fisherics patrols by approximately 50 percent. Put ia simpler tenne,

means that for much of the summer of 1986, only one high endurance cutter
was on patrol in Alaskan waters; the Texas shrimp closure received only limited
patmhc and only one ship at a time patrolled the Northwest Atlantic fishericL
BaarcMgs in. the Alaska region during the October-February time period dropped from
341 in FY 1985 to 123 in FY 1986 � a considerable drop even when the reduction in
foreign fishing effort is considerecL The effect of this decrease in ps,trol effort may
not be noticeable for some time; in the past, thcrc hss bren roughly a year's dchty
between changes in boarding rates and corresponding changes m vinbttion rates. At
the carne time as patrols are being reduced, however, Increasing commitmcnts to tugh
ass sahnou enforcement In the North pacific Ocean have ~tcd derhcatlng
already scarce resources to s new patroL

rming this Issue, it is difficult m escape ths system currently in effect.
+ um nf tsrnm such as mmrsgement plan" shouId not be taken to refer to a ~

management council document s.ppmvcd hy the National Marine Fhdterics Service but

249
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to tha framework for fisheries management generated by responsible authoritics. h is
easier to usc terms that have a specific moaning under current law, but that should
nnt bc intcrpretcd as implying the current system is the only alternative.

THE KNPORCElsiENT MODZL

The first step i ~ to realize that sn eaforcemenr, strategy ie not created to punish
vtoistors of the fishing regulatioos. The enforcement system should have as its goal
the compliance of moat fishermen with thc rcgulatioas. If widespread compliance is
achieved, carefully chosen management measures will be able tc achieve the goals
they were designed for-optimum yield. stock rebuilding, full employmcnt, etc. This
attitudinal viewpoiat is often difficult for cnforcetaent agencies to maintain when
faced with a fishery that has a problem with widespread aud frequent violationa
Tho result is aa overemphasis on eaforcemcnt actions, considers separately from the
management issues aad goals eaforcement is trying to help achieve.

Second, enforcement does not consist solely of the contact bctwocn
enforcement agent aad thc fishing industry. Thc enforcement system hae three
major, distinct parts or elementL the drafting and promulgs.tioa of reguIstioaa, the
enforcement contact, and the prosecution or penalty process. Each of these elements
caa be futther subdivided ia some systemL ia thc present U8, federal system under
the ~ for exataple. the cnforcemeat coutscc can occur either at scs or at the

The prcaocution can follow a civil or criminal penalty process. Even thc
rcguIstions are 4 Ioint effort of the management councils and the hlstional Marine
Fishcrics Service  HkgFS!.

Ideally, the three separate elemeats should be closely related aad should provide
feedback to cash other and to thc management plan, Some managers state that
eaforccmeat is thc responsibility of the enforcement agencies snd should not be a
limiting factor for fisheries managerL Ia a limited sense, they are correct. The goal
of management is not to create a successful enforcement plan. This approach,
however, ignores the fact that enforcerneat is oae element of the management procea,
AU tho regulstioas in the worM will not conserve resources if they cannot be
enforcctL Managers should take into account the limitations of their eaforcemcat
~ both in capalities and remtlrces, when constructing the plea. To do
otherwise is to court disaster if a fishery is heavily capitalixcd snd f ishes on declining
~ tock@

The regulations, of course, are the direct link between the intentions nf the
managers aad the actions of the enforcement sgea'cies. To a large extent, they wiII
determine tho f'orm of the enforcement contact and can subtly iafluenco thc
performance of the agents, who may not nccesmriiy undcrstaad the goals and biology
behind the management plan, Enforcement agents can provide valuable information
on the abUity of the regulations to be enforced. The prosecution process can sorve se
a check on the activities of the agents, insuring violations are adequately documented
~ nd regulations are interpreted correctly. All three clomcats can have a significmt
impact oa the management plea and can iUuminatc necomary changaa Defi~ in
any ono OIement caa affectively pmvcnt eaforcement from succeeding ia su~
the managers deciiintm This is forcefuUy demonstrated by ~ analysi ~ of the
perceived benefits of violating a regulation'-e weak link anywhere in the chain csn
make effective enf~t impomibh.

WMe each of the thme clemente is cquaUy important, I intend co coaccatrare
~y on the oontact between agents aad the industry, Ia many instanoes, this
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contact can be the most expensive in the process; in FY 1985, the UA Coast Guard,
for example, spent nearly $67 million on cutter and aircraft patrols. The other two
elements will only be mentioned because of their relation to the enforcement act.

The Coast Guard, responsible for numerous peacetime and wartime missions, has
created a useful tool for analyzing resource requirements to perform law enforcement
missions. Used by the Operational Law Enforcement Division in developing resource
requirement estimates foz future years, it is based on a common thread that runs
through many of these missions. In most cases, Coast Guard units must first detect
the presence of a vessel, identify it to determine its activity and status under the law,
and then intercept that vessel  if necessary! to conduct a boazding and take law
enforcement action.

This model has only been used when discussing maritime patrol resources; but,
with some minor modifications, it can be used to analyze a fisheries law enforcement
strategy. In order to enforce regulations on the fishing industry, the agent must first
detect fishing activity  either harvesters or processors!. He must then Identtfy the
vessel or processor snd then, finally, make contact  intercept! to enforce the
regulations. The primary difference in using this znodel for fisheries management is
that, in many cases, the identification phase will be accomplished simultaneously
with the detection phase.

Breaking down enforcement planning into these three phases  detcction,
identification, and contact! enables managers to quickly compare enforcement schemes
for various strategies. It can also be used to evaluate alternatives to a system
currently in use. Different methods of accomplishing each one of the elements can be
examined and compared to each other. As an example, consider a strict limited entry
fishery where authorized participants are allowed complete freedom to fish for any
species in any quantity at any time. The enforcement needs are simple: participants
must be detected and identified, with contact required only if an unauthorized
participant is noted. They can be detected at the dock or at-sea. If detected at~
boats or aircraft can be used. If the number of processors are limited  because of
economics or regulation! as well as or instead of the number of harvesters, the
detection problem can be simplified even further. Changing conditions in the fishery
may require a different enforcement strategy; if, for example, illegal pazticipants are
transferring catches at sea, the detection and contact phases may have to move
of fshore.

Whkh Enforcement ResmressP

Once the requirements of the management strategy are clear, the next step would
be to determine who can best provide thc enforccznent resourcea This may turn out
to be the most difficult part of the whole procedure. Should fisheries managers look
solely at the best method to meet their needs, or should they consider benefits to
society that may accrue because existing zesourccs are adapted to the enforcement
mission! There are weaknesses in each approach. Creating forces that do nothing but
Fisheries enforcement may unnecessarily duplicate resources already in place. On the
other hand, using existing resources may involve compromises in equipment and the
setting of priorities by the enforcement agency. The goal with this model, then,
should be to choose the resources and methods that will allow' for thc best
accomplishment of the three phases of enforccrnent.

Some basic truths emerge from experience with current enforcement schemes,
Detection and identification are simpler and far cheaper iF performed at the dock
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than if pexfoxmed at sea. Boats may be localized into fairly distinct areas  known
landing ports! and the cost of transportation for the enforcement agent is minimal.
Even the contact itself can be simpler: it is easier to determine the size of a catch
while watching an offload than to estimate frozen blocks of product, or layexs of
fish iced down in a hold, while trying to hold on in a seaway. At the same time,
however, the contact at dockside can be limited to observing what is brought into
port. Fishing operations and practices, as well as the location of the catch, can be
difficult  if not impassible! to detexmine at the pier. The more specific limitations
placed on f ishing operations, the more dif f icult and costly the detection and
identification phases will be.

As mentioned earlier, the goal of enforcement is not necessarily to catch all
vioiatoxs but to achieve the compliance of the majority of fishermen, When looking
at the three phases of a particular management scheme, the compliance of most
fishermen may depend on their perception of enforcement rather than on the actual
performance of the enforcement agencies. An expensive, covert system of monitoring
the fleexs may result in numerous convictions that convince remaining fishermen
that the regulations should be obeyed. At the same time, a cheaper, highly visible
patrol may accomplish the same task if accompanied by sufficient convictions that
fishermen realize the enforcement is not just a paper tiger. Publicizing successful
enforcement efforts may be a cheap way to influence these perceptions,x

The Gurrextt System

How does all this work under the MFCMA? First� the current scheme relies on
two federal agencies augmented in some areas by state enforcement officials. The
National Marine fisheries Service primarily performs dockside contacts while the
Coast Guard performs only at~ enforcement. Coast Guard enforcement is most
effective and efficient when used to patrol fisheries that are spaced over a wide area,
at-sea, regulated by complex management plans with strict gear, logkeeping, and
reporting requirements. In these instances, fisheries managers can take advantage of
cutters and aircraft that are already patrolling the open ocean for a variety of
reasons. Large boarding parties can inventory catches with a high degree of accuracy.
Patrolling cutters can quickly xespond to obsexver reports of possible infractions.
Lengthy patrols maximize on-scene time. In the view of the model, the detection,
location, and contact phases all benefit from the existence of a trained, experienced
force that is already in place. The disadvantage, of course, is that competing missions
may limit the time such an agency is willing to devote to fisheries.

The model described above can be applied to any management system. It can also
be used to analyze enforcement alternatives under the current systexn. There are
three issues, however, that should be considered befoxe its application.

First the tendency of fisheries managers has been to view the industry as having
two distirct elements: domestic and foreign.. The same approach has been made by
enforcement agencies. It is tixne for a different viewpoint on enfoxcement issues. As
the foreign fleets are phased out of the Exclusive Economic Zone, the domestic fishing
industry continues to grow and resemble the fleets being displaced. Large
catcher/processors present similar management problems regardless of the flag being
flown. In the future, it may be necessary for management to borrow some of the
same regulatory restrictions that are used effectively with foreign vessels. As an
example, domestic groundfish boats in the Bering Sea axe now xequired to submit
simple activity reports, On-board observers are being considered in many domestic
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fisheries. Strict logkeeping requirements may be adopted. Thinking on enforcement
should be reoriented to categorize fisheries not by nationality but by the degree of
complexity of the regulations that are in place.

Second, the choice of enforcement method should not be made prior to
development of the management plan. The decision to use dockside enforcement, for
example, can limit the manager to few fisheries alternatives. Limiting enforcement
to one potential mode can severely restrict the choices available to the managers. In
complex fisheries, some problems � gear conflicts between user groups, discard of
undersized or prohibited species, landing limits � may not be easy to enforce if only
one mode is used.

Finally, regardless of the management scheme chosen, the real challenge is not to
rely on any single enforcemcnt mode, but to integrate all elements into the
management plan. Dockside and at-sea enforcement should be used in the instances
where each is most effective. Combinations of state and federal agencies should be
considered, Prosecution must result in penalties that are timely and deter future
violators, Regulations must be carefully written to reflect the plan's intent and be
understandable,

CONCLUSION

With these considerations in mind, the enforcement needs of any management
plan can be readily developed using the modeL Even optimum use of this model,
however, will do little to answer many of the questions that currently puzzle
fisheries managers, Enforcement costs still must be analyzed, and coordination
between the elements of enforcement and the management plan must still be
addressed. Even so, the model can help guide managers in developing their
enforcement strategies.

NOTES
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I am troubled by the discussion of enforccmeut here and in other fo
opinion, thc general din:uesion of enforccruent has not been successful in brcekiag
ncw ground, particularly in the area of defining alternatives to the status quo,
Instead of a careful examination of thc overall enforcement structure, with particular
reference ro ite reeponsivcnces and accountability in support of fiaberirs management,
we have engaged in lengthy review of the enforcement structure as it exists today.
Fishery managers arc repeatedly told that funding for National Ivlarine Fisherise
Service and Coast Guard «nforccment activities ie either fixed or in danger of beiag
rcducerL Fishery managers are edviscri that the proper response to these circu~
i ~ either ro make reguletiooa self-enforcing" or to adopt only regulations that cea be
enforced shoreside, Having once been only a factor ro be considered in balancing the
costs and bcncfits of management options, the costs of enforctmcnt have begun to
emerge as the ultimate determinant of what constitutes acceptable fishery
arenagernent policy. With enforcement usta as an absolute constraint, surely
optimum yield ie ia need. of being redcfinrd.

If you look at thc lasr. nine years of fishery rn~nt activity, you will see
that thc overall enforcement capability hae not kept pace with thc demand, at least
not in the Northeast. As a matter of fact, there are five-fold the number of ~
regulations in existence today ae there werc in 1977, and over that same period, it ir
my uaderstanding that the actual enforcement capability in the Northeast region. hae
either stayed thc earns or diminished. Thc problem for the rcgiorud auncciea i ~ that
they arc only one part of the triad that constitutrs the fishery management etnswue;
thc councils are joined by NMFS and thc Coast Guard in the implementation of
counciL policies and plans. Under the act, the councils were given a clear mandate tc
develop managemenc proiitruns, but they were not given the responsibility for
~ stabliabing an effective enforcement capability. The councils' nsmdate was Me
qualified by the ability of NMFS or the Coast Guard to fulfill their crrmplcrneatary
~bLLities under thc act. The ~ had no other option but to ~ that
the ~biiity for effective implemcatation of fishery regulations was ~ by
tha other parties, aad that the means to achicvc effective enforcement would follow.
Nobody mid stop, and the fishery management regulations kept oa
Regrettably, we aow find ourselves in the position of having to question whether
aay ons set of regulations can bc effectively enforced with thc collecnvc rcnntrcss
that exist today.

That said, the qunnioa ~ what is the responmblllty of thc ~? Ia my
o~ there can be little doubt that the regulations developed by the oounc& mun
bs unarnbigmm aad. tcchnicaUy capable of being enforced. Information sech as the
~ erst of enfotciag oas rsgulaUos relative ta ~ must bs 006$lckred sltmg
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with other biological, economic, operational and social factors in determining the
preferred management measure. Farther, regulations should be balanced so as to not
excessively burden any one enforcement sector. Not everything can be enforced
shoreside and not everything can be enforced at sea. But notwithstanding this
responsibility, it is unacceptable to abandon an entire category of measures just
because enforcement is currently weak in that area, particularly if those measures are
deemed the most appropriate for achieving the management goals.

So now we must come to terms with reality, and we realize that under the
budgetary stringencies that now exist we have but two options, On the one hand, we
can begin a thorough process of rethinking the status quo arrangements for fisheries
enforcement and find more cost effective means for enforcing our fishery
management programs  and in this process anything and everything is fair gine!, or
we can agree that only one or two fisheries, not Five, can be managed in the
Northeast because only one or two fisheries are capable of being enforced with the
existing resources.

We cannot waste much more time in engaging in nonproductive debate about
what takes precedence: the public decisions of the council, the budgetary constraints
of an agency or the enforcement priorities of an administration. %'e must first
resolve, collectively, to find solutions to our enforcement problems, given the realities
as they exist, and then we must agree and inform the Congress of what the real
limitations are on our collective ability to manage the nation's fishery resources. It is
then left to the Congress to determine what is in the public's best interest.





PART FViTE

Research Needs

Rethinking research needs in support of fisheries management is a timely and
appropriate subject for discussion, How that the concept of property rights has been
extended to encompass living marine resources within territorial limits, as prescribed
by Law of the Sea, it is appropriate to consider whether research is to be continued as
more of the same, or if a. fresh, systemic approach is not a more appropriate means for
maximizing management options.

A valuable and a fresh perspective of a Fisheries Management Co~neil senior staff
member is provided in the detailed account of research needs m support of fisheries
management in a large continental shelf ecosystem by Guy Marchesseault. He stresses
the need for defining the population parameters of the biological system producing
the f isheries biomass and supporting research on density-dependent ef f acts of
recruitment, growth, and mortality of target species including multispecies finfish
communities, sea scallops, lobsters, and surf clams. Marchesseault pinpoints the
analytical models that will need to be satisfied by appropriate research to improve
management of fisheries stocks through fishing gear modification. He emphasizes the
need to shape management objectives around the results of economic analyses. Each
of his research components allows for a performance feed-back loop to evaluate
success of the systems application. His total systems approach requires, in addition to
biological and environmental information, economic research of fishery production
effort, trade models on. marketing, and bioeconomic models to assess impacts of
limited entry to the fisheries.

In the thoughtful presentation of Alee MacCall, questions dealing with the why?,
how much?, and what? of fisheries research are addressed from an ecosystems
perspective. His approach to the new fisheries research strategy is based on
considerable experience in studies of the California Current, which is an ecosystem
where energetics are driven primarily by upwelling of the water column. He stresses
the importance of changes in physical condition on the high biomass of
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anchovy-sardine that undergoes large-sade shifts in abundance resulting in serious
Ioees to the economies of the coastal states within whose jurisdiction the resources
reside.

MacCall emphasizes the utility of systemic ecosystem-oriented research as a
critically important investment to be made prior to the Ixsnng of resource problems,
indicating that, fhe information which will be of greatest long-range use in
answering management questions will be gained by system-oriented research rather
than by routine research devoted to 'fine-tuning' current management." In a
summary section on ecosystem modelling, he argues that a systems understanding
will be necessary in the future to replace thc presently and inappropriately applied
static equilibrium yield models.

In planning for fisheries ecosystems research for the year 2000 and beyond,
MacCall recommends the establishment of consortia that combine local, federal, and
where appropriate � international agencies with academic institutions to pursue
coordinated studies in large marine ecosystems  LME!. He recommends that the
California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations could serve as a useful model
of a successful LME research consortium.

The new strategies prescribed by Marchesseault and MacCall provide useful
examples of how fisheries research can be improved significantly to support the
management required in the 1990s,

Introducing these two major addresses are remarks on how both systemic
approaches can be integrated in research that will support the conservation and
managetnent of fisheries resources within large marine ecoeystcms.

KENNETH SHERMAN
National flfartne Fisheries Servke

northeast FIshertes Center
Narragansett fsthoratory

narragansett, Rhode Isfand
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PI$8 BIOMASS AS NATIONAL WEALTH

The cztenslons oi national jurisdictions over fishery resources xesulting from
adoption of the exclusive scone-mic conc  EE9 concept from the Law of the Sea
Treaty by xncet xoarititne nations have provided new nturccs of national wealth from
the ocean. Resources that were previously freely shared among nations are now
subject to national regulation, licensing, and other restrictions on users. Thc new
wealth," however, is being subjected to erosion and dissipation frccn heavy ~

exploitation. On a global scale. the potential Itsnm of fish protein f xotn
xuismancgcment and overezploitation have not been determinetk Coaiderabls
contmverey surrounds estixnatcs of annual global haxvcetlog levels cf tbe marine
fieheriea Fisheries pxojcctions given in The Ghkal 2000 Itsporr to the Prestdercx
indicate that the world harvest of fish. is expected to rise little, if at all, by thc year
2000 fmm thc level of 60 xnillion metric tons  mme! reached in tbc 1970e
~uth and Rochwood, 19SO!. In contrast, thc predictions in Thc iccsottrcefcd
Zcrth argue for an annual yield of 100-120 aunt per year of conventional species by
the year 2000  Wise, 1984!. This kind of txmtrovercy ic not uncxpccted when ons
coosMerc thc meager efforts presently underway on a global scale m improve tbc data
base for estimating fiahable bi~ probabLe levels of annual ustaincd yields, and
~ sthnatcd losers through xnismanagemeut.

Unfortunately. fishery ndentists have bccn for the m<nt part narrowly focused
on variations in contemporary anaual yields of ~ as input information to

wtth thc ~thxn anti managerocnt of traditional
ThLc narrow focus hae Ied to the present ~ to accurately

flips in species dominance. The flips have ~ widely
~ the glebe inolnding Clupeide af Japan, Chile, pere, and %'Cst AfriCa. In the
1~ s uft m dominance from pclaipc species txt ~ spctdm was reporeed f
~~ of ~ N rth Scn  Hemp' 197lhAc!. A. shift from the dominance of Atlantic
erring to send huxce wae observed on Oeorgcn Baxdt bcginxting in 1976 and

g uough the pxemnt  Sherman et al�19gl!. Tbe caums of tbmc dramatic
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population shifts are not fully understood by fisheries scientists. In the case oF the
shift in abundance from pelagic to demersal species in the North Sea, it has been
hypothesized that predation of young stages of gadoids by herring, mackerel, and
other pelagic species was responsible for maintaining low yields of demersal species in
the 1960s. The red~ction in population levels of pelagic species, through heavy
fishing mortality, in turn released predation pressure on the demersal species. This
predator-prey interaction is suspected by some fishery scientists as the principal factor
leading to the crash of pelagic species in the early 1960s in the North Sea  Andersen
and Ursin, 1977, 1978; Ursin, 1977!. This more holistic view of predator-prey
relationships among fish species inhabiting large areas of the North Sea has given rise
to a new strategy for improving Fisheries research in support of the conservation and
management of fishery resources within large marine ecosystems.

NEW PRINCIPLES OF CONSERVATION

 a! Prevention of decrease in the size of any harvested population
to levels below those which ensure its stable recruitment. For
this purpose its size should not be allowed to fall below a
level close to that which ensures the greatest net annual
incremen.t;

 b! Maintenance of the ecological relationships between harvested,
dependent and related populations of Antarctic marine living
resources and the restoration of depleted populations to the
levels defined in sub-paragzaph  a! above; and

Prevention of changes or minimization of the risk of changes
in the marine ecosystem which are not potentially reversible

 c!

The new research strategy is based on the recognition that marine fish species
have evolved and adapted their reproductive success to geographic areas of unique
bathymetry, circulation, biological productivity, and trophodynamic interrelationships
among the populations. Most populations of finfish are highly mobile, migrating
hundreds to thousands of kilometers within relatively large ocean areas that they
inhabit and within which they grow, reproduce, and die. Within the EEZ of the
United States, seven such systems have been identified � the East Bering Sea, Gulf of
Alaska, California Current, Insular Pacific including the Hawaiian Islands, Gulf of
Mexico, Southeast Atlantic Shelf, and Northeast Atlantic Shelf  Fig. 1!. Each of these
Large Marine Ecosystems  LMEs! extends over a geographic area exceeding 200,000
kmt within which unique predator-prey and environmental relationships have
developed over the last million years. The samples of fish collectei by fisheries
scientists represent a slice through evolutionary time in which economically
impoztant species such as herrings, mackerels, cods, hakes, and others have evolved
spawning, migration, and feeding pattezns that aze difficult to understand unless
observed throughout population ranges of the stocks under investigation.

Increasing attention has been focused, over the past ten years, on the modelling of
LMEs as a way forward in understanding recruitment mechanisms and other
important biological processes aimed at improving the management of living marine
resources from an ecosystem perspective. The most recent exaznple of the ecosystem
approach to fisheries conservation and management is the Convention on the
Conservation of Antarctic Marme Living Resources  CCAMLIO. Article II of the
Convention requires that the member nations follow principles of conservation,
interpreted as rational use of the marine living resources of the Antarctic ecosystem
in accordance with the:
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over two or three decades, taking into account the state of
available knowledge of the direct and indirect impact of
harvesting, the effect of the introduction of alien species, the
effects of associated activities on the marine ecosystem and of
the effects of environmental changes, with the aim of making
possible the sustained conservation of Antarctic marine living
resources.

Among the membership of the convention, are the principal fishing nations of the
globe including: signatory nations-Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, the
European Community, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the German
Democratic Republic, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Foland, South Africa, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom, and the United States; and acceeding
nations � Brazil, India, Peoples Republic of China, and Republic of Korea. In the
decade-and-a-half to the year 2000, it is likely that some of these countries will
adopt these principles for the conservation and management of living resources
within their zespective EEZs, particularly in those countries where conflicts may
arise regarding fish catches and their impact on dependent and associated predator
species, including marine mammals.

FISHERIES RESEARCH IN LMEs

Several elements and requirements are basic to the large marine ecosystem
approach to research.'

LME studies are systemic in nature. That is, they focus on
the key variables in an ecosystem and seek to explain how
these variables interact to cause change. This approach
requires muitispecies, rather than single species studies. It also
requires an understanding of physical, chemical, and biological
oceanogzaphy, weather and fishery-related variables and
changes  Bakun, 1986!. It requires a modeling process within
which studies take place.  Beddington, 1986!.

LME studies require lang-tenn data seta These time-series
data sets allow eventual understanding of natural variability
in an LMF They also permit understanding of the magnitude
and effects of anthropogenic changes, Foz example,
catch-effort fisheries data are required as weil as fisheries
independent surveys  Dean, 1986!. Also, there must be
monitoring of important pollution discharges into the water
column and close monitoring of natural environmental effects
on the ecosystem  Kullenberg, 1986!. To accomplish this, data
must be collected in a standard form and stored in a
retrievable format to permit their manipulation and analyses
over the years.

Interdisciplinary process studies are required to begin to
understand and model ~m relationships. These studies
help provide guidance for identification of what data sets
should be collected  Sherman, 1986!,

4. The approach should make use of species which can serve as
indicators of ecosystem change  CCAMLR, 1986!. Often deca
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on such species are easier to gather than information on thc
changes which they reflect; and

A principal focus of large marine ecosystem studies should be
the causes of change in individual species recruitment  annual
population renewals! over time. This focus unifies a newly
evolving biodynamic theory  Rothschild, 1986! which is
applicable in widely divergent types of ecosystetus. For
exatnple, the most important cause of recruitment variability
in the California Current ecosystem is thought to be changes
in physical oceanographic parameters  MacCall, 1986! while
recruitment in the U8. Northeast Atlantic Shelf ecosystem
seems to bc most substantially affected by fishing  Sissenwine,
1986!.

As was pointed out in an earlier study  Sherman and Alexander, 1986!, large
marine ecosystcms are tractable units for the conservation and management of
fisheries resources on a global scale. There are no legal constraints to marine
ecosystcms management  Belsky, 1986!, and they can be managed to optimize
economic yield  Christy, 1986!. During the 1990s, new technologies to improve
measurement efficiencies of biological production and environmental variables will be
available for operational use. By the year 2000, the costs for measuring variability
and improving forecasting of trends in the fisheries should be very much reduced
from present levels, thereby enhancing the application of fisheries management from
an eccsystems perspective.

Adoption of the LME strategy to living resources research on a global scale will
provide far more options for optimizing yields from fisheries resources for the next
generation than exist for today's fisheries managers.
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INTRODUCTION

Regional Fishery Management Councils were established by the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act  MFCMA! and charged with the responsibility for
developing the policies and plans for managing the nation's fishery zesources,
consistent with the seven national standards contained in the act and associated
regulatory statutes. Under the Act, the Secretary of Commerce is charged with
providing the councils with the scientific data and information necessary to
undertake this management task, The Secretary satisFies this responsibility in three
ways:

l! The Secretary maintains a major ocean monitoring and
research capability housed within its National Marine Fisheries
Service  NMPS! fisheries centers;

The Secretary supports marine and coastal research programs
in the states through cooperative agreements and funding
programs such as PZ 88-309, The Commercial Fisheries
Research and Development Act; and

The Secretazy supports academic marine research through
direct contracts with academic/research institutions and
through funded research under the Sea Grant College program.

3!
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Although mast councils look. to the NMFS fisheries centers to provide data aud
basic research on tnaet roariac fishery resources, the New England Council  Council!
has also come to depend on the states and academic institutions to provide critical
inputs to management. For example, several New England States have played a lrey
role in undertaking research in support of thc management of both the herring and
lobster fiahericL The Council has further looked to the universities to provide inputs
of a morc analytical nature. Uaiversity analysis of the economic dimensions of the
fisheries in areas such as production, demand, trade, marketing and biocconornic
deciaon model development have been a major source of input to the plan
development process. Ln additian, u.niversitics have assisted in gear research, survey
design, age and growth tnethadologies, constr' ecology, and organisuuc studies ta
cxanuue the growth, fecundity, maturity, feeding and recruitrneat characteristics of
many marine specieu FinaUy, uaiversity research has virtually been thc sole source
of data and information on the socio-cultural nature of the fishery.

The fact is that th.e data and informatiaa upon which tbe Council depends came
from several sources, each of which is uniquely positioned to assist the council in
acquiring knowledge of a particular type or specific to a particular level of research.
For example:

Federal Fishcriee Centeru Open ocean fisheries resources, large
ma rrrte ecaeysternrc

State Fisheriea Agencies: Coastal fishery rnvourcea, coastal ecology,
critical habitat'; and

Academic Remarch Centers: Socio-cultural research, methodological
research, engineering studies, organismic
research.

Whatever the source of the information, it is clear that the funding support
comes in brrge pert from tbe federal government. Funding provided to states end
universitierc in my view. is highly appropriate ta the fulfillment of the Secretary's
rrsrpousibility to support the marine fishery management process. Manies spent at the
state aad uaivcmity levels are typically eost-effective because of such factors as
matching funda, lower personnel costs, and lower overhead ecarte. Moreover,
urdvsrsitice are well-poeitiaaed to coaduct relatively short-term inveetigatiatrs that
are vital to an understanding of a natural reururce that c~rieticrdly fluctuatee
with a Ceriodirdty measured in ~ Ln practical terms. thc breadth of research
su~ by thc federal government represents thc best approach to securing
information vital to the managemeat af aa itnportant natural resource, particularly
when vieweci in relation to cost-effectiveness. the maintenance of critical expertise,
and tbc ability to coopt a full range of noa<cderal personnel, physical, and funding
resources into thc procesu

The purpose of this paper is to discurI same of the tnore important research
projects which should bc u.ndcrtaken to addrcrs deficicncice ia the current
understanding of the dynamics of the commercial and recreational fishing industries
and thc supporting fishery resources. The discurmon of research topics below is not
intcndod to be exhaustive and is very much cast in terms of thc Council'e near-term
requirements far management set in the cantext af thc current regulatory
environment. That said, thc identification af required new research flows as a logical
sequence oaoe management objectives have been established on thc basis of perceived
biolrqpcal snd socio-cconotnic problems in the major fisherieL pcrforrnance indicators,
as a seriee of general data cn~ that can be used as surrogates for measuring the
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attainment of the management objectives, are either obtained through established
collection mechanisms or require new measurements and methodologies.

BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH NEEDS

A convenient starting point in this discussion of research needs is from the
biological perspective. The population dynamics of the renewable exploited resource
sets the stage, defining the maximum level of sustainable harvest and the conditions
under which any given level of harvest may actually be reaLized. But the implied
equilibrium conditions rarely, if ever, approximate the biological systems. Instead,
variable annual recruitment, discounced by losses through natural mortality, result in
a constantly changing level of resource abundance, From the short-run perspective,
the task of the population dynamicist is to define the parameters in the biological
system that describe change. A knowledge of these parameters will aid in evaluation
of the long-term effectiveness of alternative management programs in meeting stated
goals and assist in assessing the risk of failure within any short-term time periad.

Biological research needs are overviewed in Table l. Across the top of the table
are the major fisheries of concern. These are subdivided according to either biological
research needs of an analytical nature or operational characteristics of commercial
fishing gear. Specific research areas are further detailed below:

3fcdtf-Speeches Ftehcry

Gear Rcsearck Typical selectivity curves for various cod-end mesh sizes in otter
trawls, by species, are derived from data collected from short<uration research taws
and usually describe a symmetrical sigmoid shape. In commercial practice, however,
tows are af much longer duration such that the selection characteristics of ordinary
diamond mesh is degraded by clogging of the meshes and distortion of the mesh
opening, particula.rly toward the end of the tow. The resulting selection curve
operating in a commercial tow may be substantially different From that based on a
research tow. Moreover, because of the differing morphology and behavior patterns
of the component species within the multi-species complex, each species may be
expected to exhibit its own unique selection curve for any given mesh size. The
actual operational selection curves, by species, are needed ta evaluate selection
coefficients far use in more realistic fishery simulation analysis for quantitative
estimation af the potential benefits af mesh controL

As a corollary to the preceding discussion, new types of gear need to be developed
which have better, and more predictable, selection characteristics under operational
conditions. Square mesh cod-ends are viewed as having great potential m this regard,
but there remains a substantial amount of work to evaluate its relative effectiveness
as compared to traditional diamond mesh.

Under the category of desirable new gear types is included specialized gear for
targeting single species in the multi-species environment. The example currently
under development is the northern shrimp separator trawl. It may also be desirable
to develop gear for particular use in the recognized single-species, small mesh
fisheries, such as whiting, to reduce discard martality on juveniles of the regulated
groundfish species.

Anatyttasl llfodele. Quantitative models in population dynamics employ certain
functions and parameters which, once evaluated, are assumed to remain constant over
the long-term. Examples include the instantaneous rate of natural mortality and the
constants in the growth equation. There is evidence, however, that natural mortality
may increase with higher abundances as well as with age. Also, the growth rate
probably is reduced with increased abundance. Most importantly, stock-recruitment
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Table 1

Biological Reeearch Needs of the
New England Fishery Management Council
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relationships are thought to be heavily influenced by density-dependent mortality
within the early life history stageL A better understanding of the dynamics would
allow formulation of improved models.

Fishery simulations are an important tool for investigation of the consequences of
management action. But they axe useful only in sensitivity analyses, since the
important feedback relationship between stock and recruitment is lacking.
Simulation models which include terms describing the expectoi variability in
xecruitment would enhance their predictive capability,

Sea Scaltop Ffshery

Gear Research. Following upon the current enthusiasm for gear modification
within the industry as the principle management approach, it is necessary to develop
an understanding of the selection properties of the alternative candidate gear
configurations, Additionally, it is important to assess the impact of such gear, under
conditions of commexcial operations, in terms of. '1! induced mortality on scallops; 2!
the level of by-catches; and 3! the impact on the habitat of important benthic spe:les,

Analytfcal &odsfs, It has been speculatei that sea scallops may exhibit
density-dependent effects on the success of larval settlement. Further, sea scallop
growth rate appears to be influenced by temperatuxe as well as depth, and may also
be affected by abundances. Finally, the extent to which natural mortality is
influenced by density of individuals within scallop beds is unknown but should be
investigated. This xnay have implications xegarding optimal harvesting strategies.

Gear Research. Certain recurring themes within the overall subject of gear
research on lobster traps are once again at the forefront of discussion, Uncertainties
with respect to the effect of escape vents on the catch of black sea bass in trap gear
has led to a partial disapproval of amendment «I to the lobster FMP. Further
research is required. to' .1! examine the effects of vents on the catch of a wider range
of finfish species over a broader xange of localities  particularly in the southern New
England/mid-Atlantic area!; and 2! support or refute the assertion that escape vents
increase the efficiency of traps in capturing marketable lobsters. Finally, with the
xecent developmental efforts to perfect a workable biodegradeable escape panel about
to reach fruition in the State of Maine, thexe is a need to conduct sixnilar studies in
more southerly areas. With the increasing use of wire mesh as construction material
in lobster traps, the timely development of a workable escape panel is becoming
increasingly more important. For the same reason, the assessment of induced
mortality in lobster traps constructed of various materials is an important issue.

Analyrkal ht'odels. No compendium of research needs on lobsters would be
complete without citing the need for the development of a technique for the aging of
animala With the latter infoxmation, models which account for the discontinuous
growth in lobsters could be developed,

In recent years, serious efforts to describe the stock-recruit relationship in lobsters
have suggested somewhat contradictory results; preliminary information from studies
in the State of Maine may be consistent with significant density-dependent effects
whereas data collected by Canadian investigators suggest a more linear relationship
between stock. and recruits,
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Sar f Ctust Fishery

Gear RaseanA Hydrauhc dredge gear has been alleged to inflict significant
mortality on small surf clams, both through breakage and through the stranding of
clams on the surface of sediments. The question deserves a series of definitive
investigations. In addition, improvement in the selection characteristics of dredge gear
might enhance the efficiency of commercial operations and aid in the enforcement of
minimum size regulations.

Analytical ftI'adeLs. Two major areas af research are required: 1! factors
influencing the success of larval settlement and subsequent recruitment are virtually
unknown; and 2! the state of knowledge of growth and mortality in sea clams,
particularly in resource areas north of the mid-Atlantic Bight, is still rudimentary.

ECONOMIC RESEARCH NEEDS

In general, economic analysis is necessary to assess the impacts of management
measures and. helpful to determine what directions fishery management should take
in the long-term.

Economic research needs are overviewed in Table 2, Across the top of the table
you will see the major fisheries of concern to us, subdivided according to some of the
major areas of economic research. It is probably most efficient to first discuss the
areas of research, and subsequently highlight the specific application across fisheries.

PraeIucrfon eoanamIcs is the study of the conversion af many inputs into a
saleable output s!. Fisheries present us with some bizarre twists on the standard
production of goads. Far instance, many normally variable inputs are fixed in
fisheries, at least in the short-term, such as crew, gear, and biological abundance, and
other inputs become the choice variables such as days at sea and fishing area,
Generally, one thinks about production with a standard eight-hour day or forty-hour
week, with the number of employees as a variable input. In fisheries the number af
crew' is fixed, at least for the duration of the trip, and the days at sea are the variable
input. Alternatively, one may raise cattle from the same range annually, rather than
being required to search for an abundance of fish to catch at a different spot daily.
Thus, our production models in fisheries are specified with independent variables like
days fished and annual abundance rather than the number of men and winches.

Introducing prices into our production function gives us the supply of fish, which
is simply the expected reaction of fishermen to changes in market pricest,s! and input
prices in terms of their output praduced. Further, it is possible to derive the response
of fishermen to changes in prices which result in shifts in the propartion of the
quantities of inputs used to produce the same output level. For something like a
particular fishing area, for which there is no market and thus no market prices, we
can use a proxy such as fuel cost for unproductive steaming time to get that area. If
the area is then closed for management purposes, e.g�a three-month spawning closure,
it is the same as if the fuel cost to that area had become prohibitively high.
Fishermen are expected to reallocate their efforts into all other fishing areas which
remained open, A short-run supply model would allow us to estimate how many
days fished in each of those open areas fishermen would take, based on their
historical use of those areas. Such a madel is necessary to assess these kinds of
reactions in both the multi-species and sea scallop fisheries,

A different approach is needed with a developing fishery like the surf clam on
Georges Bank. Historical use data do not exist for this surf clam fishery,
Nevertheless, a good deal of helpful information may be provided to assist in an
efficient development of the fishery, pointing the way towards daily landings
requirements, best landing areas, etc. A linear programming model is necessary to
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Table 2

Multi-Species Sca Scallop Lobster Surf Clam

Production
Economics

Behavioral
model to assess

redirected
effort with
closed areas

Behavioral
model to assem

redirectecl
effort with
clased areas

Economic
Develop-

ment

Bio-Economic
models to assess
optimum sized

vessels

Marketing Trade models
to assess

impacts of
imports

Trade models
la assess

impacts of
imports

Demand models
to assess

impacts of
larger size

limits

Demand models
to assess

impacts on
Mid-Atlantic

market

Ecouomic
Policy

Bio-amnamic
models to

assess impacts
of limited

entry

Bi~nomic
models to

assess lnlpacIS
of limited

entry

Bio-economic
models to

assess lln peers
of limited

entry

Supply model
to assess
derived

demand for
modified gear

Other

perform this task. The most difficult task. with this type of fishery model is to
collect the most appropriate data for its estimation. For example, it is important to
know the location and level of markets in New England which an indigenous surf
clam fishery would take over from traditional channels in the mid-Atlantic region.
The degree tO which these Inarketa are captured Will be dependent On the IelatiVe Cast
of supplying surf clams from the traditional mid-Atlantic fishery versus the
developing New England fishery. The relative cost data might include vessel Fuel
costs, crew size, trucking casts, etc, These results Inay also point ta areas for market
expansion given a new praxhnal resource.

Ecoacsrdc devefopstent is a subject that is not discusaof much in Hew England' s
fully exploited fisheries, but is important ta a fishery like the surf clam an Georges

Economic Research Needs of the
New England Fishery Management Council

LP model to
assess nlost

eFFicient
distribution

pathways in
the Northeast
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Bank. Bi~nomic models which combine the features of market demand and
biological production may be used to describe the optimal sized vessel for the surf
clam fishery in New England and thereby provide czitical information on thc level of
capitalization n~ to fully exploit the fishery.

&erkeabag is usually associated with developing fisheries and not thought of in
terzns of developed fisheries such as the multi-species and sea scallop fisheries.
Nevertheless, when the whole world is considered as your markets, rather than the
traditional region, there may be room for further development. Expansion of the
traditional deznand models for an open economy in the multiwpe:ies and sea scallop
fisheries involves supply and demand models for major trading partners as well as
thc rest of the world, and inclusion of many macro-variables such as exchange rates,
Separately, in the lobster fishery, demand for different sized lobsters has not been
adequately treated, mainly because landings and price data by size have not been
callected. This information is necessary to assem the impacts of increases in the
gauge. A survey for such a purpose should be implemented prior to any amendment
to that affect. Finally, demand models must be developai to determine the effect of
the competitive markets in New England on monopoly markets in the mid-Atlantic
surf as the clam fishery on Georgcs Bank grows.

Sconam& poQcy must assist in developing overall fishery management policy
through the choice of management objectives which are desirable and feasible.
Probably the greatest need far economic research lies in the integration of demand,
production, and biologic equations into bio-economic models which may provide the
optimal levels of fishing effort based on basic relationships such as stock-recruitment,
input-output, and supply-demand. These static equilibrium models should show us
the level of landings that can be achieved by each fishery, thus providing an
objective goal for which to strive. Additionally, systems of equations must be
developed to indicate the paths which may be taken to achieve these goals. Using the
same basic relationships as above, recursive, dynamic, and stochastic forms must all be
estimated to determine which combination best simulates the particular fishery in
question. Only after the costs of the latter transition periods are understood and
coznpared with the present value of static equilibrium models can management
decisions be made with confidence.

Finally, the current wave of enthusiasm for gear modification in the sea scallop
fishery provides a unique opportunity to study the expected effects of such attempts
to impose inefficiencies. The problem is similar to that of estimating thc displaced
effort during a closure as described above. Fishermen determine the bundle of inputs
to produce the desired output based on thc price of the inputL When the price of one
oF those inputs changes, such as when the dredge catches less because of some
modification, the fishermen may be expected to shift into maze intensive use of now
relatively less expensive inputs, using more fuel to make a few more drags for
example. The degree of such shifts and the impact on expected landings is of primary
concern to fishery managers, who cannot rely an a simplistic "knife-edge" reduction
in fishing mortality.

SOCIO-CULTURAL RESEARCH NEEDS

The New England Council's basic socio-cultural data needs for the development of
fishery management plans, particularly for the pan-regional multispecies finfish
fishery, aze overviewed in Table 3, Just as thc fisheries resource changes over time,
so also does the fishing industry change, adapting to the vagaries of resource
variability and management efforts, and to new. opportunities created by
technological developments. To undezstand the dynamics of these changes and to
predict impacts it is important to be aware oF the diversity involved in the fishing
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Table 3

Socio-Cultural Research Needs of thc
New England Fishery hfanagcment Council

MONITORING:

General Descriptive:

Demographics;

boats, operation, crew, market, income,

age, education, language, ethnicity, kinalup,
residence, religion.

unions, cooperatives, dealers, buyers, ~rs.Interest Groups:

Employment: alternative fishing related or non-related
opportunitiea

IN-DEPTR

Non-pecuniary at titudcs
and values;

toward management, other usrxs, satisfaction,
futuxe goals.

industry. Beyond the obvious diversity of boats, gear, fishermen, dealers and
processors, the fishing industry includes the diversity of communities that axe
economically dependent on fishing.

Decermination oF thc socio-cultural impacts of fisheries management plans relies
on research that describes the diverse components of the industry and the
interrelationships among those component+ The components and the relationships are
not static, however, so research needs to include in-depth studies of critical parameters
and monitoring efforts to measure these parameters over time,

Among the issues with which the council is currently grappling are questions
about the potential impacts of such regulatory options as limited entry, the feasibility
of forcing fishermen to follow rcgulatioxss, and problems arising fxom the competition
between fishermen using different gear types. Each oF these issues could be
illuxnina~ by in-depth socio-cultural studies.

Because regulatory efforts usually have negative econoxnic impacts on some
portion of the fishing industry  especially the harvesting sector!, opportunities for
alternative employmcnt in the community should be monitored. Realistic assessments
oF opportunitics, however, require not only an inventory of alternative occupations in
the community yielding similar incomes, but also xnonitoring of requisite educational
levels, existence of special interest groups  e.g�unions!, and awareness of ethnicity
snd kimMp xelationships that might affect opportunitics for alternative employment.

In addition to the sociocultural characteristics that are clearly associated with
economic impacts of management plans, an inventory of important institutions in the
community and a monitoring of non-pecuniary values or attitudes yields valuable
insights that could, for example, help pxedict fishermen's compliance vrith particular
regulations.

The data base on the socio-cultural characteristics of thc New England fishing
industry is incomplete and much of what has been collected is out of date. Without
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information, it is difficult for the council to predict the impacts of their
management plans and coacoxnitantly difficult ta mitigate negative impacts,
problexns can lead to failure of thc management plan. Just as biological research
needs Include monitoring and detailed analyses, so too does socio-cultural research,

CONCLUSION

of the research discussed above is currently being undertaken by a
combinatian of federal, state aad private cntitiee, including the staffs of the fishery
management councils whose informational needs are often immediate. It has to bc
understood that the development of fishery managctaent plans under the Magnuson
Fishery and Conservation acd Management Act of 1976 is highly demanding of our
ability to understand how the fishery operates, how thc resouxce «nd the biologictd
system respond, and who will bear the cents ox reap the benefits af management
decisions over time. In thc case of open ocean marine fisheries, wc are operating st
the cutting edge of management science. Alxuast all of the available methods and
techniques arc retrospective; whereas, all of the demands upon aur decisian-xnaking
capabilities are prospective. The data and informational needs oF fisheries
management axe pressing tbc dimipllnes of fishery-related science hard, and the
councils arc relying upon both the diversity of research expcrtisc represented by the
scientific community at large, as well as the continuing corumitxnent on the part af
the federal governxncnt, the states and private entities ta fund xaariae fish»ries
rcmarch, to provide critical information in a timely manner.

As the premure mounts to cut government spending, and pending Graxnm-
Rudman-Hollings budget culs farce agencies to prioritize their prograrna thc question
arises as to what is the continuing ~bility of thc federal government in support
of fisheries re»catch. There can bc little doubt that of the research programs cited
above, the federal and state governments xnust be ~ble for: I! resource surveys
2! environmeatal ~ent; 3! habitat monitoring. 4! ccasysmm studies; and 5! fish
stack ssexxanent. Arguably, the federal government has principal responsibility for
research focused at thc marine environment beyond three miles, but the indisputable
linkage between open ocean and coastai systexns argues strongly for coatinued federal
support for coastal marine research as welL

What then should bc the priority of federal funding for operational, economic or
saciocultuxal xesearch7 To understand the desirability of federal funding for
opexatioaal ~ onc must first accept that fish mortality occurs in thc aoean, nat
on the dock. Gear is thc interfac» between the fishermen and the fishery resource,
and it is hero that the 'mast effective efforts can be made to target spccics, mhxixxuzs
juvenile mortality, and xuinimize degradation af thc habitat. Ta the extent that gear
modifications reduce thc cast of fishing, ths industry might be expected ta finance
gear research. Unfortunately, efficient gear and xcsaurce conservation do nat aftcn ga
hand in hand, particularly when resources are in decline. Therefoxe, it is in the
interest of conservation that gear rcseaxch tnust proceed, and the federal government
is the only likely mare» af funding support to give the councils accexa ta this critical
management tooL

The fcdcml statutes tbat mandate regulatory analysis, Le the Rcguhxtory
Flexibility Act and Executive Order 12291, am ututaxbigxxaus in their requirement for
sophisticated ecanaxnic analysis of managcmcnt alternatives. Management ~
are inextricably linked to ~tions af castWfectlveness and cast-benefit.
Unfortunately much xcrnains unknown about the econoaucs of the fishing industry,
and thc requisite analyses axe particularly problematic for complex, multis»aim
fishcrics such as exists aff the Northeast coast of tb» United Statxxt As a cons»quet»»
of thc federal mandate snd the Incxxmpictc state of our knowledge, it aontinuea to be
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appropriate for the federal government to support fisheries economics research. To
this end, the federal government has recently become less reliant upon academe by
increasing its in-house capability to satisfy some of the Council's needs for econotnic
information and analyses. It may also happen that private companies will find it in
their best interest to conduct economic analyses on various aspects of the fisheries, but
the latter information wiLL not find its way easily into the public domain, and the
councils' needs cannot be expected to be satisfied in this manner. Therefore, federal
funding support for fishery economics research must remain firm in order to assure
well-informed, well-justified management programs.

Lastly, we come to the issue of federal funding for socio-cultural research. This
area has perhaps been the most neglected historically, yet socio-cultural impacts
should bear importantly upon management decisions. In many instances, fishing
communities are culturally homogeneous, with similar values and outlooks, and
fishermen have only a limited ability or opportunity to be assimilated into other
areas of the work force. Information on. these communities helps to frame the initiaL
conditions for proposed change, and guides decisions with respect to, for example, the
acceptability and enforcibility of regulations and the scci~nomic consequences of
rebuilding a fishery resource. The way that much socio-cultural information has
entered the Council's decision-making process is through the background and
experience of the Council members themselves and the Council's advisors. Other
information has come as the result of council contractei studies and independent
research funded through sources such as Sea Grant. But this loosely structured
approach is ultimately unacceptable because it results in the diminished importance of
socio-cultural information relative to other structured, "scientific" information on
biological, economic or operational dimensions of the decision environment. The fact
of the matter is that less information exists on the socio-cultural character of the
fishery than exists in any other area, and without additional governmental support,
important information to judge the regulatory impacts of proposed measures will not
find its way systematically into the fishery management plan development process

In conclusion, it appears that continued federal funding of fisheries-related
research is vital to the nation's interest in the effective management of its marine
fisheries resources. Funding support should continue to be broad-based, effectively
utilizing the expertise that exists within the scientific community, fostering the
development of refined expertise, and co-opting the physical, personnel and funding
zesources of the states and private institutions. In these budget curting times, the
issue should not be whethez to continue funding, but rather the issue should be how
scarce financial resources can be most effectively dIzected to meet the priority needs
of the councils.
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It is appropriate to preface this discussion with some general comments on the
objectives of, or justifications for, fishery or ecosystem research. probably the most
generally accepted justification for research is the prospect of improved management,
whether it be for increased yield or value, or perhaps for a predictive capability
which decreases risk. The assuxnption is the more we know, the more closely we can
approach our management, objective@ Unfortunately, this axgument is at times
perverted in order to postpone difficult decisions, or to rationalize poor management
performance: "We don't know enough about thc resource to "

As we move from consumable resouxom to those which traditionally are not
consumed  for simplicity, I call these "non-consumable" !, such as scabirds and marine
m~ research is often justified by legislative mandate. Several UX legislative
acts, such as the National Environxnental Protection Act  NEPA!, the Marine Mamxnal
Protection Act  MMPA! and the Endangered Species Act  ESA! require an ecosystem
undcxstanding of interactions among species and impacts of man's activities. This
category also includes progressive international treaties such as the Convention for the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources  CCAMLI0, which specifically
calls for an integrated ~m approach to management. To some extent, these
mandatee include an accoua.ting for indirect effects on consumable resourcea For
example, contaxninants aad habitat destruction addressed by NEPA affect both
consumable and non-consumablc resources. On the other hand, the MMPA includes
fishery impacts on the food supplies and mortality of maxine m~ but in its
intent of prote;tion rather than management�excludes consideration of those
mammals' impacts on fishery values. Importantly, these legislative mandatee for
management and prote:tion of noa-consumable rcsouxces have mostly focused on
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large, visible high-level predators  at least in the marine realm!, aad that is where
mast of the attendant research hss been directed.

H0% MUCH RZSEARCH7

Given the various justifications or motivation.t for conducting research, the
equally important but difficult question remams as ta haw xnuch research is
appropriate. In the case of consumable resources, the value af research is potentially
quantifiable. In keeping with the assumption that more infortnatian should allow
closer approach to optimum utilization, we can draw twa important quantitative
inferencetc First, these is a lixnit ta the value of information, as the resource itself
hss s limit to the benefits it can provide under ideal management. cecand, the value
af inforamtion conforms to the rule af diminishing returns. Initial information on a
zesource is valuable in establishing reasonabie expectations by management, whezexe
additional information serves mainly to refine the approach to optimum utilization.
It is arguable whether there is a limit to information in the way that t.here is s lixnit
to fishery value, but in any case, accumulation of useful information also conforms
to the rule of diminishing returns as a function of cast.

The relationship between information, its ccztt, aad fishery value is ~ve
 Figure I!. Given ideal management, maximum net value fram a fishery  benefit less
cost! is achieved et relatively law levels of informxtioa  Figurc la!. Here, ideal
management is characterized as low'-expectation, low~ and robust or self-iimicing
 low-risk!. For example. the fleet size wau.ld bc limited ta that which is able ta
harvest an axnount well short of the estixnated snaximum sustainable yield, and quate
detertninations, tnaaitoring and enforcement would be avoided. Ideal management is
somewhat of a fiction, but serves mainly to contrast with actual management  Figum
lb!. performance of actual managetnent has been variable, but most often fishery
value has been dissipated by exceet fleet capacity  sa-called "overcapitaiization"! and
excess fishing pressure, placing the fishery on the descending lixnb of the production
curve  ie. ~ fishing, intensity leads to decreased average yield!. Ironically,
actual fishery management often has led to relatively low fishery value partially as
a consequence of aggressively bat haphazardly trying to maximize that value.

Information casat can be evaluated in terms of fishery economictc research is ic
effect a form of capital investment, and tnanitaring incurs an operxting cast. Fram
this vtewptslnt, actual managexnmxt often tends to overinveet  or "overcapitalize"! ia
infarmstion, and this habit hss been a further source af dissipation of total fishery
value. It ie easy to see thc forces whi~h cause this problenv. xnsnagera, researchers,
and the various intcrcst groups which vie f' or allocations of thc resource all agree on
the neeci for nmrc information ta support their individual arguments or interests.
Rcscerchers may claim that their work relates to management even when the
connection is negligible � such claims msy improve prcepects for funding. The cost of
the research ls seldom a ~tiaa; usually it is not borne by the interest group
requesting it or benefiting frn it, hut mther by government agencies. Private
interest gxcstps may add to this total expcndituze by hixing ccaundtents to provide
them with new infarxnation. Fuxthcrmore, such expenditures are often. matched by
the cost of government or opposing interest groups' respansee to such effozaL

Unfortunately, the solution is not ehnply to spend less on monitoring snd
research. Mast present fishery management institutions have locked themselves inta
polichN rcquixing intensive research and nmnitoring efforts. For example, most
interpretations of the Magnuson Fishery hfanagemeut and Gmservatiaa. Act of 1976
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 MFC54A! have required annual setting of harvest limits, quotes or silocatioaa with
associated requirements of information oa the smtus of the resource. harvests and
concerrm of relevant interest groula. Given che ezisting management framework,

the javestmcnt ia Information would incur substantial risk of further
decIInes ia fishery value due to subsequent misinformed or uninformed management
decisions.

Within ths context of this iaformation model, there are two courses of action
which promise to iraprovc the coec»ffectivcncsa of information and mauagcnumt
The first, and I»re likely of the two. is to change management toward e
Iow-Information" ~ Tbe potential value realizable from low-iaformacion

management is critically ~t on establishing the appropriate maaagemcnt
expectatione aad inscitudana I will not go into describing curb institutions, accept tc
~ ay that they would be subetantiaily different from thcec presently governing mort
US fisheriee, and roost likely would be perceived to be aon-democratic, or at least
aoa-egalitarian. requiring substantial litaitation oa freedom to participate in tbc
fishery. Some candidatce for these management approacbce arc discussed elsewhere in
this symposium.

The second course of action is to kccp routine fishery rnoaitoring and research to
the minimum level necrsaary to meet immediate management needs, and to emphererc
research aimed at better understanding the, workings of tbe physical, ecological. aud
human systems surrounding these fisheriea, I am defining routine research to be that
which follows tbe eristing cast va, information curve ia Figure l. 'Ibc alternative, cr
system-oriented research, is characterized by the potential to shift, rather chan
follow; either of the entire curves to increase the information obtained at given cost,
or to increase che fishery value reahzable at a given level of information, opening up
new management possibilities within the ezieting managemcat philosophy. I
empharazc the word "potcatial" ia the above definition, as the latter kind of research
aaturally costa}ns uncertainty ae to its eventual utility, If its utility were proven ia
advance, most likely the research would already have been done.

The distiactioa between the two kinds of research is aot clear. AIsu, tbe
appropriate level of routine research and moaitoriag is difficult to determine, Ikyoad
its um ia current fishery managcmeat, routine information forms an iraportaat base
for system understanding, further blurring tbe distinction between the two types of

perhaps it is easier to attempt to clarify thc distiactioa by roeans of
exampiea

E2Vd4PLES OF SYSTEM-ORE%TED RRSEJKCH

Rlsewhet» in this symposium, I was informed that thc Atlantic surf clam fishery
Is presently opened for a few hounr, once a wack, when a disproportionately large
number of vemals descend on tbe reeouma. Accuracy of tbe details are unimportant
to my eaampIL currently the abuadance is estimated aanually, whereas it wae aho
~ uggested ia the synrposium thee tide mutine monitoring could ~ly bc reduced
to a bi- or ~ual effort, This would be aa improvemeat in the cent cffectiversm
of routine meara' Hmavver, if we comdd»r a system view of thc geography of surf
clam productivity, we can hyIethrmzc the f~ model which stands in contrast
to routine homogeneou» fishery modcla Mobility of the reeourc» occurs only do.riag
the planktonic phase, when tbe spawn diffuses aluog the coast. Clams are ~
once they mctle. The edge of the papula @a i ~ de~ by physical or tarmpetitive
conditions, and clams at the edge of tha Iopulstum omtribure vary Ilttic to tbe
Iopulatiaa'e pmductivity � their trffeprlng are mostly last to uniahabicable hcatiaas
Clams at the center of the ~cion bavs the greatest ~ty of coatributmg
~ urvivtag offsprlag becanm they are arrrcrsndcd by Inhabitable Iocaciona
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suggests that an unrestricted fishery could be aUowed at the edges of the resource,
and that the center of the population should be managed for maximum spawn
production rather than maximum yield. Because of filter-feeding cannibalism, the
density in the center might have to be reduced somewhat to achieve optimality. The
point is that research dedicated to developing a geographic understanding of the
system could lead to a rather different pattern of fishing within the present
management philosophy, with an increase in realized productivity.

Some examples of system-oriented research on ecosystems include study of the
cause and biological effects of prolonged changes in physical conditions. Bakun  In
press! has shown some striking changes in the physical conditions off Peru  Figure 2!,
Changes of this kind, though perhaps not always this extreme, occur in all
ecosystems. There is little reason to doubt that these physical changes are associated
with changes in spawning and survival of fish eggs, larvae and juveniles, and hence
sustainable yields, A ~tern understanding will be necessary to replace the
inappropriate static equilibrium yield models presently governing fishery manage-
ment with models which account for these changes, A related type of ecosystem
change is the apparent replacement of one species by another, for example, the
anchovy-sardine "flips" which have occurred in California and Peru, and the
replacement of herring by sand lance in the north Atlantic. To the extent that these
replacements are mediated by interspecific competition, there are good prospects for
improved, coordinated management; alternatively, if these replacements prove to be
the result of largely independent responses to the physical changes described above,
management will have fewer viable options,

The increasing concern over the effects of contaminants and habitat loss on fish
production is not being answered by current simplistic single-species fishery models.
Again, a system-oriented understanding is necessary to address these problems. An
adequate model must contain a representation of the temporal and spatial structure of
the population or ecosystem in order to estimate the impacts of local perturbations.
These models may provide additional information useful to fishery or ecosystem
management, ss in the case of the surf clam model proposed above.

Another important reason for system-oriented research stems from the way we
addrel management problems, Traditional academic research has a well-known
method: after a problem is posed, the researcher conducts research�gaining new
information by which the question is answered, It is very rare that ma.nagement
questions or problems can be solved by this method. After the management problem
is posed, the fishery or ecosystem researcher must sort primarily through information
which has atready been gathered, such as time series of abundances. There is very
little in the way of research to collect new information which can help in solving
the problem. Thus our ability to answer management questions is constrained by
existing knowledge, by the nature and quantity of past research. The information
which will be of greatest long-range use in answering management questions will be
gained by system-oriented research rather than by routine research devoted to
"fine-tuning" current management.

The remainder of this discussion will focus principally on the research  and
monitoring! needed to improve our understanding of marine ecosystems, rather than
ou research specifically intended to support fishery management. Nonetheless,
fisheries are clearly elements of these ecosystems, and fishery research remains
important to the discussion in several respects. Fisheries have demonstrated the
capability to influence the target species' abundance, sometimes to the point of virtual
elimination as a functional element of an ecosystem [this has been the case with the
Pacific sardine  Sardtnops sagax! off California], Also, fisheries are one of the few
ecosystem processes which are nominally under man's control. Indeed, fisheries
represent ecological experiments" of extraordinarily large scale, albeit without proper
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Figure 2. Time series of ac~eral physical oceanographic variables
off the coast of Peru, showing changes in patterns over time  from
Baknn, in press!.

experimental contrOls. Finally, given that a fishery eXiSts, it Can be a SOurce Of large
amounts of information at relatively low cost.
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Figure 3. Recent scale deposition rates for Pacific sardine and northern
anchovy off southern California  from Soutar and Isaacs 1974!.

Ecosystem understanding necessarily requires a foundation of knowledge about
the physical setting: physical oceanography, climatology etc. This foundation
includes continuity of monitoring. Experience has shown that there are major shifts
in physical patterns and associated biological patterns as progressively longer time
periods are considered. Moreover, these shifts can be sudden, cannot be anticipated,
and are difficult to recognize until well after the fact. Bakun  in press! presents
time series of a suite of physical measurements for the Peruvian coast, some of which
are reproduced in Figure 2. While the presence of dominant events such as the
1954-55 cold period and the 1982-83 El Nino have highly visible effects at the time
they occur, the prolonged changes such as the shift in patterns foUowing 1977 are
more likely to cause changes in the structure of the ecosystem. Accordingly, it is
important to supplement monitoring and research of the present system with
information on the past behavior of the system, These sources include historical
archives such as newspapers and journals, and natural chronological records such as
tree rings and laminated sediments  Figure 3!, It is often the biological information
in these records that elucidates the changes that must have occurred in the physical
system.

Another aspect necessary to understanding ecosystem functions is an appreciation
of the historical development of man's impacts on the ecosystem. It is tempting to
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think of ecosIrstem impacts beginning with the major industrialization of fisheries in
the early 20th century, but substantial impacts may have resulted from
Iow-technology exploitation in the 18th and 19th centuriea For exaruple, nearly aII
species of pinnipcds on thc Pacific coast of the United Rates were reduced to very
low abundanccs by the fur and oil trades during the last century and by predator
control during the early decades of this century  MacCall 1986!. Also, many of the
large Predatory fishes such as the tunas werc depleted off California by 1920, when
the tuna fleet began moving southward toward tropical waters. Natural mortality
rates of the prey fishes must have bren below the historical average as industrialized
fisheries on the» small pelagic fishes were cxpandmg, a supposition which has never
been addressed in thc single-spcciea fishery analysea and management.

A third area accessary as background to ecosystem research is bicgcogmphy.
While it lacks glamour and is time-consuming and costly, an inventory of species,
abundancca and distributions  especially over time! is particularly valuable tc
rnultispccies or cccsystcm nutuagement decision making. Of course the effort put into
this work will vary according to species or trophic groups, both due to acccrmbility
and interest on the part of researchers or managers. Govern. ment seems to be a
necessary agent in this task, either by doing the work itself  e.g� the egg and larva
surveys conducted in association with the California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries
Investigations, CalCOFI, Krarner et a1�1972!, or by requiring such information to bc
part of environmental impact statemeuta  EIS! or simihu reviews, It is notable that
fishery management plans developed under the MFCMA now must contain an EIS tc
meet the requirements of the NEPA.

Sotne marine ecosystetns arc unique, but most have several parallels. For example
thc eastern boundary cu.rrents off California, Peru, South Africa and North Africa
contain remarkably sinular assemblages of pelagic fishes, suggesting functional
similarities in key ~raphic processm  Parrish et al�1983!, Comparative
oceanography and biology of equivalent ccosystcms not only provides insight into the
workings of those ecosysterns, but comparative history of exploitation may provide a
rough replication of the massive fishery "crperirnents" mentioned above.

ECOSYSTEM MODELS

Thc value of constructing formal ecosystem models is debatable. As a tool to
irnprovc understanding cf an ~tern, the caercise often has been of greatest benefit
to the builder himself. Unfortunately, this improved understanding haa not easily
been transferred to non-participantL As a tool to aid managerial decision-making,
compUcated ecosystem models tend to produce output which is too complicated tc

tc, especially if effects of random variability are includetL Also, these
complicated rnodcls tend to be sensitive to assumptions, such as the functional forms
used to represent non-linear relationships. An example of this kind of uncertainty ir
thc ~ form of the stock-recruitmcnt rela~p. Two popular stock
rccruitmsnt tnodels arc the Rickcr curve and the Bevatron-Holt curve. Thee twc
curves arc shown in Figure 4. w'hich is taken from two well-known publications,
Our uncertainty is dcnNunrtrated by the fact that two well-respected fishery experts
have independently based ther» curves on the same datsl While thc two curves atc
about equally reasonable fits to these, data on North Sca PIaice, the corresponding
anticipated patterns of population gmwth and stability arc quite different, Fcr
management pu~ accurate and cardly inrcrpretcd analyses ~ arc best
produced by a much less complex model which is designed specifically to address the
particular issue. Of course there are same issues, such as ecosystem stability snd
reversibility of species ~ which msy require very large and complicated
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roadside accordingly, definitive answers should not be expected. Bedd;ngton  lpga
provides a useful discussion of this problem.
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The two mast ~uL  or at least the mast ambitious! marine ecasysrem medea
have been ~'s Bering Sca madel  Laevastu snd Lsrltins 1981!, and Uxsinh
North Sea madel  Andermn and Ursin 1977!. The two models represent rather
differeat ap~ to the probiexn, and requixe somewhat different kinds cf
background research and input data. Thc Bering Sea medal is a compartmcntailxcd
accounting model. whereas the North Sea model is constructed of simultsncxsm
differential equations. Thus the Bering Sea madel emphasizes inforxnation on states
while the North Sea xnadcl cmphaeixm information on rates, although the twn xnadels
overlap substentiaIIy in their requirements, Thcsc large models have tendc4 to be
opaque to outside observers, and the extensive "tuning af parameters which is
required ta obuxin reauxnabie madel behavior can bide serious deficiencies in aur
knowledge. Both of thea models have had the advantage of portraying relatively
claeed, landlocked ecasystcms, unlike tbc open systems found along contineaxLI
coastlince or in and-ocean. A satisfactory structure for ecosystem xnodels of apm
marine systems has yet to be deveLoped.

A much less ambitious madel consists of a static input-output budget for vaxioss
trophic components af an ecasystcxn. This would seem to be a aunimum requirement
for ecosystem understanding, fmning the basis for estimating fiuxes and perhaps
carrying capacities for individual trophic Levels ax groups. Given the biomass in each
trophic category, inputs can be calculated from information on energetics ox faad
cansumptiao, while outputs can be calculated from mortality rates, Thc matrix cen
be constructed on tbe basis cithcx of inputs or of outputs, but can be considered
satisfactory only Lf the two approaches agree, which seldom hss been the curn cvea
for individual trophic categoriea Bergh �986! dcvclopcd a trophic budget for the
Bengueia Current systexn aff South Africa  Figure 5!, based on a Dclphi method
survey of experts' opiniom. A severe difficulty, which ie canunon to the study of all
xnarLne aoosymms, wss his inability to obtain reliable estimates of abundance, and
rate parameters for the squids, which by any xucaunt xnust be a major element in the
system.

A comnum problem ia these models is an sppaxcntly insufficient supply af prey.
Gxeea �978! attexnpted such a budget for the California Current, as a starting point
for modeling the effects of fishexice an the carrying capacity of marine mammsh, but
found that cstimatcd fish end squid production cauld not meet estimated predator
necda Given that many of thxm predators, cspeuNy pinnipeds. have ~
increased in ab~ ahc concluded that the Lm~ was erroneous, and that
current knowledge could not support. the modelmg cfforL Hunter and Lynn
 South%'cet Fleherlcs Center, in prep.! have eetunated total anchovy  8ngrasffs
suxrdac! pxedation by mackerel  Scusxbsr ja~! in southern California, snd
again, estimated anchovy consumption by this predator alone nearly exceeds the total
abundance of anchovica It is dear that subxtantiaL uncertainty exiss in all three
quaatLtice a~g in each cell of the matrix-abundance, consumption  Input rate!
and mortality  output rate! � but the ~t direction of thc imbslancm ia
disturbing. Hunter aad Lynn suspecx that the ~l obtained from fishery catches
axe move likely tn have bccn feeding on anchovies than thc average amclrerel ia the
~tice. thus Idssing the ssmpleL In the past, eimUsx discrepancies were percdved
far lower tnxixhic leveis  ag xnoplanktoa vs. phytaplankton, phyxoplankton vs.

tiaa4 bnt these are now being resolved  R Eppley, Scrippe Instituthm af
t!tcanographyi pexa ~ The keys to improved uadcrstanding have been better
knowledge of xuce p~ and better accounting for spatial snd texnporaL patterns

'buticns uf mast marine orlpnisms sre characterised by a
high degree of ctmtagioa  pa~ txophic interactions must be simibely patchy.
and txophic rates may be influenced ss xnuch by the spatial ~ as by the mean
of a ~ dexsdty.
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Figurc S. A trophio budget for the Ecngucla Current  from Eergh
1986!.

OPERATlONAL CONSKIERATIOHS

Tbe czpcnee of ccosynem research rcciuitce that surveys nnd sampling bc planned
for efficiency, but with emphasis on multiple ~ activity. These two oh!acti~
can. conflict, as can be oten in the oontraat between pelagic fishery ~
tend to include fcw apecice bu.t atc conveniently centralized, and ~ by
4auea6 fhdlriea which often include many ~ bot are gtographicaHy diffnm
 Ftgare 6!. Another barrier to multiple porpate activity ia institntional priedktkes
Fcr «Xamide, tbe NatiOnal Marine reaherim SerVicC has ~biljty far marine fishes
and starine mammals, but not for scabirth, which axa the ~bility of the VS.
Ftah end WikUife Service. Even within agency chere may be psychological barriers
~ tradithmal fishery researchers who enbmaedousiy ~ consumptive atmo
cf fhh, atad marino mammal or seabird biologists who scram the mie of fish aa forego

An in cresting possibility for ~ ecosystem moniexing i ~ the
htdkntor epacisa" The rcproducticm or phytdoloijaal state of emnc predatots mny 'm

the avaihlbilkty of prey. For csnmpin, the reproductive
brown pcUoam  Pfkoaaccs acct&assails oagfcrnkau! in mothern Adifornia chicly
trecbe tbe abundance oi' maker ~, lte primary foeage  t~hoaon ct ai 1~
Figure 9!. Similarly. Changee in gttann prcdctatirm by eeeMrde in SOoth Africa
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1.00

Figure 6. Comparison of relative geographic dispersion of landings of a
pelagic fish  northern anchovy! and a groundfish species complex  rockfish,
Sebastes spp.! in California in 1975.

Peru have reflected changes in abundance of pelagic fishes  Crawford and Shelton
1978!. Monitoring of penguins and pinnipeds in the Antarctic has been proposed as a
source of information on the abundance of forage species, including krill. Inexpensive
 relative to the clt of seagoing surveys! monitoring of these "indicator species" could
provide information, albeit imprecise, on changes in forage populations including a
variety of forage species such as squids which have not been sampled effectively by
existing methods.

Drawbacks to the use of indicator species include the difficulty of interpreting
the information without verification or calibration, Use of indicator species as as a
source of information for fishery management is unlikely not only because of
imprecision, but because of the reluctance of fishermen to allow their fishery
harvests to be governed by the performance of a competitor, In contrast, indicator
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Figure 7. Relation between brown pelican productivity and anchovy
spawning biomass off southern California  from MacCall et aL 1983!.

species could be used quite effectively in the "low-information" management I
described earlier.

WHO WILL DO THE WORK7

Fishery and ecosystem research is costly in time, money and manpower. For this
reason alone, we must exlxx:t severe limitations on the amount of research which can
be accomplished. There are additional barriers and impediments which render the
work. even more difficult. Areas of ecosystem research are divided into a bewildering
number of jurisdictions and funding sources, with no single entity being responsible
for coordination or integration. Further difficulties arise in large ecosystems which
span international boundaries, where various nations may have very different policies
toward research and management, The best hope for ecosystem research may lie in
formation of consortia similar to CalCOFI on the Pacific coast  Baxter 1982, Rcid
1982! which unite local, federal and perhaps international government agencies with
academic institutions in pursuing and coordinating ecosystem studies. In the absence
of incompatible goals  as might arise from implementation of the MMPA or the
MFCMA! the mutual benefits should foster a strong and effective cooperative effort.
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An kntcnsibly straightforward comment concerning the net for further research
based on thc abundance of existing questions was directai m the Research Needs paacL
But this memiugly innocent retnsrk only scratched the surface of an issue which
needed to be addressed at this session but was not.

Thc abundance of questions is not, in aad of itself, aa indication of thc need fot
research. Many questions tnay be asked, but a large number of them may not be very
useful. The askiag of qucstioas aad the pursuit of answers is indicative, however, ef
a process which orchestrstes, and thereby controls, thc directions ia which cur
knOwledge can be eahaacekL The prcceea itself is rather ccmplez and generates itc
own set of uncertaiatlca

Who. Wturr, aad How of Pfshsrfas Research

Of paramount importance to this process are the ways in which questions are
shapekL To begin with, we must ask whose qu.actions wiH. be pursued aad thus serve
as guidelines for research on fisheries � those of fishermen, consu.mere, fisherics
managcra, government officials or scieatists? It should be fairly obvious that the
common interests of each of these groups in United States  and very often foreign!
fisheries by no means suggests that tbe concerns are thc same. Each group has its
owa set of priorities and self-interests which motivate behaviors and structure
beliefs. Yet dependiag on whose questions will guide investigatloas on fiaherics and
their management so will be iaflueaccd the focus aad emphasis of future policics.

What will bc done to implement fisheries studies is another hnportant and
polltlcally laden facet of research, especially when it comes to funding considerations,
puadiag for fisherics management projects, including maintenance pr~ seems to
bc on tbs lorn side, particularly when onc conparcs thc allocations made to other
marine programs. It hss already bcea strongly asmrted that fisheries managemmt
cxpcnditurcs and aUocatlons for scienufic endeavors together receive Icm than are
third of possible marine oriented fundings  scc L Gutting'a paper, this conferenccj-

And finally, haw ~ is to bc conducted is in many ways thc most complex
and difficult hsuc to bc raisoL Skdcntists must always bc aware of the pitfaHS of
ethnocentrism in. designing rcmarch pmjscta, Each of us, because of our back~
our czlesiencee, and our training bringS a particular oricntatioa which not only
shapes thc qwst4m wc ask, but the partdcular framework which influence thc way
we appmach the qucstiom that are eventually decided upon ss thc focus of research
As such, thc "how" component of research ia fisheries studies is, in many wag% thc
umbrella and kcy factor ia determining the directions in which wc are ~
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In the crucial area of fisheries management, these are only some of the questionsof particular concern when we discuss the pursuit of research. We are dealing, not

just with theoretical constructs to guide research, but with the anticipation of
ultimate policies that will affect precious natural resources,





PART SIX

Privatizing the Fisheries

This session will deal with the merits of "privatizing" the fisheries. For sorus,
this is a euphemism for assigning property rights to the fishery. The fishery
resources of the Unitei States should be held in trust for the benefit of the nation
and the rights to use the resource should be sold or assigned like timber or mineral
resources � that's one interpretation of "privatization,"

To others, "privatization" refers to the debate over what is the proper role of
government. Regarding fisheries, what is the proper role of the National Marine
Fisheries Service and which of its functions might better be transferred to the private
sector or shared with regional bodies and the states'

I'm glad to see this subyct addressed.

KENKLM W. COONS
Dtrector

llew England Fish@'ries Devetoprnent Foundation
Boston, 2lf assachusetts





Fisheries Management: Another Option

S. FRED SINGER
Visiting Stninent Scholar
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A PROBLEM OF SEMANTICS

It is important that we get things straight in terms of definitions otherwise we
may spend much of our time arguing without effect about the meaning of words,
rather than about the important issues. So, let's see if we can get rid of ambiguity
and agree on certain definitions for "management," "limited access," and
"privatization. '

I will try, though I may noc succeed, in not using the word "management." In
the fisheries business the word "management" means different things to different
people, For example, to some people the word "management" means or includes the
setting of TACs  cotal allowable catch!, OY  optimum yield! or ABCs  allowed
biological catch!, or whatever you wish to call it. To me that is not "management."
Let's call that the "setting of TAC," It is a subject which should be done on the basis
of the available scientific data. Knowing that data are imperfect, knowing that the
science is iinperfect, one tries to do the best job one can, There are differences of
opinion; there is a grey area within which the TAC may move. But I would like, for
the purpose of our discussion here, co assume that whenever we set a TAC, it hss
been arrived at on the basis of "best scientific judgment." If I were a lawyer I would
say: let's stiJadate the TAC's. Let's assume they have been set by perfect human
beings who have tremendous insight, foresight, perspicacity, and wisdom. These
people are not ordinary mortals, They know; they understand fish; they know how
to set the TAC.

HARVESTING THE TAC: EFFICIENCY V. TRADITION

What we are really talking about in "management" is another issue. And chat is,
how should this TAC be harvested/ How is that portion of the fish stock which the
scientific group permits us to catch, in a particular season, in a particular area, to be
collecced7 That is not a scientific problem; that is a socio-economic problem. But that
is the real management problem of the fishery.

199
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There are two ways to approach this. From the point of economic efficiency, one
should harvest the TAC as economically as possible, using up as few resources as
possible, as few boats as possible, as few crews as possible, and as little fuel as
possible. Keep the cost of harvesting down � that is what a farmer does. He will try
to minitnize his harvesting costs. That is what a fisherman would do if he owned
the fishery resource, i.e. if he owned the rights to harvest the stock. That is the point
of view that I will take.

The other point of view, diametrically opposed but equally valid, argues for full
employment in the fisheries industry, particularly among the harvesters. We do not
worry so much about the processors for some reason. processors seem to work on the
principle of economic efficiency; those who cannot meet the standard don't survive
and go out of business. But in the harvesting part of the fisheries business there is
this point of view that we should protect the employment of fishermen, perhaps
even allow more fishermen. to enter into the industry � with the result, of course, that
their livelihood becomes smaller and smaller. That point of view I don't agree with,
but it does have some important constituents � first of all, a certain Fraction of the
fishermen themselves

I would argue that if we had this point of view of full employment in another
harvesting industry, namely agriculture, then we would still have 80% of the
population of the United States engaged in farming. However, over the years we
have reduced the percentage of the active farm population from 809o to 4%o, a factor
of twenty. We are living better, eating better, have cheaper food, and a greater
variety than we have ever had. I use this analogy because I believe that inevitably
we will be moving towards an era where because of technology advances there will
be fewer fishermen and fewer boats catching the same amount of fish � since the TAC
is ultimately limited. I agree that there are some unexploitel fish species, but that is
a side Issue that I don't want to get into here. Obviously, the unexploited species will
soma day be fully exploited, so we really ate just postponing the matter by a few
years.

TRADITION

Let me talk about the second viewpoint first, that of full etnployment. The way
to put that into effect is by providing something which can be called "limit+i access"
to the fishery. You limit the access of fishermen to certain hours of the day, certain
days of the week, or so many days a month, or what-have-you. You set up all kinds
of rules and regulations which reduce the efficiency of fishing, There are examples
oF this � the surf clam and oyster fishery. Granted, this will increase the number of
persons employed; but it leads to a waste of resources,

You could do the same thing in agriculture. I am old enough to remember wheat
being harvested with scythes and threshed on the threshing floor. That is a great
way of keeping lots oF people employed, but a poor idea from an economic point of
view. The result of this is that the wheat is very expensive, if you pay full wages;
or if wheat is priced competitively, it means you pay the workers a pittance. You
can't have cheap wheat and full wages. And the same with fish, You can'0 have
cheap fish that the housewife can buy and pay full wages to a multitude of
fishermen. If you want to compete with fish from abroad, with other kinds of
protein  chickens, catfish from ponds, or whatever!, you have to do one of two
things, you have to pay fishermen a pittance or you go out of business. Another
alternative is to institute protective tariffs to keep out the cheaper foreign fish. But
then people will not buy Fish, because it is expensive. I can still buy impor~
whiting, frozen, for 65 cents a pound. I don't know of s.ny cheaper fish at the
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moment that you can buy at supermarkets. But that's still more expensive than
chicken.

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

Let me go back to the first option, the one I prefer, How do you make fishing an
ecoaomic enterprise? The aaswer is "privatization," which means transfer of the
property rights from the UX government, which owns the fishery resource, to the
fishermen. How should this transfez be accomplished? There are several ways to do
it. The important thing however, is to make sure that private people, aot the
government, owa property rights to the fish, and most importantly, make sure that
these property rights are transferable.

Transp'er eg Jrroperty Rfghts

It does not matter much how the property rights are assigned to the fishermen�
but there are three likely methods:

A "grandfather" clam@. Anyone who is fishing now caa get
property righta That is not very fair, and that is what many
call a "limited access;"

A I.ottery. That is sometimes done with mineral leases.
Whoever is lucky wins the rights;

An auction. I think it is the fairest method. The highest
bidder gets the rights. You can, if you wish, limit the
number of rights that can be bought by any particular
individual, but that is a detaiL

3!

It may turn out that a few fishermen or fishing companies wIII buy up the
rights of others. My answer is: so be it. It is not unfair. Even if the larger
companies buy up the individual fishermen's rights, at least the fishermen end up
with money in their pocketa Sometimes they are better off with money in their

The basic idea is to transfer the rights from the U5. government to private
individuals who then own the rights and can do whatever they want with them.

The analogy that I like to use is the oil and gas resource offshore. There is no
question that the resource is owned by the government. Nobody in his right mind
would dream of giving this resource away to the oil companies. We auction off the
leases, and the highest bidder gets them. The highest bidder doesn't have to be a big
oil company; it can be a coalition of small companieL Once the rights are acquired
they could either be exercised, they could lapse  that would be a foolish thing to do!
or they could be resold and tra~erzed,

I would suggest that the same be done for the fishing rights. Once the TAC has
been established, a number of rights would then be auctioned off, representing, in
total, the amount of the TAC for that year. The successful bidders would acquire
the rights. They can exercise them by harvesting tha.t amount of the TAC which is
represented by their rights. Or, they do not exercise them, let the rights lapse and
lose their money. Or, they sell their rights to some other fisherman for whatever
they can agree oa. Once the rights have been auctioned off to private iadivduals, the
free market sets their price.
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pocket having sold their rights, than out there fishing against competition and
making nothing. In other cases, you may have fishermen ouc there, each one
exercising his own right. This is aot "limit|@1 access." What I' ve seen of limited
access is a basic protectionist measure to keep out the foreigner, or  in Alaska! the
non-Alaskans, or to keep out those not from your locality.

THE GOVERNMENT ROLE

The outcome of this scenario would be that the resource would be harvested in
the most efficient manner, with the least expenditure of resources. It will avoid both
overcapitalization and pressure to raise the TAC. In other words, it would avoid the
political pressure which leads to overfishing. Once the TAC has been divided up ia
this way, there will be less pressure on the people who have set the TAC. It's sold:
the rights have been transferred.

I would think that conservationists would be in favor of privatization since they
want to preserve a continued fisheries resource, Fishermen should favor this scheme
that preserves the resource and allows them to earn a decent wage for the time put
into fishing, I'm sure the Congress would be in favor of it if it raises revenues.
People who would like to see the government get out of the fishing business would
favor it; the government would do little else except to conduct an auction,

It seems to me that the TAC can be sec, without government intervention, by the
presently constituted fisheries councils. The role of the government then might
include only biological research in fisheries. It is possible that even this aspect be
financed by the fishing industry, which benefits from the research. Then again, it
might be a proper function of the federal government. After all, there is the
Department of Agriculture, which has a publicly financed research program, all for
the benefit of the farmers. So you might say, why not have it for the fisheries.

Then there is the matter of inspection. It is possible that self-policing will work
better than having the government do the policing. After all, once the fishermen
have property rights in the resource, they will want to protect these rights. To
protect your own rights you should be willing to pay to have thera policecL

RESULTS

Privatization would result in the most efficient type of harvesting we can think
of. It should lower the cost of fish on the market and allow us to compete on betcer
terms with imports. Imports are cheaper only because they are harvested more
efficiently by fewer boats, fewer fishermen, and perhaps fishermen not paid as welL
The latter comparative advantage exists in world trade in many areas, be they
textiles, shoes, fish, food resources, and so on. We have a geographic advantage in the
United States in that we are closer to our own fishing grounds, which should give us
an important edge over foreign fishermen.

I hope that these remarks will help toward an open discussion of the various
issues that come under the heading of "privatizing the fishery," "limited access," and
"management."

SUMVIARY

In summary, I feel we can stipulate the following when discussing my definition
of privatization:

I! The United States government is the ultimate owner of
fishing resources in the EEZ  Exclusive Economic Zone!.
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2! Long-term conservation of the fish stocks is a desirable goal,

yielding benefits to fishermen, consumers, and the USG.
Conservation requires that annual limits be set on catches of
different stocks in different locations, based on the best
available scientific knowledge.

The management system should allow fishermen who practice
the harvesting trade to make a decent living by being
allowed to catch a substantial fraction of the yes.rly quota.

3!

4!

5! Consumers should be able to buy fish at lower prices,
competitive with other low-cost protein food.

The key to achieving these objectives is a system of transferable rights for fish.
Those who purchase rights from the USG, whether by auction, fees, or some other
method, should be permitted to sell their rights if they do not want to use them. The
end result will be greater economic efficiency: Fewer but higher efficiency boats
will be operating the catch, instead of many boats, each operating near the subsistence
level. Knowing in advance his permitted quota, each fisherman can optimize his
harvesting program. Foreign fleets operating in the EZZ do so now; they use the
minimum number of boats and crews to take their allotted quota  which they know
in advance!.

As much as we may yearn for the traditional mode of fishing, the development
of technology, in the presence of finite stocks, is driving us in the direction of
privatization, away from a common property resource. When one boat can do the
fishing of a hundred, thanks to radar, helicopters, satellites, etc., we should not try to
reduce the efficiency of each boat to 1% by regulation that institutes noneconomic
methods. After all, U5. farm population has gone from 8 Ha to less than 5%a without
long-term dislocations and with great benefits to the consumer in terms of cheaper
food.
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PRIVATIZATIONx NOT SYNONYMOUS WITH LlhiITIXl ENTRY

I am pleased to be here to discxun privatizing the fisherioc Ambassador Wolfe has
asked me to convey his regret that he cxxuld not bc here with you. Im me also say
that xny remarks are entirely personal and should not be taken. to xeflect the views
of the Department of State.

If anyone is wondering what ~ froxn the State Department might have to
ssy about privatization, you are not alone. The topic for me has involved enormous
struggle. I confess that my first effort ia dealing with it involved tryiag to find
mmeone else to deal with it,

As ia other things, first efforts are not always succeafuL I am here and I wiII
try to make the best of an isaac which to me hsd seemed to lack an iatcrnational
dimeosion. Ou xeflection, I thiak I have found one, bu.t I ask your indulgence if it
takes me awhile to reach it.

If "publicize" were a proper antonym of privatize," there ~ould bc a cextahx
irony ia the publicity privatization hss recently brought to the fisbcriea perhaps not
since Vaticaa II reconsidered fish on Fridays have fish attracted such attention.
IxonicaHy, too, confusion of the issue may have done little more for the fishing
industry.

Tbc problem, I think, is that two currents of contemporary thought have been
rua together under the rubric of privatization" when. cmentially, they sre separate
snd ~ On the one head, there is the inme of Jimltcd entry" Oa thc otherI
there is tbc iwue of privatizatioa." 'Ihey axe aot synonymotnc

Limited entry is a method of xegulating fishing by limiting the eatxaata or
participants ia a fishery. Onc way of limiting entry ie to confer ~ rights in
fish It is largely this that profemor ginger has advocated ss a means of avohhng the
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so-called "tragedy of the commons." That tragedy is described as too many people
izing individual advantage by catching increasing amounts of a finite resource,

resulting ultimately in its depiction and their impoverishment. It is argued that,
without property rights ia fish, there are inadequate incentives to conserve.

Privatization, I bclicve, is altogether different. Privatization is an effort to define
and cfarify the respective roles of govcrzunent and the private sector, Privatization is
moted in the principle that the competitive cntcrprise system, characterized by
individual frecdozn aad initiative. Le thc primary source of national economic
strength. It also holds that, in thc process of governing, the Government shouLd nct
cotnpctc with its citizens.' Even more fundamentaily, privatization asks, "How much
government dc we nced7"

Confusion arises between thee two currents of thought because advocates of
property rights in fish have advocated "privatizing" the fisheries. By this use of tbc
tcrza, they do not mean that Pt. Judith fishermen shouId perform research cruises
because they can catch fish morc efficiently than Woods Hole scientists, They mean,
instead, that participants in a fishery should bc limited hy creating property xigbts in
fish and by making these rights freely transferable.

MUTUAL COERCION MUTUALLY AGREED UPON

If you wiU accept this distinction, I trust you will also accept that I have been
salt.ed to talk about privatization, nct property aghta and not both. In this I am
fortunate, since it is not clcax that creating property rights ia fish would equate wizb
privatization of the fisheziee. The reasons are fairly obvious. Presuznably
government would create these property rights, lease or seli them, and realize the
pmfit. But even before asking what then, what exactly would the governznent Imse
or salk and how much of it? Would it bc ocean space as with off-shorc oil and gas
leases, or rights to operate as with radio aad television stations, or allocations of fish
as some have advocated selling to foreign. fleets? If ocean space, the answer as to
what is sold is siruplc � the answer as to what is bought is not. Every fisherman
kaows that sotnctizncs fish aze where you think they are aud somctitncs they are not.

If the government were to sell rights to operate a fishery, defining the right
bccoznes morc complicated. Thc right will be meaningful only in relation to the
resource available and the number of rights sold. Anal since one fisherruaa might usr,
his right to operate a tixed giilnettcr aad another to run a new stern txawler,
sotnething znore than a simple right to go fishing zuight bc required in order to assure
that thc rights leased or sold could be equated and that no more than the available
resource were harvested.

If instead allocations aze sold, problems similar to those with ocean space may
axisc. Many are the foreign captains who will affirzu that aa allocation does not
always equate with fish in the hold. Weatbex, environmental conditions, mcchanicai
problems. ctc, aII ~ at times to defy thc alchemist.

More iznportant, perhaps. to the imue of privatization, would the goverzunent
simply walk away after leasing or selLing thc rights created aad let fishcrzncn catch
everything within their assigned areas, or operate as mentioned with any kind of
gear or vessel, or find their allocations wherever aad whenever they chooec7 It seems
to me that, notwithstanding their leases, licenses aad permits, oIL companies are rather
heavily regulated ia their operations, as are radio stations, as are foreign fishermen.

hfy point is tbat creating pmperty rights in fish would not necessarily reduce
government, involvement in the fisherica

Would property xighte in fish avoid tbe tragedy of thc conzmons? Pcrbapz, but
recall that Oarxett Haxdin, who is c,redized vrith first describing that tragedy, did not
advocate property rights eo much as coercion.
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Social arrangements that produce responsibility, Hardin suggested, are arrange-
ments that create coercion. fhe man who takes money from a bank acts as if the
bank were a commons," he said. "How' do we prevent such action? Certainly not by
trying to control his behavior solely by a verbal appeal to his sense of responsibility."
"Rather we~t that a bank is not a commons [and] seek the definite social
arrangements that will keep it from becoming a commons."z The social arrangement
he advocated in this instance was not property rights for bank robbers but outright
prohibition.

Hardin also suggested that temperance, as opposed to prohibition, could also be
created by coercion. He pointed out, for example, that downtown shoppers can be
kept temperate in their use of parking space by introducing parking meters for short
periods and traffic fines for longer ones.

In other words, the commons and its tragedy can be avoided by a variety of
coercive devices, from prohibition to taxation. Property rights aze only one such
device. They are coercive only to the extent that others are denied access to that
which is pzivately owned.

The only kind of coercion Hardin recommended, however, was what he termed
"mutual coercion, mutually agre|xi upon by the majority of the people affected."s

It seems to me that 'mutual coercion, mutually agzeed upon by the majority of
pe>pie affected' is essentially the goal sought by the fishery management councils in
developing fishery management plans. In some instances, mutual coercion results in
gear restrictions and closed areas, in othezs it results in quotas and trip limits, If the
coercion mutually agreed upon is insufficient to protect the resource, other forms of
mutual coercion obviously may be necessary.

The point is simply that the tragedy of the commons is to be avoided by
restrictions on what can be removed from or placed in it, not exclusively or even
preferably by selling off pieces of it. And selling off pieces of it, as I' ve suggested,
does not necessarily promote privatization.

PRIVATIZATION: HOW RIUCH GOVERNMENT?

How much government do we need is an ancient, perhaps timeless, question. In
preparing for this conference, my research took me back well beyond the 20th
century, and even the Revolution to Plato and to Aristotle. I only stopped there
because of the poverty of my library. I would like to read a few lines from The
PoQzlcs. In it, Aristotle said:

those which are ineffective without each other must be
unitei in a pair, For example the union of male and female is
essential for reproduction since each is powerless without the
other; and this is not a matter of choice, but is due to the
desire, implanted by nature in both animals and plants, to
propagate one's kind. Equally essential is the combination of
ruler and ruled, the purpose of their coming togethez being
their common safety.

Common safety, or what we nowadays call the national defense, has ever been
considered a legitimate function of government, although views of what this might
involve have changed considerably over time. It will be remembered that the authors
of the Pederalisr devoted some pages in responding to criticism of the new
Constitution that it did not prohibit the establishment of a standing army.

My point is that even accepting certain activities as the legitimate function of
government, views will vary over time and among people as to how much or how
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little ie rcrluircrL With your perrmsaioa, being in New England, I would like to quote
a New Englander on this score- ln hie Essay cn Politics

In dealing with the Rate wc ought to remember that its
Institutions arc not aboriginal, though they existed before we
were borrv, that they arc not superior to the citizen; that every
one of them wae once the act of a single man: every law and
usage wes a man's expedient to meet a particular case; that
they all are imitable, all alterable; we may make es good, we
may make better, Society is an ill.usion to the young citizen.
It lies before him in rigid repose, with certain names, men and
institutions rooted like osk-tres to the centre, round which
all arrange themselves as best they can. But the old statesman
knows that axiety is fluid; there are no such roots and
centres, but any particle may suddenly become the centn of
thc mOvCrnent and cOrnpel the Syerem tO gyrate rcuad ia ee
every rnaa of strong wiII, like Pisitratus or Cromwell, does
for a time, and every man of truth, like Plato or Paul, does
forever. But politics rest on necessary foundations, and cannot
be treated with levity. Republics abound in young civilians
who believe that the laws make thc city, that grave
racdif ications of the policy and modes of living and
employments of the population, that commerce, education and
religioa may be voted in or out; that any measure, though it
were absurd, may he imposei oa a people if only you can get
sufficient voices to make it a law. But the wise know that
foolish legislation is a rope of sand which perishee in the
twietiag;; that the Mte must follow and not lead the
character and progress of the citizen; the strongest usurper is
quickly got rid of: and they only who build on Ideas, build
for eternity; and that the form of government which prevaHs
is the expression of what cultivation exists in the popuhttion
which permits it. The law Is only a memorandum.e

Only a memorandunL In the fisheries we have come to accept fairly extensive
government involvement, cspeciaUy since the mid-I970s. This involvement ~
as the nation asserted new ju.risdiction over the area knowa as tbe exclusive ecoaomie
zone and over the fisheries within it. Government'e responsibilities increased ae we
took oa the responsibility of stewardship for these rcsourcca. In other worda
government increased ia direct ~ to domestic decisions aad prioririea

Over the last decade, however, we have aiso corns to rluestion whether «
governrneat we have is the government we neerL %'e have sought to define and
clarify the rarpectivc roles of goverament and the private sector. Recently. for
instance, the pAminierator of the Hatinaal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administranca
called for defining the minimum level of federal involvement in the fisherieL
suggested that thc federal roIs should be coafined to researrh and enforcement aad
that the federal government should not be in the business of devclopiag fbrh
or rnarkcting.e

These are domcstir, ~ regarding the proper role of government.
decisions fall along a continuum. At oae extrcme is the current level of g»crnmrat
iavolvemeat; at the other, perhaps, is no government at aIL Somewhen in between re
aormaQy where we cad up, although thc precise point at which we find ourselves e
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any particular time is often a little bit higher or lower on the continuum than hwhere
we were a moment ago, As Etaerson said:

Thc statute stands there to say, Yesterday wc agreed so and so,
but how fccl ye this article to-day? Our statute is a currency
which we stamp with our own portrait; it soon becomes
unrecognizable, and in the process of tiine vrill retura to the
mint.'

pMVATIZATIONi INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

A si m i 1 ar kind of con tin uuin exists with regard to privatize cion in i ts
international dimension. Dcpcnding oa our domestic priorities aad decisions, there is
greater or lesser government involvement la the international arena For cxainplc,
there are extensive efforts underway to restore Atlantic salmon to New England

These involve private, state and fedemi initiatives. Because of them, the
United States has baca instrutnental in establishing thc North Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Organiration to enlist forciga cooperation in conserving thc salraon
produced by au r domestic p rug ramL Because of the domestic decision to restore
Atlantic salmon. we have an international dimensioa requiring government
involvement,

Similarly, because of domestic decisions regarding the aanuai specifications in
various fisheries, wc. either have an international dimension or we do not, That
dimension, when it exists, is known as joint venture processing and the total
allowable level of foreiga fishing. Dotnestic decisions give birth tc thc international
dimension as well as shape and define it.

A further example is that of fisheries trade, If we could market all our seafood
domestically, wc would. have little interest in foreign markets. However, because of
prices, exchange rates. consumer preferences, distance to markets and so forth, it is
often more advantageous to sell abroad. Domcsr.ic decisions to scil some of our
prcdurtion overseas create an international dunension and often require government
involvement to assure that US. producers are aot objects of unfair treatment or
dim:rim i natl cnL

To the extent that we decide domestically that secern to foreign fishing rance or
foreign markets are important, or that we require the coopcmtion of other nations to
conserve our fishery resources, we will have an internatioasl dimension. Under our
Constitution, involvemeat in the interaational arena is uniquely the provinc» of
government, But the answer to how much government we need even in this arena is
largely determined by domestic priorities and decisions. As Emerson said, 11ie Rate
must follow and not lead thc character and program of the citizen.'~

This, then, is the international dimension to privatizatioa. It is a contiauum
based ou a continuum. It expands aad contracts in direct relationship to dotnestic
priorities, aad it cannot exist but for them.

Executive Office of the Prcrddent, Circular NO. A-76  REVKED! on Performance
of Commercial Activities," August 4, 1983

Garrett Hardin, 'The Tragedy of thc Gxnmons," t»printed in Bxpferlsg ffew
Erlrfcx for Survival/The Voyage of the Spsceshfp Bcsgfs, penguin Books�973!,
pp. 260-61
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Remarks of Anthony J, Callo, Administrator, National Oceanic and Atmcspheric
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A CHANGE IN THE FISHERY

When we talk about "privatizing" the fisherim, I think it is useful to keep h
mind that we are really talking about changiug the way that thc fisherics ar
privatized, not instituting some totally ncw concept. After all, every time a fishin,
vessel heads out to the ~ it is beginning thc process of privatization, The fial
gets caught, it is ~ by the person who caught it, and quite thorough
privatized. So what we am talking about here is a change in the style of how an
by whom thc resource is privatiznk instead of an individual making that decision o
his own, the change ~ is that the procem will bc prc-emptcd by the amignmcs
of ownership righer, before ths feet of paaeemon, by a governmental body.

~ we require that this change usher in an age of perfection in the fishcrics
Not at all. Ihst wc ought to have at least a reasonable «xpectatim that this chanI
will bc for the better. lt has been said several times during this conference, quh
rightly, that there arc no guarantees in fishing, only opportunithn, ln d~ th
question, we ought to satisfy ourselves that wc are at least creating the o~t
for ixnprovement by altering the present system of privatization. We ought to kcc
uppermost in our minds the questum of why we sre contempLating this change, ac
remember that the anew' that we all share is "ro make thlnips better" than they a-

Several arguments have been put forth in defense of thc ~ change and
think we ought to examine arne of thena

Thc first Is conservathrn, the avoidance

y as it ndght or might not appiy to ~ ~~
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essentially, is that overpopulation has no technological soiutica, aad that the
<reedom to breed wLLL bring ruin to aLL" as growing numbers of people consume
finite gag!areas like air and water. He makes a passing remark about fisheries,
spccificaLLy condemmng marititne nations who adhere reitgiousiy to the "freedom of

� eep ia mind that this wss written in 1968.! He goes on to say that, as
responsible human beings, we seek thme ajcial arraagemcnts which prevent the
tragedy of the commons from azurring.

The axiaL arrangemcnt, in this case, is extended jurisdiction. Human activity is
subject to reguiation and restraint, The fisherics are siraply no longer the commons,
aad ao longer subject to that tragedy. You may not like that idea, because it cuts a
lot of ground out from uader the positioa that access must be restrictaL But it is a
fact. Tbc old concept, usuaily represented by the yieLd curve that dips sharply
downward as morc vessels enter a fishery aad hammer the stocks, has no validity
under extended jurudiction. Conceptually, thc "curve" levels off and simply
continues oa to the right, ao matter thc number of participaata

If there is a quota  if you are firmly committed to that odious eystetn!, the
number is set; if the fisheries are regulated by methods hkc mesh sires, the number is
discovered after the fact: there have been so tnaay fish caught under these
conditions. In either case, the number of participants is irrelevant to thc purpose of
conservation, In what other ways might the assignment of property rights lead to aa
improvcmcnt in cirr.umstances, if aot ia conservation?

Thc next argument usually offered is thc promotion of economic efficiency.
Some fishery managers seem to suggest that the tragedy of the commons is aot only
the destruction of the resource, but the dissipation of rene.

I don't happen to agree with that, and I think that Garrett Hardin would feel
that his position was being misstated, perhaps deliberately, but that's beside the point.
Wc have scca that thc coascrvation argument doesn't hold up, what about tbc
econotnic one? Bromley' has pointed out that firms eater any industry until total
industry costs equal total receipts and rents are dissipated. Speaking of the fisherics
specifically, he goes oa to say that restrictiag entry into an industry so that group
receipts are held above group crate is to deay that the competitive equilibrium results
in the most efficient use of social resourceL ls that right or wrong for the fisherice?

Given an omniscient anti incorruptible sdaanistrator  whether a person, ageacy or
coaunission! aot subject to thc human failings of pettiness, greed, parochialimg
laziacra, empire-building, we caa theorctically envision a system wherein a
government agency would determiac the appropriate level of aa industry's production
aad thea make the consequent decisions oa inputs. But why confine this to fisheries?
Theoretically, this could bc done for aay industry. Thc answer is simple we
~, as a society, that production decisions arc best left in thc hands of those
w'hom the marketplace holds accountable, and we have aot made the somewhat
fantastic leap of faith that puts those decisions in the hands of a bureaucracy which
must be irresponsible. And I use. that word in a very precise cease, aot a perjorative
cnc. The bureaucrat has no reel accountability, snd thcreforc is truly irrespoasible, or
perhaps "aot ~ble" would be a gentler choice of word@

waatal to keep my remarks to a discussion of principles, but in at least one
phlcc we have to talk about practicalitics aad operations. This theoretical
administrator would have to make production decisions, because hc would either have
to decide ths amount to bc produced. or decide the autnber of inputs. Herein lice ea
enormous trap in the marketplace. If, for example, a quota or iaput level were aet to
produce IO~ tone of a resource, and there were really 20PQ toas available, the
marketplace  the coasuamr and industry together! is cheated oat of 10,000 «sac
Revenues wILI be too low' at exactly thc earns time that prices are too high. If ths
administrator, however, errs ia thc other direction and sets the quotas too high,
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10,000 tons might do some real damage to a resouxce. Information is the essence of
this process, and unfortunately, fishery science is not yet predictive. Cycles,
fluctuations, and pure anomalies continue to confound the assessment community, the
managers, and the industry. The industry shrugs and accepts it as the nature of the
resource.

But even if our knowledge of ecosystems were to give us the ability to make
fisheries biology a predictive science, and such a system were put into place, there
would still be errors, The errors would sometimes be on the lower side out of
concern for the resource, sometimes too high in xesponse to political pressure. It really
is a question of knowledge, and the proposed system would always be in a brutal
catch-up situation. Such is the nature of the resource.

Would. we be better off? I think it is extremely doubtful, overall. Remember,
we are not talking about conservation here, but about central planning. That is what
this discussion is all about. If you have the confidence that there should be soxne
authority which decides how many shoe stores there ought to be, how many
television sets ought to be manufactured, you are welcome to that point of viewed
I think I know what your occupation is. Parenthetically, has anyone considered that
the present allocation process and the madness of quoxas is perhaps a type of
privatization, with the councils forced to act as the owners/ But that is a topic for
another conference.

THE TAX PAYER/GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

So we know that the fish don't care and the marketplace is likely to be worse
off. Who else is involved? The taxpayer, the government?

Let's talk about that. Are the fisheries subject to government disposition for the
purpose of extracting economic rent? I would argue that they are not, Ownership
derives from occupation, from possession, from dominion and control, from
investment, Government does not possess those fish, does not exercise even the
shadow of control, has made no investment in that resource, did not create it. When
we speak of privatizing, the fisheries axe a lot different from a public airport. Tax
money built it, and if the community decides to sell it, well and good. But it is pure
fantasyx to speak of owning free-swimming fish. I will be the first to acknowledge
that this could change, but it hasn't yet. The clearly-stated will of the Congress is
that the relationship of government to fish remain that of trustee, not owner. The
MFChlA restricts fees to administrative costs, and the levies on foreign fleets do not
even begin to approach the uncaught market value of the allocations. Fxankly, I
would like to leave it that way, I think that the declaration of ownership without
the traditional criteria of passion, occupation, control, is a very dangerous thing in
terms of defining the relationship between a government and its citizens, We
constantly seek to minimize government involvement in our lives, in our daily
decisions, because we don't trust its coxnpetence or its intent, and we are correct.
When we tolerate its intrusion, we demand justification, we want to know by what
right the intrusion takes place.

Finally, when we speak of the goals of privatization, we are usually implying
that an owner wiU make more rational investments, take better care of the pxoperty
involved, and be generally more responsible and thoughtful because he wishes to
protect his interest+ All laudable goals. All dependent on single ownership. In the
case of fisheries, no one is proposing that the resource be turned over to a single
entity. That would carry with it all the attendant problems of monopoly,
monopsony, price fixmg, dead weight loss, and all the other ills that we associate
with concentration,
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So the fisheries will be turned over to an exclusive multiplicity of individuals
and interests. They wLLI still compete for the best catch rates, still create
externalities, still have to be kept off the spawning grounds, still have to be
constrained in many ways for thc protection of the resource

In short, they wilL be doing the same things they do now, and have to be
regulated in exactly the same fashion, Whatever benefit vre imagine from
privatization simply cannot accrue in the fisheries. Again, the fisheries are not an
airport.

SUMMARY

The fisheries are already under a regime of privatization; for government to
usurp that authority confers no conservation benefit and puts production decisions
into a bureaucracy with all the attendant drawbacks. The extraction of economic
rent makes a claim of ownership that is without merit, The very goals that we
associate with privatization cannot be met in the fisheries.

So I would ask that regula.tions be developed which do protect the resource,
letting fish grow and reproduce. Enforce those regulations, and let the businesses and
individuals who run them do the best job they can. They will � for themselves, the
resource, and for you.

NOTES

Bromley, D.W. 1969, Pconorfdc Ef ficiency 4 Conunon Property Natural
Resource Use: A Case Study of the Ocean Fishery, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, Division of Economic Research

Dougtas v. Seacoast Products, This reaffirmation by the Supreme Court of
government's true~hip, rather than ownership, of the fisheries resources, took
place on May 23, 1977 � months after the MFCMA was enacted.

IP TIIP. SIIO8 DOESN'T PIT, STRZTCII IT

RICHARD K ALLEN
Vice President
Atiantic Of fshore Fishermen's Association
Newport, Rhode Isiand

DEFINING PRIVATIZATION

When I was asked to address the pros and cons of privatization, the first thing I
had to ask, of course, was "What is privatization?" After reading Mr. Singer's article,
the question became, "Why are w'e calling limited entry privatization now'?"
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I have felt for some time that limited entry is not a useful term anymore. As
someone said in the first session, it is a blanket term that covers schemes as different
as limited transferable licenses and taxes on landings. Limited entry has been such a
controversial topic that seldom do we get beyond the broad concept to talk about the
s pecif ics.

So now we call it privatization, which may not create the immediate
inflammatory reaction that limital entry does i' in my mind is no more specific or
useful a term. So why are we calling limited entry privatization2 Where did the
term originate? Who started using it and what did they mean by it'7

As far as I know, the present administration started tunng the term to describe
the process of tuzning back to the private sector certain government functions that
might be carried out better by the private sector. I believe Carol BaUew said that it
included a desire not to compete with the private sector.

Now, the English language is known for both its internal inconsistencies and its
subtle nuances. If we go to a scenic overlook, do we overlook the scenery, or do we
look over the scenery?

The most important contribution we can make here is to answer the question
whether privatization as it is being used as a substitute for limited entry is actually
an accepted part of administration policy, or whether the proponents of limited entry
have siznply used some subtle semantic skullduggery to hoodwink the administration
into believing that limited entry fits into its overall privatization philosophy7
Certainly privatization seems like s. valid term to substitute for some forms of
limited entry. But if we look at privatization as the creation of property rights, is
this really what the administration means by the term, when they suggest cutting
down on government and reducmg the role of government in the market place7

We are talking about allocating the right to fish and at present the market
allocates the right to fish. No rational person assumes that we are going to sell off
the right to fish and the government is then gomg to walk away from the problem,
never needing to bother with it again. There should be no doubt in anyone's mind
that privatization, or limited entry, will require a new bureaucracy, with with mare
national standards, mar e guidelines, more paperwork, more regulations, mars
enforcement, and mars litigation, Rather than turning to the market to allocate the
right to fish, therefore, we will be abandoning the market in favor of a larger and
more intrusive role for the federal governznent. Isn't this exactly the opposite of the
administration's policy7 And yet, by playing these wozd games, and by continuing to
deal only in broad generalizations, the proponents of limited entry make it seem that
their philcsophy fits right in with the overall plan.

Aside from its compatibility, or lack of compatibility, with administration policy,
one of my gzeatest frustrations in dealing with the question of limited licenses,
individual transferable quotas, or taxes and fees, it the superficial level at which the
proponents of these measures plead for them. I believe there is a conscious attempt to
avoid talking about the specifics in order to gain widespread acceptance for something
that can be made to appeal m everybody until you actually design it and put it into
practice. If you attempt to be specific, you start to lose supporters who thought you
were talking about a different form or a different variation on a form.

If we wanted to critique Mr. Singer's article in detail, or the paper by Mike
Orbach that Bill Gordon had published in Harfanal Pfshermun, I think we could find
many inconsistencies and contradictions that arise from the mix-and-match approach
that the proponents have adoptecL Take one attribute from limited lice', mix with
one attribute from stock certificates, add a dab from taxes and fees, and match with
the constituency you are attempting to convince.
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PsraAed Prebistns

I don't want to continue what I see as a major failing of the opponents of Iimitcd
entry, however, and that is a failure to recognize that a lot of people think there is a
problem that needs to be addressed. Given the political system, when enough people
think there's a problem, they Tl try to get a solution to it. If limited entry is the only
solution ths.t's been proposed, it will win by default. I would also hope not to adopt
the methods of the proponents of limited entry, however, by proposing one broad
solution for all the perceived problems.

What are the perceived problems that attract people to limited entry?
"Free-for-All Fishing Depletes Stock," the headline says, so conservation is obviously
one perceived problem. Limited entry has not been shown to solve conservation
problems, and Mr. Singer says that "setting the correct amount every year for each
fishery is not a point at issue here: determinations will continue to be made by
scientific experts." So, while Mr. Singer implies that conservation wiII be served by
privatization, he states that conservation is not the issue.

But conservation is a perceived problem that will be used effectively, if not
legitimately, by the proponents of privatization if it is not dealt with to the
satisfaction of those who are concerned with it. The use of 'The Tragedy of the
Commons" is just such an appeal to those people.

But if we are going to quote Garrett Hardin in what I might terru a sort of
rabble-rousing way, shouldn't we look a little closer at what Hardin had to aay in his
essay? Hardin's main concern in the essay was overpopulation, and he concluded that
"the freedom to breed is intolerable." He did not, however, suggest that we sell off
all potential breeders at puberty, or even that we auction off the right to have
children.

Hardin does suggest that we create "social arrangements" to produce responsibility,
responsibility in his words being "mutual coercion mutually agreed upon," I would
suggest that the Magnuson Fishery and Conservation Act of 1976 and the fishery
management councils are such social arrangements. If we are not totally satisfied
with the job they have done, it is appropriate to ask why. Does part of the answer
lie with individuals who see the success of the management council system as taking
away from the impetus for limited entry? We can achieve conservation without
limited entry, and we must do so if we do not want to sce the conservation issue
used, howevrr illogically to generate support for limited entry.

What's the other big problem that attracts people to limited entry. For the
fisherman, there's not much question in rny mind. that he is seeking protection from
competition � "we just keep splitting the pie up in smaller and smaller pieces," some
say. Which pie, we should ask, the fish pie or the dollar pie? And when did the
pieces start getting smaller? Are they really smaller, or aren't they growing as fast
as they were? Would they be happy with a constant piece of the pie? How do they
want to divide the pie up7 Who do they want to divide the pie up? Do they want
to be limited to taking a guaranteed slice from their pie, no matter how the pie
expands and contracts, or do they want to be free to take a slice from somebody else' s
pie if their pie seems to be dwindling7 Will their net piece of the dollar pie really be
larger if they have to amortize an expensive license, or pay for a share of the pie, or
pay use taxes on the slice of the pie they take?

Mr. Singer suggests that the federal government has operated on the fallacy that
you can get something for nothing. I would suggest that fishermen who advocate
limited entry think that they are going to get something for nothing. This is another
result of the proponents of Umited entry dealing only in generalities that do not
dispel that myth. Even though Mr. Singer's main problem with the current system
seems to be that "fishermen are charged nothing for the right to fish," he leaves open
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the possibility that these rights could be allocated on the basis of prior right. It' s
difficult for me to see how much value would attach to a right that expires at the
end of one year, as Mr. Singer proposes, but Mr. Singer also insists that the rights
must be transferable so that fishermen could buy snd sell them. A fisherman who
sees himself as qualifying for a prior right that he can then sell, therefore, thinks he
is going to be given something of value for a price that he has already paid  ths.t of
being in the business3 and for which he did not expect to get any additional value.
The federal government would really be in. the position of giving fishermen a bonus,
although it would not come out of the treasury.

Another fallacious argument that is used to generate support for privatization is
that of the high price of fish. With a limited resource, it should be apparent that the
cost of harvesting does not determine the price to the consumer. The price is
determined by the demand in relation to the supply, which is lunited by availability.
High prices are brought about by a large demand for a scarce product, not by the cost
of production.

After first crediting fishermen with the power to set the price of fish, and
discounting the role of consumers in setting the price of fish, Mr. Singer finaUy gives
the consumer the ultimate power to stop the cycle  of higher prices for fish attracting
more entrants whose costs eat up their potential profits! by refusing to buy
higher-priced fish. He apparently views consumers' buying habits as a limit switch
that has been set too high, rather than the automatic cushioning device that the
demand curve might be more traditionally viewed as. After ascribing this power to
solve the problem to the consumer, that is, the market, however, he continues to call
for government intervention in the market place through the privatization of the
fisheries.

It's as easy to say that the argument over the high price of fish is a fallacy as it
is to say that the price of fish is caused by there being too many fishermen. But
what do the facts show? The average ex-vessel price of most major species of fish in
New England, when adjusted for inflation, declined during the period from 1978
through 1984. Yellowtail flounder, for example, declined from $.57 per pound in
1978 to $.43 in 1984. Whiting dropped from $.12 to $,08, hake from $.17 to $.09,
pollock from $.16 to $.10, winter flounder from $.43 to $.41, cod from $,23 to $.22,
Lobster dropped from $1.73 to $150 per pound. Redfish showed a small increase, and
only haddock. and sea scaUops showed significant gains, $.30 to $.41 for haddock, and
$2.36 to $3.26 for scallop meats, If we looked at scallops today, I think we would
find that they' ve taken a drastic drop in true price in the last two years. Just as the
first session pointed out that we are mistaken to look to the councils to discover the
cause of the high cost of fisheries management, I think it is clear that w'e are
mistaken to look to the fisherman to discover the high price of fish.

Mr. Singer also decries the fact that foreign fishing rights are determined by
politics, rather than economics, and thus "used for mischieF." I don't know Mr.
Singer, but from his credentials I would certainly hesitate to call him naive. I don' t
know what else to call it�however, if he believes that a system in which "foreign
fishermen would submit bids or purchase fishing rights from the U.S. owners of such
rights" would be free of political and foreign policy considerations,

I also find it difficult to believe that Mr. Singer is confident that such a system
would be free from economic shenanigans. Rather than a system that automatically,
with no opportunity for manipulation, distributes both the right to fish and the
revenue from fishing, Mr. Singer proposes an entirely new industry based on
speculation in fishing rights. Not on fish, but on the right to fish. The lessons that
Mr. Singer urges us to learn from Alaska evidently include that of an original
member of Alaska's Limited Entry Commission who apparently soon learned that the
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5. Limited entry will not insure the financial well-being and
economic efficiency of our fishing industry; and

6. Limited entry will not remove Foreign fishing allocations
from the political and foreign policy arena.

Limited entry wQE result in a new bureaucracy, more regulation, and greater
interference by the government in the private sector and the free market economy.

OTHER SOLUTIONS

There are problems with our current fishery management system, but there are
solutions to these problems that are not based on limited entry, Among the easy ones
that I believe most fishermen will agree with Mr. Singer on are the elimination of
many of the programs that act as incentives to investing in the fishing business As
we become morc concerned with overcapitalization, we must take a harder look. at
fisheries development programs, which quickly cross some poorly defined and
invisible boundary into overcapitalization.

These solutions will only bc available to us to the extent that we look for them
and consider them, in the same way that we are being urged and ~ to consider
limited entry. The proponents of limited entry, who happen to be primarily the
fishery managers who are in a position to influence strongly the direction that
management takes, must be as openminded about the alternatives to limited entry as
they are asking us to bc about thc imposition of limited entry.

PRIVATIZATION SCHEPMSt OPPORTUNITY AND CONTROVERSY

WALTER T. PEREYRA
President
ProPtsh Internatlotuti, Inc.
Seattle, Washington

Economists have long admonished the fishery administrators for thc manner in
which they manage our fishery resources. They have argued that, because of the
common property nature of our fishery resources, we cannot permit uncontrolled
entry into the fisheries without fishermen and our nation suffering dire economic
consequences. The overcapitalization in certain fully utilized fisheries such as the
west coast troll salmon fishery and thc New England groundfish fisheries have been
cited as examples of the problems created by allowing unlimited entry in our marine
fisheries.

As traditional approaches to fisheries management  utilizing such measures as
time/area clcsures, quotas, and gear restrictions! have failed, resource managers have
begun to seriously consider more efficient output control models for managing our
fisheries. These attempts to control, or more efficiently manage fishing effort in our
fisheries, are in reality a means to privatize a public resource.
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Such resource allocation schemes have been used successfully in managing
harvests of other publicly-owned resources such as our national forests and some
privately-owned sedentary marine species such as clams and oysters, There is reason
to believe that transferring ownership in some manner to the private sector in certain
domestic finfish fisheries could: result in a more orderly and efficient allocation of
our Iimitei fish resouxces; facilitate management; and bring greater benefit to our
nation.

PRIVATIZATION SCHEMES

The three principle ways in which we might privatize our fisheries axe license
limitation, individual resource quotas, or individual resource shares, While the three
approaches differ in their functional application, they all basically axe designed to
eliminate excess capitalization and thereby allow for more efficient utilization of
scarce, common pxoperty resources,

License limitation, or limited entry, has been the more widely-used scheme to
reduce or prevent the dissipation of net economic rent in certain fully-developed
fisheries. Most distant-water fishing nations control the gxowth or size of their fleets
through license controL License limitation has also been widely used in Alaska for
managing entry into the salxnou and herring fisheries. Procelures have been
established for determining who is eligible to receive licenses. Limitations are placed
on the types of vessels and fisheries for which the licenses are valid. In most cases,
the vessel licenses are transferrable and become a valued property right in themselves.

While the limited entxy schemes have been successful in reducing effort in these
fisheries, the programs themselves have not been universally accepted nor have they
been completely satisfactory in allowing the emergence of the xnost cost-effective
harvesting arrangements. Some have argued that the licensing schemes themselves are
coo mechanistic and unresponsive to the economic mterests of the resource users.

1'rafh4txtal Itescgrcs @tata

In Hew Zealand where certain groundfish fisheries are underdeveloped, a resource
quota system has been instituted for managing these emerging fisheries. This quota
management system, which has opexated successfully for several years, is based upon
individual transferrable quotas  ITQs!. These quotas, which are given for different
species to certain operators based on their historical catch and investment in the
industry, are valid in perpetuity. The ITQe are transferable harvest rights that can
be sold or traded "at the market." Thus, market foxces rather than regulatory
interfexence determine the manner in which the fisheries are prosecuted,

The government becomes involved in providing adjustment assistance, the
charging of resource royalties and rentals for the use of this public resouxce, and
quota trading. The harvest right itself is denominated as a specified tonnage of quota
with the government adjusting the total allowable catch  TAC! through the buying
and selling of quotas. The government has reserved to itself the right of coxnpulsory
acquisition of quotas, subject to arbitration on price paid for such quotas if necessary.

Resatree Shares

Another approach for controlling entry to our fisheries has been the allocation of
resource shares directly among the participants with a resource share being soxne
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percentage of the TAC. This approach is being successfully employed in thc offahoxe
fisheries of eastern &made uader an enterprim quota systetn. Untkr this system, as
the TAC rises or falls due to changes in resource abundance, the absolute amount af
quota represents by thc percentage remurce shaxe Likewise rises and falls
proportionally, An advantage af such a scheme is the non-involvement of
government in the buying and selling of quotas ta adjust TAC as is done in New
Zealand.

ln the resource share system, resolution of thc by~tch problem might be
simplified by requiring that fishermen have sufficient resource share to cover their
by-catch neetht For exatnple, in a multi-species fishery, like a trawl fishexy. an
individual shareholder could be required to own or have access ta aa appropriate
share of thc by-catch species in order to excrcisc his taxget species share. Depending
upon casts of the by-catch share, this would encourage the operator to adjust his
by-catch in order ta maximize his ecaaornic return from the directed fishing
operation.

While on the surface the resource sharc approach would aecrn ta have tnerit,
concexn has been expremed as ta haw the shares themselves would be apportioned
among various interested psrtieL The simplest scheme might bc to allocate the
resource shares through a lottery or auction system with expired shares reverting
back through some central resource agency for reallocation. Again, appropriate
royalty or rent could bc applied to the resource sharc ta ensure that the nation
receives fair compensation for this public resource.

THE PRIVATIZATION CONTROVERSY

The implementation of privatization schemes in aur fisheries has not been
without controversy. There have been strong arguments pu.t forth both in support
snd against the concept of privatization of our fisherics. Some of the arguments in
favor of the privatization approach have included;

Privatization would result in a mote cfficicnt utilization of
our nation's resources;

The costs and problems anKtciated with managing our fisheries
would bc greatly rcducecL Furthermore, we would begin to
move away frotn the "crisis management" approach common
in our fisheries today;

The role of government in resouxce ailacatian would be
greatly reduced or even eliminatetL This, in turn, would
allow fishery management bodies to devote their attention ta
critical conservation and management inmes rather than
trymg to manage the prtvate sectar;

We mould eliminate over capitalization in our fisheries with
concomitant reductions in social casnC

We would carne claser to extracting the nct economic rent
fram our national fishery resources xathcr than havtng it
dissipated in excessive casts as occurs at present;

We would have a morc even flow of higher quality finished
products to the consumer at potentially lower costs;
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There would be a reduction in conflict among resouxce umcs
as fishing effort and gear is moxa evealy distributed over the

With fishing effort spnad out over a longer fishing season,
the Lilcslihood of overfishiag would be reduced. Moreover
management ~ tune would bc lcngtheaed;

Our fiaherice weald be safer ae each fisherman would have
greater latltiide in deciding when to fish for his ehaxe;

With improved proficaMity fiahennea would have sufficient
funds to allow thecu to modernize existing vesmls, build new
oars, or install newer fishing gear,

Investment risk associated with resouxce availability would be
reduced, thereby sacoureging Long-term investmeats in our
fishericcc and

Once harvesters own rights to the resouxce. they should be in
a aiuch stronger pcsitioa to negotiate long-term supply
qoncraccs with willing buyers,

Soma of thc principal arguments put forth ia oppemtlon to privatization of our
fisheries Locludn

Many American fisherxnen feel that the imposition of sorus
limited entry or reduced access pxogram ia oux fisherics
would remove aa important God-given freedom of choice;

power might be concentrated in the hands of a few large
corpomtions xo tbe detriment of the small. mdcpendent vessel
owner and fisherman;

Foreign nations could gain contml of oux strategic fishery
rcsourcce by buying up resource shares to the long-term
detrimsat of our domestic fisheries and fislicrxnexu
Ncw entrants would experience ~ difficulty coming
into the fishery unlcse they wcm willing to pay large sums
of money. Thus, a fisherman's dream of his soa having the
opportunity to enter a fishery ln a small boat and build
himself up over the years thxough hard work and the
app4catlOm of his ovra shills sad ingenuity would be
curn pxoxedsed;

Lt will be difficult or impcaxible to reduoe effort in a fair and
scluitahle manner in fully-devaIopxd fisherilu
Total cmploymmt Ln the iahexics would be reduced; and
Development of ~tilixcd species might bc retarded since
historically over-capitslixation ia one fishery has forced
fishermen tn hnaxvats and expand into aew and ~
developed ~
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Foz any schexne to be successful the following factors must be taken into
consideration and resolved.

All fisheries with commonality should probably be included
in any privatization scheme. A piecemeal, one-fishery-
at-a-time approach will only lead to accelerated dislocation
and over-capitalization in those fisheries and on those species
not privatizecL A good example of this is the situation which
occurxed in the North Pacific following salmon license
limitation when excess vessel capacity shifted over to other
Fisheries such as halibut, which allows unlimited entry. This
contributed to the over-capitalization problems in another
fishery.

Any rights, whether they be licenses, resource shares, or
individual quotas, must be treated as private property rights
which can be sold, traded, or passed on through an estate.

Some nominal royal', oz rent should be charged to the share
or license so that the nation xeceives proper compensation for
use of the public resource,

There should be minimal restrictions on season or manner in
which a share or license holder chooses to exercise his harvest
rights.

Historical participation of participants in the fisheries on the
species being privatized should be taken into consideration.

Some maximum limit should be placed on the amount of a
resouxce controlled by any one participant in the fishery.
Furthermore, foreign control of our fishery resources and the
domestic fishermen extracting these zesources should be
minimized by zequiring that more than 50 percent of the
equity of any vessel engaged in the US. Fisheries, as defined
by the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act
of 1976, be owned by citizens of the United States.

Regardless of the privatization scheme exnployed, the resouzce shareholders
individually ox collectively should decide on the harvesting scheme desired to take
thea share of the resource. As opposed to the first-come first-served chaos of today,
under a privatization approach, it would be in the interests of the involved
participants to apply fishing effort judiciously to ensure perpetuation of the xesouzce
and their greatest long-tenn net economic gain. Collectively, the harvesters operating
in their own best mterests will also bring the greatest economic benefit to the nation.
Furthermore, we should see the creation of a competitive and positive climate for
resource development and a more stable management environment, thereby ensuring
conservation.

CONCLUSION

As a consequence of ouz establishment of a 200-mile exclusive economic zone, an
enormous economic opportunity is waiting offshore for our domestic fishermen and
our nation. Whether oz not we fully realize this potential will be largely dependent
upon the manner in which we manage our fishery resouzceL Allowing unrestricted
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entry into our fisheries has resulted in a chaotic situation in certain fisheries and a
no-win situation for resource managers. Furthermore, our nation has not derived the
maximum economic benefit fram the exploitatioa and utilization of our vast fishery
resources.

For these reasons it would appear to be reasonable to consider some type of
privatization scheme in certain fisheries as an alternative to the unlimited entry
allowed in most of our fisheries today. Some change in management structure should
be taken under serious consideration in the near future to protect and improve the
gains made by our domestic fishermen since extended jurisdiction. If we do not make
fundamental changes in our approach to allocating certain of our scarce common
property fishery resources, we will see one fishery after another become
overcapitalized with concomitant adverse social and economic coasequeaces snd
increasing difficulties in our management regimes. Now is the time to begin a
national debate on this important issue and once and for all devise a more rational
resource allocation scheme to apply to our nation's fisheries, Our nation, our
fishermen, and our fishery resources deserve nothing less.
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College of ltfarlne Studtes
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While the economic theoretical thrust of Dr. Singer's comments are, for the mmt
part, correct  thc only exception being that the price of fish will not faU with a
privatimtion program given a fixed total allowable catch! his rather doctrinaire call
for privatIzation in aU fisheries at aU times ts at beat naive. His comments show an
ignorance of rad world fisheries biology, fisheries industry structure, and the
difficulties of policy implementation and enforcement. He ignores the extreme
variability of many stocks, biological and technological interrelationships between
harvest of different species, and thc cost of enforcement proceduren Ecouomhos have
been discussing limited entry  or privatization in fishencs for over 20 years because
of the potential of private property to improve overaU efficiency in the fishery and
in the economy as a whole. However, it is gcneraUy agreed that it is impcesiblc to
have rational dimumions on limited entry policy without a detailed analysis of the
specific fishery and thc specific type of limited entry to be used so that the benefits
and costs of implementing the program can be cotnpared with no management and
with alternative forms of regulation. Wichout such infortnation, policy discussions
usuaUy default to alternating monologues which ~ do not address the same
specific issues. There has been much of that here today, Roger's comments should
have been much more valuable if he had done more than rcpcat well-itnown
generaiitics and instead focused on a real world fishery.





Conference Sumxnary

Ae noted in the prcfacc to these pnsxedings, the conference was structured around
a ect of basic questions. Specifically, the objcctivts of the confejcnce were to
critically assam the current system of fisheries znaruqpment under the Magnuson
Fishery Conservation and ~ment Act  MFChfA!, to czplore how and whether
privatizing the fisheries should be ~ to evaluate the potential for ocreasing the
role of state governments in fisherics management, to learn from management
~ xperience in other natural resource fields, and to identify novel approachee to
fisheries enforcement and research. The following is an attempt to summarize the
wealth of rnatcrial presented at the worhshop ae it related to the basic qucstitmL By
scormity. this sunutu~ has harl to overiooir several valuable contributions contained
in thc papers and discursion. There is no satisfactory substitute for reading the entire
volume.

CRLTfCAL ASSPM28IBCT OF THE CURRENT $YSTEht

There appeared to he wi~ agreement on the czitcria used for
fieheriee manqpmcnt. The Reagan administration seeks a ~ which: �!
interferes as little as passible in private ~ decisioruc �! reduces thc cents of
federal fisheries managtnncnt; and �! 'ncreases government revenues. Other obvious
criteria werc protection of fishery etochs and deveiopment of the ~ fishing
indugry.

The current system of ~ ~ with involvement of all interested
partiee. is view'ed as ~ sound, though not perfect. Thc system haa ~uUy
fun4tntcd development, cspeciaUy of fiahcrics formerly dominated by foreign fhunL
OveraU ~ ~ and productivity in the H?Z aru up. But these
improvcmcnts are due to developments in the lower valued fstherien The syeaem has
faUcd to ~ mme high valued fishery stocks, espaciaHy those trudithstaUy
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exploited by domestic fleets, Scvcral high valued fisherlee have experienced dcclinea
in landings and productivity. fhe curxent system has not adequately restrained
fishing pressure. Over capitalization has baca allowed, if not induced, by many
managemeat messuxexc

Too much government iatervcntion and of the wmng kind was a cotiunoa
criticism. Regulatioas under the current systexn have led to less efficient production
practices and lese flexibility in the industry. Furthexxnorc, federal efforts are
perccivcd as often dupiicating actions by councils and states,

PRIVATIZATION

There waa considerable debate over the meaning of "privatization," Some equated
it with conferring private property rights or limited entry measures. Others equated
it with rolucing or eliminating government involvcmcnt ia areas more appropriately
perforzned by the private sector,

Onc of the more substantive imucs here is whether lixnited entry measures require
lees government involvement, Oue din:useant argued more government involvement
will result, whereas another discussant argued less will occur. Both are members of
the fishing industry.

INCREASING STATES' ROLE

State fishery tnanagement officials from three regions of the U3 discussed the
prxapecte for increasing the role of state governments in fisheries manageinent.
Alaska snd Texas clearly desire morc authority and less federal interfereace in their
efforts to tnaaage fisheries. Both states perceive a role for federal authority in
fisherie managemcat but one that ia largely separate froxn state xnanagemeut efforts.

The smaller State of ~usetta, oa the other hand, faces very limited
prospects for cxpaading its role in fisheries tnanagement. A moxa feasible altcraative,
at least on the Athuitic coast, ~ould be to provide regional bodies with greater
regulatory authority.

LESSONS FROM OTHER FIELDS

The practices and procedures usaf ia the management of other resources appear to
offer some desirable alternatives to those used in the current fisheries xnaaagement
system. Among several discussed were: thc bidding procedures for allocating
exploitation rights used in foreitry and minerals management; the use of private
property rights measures in rangeland management and pollution control; aad the
prooeduree used to manage thc exploitation af the tnmsbomdary and migratory
resources of water aad birds.

Knfomemmt under the curxcat system is very costly. Also, while mliable
~ are lacking. there arc aumerous reports of ineffective and iasufficicnt
cnforccrneat. Improving the coatMfectiveness of enforcanamt will contribute greatly
zo improving fishcrlm management ia ths US, Oac valuable suggestion fm'
euhanciag the ccstWfcctivenem of cnforccxncnt is to dixcctly involve amnagement
authoritics in enfoxccmsnt planning and involve enforccmeat authorities in
management planning. Thc current system has failed to invoke such involvement to
~ msaaingf ul degree.
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RESEARCH

The current research programs to support fisheries management are perceived to
be basically sound. There is strong justification for these programs under both the
existing system and most feasible alternative management systems, The primary
issue in this area is how to allocate scarce research funds among the many competing
needs. No definitive answer to this proverbial problem was forthconung.

Our hope is that these proceedings will contribute in some small way to
improved fisheries management and ultimately achieving the objectives set out by the
h4FCMA.

JON G. SUTINEN
Conference Chairman
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